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Inside Pakistan
It was Sir P . C. Ray who said to
the author " You wield a mighty pen
in the service of the country." When
Mr. Gauba wrote "Uncle Sham",
which had a world-wide appreciation,
it was recognised in America as ' out
and away the most effective reply ' to
Miss Mayo. His " H . H . " wrecked
the case of the Princes at the Second
Round Table Conference. "The New
Magna Carta" resulted in the dismissal
of a Chief Justice.
In INSIDE PAKISTAN, Mr. Gauba
has turned his attention to the consequences of Pakistan.
The author, who himself was a
leading advocate of Lahore, and prominent in public life writes with an
authority and knowledge which is
beyond
question.
In
INSIDE
PAKISTAN the author has furnished
answers to ,,all Pakistan's • charges,
(Continued on back flap)
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Dedication
" The gale had passed, but chilling was the air.
A simple tramp came wand'ring o'er the hill—
A man of peaceful habit, free from care,
Save that he felt a trifle wet and chill.
Calmly, with equal mind but broken shoe.
Onward he moved, until at length he stood
Where an adjacent haystack met his view
(A crop both scarce and dear, but very good.)
This he regarded in a casual way,
Then, finding warmth his prevalent desire,
Drew forth a match and lit the ready hay,
And in a moment had a first-class fire.
And there he basked upon the leeward side,
Till the rude farmer came and raised a storm,
To whose unseemly protest he replied
Mildly, that he had done it "for a warm".
*

*

*

*

A simple tramp. Perchance a simple tale,
But what a greatness ! Surely we have here
A calm, cool mind that knows not how to fail,
A steady brain that sees its purpose clear:
An elemental soul that gives no heed
To right or wrong-surmounts without pause
The disproportionate vastness of his deed,
Nor care the 2d. that he lacks for laws.
What is a stack ? A barn, a homestead roofWhole villages shall flare at his commands;
Great towns and cities shall be nowise proof
If such a one aspire to warm his hands.
Does he need victual ? Is he void of trust ?
Poultry and flocks his instant need shall slake
Ten thousand fatted beeves shall bite the dust
Ere he go lacking in a modest steak.
Oh, see him ! c Tis a sight to stir the heart,
Serene of purpose, ready, swift, and bold,
The kingly impulse of a BOUNAPARTE
Were less than his, if he is feeling cold."
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By Way of Introduction
" I N S I D E P A K I S T A N " does not need a preface and
* hardly any words by way of introduction. The title
is sufficiently indicative of its contents and purpose.
Several titles were considered for the book, including such
sparkling and original names as "Bagh-i-Jinnah" or
' Gulistan-i-lslam." The first was rejected on the ground
that it is not a work descriptive of the exotic plants that
bloom in Pakistan's principal horticultural institution.
The
second
was
objectionable,
as history has
unfortunately given Arabia the status of the Garden of
Islam. The publishers suggested " I N S I D E P A K I S T A N " ,
and where it is a matter between author and publisher the
publisher is invariably right.
Therefore, while the book has no connection with
John Gunther's famous "Inside" surveys of Latin
America, Europe and the U. S. A. it is an inside view of
Pakistan. It is not a picture of snow capped peaks and
tall mountains blue in the distant haze. It is a closeup view, and for all that neither a pretty nor a happy
picture. As to how far it is a truthful picture must be
left to the reader to judge.
Mr. Jinnah claims for Pakistan the status of the Largest
Muslim State in the World" and "the Fifth Largest
State in the World." These claims are not touched
upon, though any gazetteer could provide ample
material for interesting debate. Assuming, therefore, the
hypothesis that Pakistan is the biggest of the Islamic
States of the World and stands high in the list of the
World's greatest States, an ''inside" view of Pakistan is as
important a matter as an "inside" view of Latin America,
Canada or the U. S. A.
Nearly two years ago, in "Consequences of Pakistan"
an effort was made to analyse some of the probable

consequences of Pakistan I
"Like the ostrich, members of the Muslim League
bury their heads in the sand and dream, and dream.
"Sweet is the dream no doubt—Sovereignty, Independence, Power. But derams have an uncanny
aptitude of turning into nightmares, God forbid
that Pakistan should be a nightmare.
Whether
Pakistan is going to be Utopia Realised or Hell
unloosed, it is certainly going to affect directly the
lives of millions on this sub-continent."
Mr. Jinnah probably did not read the book; he did
not even have time to acknowledge it. But many Muslim
Leaguers read it at the time and put it aside. In the last
few months they have been hunting out these copies and
giving them a second reading. It is too late now.
Pakistan is a reality. We have seen some of the
consequences, we have to see more.
If "Consequences of Pakistan" was mainly a prognostication, ''Inside Pakistan" has no uncertainty or doubt.
It is a picture, the close-up, straight-ahead view of a dream
Come true.
No two writers can look at a subject through the
same pair of spectacles. No attempt is therefore made
to write "Inside Pakistan*' as John Gunther would write
it. As an American stranger he could perhaps see more
of^the beauty and less of ugliness ; more of the foliage and
less of thefaTTelTleaves. But he could never know the
splendour of a Punjab Spring, although he raay
„ find a shady spot, or two under the blazing Pakistan sun.
With much of the subject matter, therefore, the
present author can claim personal knowledge; with many
of the persons mentioned a longstanding acquaintance.
Familiarity can be both an advantage and also a
disadvantage. Familiarity is an advantage when it lends
authority ; it is a disadvantage when it creates a bias,
either in favour or against. When, therefore, it could be
said that any fact or opinion has been advanced out of
bias, an effort has been made to supjxnt it by another
opinion, preferably from a Pakistan source.

Accordingly, therefore, the author is very much indebted to the Qaid-e-Azam, the members of his Cabinet,
the " D a w n " the "Pakistan Times" and other unimpeachable Pakistan sources for much authoritative material.
The author is no less indebted to the 'Civil & Military
Gazette' of Lahore, and 'The Statesman' and the 'Hindustan Times' of Delhi, particularly, and to several other sources too numerous to detail, but which have been mentioned
wherever possible for most valuable information and facts
tearing on the life and affairs of Pakistan Dominion. The
author is also beholden to the "Times of India Year Books"
and the several volumes of Treaties and Sanads by the late
Mr. Aitchison for a great deal of the material on the subject
of the States acceding to Pakistan. The author is also
most grateful to an anonymous author, loffg" since
buried with his humour, for providing an appropriate
dedication. And lastly he is grateful to his brother-inLaw Enver Ahmed ot the "Hindustan
Times~for
permission to reprint his famous cartoon on the effect of
the realisation or Pakistan on the Oaid-e-Azam.__and—his
Cabinet.

K. L . G.
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CHAPTER

ONE

Dawn of Freedom

R

E D D E R than any Sky W a s Pflfriqtnn'jg d a w n _nf
freedom.
On August 9th rumours were afloat that killings and
arson would start the next day in the city of Lahore.
The citizens by then had learned to trust these rumours
as they had never been proved wrong.
Two days
before the great Shahalami Gate blaze a merchant of
the locality asked a newspaper correspondent to write
something so that the fire-raisers may be prevented
from carrying out their plan. From previous experience
people knew that such fears were not unfounded.
On 10th August killings s t a r t s jn a hig yrcty—About
60 people were fatally stabbed within and without the
walled city of Lahore. It appeared that someone, somewhere had given the word "go". During the night
non-muslim houses were set on fire in Chune Mandi,
Bazaz Hatta, Sua Bazar, Lohari Gate and Mohalla Sathan.
The remaining houses in Mohalla Sareen also went up in
flames.
The police did nothing to prevent acts of lawlessness.
In fact the police, which had already earned notoriety
for partiality, were reported to have egged on the fireraisers.
Non-muslTms continued to complain, but the
police officials as well as the magistracy paid little
heed.
The situation in the city deteriorated on the following
day. Even according to censored reports, 148 people lost
their lives at the hands of organized gangs of hooligans on
thai_day. The areas of Bharat Nagarj^STnghpura, Tibbi
Bazar and Lohari Gate were the worst affected. Fires
blazed throughout the night, lighting up the sky over
the city.
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On 12th August the hooligans extended their field of
operations. Arson and stabbings took a heavy toll of nonMuslim lives in Rang Mahal, Kucha Dhunan, Sua Bazar,
Dabbi Bazar, Machhi Hatta, Kucha Shami Ilokan, Bhatti
Gate, Shahi Mohalla, Kucha Mulo Mata and Moti Bazar.
Some shops were set on fire in Anarkali, the main shopping centre of the city. In this area the stock of goods in.
v^ ri qus shops wq/^ worth more than a crore of rupees.
13th August dawned in the wake of gigantic fires in
Gali Hingaran, Gali Kagzian, Gali Kattian and Kucha
Chah Tiliian. The only two exits through which nonMuslims could escape from the burning inferno, in the
walled city were Lohari and Shahalmi Gates. Police fired
on fleeing evacuees. No help could reach them. Groups of
men, women and children were massacred by bands of
goon^as.
Attempts to put up a fight, wherever made,
were foiled by the police.
The curfew order was but a sham. Almost every day
as soon as the curfew period began, fire-raisers got busy. It
is widely held that destruction oFproperty would have been
far less if there had been no curfew. The occupants and
their neighbours would have had a chance to prevent and
put out fires if they had been free to move out.
VVhatremained of the city warsaved by Dogra troops
on the night of August 13th and 14th. Were it not for
their presence outside the city, the hooligans would perhaps
have completely destroyed it that night. The next day the
Dogra troops were withdrawn from the city. The cause of
their withdrawal was differences among the troops of the
Punjab Boundary Force. Objectioij„was taken to the
shooting down of a large number of hooligans by them in
one mgnTT
On 15th August Pakistan was officially-born, though
for some daysj3£exiquslvr it wasevideqt that it was in the
earning^ The morning of August 15th dawned with the
hoisting of the Pakistan flag rwftr'pqfrlic buildings. But
there were no rejoicings in the cit^—no^jaoL-even. by
Muslim Leaguers, tto-pcocessions. The advent of Pakistan
was signalled by hundreds of fires raging in various
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parts of the city, hundreds of corpses and a stench, that
has come to be known as 'Pakistani
Boo ' .(odours).
In Mozang, however, the attainment of Pakistan was
celebrated with special eclat.
A Sikh Gurudwara, which had been specially preserved
for the day, was set alight as morning heralded the first
day of freedom. As the flames lent skywards several
thousand throats shouted and clapped in glee :
Pakistan
Zindabad". A mere incident in the proceedings was the
failure of the inmates of the shrine to make good their
escape. They were all roasted alive.
Various estimates are made of the number of people
killed in Lahore in the ordeal.
According ft) 3, careful
correspondent of the " Hindustan Times" the numbers
killed amounted to about 3,000, and more than
houses were demolished by arson.
Writing to.the same Journal, Mr, P . C. Chowdhury
gave an interesting eye-witness account of Lahore on the .
eve of Pakistan..
Complete lawlessness prevailed in the walled city, on
the other side of Circular Road, starting from
Railway Road, running along the Circular Road in
a remarkable continuity. One could see a semicircle of smoke which persisted throughout this
period and has involved the entire old city.
Numerous places of worship belonging to Hindus
and Sikhs have been burnt of which one finds
no record in the daily papers. Coming to the
loss of human lives, I am afraid I cannot put a
definite figure. I have a solid example which
gives me a pretty good idea of the rate of killings.
I have followed
these details with scientific
leanings.
On 13th, I happened to visit Mayo
/
*i* j Hospital.
Outside the mortuary, which must
apparently be full, I saw 300 to 350 stiffs, dumped
in various lanes leading "t6 the
fifortuary.
I
waited for the papers next morning wanting t o
know the figures of killed given by them. I got a
pretty good idea when I found them giving the news
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as 40 killed and 100 injured. Well, in my mind
r fixed up a scale to calculate the actual casuality
figures from those given in the papers. During
this period, not a single day passed when we did not
/ see three or four lorryloads o£_stiffs crossing our house,
" T h e lawlessness there was so official that you would
probably not believe.
The military
actually
helped the murderers.
The people trying to
escape out of the burning houses were mercilessly
shot, and their bodies were roasted. The Lahore
Station was for days beyond the reach of HinduS
and Sikhs. No ignorant person who left for the
station survived.
A Tribune
employee staying
with us met the same fate.
It was a perfect
picture of lawlessness.
W e had the greatest
difficulty of escaping out of Lahore, via the
In fact that is the
fcLahore Cantonment Station.
only way out for the victims.
/ ' I n short, Lahore is the city of the dead and a
;com^cte^^ctBffe' 'Of"hell.—'Those in cfiarg^J3f~
[this heTTafe so perfect in their jobs and carry out
tha various items of their jobs with efficiency
which is unprecedented?
"
Sialkot witnessed an orgy of violence, arson and loot
for three days beginning from August 13th.' The trouble,
which started on a small scale on 11th August, was fanned
by Muslim Leaguers who along with local officials, a large
majority of them also being League-sympathisers, held
meetings at various places in the city and urged Muslims
to avenge Amritsar.
On j 3tJLAugust a Sikh was stabbed andjiouses of
non-Muslims were set on fire with the help of the police.
Hooligans were seen carrying pitchers full of petrol to burn
non-Muslimiiauses, and they were allowed to carry on their
activities fearlessly by the local authorities.
Theresistance put up by the non-Muslims, who
constituted about^35 jjer cent of the total population of the
city was outmanocuvered by the police. With the help of
the police and military~~a place of worship was burnt. A
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Sikh constable, who tried to intervene, was killed, A
number ol Dharmashalas and places or worship were
completely destroyed and the League flag was hoisted on
the histoyic Sflijwala ot freia Singh. Loot, arson and
stabbing continued unhampered.
By the evening of 13th August many parts of the city
were in flames and a number of corpses could be seen on the
streets. In some places the non-Muslims put up stout
resistance but they had to surrender since the military and
the police refused to interfere, and thus strengthened the
hands of the hooligans. The Sikh police force was disarmed
and the non-Muslims whenever approached the authorities
for help were mocked and jeered at.
With the declaration of curfew in the afternoon of
August 13th there was no way left for the non-Muslims
except to get themselves burnt in their houses or be shot
at by the police if they moved out. Some of the prominent
men of the city were burnt alive in their houses.
Organised massacre of non-Muslims continued on I
August 14th and 15th and when the rioters were taking rest
on the morning oi""August" 16th? it is alleged^ the City
Inspector urged them not to take rest but to continue to
w h y out the kafirs.
On the night of August 15th and
16th when most of the city was in flames the local officers
.nnH

Muslim T.ryigiiftrg flfe j-f.pnrtH fo hflVfi

ffl^Kr^iwJ

jashan in the Fort (Police headquarters).
t m Ijyh ftiifiiiRt people started evacuating the oity and
in thfl SYff^ng spme arrangements for evacuation of nonMuslims were mndfl by tha Sikh ^ilitarv whirh arr^yf^
there on that dav. A refugee camp was started in the
Cantonment with the aid of the Sikh military.
On August 15th and 25th, the trains which left Sialkot
for lammu carrying Hindu and Sikh evacuees wege
derailed
E

ra^sing"^™'*

rasnaltire..

Two more trains coming from Wazirabad on 15th
and IRthj^T^^-^eiyedat^Si^lhgt with several bodies of
Hindus and Sikhs and it is learnt that several more bodies
were disposed of on the way in the Upper Chenab canal
by hooligans.
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The train which was coming from Wazirabad to
Sialkot was stopped on the way and general slaughter and
looting took place.
All Hindus and Sikhs were killed
except about 60 persons who were seriously injured.
By 1st September this once prosperous city was largely
in ruins, its principal industries gutted and the bulk of its
non-Muslim population evicted (they have all gone now).
Over twelve factories were destroyed, and threw out of
employment about 1,00,000 workmen, mostly Muslims.
Altogether about 300 shops were burnt to the ground.
T h e trouble by then, had also spread to the rural
areas, where complete chaos reigned.
Heavy loss of life and destruction of property was alsp
reported from other West Punjab districts.
Planned
attacks by armed gangs with the active help of the police,
it is learnt, were being organised to kill and loot
Hindus and Sikhs.
Nearly all non-Muslim localities in Gujranwalla were
destroyed and looted. The loss of life ran into several
hundreds. Thousands of refugees from the town and the
adjoining areas awaited military protection for safe evacuation. In Hafizabad, Gujranwalla district, rice godowns
were first pillaged and then set on fire by mobs. In
Ramnagar, another small town in Gujranwalla district,
only one non-Muslim area was unaffected, the rest
having been destroyed.
The prosperous tnandi of
Pattoki was a mass of rubble.
Serious rioting which broke o u t i n Sialkot, Jhelum,
Sargodha. Lyallpur and Montgomery districts, also
caused a heavy toll of life.
Casualties have been
conservatively estimated at 10,000 to 15,000.
Detailed
news from these districts were not available except
through those of the refugees who had escaped to safer
areas.
Thousands of refugees were marooned for weeks
in these districts for want of transport ."""^^he railway
system was completely dislocated in West Punjab.
There was no safety of travel by trains which were still
running from western districts to Lahore.
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PakjTntarij -a, gfrY i n Montgomery district, was burnt
and looted by armed men on August 24th. Refugees told
the Story Of arson and loot, and said that it was not possible
to estimate the amount of property destroyed and looted,
and the number of persons killed. "It was done on a
gigantic scale" one of them said.
More than seventy refugees were killed at Raiwind
station and the luggage of others looted
The campaign to eliminate the minorities from
Pakistan was not confined to the Punjab. Killing of nonMuslims in Quetta started on August 21st. Narrating th"e~
incidents in CJuetta on tnat day some of the refugees said
that mass killing of Hindus and Sikhs was incited by circulating rumours of what had happened at other places. The
military arrvied when most of the shops were looted, houses
burnt, and men and women killed.
In the first fortnight of Pakistan's existence communal
disturbances on a major scale were reported to have flared
up in several districts of the Multan Division o) West
P n n j a ^ yf^r.h ft?(H so far escaped the horrors of Sheikhupura or Lahore This was mainly due to the atrocity
stones circulated by League newspapers and Muslim
National Guards about happenings in East Punjab.
Non-Muslims in the Multan Division were cut oil and
all possible routes of escape effectively barred. The main
centres-of trouble were jhang ? M uzaflargarh, Dera Ghazi
an and Dehra Ismail ^KKan in the JN. \V. F . P .
Armed bands of hooligans operated on railway trains,
particularly between Multan and Bhakhar. Hindus and
Sikhs Attempting to escape were thrown out of running
trains or had their throats cut.
Lftiah, fl,p important town 79 miles from Multan, had
over 10,000_Hindu§_a.nd Sikhs who finding it unsafe "to"
ypntnr^nnt of tiiptftwn accepted _jnass conversion to

Islam.
'
In J hang a serious situation was stated to have arisen
owing to the complicity of high local officials and League
leaders. On 23id August a prom inept League. leaderr ^fro
is also a member of the Pakistan Constituent Assembly,
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came to the town and went round the city inciting Muslims
to wreak vengeance on non-Muslims in Pakistan. He was
assisted by high district officers,,
Following this incitement there were large scale encounters between Hindus and Sikhs on one side and Muslim
hooligans on the other. With the aid of the military and
the police nan-Muslims were disarmed and their' equipments handed over to League National Guards.
Non-Muslims were not able to get food supplies.
When foodstuffs were despatched for them from Lyallpur
the trucks carrying grain were looted.
About3QQ women were abducted by hooligans and
not restored even when requested to do so by the European
Superintendent of Police.
'
Not only were heavy casualties inflicted on non-Mus- v
lims but their property was also looted. The Police under
the pretence of searching for illegal arms deprived them
of their money and jewellery.
"Murder in the eyes of men, violence in the hearts u £ - officials^ misery and starvation on the faces of refugees and
a feeling of despair among politicians" : This is what a
Special representative of the 'Hindustan Times" saw in the
Punjab as one of the. party who accompanied Pandit
Nehru and Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan on their 2,000 mile tour
of the affected area^
~"
'
~
"It was a fatal step the League leaders took in dividing the military, the police and the civil services on communal lines. By doing so they let loose a greater frankenstein
than they did by preaching hatred of Hindus and Sikhs.
The Pakistan Radio and the Press fed this monster by
playing up upon atrocities in East Punjab and blacking
out news of butchery in the West.
j^fi^
"Seventy per cent of the casualties of the lastc three
weeks in West Punjab were inflicted by the communallymaddened troops and policemen.
The victims of their
bullets numbered thousands. The massacre at Sheikhupura,
which was. their handwork, puts to shade the slaughter at
lallian^ala Bagh. The annihilation of thousands in
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Shakargarh tehsil, when the whole story is revealed, will
be found t o have put to shade even Sheikhupura."
And in a tew words what happened at Sheikhupura
will bear record. T h e men, women and children were
formed into two groups on tt]q pretext that they were to be
evacuated to refugee camps separately. When the men had
collected, they were shot down by a fusillade from scores of
tommy guns. From the wm^^p and /-hiiH™>tij gific ^wr
the ages of

1 J 3 n f l \tfnTrpt1 "tarter fnrty wprp QJftP^ tn QlaUft

the thirst"of ^ikistap's new h^t^jjons: the rest were put t o
the sworcTAccording to some accounts, not less than ten
thousand^pergQns V f ^

gbl

^C^ft r H

, n r

" ' c InraUty^ m.nnn

'Railway trains became the sjxxial target of attacks
unlike the disturbances of March last, when trouble was
confined to a few areas. T h e trouble started when the
Sind Express was held up near Padami Bagh near Lahore.
That proved the signal for such attacks at other places and
trains between 'Pindi and Lahore were held up for hours
together at several stations.
Several passengers were brutally murdered at Wazirabad station after which the hooligans set fire to Hindu shops
and business premises. The Wazirabad branches of the
" Punjab National Bank" and the ''Lakshmi Commercial
Bank" were gutted after being looted. The cashier of the
"Punjab and Kashmir Bank" was stabbed; their accountant
is still missing while their manager escaped.
T h e thriving bazar of Malakwal, a well-known mandi^
was burnt. Trains were stopped a t Alia, a way-side
railway station, where several people were killed.
Three persons, including a two-year old child were
shot dead inside a house at 'Pindi.
A major disaster on Chakwal line was averted by the
pluck and courage shown by a n Anglo-Indian Railway
Inspector, who was travelling in that train. A gang of
about half a dozen hooligans, armed with sten-guns blocked
the rail between Harnal and Mandra-Bhaun section of the
N. W . Railway. Noticing that there were some nonMuslims in a particular compartment, the inspector, who
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had a revolver, immediately, came out of his compartment
and returned the fire. The intruders thinking that military
was accompanying the train, withdrew after killing two
and injuring three. Several passengers were killed at the
Taxila Railway station.
When a Pakistan Special carrying some persons
belonging to the Baluch Regiment, jxissed through 'Pindi,
the officers in command, it is alleged, exhorted the League
National Guards present at the platform, to see that not a
single Hindu or Sikh was allowed to migrate safely from
'Pindi.
Ramkund is a famous place of Hiudu pilgrimage
situated at a distance of 12 miles from Rawalpindi.
The deities installed in the temples were smashed as
also the gates leading to the Shrine The entire food
stock was looted. The Hindu and the Sikh imputation
migrated in fear.
Two of the most dastardly attacks were on public
officers.
One of the victims was Diwan Maya Ram
Nanda a Punjab Government officer.
On his way
home with two ladies of his family he was waylaid. All
three were brutally murdered.
At the Lahore railway station on pfctform No. 5,
a familyunder the " protect ion'i_of the National Guards'
was macfe Oyer uTTuflians! The two male members were
staEEed Todeath.
The woman in the party was put
down on the tloor and had her breasts cutLoS apd Tfien
stabbed!^ A boy oPten who ran up^jhq Oni-ral Staircase'^schaseaajidjkilled on theto^jaLthe-bridge. And
when all this w'as ^wer~these Pakistan heroes walked
away as if it was all part of a daily routine.
•
And so was the murder of Prof. Madan Gopal
(Singh, Registrar of the Punjab University. He went to
Lahore to collect some records.
He was invited to meet
the Vice-Chancellor.
He went to the Vice-Chancellor's
room but did not find him there. As he was descending
^ the stairs, he wis set upon and stabbed to death. It was
. alleged, in the Press note issued by the West Punjab
» Government, that he was killed by a dismissed employee,
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whom, it was stated, he had named in a dying declaration. The murder was committed at about 10-30 a. m.
in view ot several eye vyitqcsses. .Nobody was arrested.
Jn__the evening officials
looted Trotessor Madan
Gopal Singh's house. The dving declaration mysteriously
underwent a dramatic change. The disgruntled employee
referred to as the murderer Was only indicated on suspicion. 'l 1 have been stabbed by an employee I dismissed",
became u 1 suspect I have been stabbed by an employee
whom I dismissed 'T It is certainly no fault ot the police
that Prof. Madan Gopal Singh did not make a more definite declaration while leaving Pakistan.. And without a
proper ' dying declaration, ' how can Pakistan Police do
anything about it? Madan Gopal Singh's murder must,
thcrefcre, remain one of the hundred thousand unsolved
murders of Pakistan.
And thus Lahore, once the gayest city of the north, became a city of the dead. The fashoinable Mall presented
a deserted appearance with almost all the shops shut up or
destroyed. The roads emptied, except for military trucks
and a few private airs with armed escorts aboard. There
was a grim funeral look on every face and people could not
smile. Outside the overcrowded refugees' camp, there
were a few Hindus and Sikhs, and all one saw bore a hunted lookTowards the end of August stabbing and murders
showed a decrease. The activities of the goondas took a
new turn—looting with the help of the police.
Mr. Manzur Qadir a Lahore Barrister, went to a
bungalow of a Hindu Barrister to rescue some property.
When he arrived he found looting in progress. A tommy
gun was pointed at him and he was told to get out. He
withdrew as discretion was certainly the better part of
valour.
On 16th August the premises of the Tribune newspaper were set on fire. Much damage was not done, but
the staff had to flee the city.
'
Adjoining the Tribune office were the offices of the
Bharat Insurance Co., Ltd. With the assistance of R. S.
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Nathu Kam Assistant Liason Officer an attempt was made
to move the records of the Company into lorries. T w o
clerks were stabbed in the process. The crowd that
objected to the removal of the records, then went into
Dr.lB. L . Kapur's maternity hospital; stabbed an attendant
and assaulted th6 nurses. The timely arrival of some
members of the police saved the lives of the patients.
L . Chaman, a Muslim Barrister, went to assist a
Hindu friend remove some of his belongings in Shahi
Mohalla. The whole party was brutally murdered at the
instance of a Sub-Inspector of police, who shared the
booty including a large amount in cash.
O n 25th Auffiisl. the. .Wx-.int^t Pre^s

wired

from

Lahore:
jdesprcad looting was reported from Bazar
Mohalla in Lnhom Cnniomtt^iii r _ISowalmandi and
Maclagan Road.
" While murder is on the decrease in the city
and district ol Lahore, the authorities are confronted
with another serious crime—wide-spread looting in
broad daylight.
!r. /Laiiarul Hasan, Deputy Commissioner of
Lahore, said that"~short o r shooting them down,
he would give no quarter to looters. _Ihc—colice
hadarrested a large number of these~ofienders".
It cannot be said that the looting was the work of the
newly up-rooted refugees from East Punjab, nor the work
of goondas or the police entirely. Persons considered
well-to-do let themselves go to seize the easy property of
neighbours, friends and erstwhile acquaintances. Furniture, Frigidaires, radios, clothes, jewellery formed the
principal subjects of attention. A_wcll-kriQwa -Barrister
organised a party and raided a foreign liquor shop—he
anid hisjnends__are jweIl_stocked in ^hJ5ky_^r_several
months j o j g m e . ^^jjln<= c*<}cks he lias sold 'to the market.
A surgeon in Government service broke into a fellow
practitioner's surgery and st^te his p.ntirft surgical equipment . .And when later requested to return it, produced
an order ot the Punjab Government prohibiting" the
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removal of surgical apparatus and instruments from the
district oi l 'Sflftrft- (It was not realised at the time that
this order would virtually bring to a standstill the
working of a large factory of a prominent muslim
businessman for the manufacture of surgical instruments).
Large houses fell vacant. The Hindus and Sikhs had
the best properties. Whole areas, such as Rajgarh,
Shamgarh, Kishan Nagar, the city (such as left of it,) the
Golf Road area, Mayo Road and several other localities
which had more than 90% non-Muslim population
suddenly overnight fell vacant with valuable furniture and
personal effects left as and where they lay.
And so began a scramble for Hindu HOUSES and
sofa sets. Here are a few names with old and new
addresses.
Charing Cross
Bakshi Sir Tckchand's
*•"* Mian Nurullah,
Fane Road House.
M. L . A. Flat.
M. S. Muttaqi
Small Bungalow, R. B . Seth Ram
Mozang Road
Rattan's Palatial
House.
Malik Feroz Khan Suite Falettis
Residence of R, B .
Noon
Hotel
Sohanlal, Danepur
Road.
Farukh Hussain, Two
Room
Residence of A. N.
Barrister.
Tenament in
Grover on
Fane
Mozang.
Road.
Tassaduq Hussein, Small Bungalow, Large Bungalow,
Barrister.
Empress Road. Fane Road.
Shabir Ahmed.
Three Room
House of J . L . Kapur,
Tenament.
Begum Road.
These are only half a dozgn or so. Tllfr A *rt> probably
a thousand mor^ equally impressive. And while Muslim
Leaguers from Lahore were drawing their first dividends
from Pakistan, scores of thousands and thousands of their
less fortunate brothers in Islam were pouring into the
promised eldorado—homeless, tired, hungry and stricken
with disease.
While Mndim rpfpffees celebrated an " I d " on the
roadside, Iftikhar Hussain ot Mamdot and lttikharuddin
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of Baghbanpura carried a leg of mutton each to Walton
Relugee Camp in gratitude to an All Jjountitul Providence?
During the disturbances a vigilant, eve on thesafety
of^ refugees was kept by L a a v ^Mountbatten who,
repeatedly, at no little inconvenience and risk to herself
ventured into the danger areas of West Punjab to see things
for herself and to get a first hand knowledge of affairs to
be taken up, if necessary, later at Cabinet level. On one of
these occasions she was accompanied by the Health
Minister, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur. At the Press conference
that followed, details were given of an attack on a refugee
column from Sialkot on the outskirts of Lahore. The
details when published sent a wave of anger throughout
the country.
Emphasising the need for safe g^or f , Rnjknrnnri
Amrit I^urdescriEeci the tragic story of the convov oL6&
vehicles 'Ynicfi fiTar*^ TO fivarai?^ ngn-^usljm refugees
from Sialkot. Before the convoy leftTSialkot, the refugees
asked Brig. Coolier, who was in charge of troops there,
whether they would be safe during the journey. He
assured them that he had provided enough guards for the
convoy. The guards were, however, all Muslims, with the
single exception of a British officer. The Muslim drivers
of the vehicles refused to take the non-Muslim refugees
unless they were assured that an equal number of Muslim
refugees from East Punjab were brought back. These
assurances were given and the convoy started.
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur said that she was told by
some survivors of this ill-fated convoy that when the
vehicles reached the river Ravi, the drivers left and were
absent for about a couple of hours. When they returned
and resumed their journey, they were attacked by an
armed mob estimated at 1,000 strong. The escort fired
a couple of shots in the air and did nothing to protect the
convoy.
The non-Muslim refugees were mercilessly done
to death.
Rajkumari Amrit Kaur said that she and Lady
Mountbatten were in Amritsar when the shattered remnants
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Jiodies. . The refugees had been literally hacked to
Several others were very seriously wounded. Before the
attack on this convoy had taken place the single British
officer ITad left ft, because hg wa^ unr^ r ^rWa tn rt*nrn
to Sialkot.
From the undernoted table, it will be apparent that
the responsibility for devising new methods of communal
warfare lies almost invar ably with the members or votaries
of the Muslim League :
Stabbing members of other
community
began Calcutta 16th Aug. 1946 by
League supporters.
Use of acids
began
„
„
„
by non-league supporters.
Burning houses and
villages of the other
community
began Noakhali by League
Import
of large
quantities of knives began Bombay Sept. 1947
11
Stabbings in Punjab began Amritsar March 1947
11
s
Use o( petrol in large
——
quantities in burning
houses and business
premises
began Amritsar March 1947
JJ
Large scale looting
79
JJ
?>
»
99
Stopping trains and
murdering of the
minority community
Sharifpura ,,
99
>?
(Amritsar)
Employing the trouger test to determine
Attock
community
99
J>
11
Attacking hospitals
j ^ ' a i j d killing inmates
Multan
1»
»5
'5
it
Desecrating places
of worship of minos/ rities.
Rawalpindi
19
District
&

*
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Forcible circumci- began Rawalpindi
District March 1947 League
sion and conversion
Amritsar
Attacks on women
11
»5
'5
>5
Rawalpindi 5>
/ Outrages on women
ii
ii
u
11
l>
11
w' Abductions
55
V
Maiming children
11
ii
11
11
s
Burning alive in
petrol members of
the opposite comAmritsar May 1947 League
munity
ii
„ „
NonLahore
Attacks by bombs
11
League
Attacks on OmniJune 1947 League
buses
ii
n
Original methods
< in butchering victims
ii
it
15
Murder by troops
Baluch
with
automatic
August
Regiment
weapons
1947
11
ii
^ Hiring of assassins
June 1947 League
11
11
Hiring of the fire
raisers
11
ii
ii
it
11
Massacre at RailAugust 1947
way stations
ii
1}
11
Attacks on Refugee
convoys
ii
»»
11
II
5'
Large scale attacks
„
on trains
^ B 11 Gujram ivala „
ii
Looting of shops
and houses under
police protection
„
Lahore
„
„
„
An important member of the Punjab Muslim League,
who is also-a member of the bar, accidentally dropped in
the room of the Chief Justice of the Lahore High Court
a circular giving instructions to members as to how things
were to be done. This is now probably in the archives of
the Home Department of the Government of India.
Before Aug. 15th this gentleman filed Habeas Corpus
petitions by the score on behalf of the Muslim League of

u*'

f
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persons arrested for murder and arson. When the Muslim
League came into power, arrests for murder and arson
ceased.
• •
•
One of the earliest acts of the Nawab Iftikhar Hussain
Khan of Mamdot, when indicated for Premiership of
West Punjab was to secure thetransfer of all Muslims
awaiting trial For murder at Amritsar to the Lahore
Centra] Jail. After the establishment of Pakistan a number
of these persons were permitted to escape from the jail.
The rest were written oft as having died of cholera.
Many of the persons arrested by the police under the
I orders of Sir Evan Jenkins, Governor, for the Rawalpindi
outrages made statements that they had been told by the
I League supporters that "a Muslim League Ministry would
J soon come into being, and no one of them would have to
face a trial. Hence the ferocity and barbarism of the
attacks on non-Muslims in that area and complete freedom
from restraint. Although the Muslim League did not
come into power till J 5th August the promise given on its
behalf was honoured and nearly two thousand persons field
by the preceding Government for murder, arson and worse
were set at liberty. Hindus and Sikhs held for -lesser
i offences continued~in Pakistan captivity.
It is well-known that time does not bar criminal
liability. Since March according to conservative estimates
there have been more than a hundred thousand^ coldblooded murders, thousands of cases of rape, arson and
abduction. In some cases the assassins were taken in
delicto. In many cases it was known who they were and
who were the abettors
Mr. Jinnah in his Lahore broad;cast on August 31st declared emphatically that all guilty
f'.'of these heinous crimes must be punished.
- • ~~ Said Mr. Jinnah :
"A few days ago, I received harrowing accounts of
the terrible happenings in the Punjab and the
situation from all accounts, appeared to be so grave
that I decided to come to Lahore. On my arrival
here, I immediately got in touch with various
sources that were available to me and I was deeply
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grieved to realise that, unfortunately, there was a
great deal of truth in what had been told to me.
I am speaking to you under deep distress and
with a heavy heart. W e have undoubtedly achieved
Pakistan, and that too without bloody war, and
practically peacefully by moral and intellectual force,
and with the power of the pen, which is mightier
than the swords.
So our righteous cause has
triumphed.
"Those who are responsible for this holocaust
must be dealt with an iron hand and put down
ruthlessly. The civilised world is looking upon
. these doings and happenings with horror and the
fair name of the . communities concerned stands
blackened in the eyes of the world."
But either the West Punjab Government and the
Punjab Police do not share Mr. Jinnah's views that these
men should be brought to trial and are loathe to hang the
real architects of Pakistan, or perhaps they never listenedin tb the Qaid-e-Azam. What perhaps is more likely*
they listened-in and heard him but never attempted t o
can)* out his orders as they knew they Were only for
listeners in the U. S. A. T h e word* w^re nlpnr enowfiH •_—the conclusionjs_£ntional.
j
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CHAPTER T W O

.

The Pakistan Idea

T

HE idea of Pakistan first came into practical form
7?5ffl a smull group 6f Muslim students ot Cambridge
University. In January 1933, when the 1 oint I'arliamentary Committee was carrying on its work of examining
witnesses, four of these students. Mohammed Aslam Khan,
Ch. Kehmat AIT Sheikh Mohd. Sadiq and Inayatullah
Khan issued a small four page pamphlet, entitled .' Now
or Never^* in which they advocated the idea of a partition
of the country. The theory that the Muslims are a separate nation, and are therefore entitled to a separate state
of their own, was for the first time serious!v advocated in
this pamphlet.
"Sir'Mohamrned Iql>•.11 had mooted an analogous idea
in hjfi aflrirqps in IQ^O t o

rtiTCTlnriia

Muslim I ipngne.

« So closely has Pakistan come to be associated with
Mr. Jinnah and the Muslim League that one hardly
remembers the men who must really be regarded as the
originators of the idea, an idea that aroused so much
controversy in the domain of Indian politics, created so
much hatred, and brought on a calamity unparalleled in
human history.
The main figure was Chawdhari Rehmat Ali, at the
time a post -graduate student at Emmanuel College. (Jam*
brvlgf. ._"l"ftg sd£\. ot a devout father, Haji Chawdhari
Shah Mohammed of Mohar» and the scion of an old
fapiily'distinguished, lor its devotion to Islam, he was
already ledown to his friends as a very'sincere man with a
creative; mind.
< : i'i
Rftjipyt Ali,jthf; Founder of Pakistan has, among
his admirprs, attainedthe rote of a demi-prophet.
'
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" T o these qualities must be added his mystic faith in
his own destiny. It is said that when he was only
five, a Faqeer foretold a brilliant future for him
and bade him prepare himself for the great role which
w a T p ^ o r a a t i l S ! for hlmi>y Allah.
"His prediction is widely believed to have been the
making of Rehmat All. As a matter of fact, he
himself sTilI" adfriits "ffiat ultimately it led to his
spiritual re-birth, and gave his life a new meaning
which determined him to keep himself free from all
wordly ties, to live and work in the hope of finding his destiny, and to hold himself ready fo r the
supreme call that he felt was sure to come.
"Now, in this crisis, nearly 30 years after the Faqeer's
prediction, he saw Its fulfilment. Fanatically convinced
that his hour had struck and that his Allah had
at last called upon him to save the Millat's cause
in the sub-continent, he answered the summons
with a fervent appeal and gave himself to alter
the fundamental course of Muslim political life and to
j
release Islam for ever from the }'oke of Indianism.
" In other words, he undertook the all fateful task of
£
transforming tTie cult of Indianism into the creed of
^
Islamism, the course of * minority communalism '
i
into the call of Muslim Nationalism, the perilous
^
position of Muslim territories as provinces of India
into the safe status of Muslim fatherland of Pakistan,
of Bang-i-Islam, and of Usmanistan in South Asia, ^
and finally, the old sense of frustration into a *
new hope for the fulfilment of Islamic mission.
u
And all this he achieved in the course of a few
years. "
In pursuance of this decision, Rehmat Ali is said to
have neglected his studies and started the struggle.
Coming out into the open, on the one hand, he boldly
challenged the Anglo-Hindu entente and waroed them of
the relentless opposition of Muslims to Indian Federation
and, on the other, he cried a halt to the policy of the
delegates to the Joint Select Committee, devised the name
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" Pakistan" for the predominantly Muslim strongholds of
the Punjab, Afghania ( North West Frontier Province ),
Kashmir, Sind, and Baluchistan, created the Pakistani
ideology, ana" called upon them to follow it or else to
face the verdict of posterity.
T h e scheme at first did not arouse much interest or
enthusiasm. Hindus were frankly hostile. British politicians were dubious and even Muslim opinion apathetic.
Professor Gulshan Rai writing in the "Tribune" of
October 12, 1935 said of the Pakistan scheme :
f£
The present day mentality of tfie Muslims is
formed by the lands watered by its tributaries
into what they are pleased to call Pakistan, or the
land where the holy Muslim law is to prevail.
Unless the Government rigorously enforces the
existing British India Law, there can be no communal
peace in the country. The developments of this....
Pakistan mentality in the North West are as dangerous to the Hindus and the Sikhs as undoubtedly
they are to the Government."
The Duchess of Atholl, M. P., writing on the Indian
problem thus showed her apprehensions of tlie Pakistan
scheme :
" The determination of some Muslims not to submit
under any conditions to a Hindu yoke at the
Centre is shown by the proposal to set up an
independent Federation of the five mainly Muslim
areas, i.e. the Punjab, Sind, North West Frontier,
Kashmir and Baluchistan. In view of the fact that
such a Federation would include the bulk of the
fighting races of India, that it would control her
most vulnerable frontier, and that beyond that
frontier lies a continuous belt of Muslim states
stretching to the Mediterranean, a greater political
and military danger to India could hardly be
imagined. It might well mean civil war in India
and an Afghan invasion with Soviet support.
"

Muslim

witnnssqs

described

this to

the_Jaint

Committee as only a students' scheme, but the anxiety
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shown by a leading Muslim delegate to cut short
questions on this matter suggests that the proposal
has aroused interest in more responsible quarters.
A later witness, an ex-District Magistrate, toki_.
the Joint Committee that the idea of a great
Islamic State, to include not only "the area. in
question, but also Afghanistan, was being discussed
in Muslim circles ir the Punjab and North West
Frontier Province. It is also being spoken of in
Chinese Turkestan, vhich is rapidly being penetrated
by Islamic ideas, though "Soviet representatives,
since the conclusion of a commercial trea'ty in 1931
with the Chinese authorities, > r e said .to have
become the actual rulers of' this huge province, a
fact which incidentally brings British and Soviet
Russia in direct contact with each other for four
hundred miles alorg the northern border of
Kashmir.
. .... .1
.
The opposition to the Pakistan idea at the Joint
Select Committee came not so much from., the. British-or
Hmdu representatives " a t ' from" representatives of the
Muslim community.
. '
" Before we quote their evidence (and the remarks
thereon of Sir Zafrulla Khan to show how they tried to
strangle the ideal of Pakistan, we must record here that
this deputation, consisting of Mr. A. Yusaf Ali, Sir
Mohammed Yakub, Mr. H . S . Suhrawardy, Dr. Khalifa
Shujauddin, and Khan Sahib Haji Rashid Ahmed , represented both the All India Maslim League, the President of
which at the time was none other than Sir Mohammed
Iqbal, and the All India Muslim Conference, which had for
its supreme head a person of the position of His Highness
the Agha Khan.
'
" This is how some of these worthies thought fit to
discharge their duty to the future of the Millat and deliver
themselves before the Select Committee when asked their
opinion of the Pakistan scheme :
Q. 9598.—Sir Reginald Craddock : I will pass on.
If any of the delegates or the witnesses would like

:
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to answer: will they tell me whether there is a
scheme for Federation of Provinces under the
name of Pakistan?
'>
•':
i
A. 9598.—Abdullah Yusuf Ali, C.B.E. : As far as I
know it is only a students' scheme, no responsible
people have put it forward.
Sir Reginald Craddock.: They have not so far,
but, as you say, you advance very quickly iri;India,
and it may be when those students grow up it will
I be put forward ; that scheme must be in the minds
r
; /
of^he people, anyhow.
Mr. Zafrulla Khan : What is the.question ? •*'
Sir Reginald. Craddock : -I wanted to know whether
the witnesses had acquaintance.with a scheme which was
drawn up for what is called Pakistan.
. - :. Mr./ Zafrulla Khan":/ .We have already had .the
reply that it was a student's scheme and there is nothing in
it. What is the further question ?" " Q. 9599.—Mr. Isaac Foot. What is Pakistan ?
A.: 9599.—Mr. Zafrulla Khaifc: So far as we have
considered it, w.e have considered it chimerical and
impracticable. It means the Federation of certain
Provinces.
77"
Q. 9'600.—Sir Reginald Craddock : I have received
communications about the proposal of forming
certain Muslim ; states :under the name of
.

n^T K 1 s t " ! n

i

•

*

r•

A. 9600.—Dr. Khalifa Sbujauddin :' Perhaps, it
will be enough to say that no such scheme "had
been considered by any representative gentleman
or association so far. Surely Muslim history, heri*
tage and hopes could hardly wish for more doughty
defenders.
4
Jinnah was no easy convert to the idea of Pakistan*
An interesting account of the conversion has been given
by Mr. Khan Ahmed in his book "Founder of Pakistan."
u
Lastly r we come to the question ot party rivalries
that cloud personal judgements and compromise political
relations. Here perhaps, an apt illustration is provided

I
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by the All ludia Muslim League. Upto 1935, the year
when the new Government of India Act was passed, the
policy of its President, Mr. M. A. Jinnah, couldTalfl^TxT"
described as that of politician who considered himself
'Indian first everything else afterwards/
rt
Though eternally fatal to the Muslims this policy
was in those days foolishly considered the hallmark of progressiveness and a passport to popu;
larity^ Consequently, while it gravely injured the
national cause of Muslims by leading them to
look upon the service of * Indianism • as the goal
of patriotism, it established Jinnah's political career
and made him the darling of Hindu circles which
honoured him with the title of the apostle of united

I

India.
" In these circumstances who can doubt that to a
politician of his creed Rehmat Ali's message caffie
as a bolt from the blue. Like that of the League,
it compromised his past record inspired by
1
Indianism \ More, it endangered his political
future, both as a politician and as President of
League. This started a political rivalry between
the two most powerful personalities and their
, parties in Muslim India."
Seeing the growing menace of Pakistan to his party t ^ i Jinnah took steps to meet it. He went further than thaL—J
and, in defending his old policy decried Rehmat Ali,
dubbed .hirn an Irresponsible person and characterised his
^ plan as,a crazy scheme. ~
i«
This diatribe, he hoped* would finish both Rehmat
Ali and his movement. But it did not work that way.
For Rehmat Ali was the last to take a challenge lying
down, retorted with a slashing attack on Jinnah and on
the League and forced them on to the defensive.
,*'
Describing Jinnah as the '*boogna" of Bombayf
who was incaj)able of creating anything himself, had spent
his whole lifcj partly in opposing, partly in defacing and
partly in aping every new idea in the politics of the
sub-continent, he denounced his policy as the product of his

I
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English cum Indian cum Islamic past. Then, pillorying v *
the All India Muslim League as a crowd of "mealy-mouthed careerists " and its Council a clique of manipulators,
some of whom owed their political, and others their
material, positions to British patronage, he accused the
Leaguers of sticking in the past thirty years to their
discredited policies, of reducing the Muslims to the
positions of a minority community, of 'Indian ising* them
as a people, and of betraying their heritage to the AngloHindu entente.
Until 1940 the idea of Pakistan was no serious issug,
in Muslim politics. It formed no part of the League's
programme. Then came a revolution.
It took seven years for the Pakistan idea to percolate
to Mr. Jinnah and the Muslim League.
Shortly after the 1937 elections, Mr. Jinnah explained the position of the League members of provincial
legislatures vis-a-vis other groups and sard :—
" The constitution and policy of the League do not
prevent us from co-operation with others. On the
contrary, it is part and parcel of our basic principle
that we are free and ready to co-operate with any
group or party from the very inception, or inside the
legislature, if the basic principles are determined
by common consent."
These words engendered a hope that the League
might be induced to co-operate with the Congress in its
extremist programme and negotiations were started, but
it soon became apparent that the two could not come
together.
The situation was rendered more difficult by the
attitude of stiffness adopted by the Congress arid its "
President Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Mr. Jinnah refused
1 to convert the League into anurider-stiidy of the Congress
l a n d firmly upheld the position of the League.
T h e Congress, for its part, found as the result of
the elections that it did "hot have the support of the
Muslim community. Very few Congress Muslims were
put up as candidates for the elections, and even they
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failed. The Congress therefore set about roping in. the
Muslims by an appeal to their economic conscience,
explaining that the Congress was out to alleviate the
sufferings of the masses, Muslims as well as Hindus, and
to uplift the nation as a whole. In this process the
League and its leaders came in for a great deal of violent
criticism at the hands of the Congress political magnates.
;.
On-hfthalf of tho League .Mr. Jinnah retorted^:
u!;;u . The Congress have not the monopoly, nor are they
the sole custodians of Indian nationalism. As I have
always maintained, the Muslim League is prepared to
join hands with any progressive piarty' in the fight for
the country's freedom, but to .achieve this the question
of minorities must be settled satisfactorily. 'Here I am
not talking of only Muslims but all minorities. Further
we are not prepared to merge ourselves into any organisation, however great it may be, and however advanced
its programme, and policy may be unless it is determined
;
by common consent.?'
> Paying little heed to these words of warning, the
Congress leaders went their own way. Puffed with thc.
success at the polls they affected to ignore the claims
of Muslim leaders. In Avhat may be described as, nonMuslim provinces—that is, those in which' the Muslims
are in a minority—the Congress formed. Ministries without
consulting and securing the co-operation, of. the Muslim
League;- -talks * failed mainly on account 6f the
Congress demand that whenever such an understanding
was reached the Muslim League should cease to be a
separate parliamentary body and merge itself in the resultant Congress League party.
The League, for its part, was willing to co-operate
but not on the terms imposed by the Cbngisss^ In the
result the negotiations failed, and the League remained
in the opposition.
* : . , — •<
Although the bulk of the Muslim representatives
returned to the provincial legislatures by the electorate
were in opposition to the Congress the latter proceeded to
constitute Governments with Muslim Ministers who did
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not represent Muslim League in the legislature.
Nowhere in any of the socalled Congress provinces did th6
Muslim Ministers have the support of the miajority or
even a decent number ofr Muslim legislators. Thus these
Muslim Ministers in the Congress provinces were the
objects of repeated displays of Muslim hostility.
Having failed to reach an agreement with the
League and its leaders, the Congress tried to crush the
League and its" leaders by making a direct approach to th£
Muslim masses through an economic and national
programme. For a time this appeared to succeed, but
eventually failed to achieve its object. The League
leaders counteracted the Congress propaganda by pointing
out to the Muslim masses that their true interests lay in
their organisation under the banner of the League which
alone could serve them truly. The League's counter drive
succeeded in a large measure added by allegations that in
provinces where the Congress was running thg
Government the Muslim minorities were not treated well;
The Congress, on the other hand, inspired movements
to undermine 1 the authority of the Ministers in Bengal;
the Punjab, Assam and Sirid and in the last nkrhed it
actually succeeded in overthrowing the Ministry. Thg
widening gulf between the Congress and the League gave
an additional stimulus to the consolidation of the Muslim
forces under the League which found fruition at the
Lucknow session of the League in the autumn of 1937. _.-•
A new idea and a new ideology took hold of the
Muslim League.
'."'*•
There could be nd agreement with the Congress.I
Hence a state without the shadow of Congress domination-!
T h e infant terrible, of a Cambridge ander-graduate.
which had hitherto been the subiect of ridicule by Muslim
Leaders and scoffed at by Mr. Jinnah himself, became the
pet of the League and the favourite of its President.
The League's counter drive everywhere, succeeded in
a large measure aided by allegations that' in provinces
where the Congress was reigning it was primarily seeking
the country's freedom in the interests of the Hindus. The
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widening gulf between the Congress and the League gave
an additional stimulus to the consolidation of the Muslim
forces under the League.
A thick curtain descended on the vision and understanding of the Muslim community. The armchair
hangers-on of the Qaid-e-Azam became the arbiters of the
destiny and fortunes of nearly eighty million Mussalmans.
The Muslim League emerged thus as the strongest and
most influential political organisation of the Muslim
community.
The Lucknow session changed the creed of .the
League t o :
I " the establishment in India of full independence in
I the form of a federation of free democratic states in
I which the rights and interests of the Muslims and
V other minorities are adequately and effectively
safeguarded in the constitution. "
With the outbreak of the war and the changes it
brought in Indian politics, the League found itself in an
extremely advantageous position. The Indian National
Congress withdrew its ministries from the Provinces where
it had held sway for nearly two and a half years. As a
result of this the League came to be on a par with the
Congress in that both were now out of office and without
the power and influence which went with- it- Whereas
the Congress lost through the resignation of its ministries
such bargaining power as it had while in office, the League
acquired some more power through the international
complications that resulted from the war.
The idea of Muslims being a nation gathered strength
during 1939-40 in which period a number of schemes for
the formation of a Muslim block of autonomous states
were being mooted. For a time they were not regarded
by the "League seriously, but from the proceedings of the
annuel! session of League held in April 1940 it becamo.
clear that the Muslim League was serious about this
Lpartition business.
The Muslim community, as represented by the
Muslim League, declared for Muslim independence.
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The principal resolution of the session, which was
carried unanimously, ran *
a
While approving and endorsing the action taken
by the Council and the Working Committer, of the
I All India Muslim League, as indicated in their
I resolutions dated the 27th of August, the 17th
and 18th of September and 22nd of October 1933,
and the 3rd of February 1940, on the Constitutional
issues, this session of the All India Muslim League
emphatically
reiterates
that the scheme of
Federation embodied in the Government of India
Act, 1935 is totally unsuited to and unworkable
in the peculiar conditions of this country and is
altogether unacceptable to Muslim India.
" It further records its emphatic view that, while the
declaration dated the 18th October, 1939, .made
by the Viceroy on behalf of His Majesty's
Government is reassuring in so far as it declares
that the policy and plan on which the Government
of India Act, 1935, is based will be reconsidered in
consultation with the various parties, interests and
communities in India, Muslim India will not be
satisfied unless the whole constitutional plan is
reconsidered de-novo and that no revised plan will
be acceptable to the Muslims unless it fs framed >-.
with their approval and consent.
" Resolved that it Is the considered view, of this
session of the All India Muslim League that no
constituional plan would be workable in this
country or acceptable to the Muslims, unless it is
designed on the following basic principles, namely,
that geographically contiguous units are demarcated
into regions which should be so constituted^ with such
territorial readjustments as may be necessary,that the
areas in which the Muslims are numerically in a
J majority, as in the north-western and eastern zones of
1
India should be grouped to constitute 'Independent
States' in which the constituent units shall be
autonomous and sovereign and that adequate,
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effective and mandatory safeguards, should be
specifically provided in the constitution for minorities in the units= and in the regions for the
protection ot their religious, cultural, economic, political, administrative, and other rights and interests
in consultation with them, and, in other parts of
India where the Mussalmans are in a minority,
adequate, effective and- mandatory safeguards shall
be specifically provided in the constitution for
them and other minorities for the protection of
their religious, cultural, economic, political, administrative and other rights and • interests in consultation
with them.
This session further authorised the Working Committee to frame a scheme of constitution in accordance with
these basic principles, providing for the assumption finally
by the respective regions of all powers such as Defence,
External Affairs, Communications, Customs and such
other necessary matter?.
This created a Stir in the country among nationalists
and Hindus alike and also among some Muslims. True,
the novelty of the thing caught the Muslim imagination,
but even among Muslims there were many who questioned
the wisdom of the step suggested in the Lahore Resolution.
Apart from destroying Jndian Unity which had been built
up after years of strenuous effort, it was argued by many,
the. Lahore scheme would place the Muslim minorities in
f-Jindu provinces in a very unenviable position.
The evolution of. Muslim League thought in 1940-41
followed the lines laid down in April 1940 when the Pakistan resolution was adopted at Lahore. Percentages and
weigKlSges, propprtion of representation and share in
services, guarantees and safeguards-notions which had held
the political field ,for decades-were clean swept aside.. Mr.
Jinnah was not. thinking in terms of thesfc trifles, outworn
gadgets of a democracy held to be unsuitable to an oriental
people and; totally inapplicable to tiie peculiar conditions
of India. All these devices presupposed the continuance
of Muslims as members of a state, more or less secured
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and safeguarded, enjoying greater or less share of power,
but scarcely likely as a community ever to occupy a dominant position. Mr.,. Jinnah refused to think of an arrangement which would give the Muslims equal power and
authority with the majority community. He would not
be party to making the Muslims subordinate to the Hindus.
Beinga numerical minority they as a , community would
perforce be the junior partners in any composite State.
As in a composite State the Muslims could not in the
nature of democracy expect to be reckoned as equals with
the majority community, much less as the dominant
force Mr. Jinnah went a w a y J r o m the idea of a composite State and proposed that India should be divided into
two spheres—Muslim and Hindu. Each was to be autonomous internally and for purposes of a Central Government
with minimum powers the two should collaborate as
equals.
Outlining the policy of the Muslim League, he said : _
4
'The goal of the All India Muslim League is that
we want to establish a completely independent State
in the North-west a n d eastern zones of India with full
control on defence, foreign affairs, communications,
. customs, currency, exchange, etc. We do not want
under any circumstances a constitution of an All
India character with one Government at the Centre.
W e will never agree to that. If you once agree to
it, let me tell you that the Muslims would be absolutely wiped out of existence. W e shall never be a
feudatory of any power or of any Government at
the centre so far as our free national homelands are
concerned. Muslim India will never submit to an
All India constitution and one Central Government.
The ideology of the League is based on the fundamental principle that the Muslims of India are an
independent nationality and that any attempt t o get
them to merge their national and political identity
and ideology will be resisted. The policy of the
League is to endeavour to promote goodwill and
harmony among other peoples on the basis of
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equality, fair play and reciprocity. This can be
secured by agreement with other peoples and parties
and states with the object of achieving collective
security and orderly development of the people living
in different states as well as among the different
free states as members of a comity respecting each
other's rights."

CHAPTER

THREE

The Cabinet Mission
And Its Plan

T

H E Pakistan controversy took a realistic turn,
when the Cabinet Mission came out to India.
On March 15th, 1046, just before the despatch of the
Cabinet Delegate >n to India Mr. Attlee, the British
Prime Minister, used these words *
" My colleagues are going to India with the intention
of using their utmost endeavours to help her to
attain her freedom as speedily and fully as possible.
What form of Government is to replace the
present regime is for India to decide; but our
desire is to help her to set up forthwith the machinery for making that decision.
"I hope that India and her people may elect to remain
within the British Commonwealth. I am certain
that they will find great advantages in doing so.
" But if she does so select, it must be by her own free
wUJL The British Commonwealth fln^ Empire HT
not bound together by chains of external compulsion. It is a free association of free peoples. If, on the
other hand, she elects for independence, in our
view she has a right to do so. It will be for us to
help to make the transition as smooth and easy as
possible."
Charged in these historic words the Cabinet Ministers
and the Viceroy did their utmost to assist the two
main political parties to reach agreement upon the
fundamental issue of the unity or division of India.
After prolonged discussions in New Delhi they succeeded In bringing tfte congress and the Muslim Ijeague
together in Conference at Simla. There was a full
exchange of views and both parties were prepared to
make considerable concessions in order to try and reach
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a settlement, but it ultimately proved impossible to close
the remainder of the gap between the parties and so no
agreement could be concluded.
Since no agreement
was reached the Mission felt that it was their duty to
put forward what they considered were best arrangements
possible to ensure speedy setting up of the new constitutioru A statement was made with the full approval of
His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom.
Introducing the scheme to the people of Indiaft Lord
Pethick Lawrence, Secretary of State for India, broadcasting on May 16, from New Delhi ruled out Pakistan
\ as an independent sovereign State.
' Nearly two months ago, I, as Secretary of State
for India and my two Cabinet colleagues, Sir
Stafford Cripps and Mr. A. V. Alexandei\_were
sent out by His Majesty's Government to India
to assist the Viceroy in setting up in India the
machinery by which Indians can devise their own
constitution.
W e were atonce confronted with a major obstacle.
The twro principal parties, the Muslim League,
who won the great majority of the Muslim seats
in the recent elections and the Congress who won
the majority of all the others, were opposed to
one another as to the kind of machinery to be set
up. The Muslim League claimed that British
India should be divided into two completely
separate sovereign States, and refused to take part
• in constitution making unless this claim was
conceded in advance. The Congress insisted on
one single united India.
" During our stay in India we have tried by ever}'
means to secure such an accomodation between
the parties as would enable constitution making
to proceed. Recently we were able to bring them
together at Simla in a conference \tfith ourselves,
but, though both sides were prepared to make substantial concessions, it was not found possible to
reach complete agreement.
W e have, therefore,;
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been compelled ourselves to seek for a solution,
which, by securing the main objects of both the
parties, will enable a constitution making machinery
to be^brought into immediate operation.
" While we recognise the realit}' of the fear of
the Muslim League, that in a purely united India
their community, with its own culture and way. of
life, might become submerged in a majority Hindu
rule, we do not accept the setting up of a separate
Muslim sovereign State as a solution of the communal problem.
- %

U

*

Pakistan' as the Muslim League would .call
their State, would not consist solely of Muslims. __
It would contain a substantial minority of, other
communities, which would average over 40 percent,
and in. certain wide areas would even constitute a
majority, as for instance, in the City of Calcutta^
where the Muslims form less than one third of the
pqpulatiop.
....
" Moreover the complete separation of Pakistan from
the rest of India would, in our view, gravely endanger the defence of tbe whole country by splitting
the army into two and by preventing the defence
in depth which is essential in modern war. We,
therefore, do not suggest the adoption of this
proposal."
The joint statement of the Cabinet members which
had the authority also, of His Majesty's Government
unequivocally found a sovereign Pakistan as an impiacti-,
cal^ proposition.
' '
is not intended in this statement to review the
voluminous evidence that had been submitted to ' t h e
Mission ; but it is right that they should state that it has
shown an almost universal desire outside the supporters of
the Muslim League, for tTie unity of India.
This consideration did not, however, deter them
from examining closely and impartially the possibility of a
rtition of India, since the Mission were greatly impressed
y the very genuine and acute anxiety of the Muslims

?
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lest they should find themselves subjected to a perpetual
Hindu-majority rule.
" This feeling had become so strong and widespread
amongst the Muslims that it could not be allayed
by mere paper safeguards. If there was to be
internal peace in India it must be secured by
measures which will assure to the Muslims a control
in all matter vital to their culture, religion, and
economic or other interests."
The Mission therefore, examined in the first instance
the question of a separate and fully independent sovereign
State of Pakistan as claimed by the Muslim League.
Such a Pakistan would comprise two areas; one in the
north-west consisting d the provinces of the Punjab,
Sind, North West Frontier, and British Baluchistan, the
other in the North-east consisting of the Provinces oT
Bengal and AssaQL The League was prepared to consider
I adjustment of boundaries at a later stage, but insisted that
the principle of Pakistan should first be acknowledged.
The argument for a separate State of Pakistan was based,
first, upon the right of the Muslim majority to decide their
J> method of Government according to their wishes, and
secondly upon the necessity to include substantial areas
- in which Muslims are in a minority, in order to make a
Pakistan administratively and economically workable.
The size of the non-Muslim minorities in a Pakistan
comprising the whole of the six-Provinces enumerated above would be very considerable as the
following figures show *
Non-Muslim
North Westren
Muslim
Area—
12,201,577
^"Punjab
16,217,2.42
249,270
N.-W. F. Province
2,788,797
1,326,683
3,208,325
Sind
488,930
62,701
Br. Baluchistan
Total

22,658,294

13,840,231

Total

62.07 o/

37.63% _
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North-Eastern
Area—
Bengal
Assam

Muslim
33,005,434
3,442,479
Total

36,447,913

37
Non-Muslim
27,301,091
6,762,254
34,063,345

Total
51.69 %
4831 %
The Muslim minorities in the remainder of British
India number some 20 million dispersed amongst, a total
population of 18 millions*.
These figures, according to the Mission showed that
the setting up of a separate sovereign State of Pakistan on
the lines claimed by the Muslim League, would not solve
the communal minority problem; nor can they see any
justification for including within a sovereign Pakistan
those districts of the Punjab and of Bengal and As^HrtfT
which the population is predominantly non-Muslim.
Every argument that could be used in favour of Pakistan,
could equally in their veiw, be used in favour of the exclu£ ion oi the non-Muslim areas from- Pakistan. This point
would particularly atlect the position ot Sikhs.
-ommission, therefore, considered whether a
smaller sovereign Pakistan confined to the Muslim majority areas alone might be a possible basis of compromise.
Such a Pakistan was,; however, regarded by the Muslim
League as quite impracticable because it would entaiLihe"""
exclusion from the Pakistan of
i*^Xa) the whole of Ambala and Jullundur Divisions in
the Punjab,
^^(b) the whole of Assam except district of Sylhet;
and
. »
l^tc) a large part of Western Bengal, including
Calcutta, in which city the Muslims form only
23.6 per cent of the population.
In this connection the Commission said *.
" W e ourselves are also convinced that any solution
which involves a radical partition of the Punjab
and Bengal, as thisAvould do, would be contrary
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v t o the wishes and interests of a very large proportion of the inhabitants of these provinces,, Bengal
- and the Punjab each .has its own common language and a long history and tradition. Moreover,
any division of the Punjab would of necessity divide
the Sikhs, leaving substantial bodies of Sikhs on both,
sides of the boundary;. They were therefore forced
to the conclusion that neither a larger nor a smaller
;
sovereign State of Pakistan would provide an acceptable solution for the communal problem.
"Apart from the great force of the foregoing arguments
there are weighty administrative, economic and military considerations. The whole of the transportation
and postal and telegraph, system of India had been
established on basis of a united India. T o disintegrate
them would gravely injure both parts of India. The
. case for a united -defence was even stronger. The
, Indian armed forces had been built up as a whole for'
the defence of India as a whole, and to break them, in
twu would inflict a deadly blow on the long, traditions
and high degree of efficiency of the Indian Army and
would entail the gravest,dangers. The Indian Army
and Indian Air Forqe would become much less effective. The two sections of the Pakistan contained the
two most vuluerable frontiers in India and Tor a
successful defence in depth, the area of Pakistan would
be insufficient.
"A further consideration of importance was the
greater difficulty which the Indian states would ftnd
in associating themselves with a divided British India.
"Finally there is the geographical fact that the two
halves of the Pakistan State were separated by some
seven hundred miles and the.communications between
them both in war and peace would be dependent on
the goodwill of Hindustan."
The Commission, therefore, was unable to advise the
British Government that the power which was in British
hands should be handed over to two entirely sovereign

?
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T h ^ . Cabinet Mission accordingly recommended a
Constitution of three tiers, Consisting of firstly the
Provinces, having complete autonomy. The top tier
recommended was a Union of India consisting of an
Executive and Legislature empowered to deal with the
essential subject of External Affairs, Defence and
Communications. Between these two tiers, the scheme
contemplated a grouping of provinces as might intend to
join with one another in services covering a wider area
than that of a single province and these groups may have,
if they wished Legislatures and Executives which in this
event would be intermediate between those of the provinces
of the UnionOn this basis, which made it possible for the Muslims
to;seeure the advantages of a Pakistan without incurring
the dangers inherent in the division of India, the Cabinet
Mission invited Indians of all forties to take part in
trancing a constitution. The Viceroy would accordingly,
summon to New Delhi representatives of British India,
who would be elected by the members of the provincial '
Legislatures in such a way that as nearly as possible for
each one million of the population there will be one/ }
representative, and that the proportion between the
representatives of the main communities will be on thd
same basis!" ?• '!./ \" •' ~r~~
'
' "*"'
After a preliminary meeting in common, these
representatives of the Provinces would divide themselves
up into three sections, the composition of which was .
laid down and which, if the provinces ultimately agreed
would become three groups. These sections would
decide upon provincial and group matters. Subsequently
they would reunite to decide upon the constitution for
the Union. After the hrst elections under the new
constitution, Provinces would be free to walk out of the group into which they had been provisionally placed."
In accordance with,, the Cabinet Mission Scheme, a - '
Constituent Assembly was elected.
On ^ptfimh^r 9~nd •
19#LaiLlnterim Government formed by Pandit lawahar
Lai Nehru took office.
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The Muslim League between 16th May and 2nd
September . adopted a vacilating attitude. It, at first,
accepted the scheme, although it negatived a Pakistan
visualised by Jinnah and Rehmat Ali, namely the indepeoi
dent sovereign Pakistan. The League, however, a short
while later withdrew its first resolut ion, rejected the
scheme and turned its attention towards "direct action."
While the Congress was prepared to join the Interim
Government the League went into the wilderness of
revolt.
Killing .of Hindus started in Calcutta on 16th August
in the course of the "Direct Action Day" celebrations.
Little did any one realise the extent and magnitude of the
carnage that was to follow in the country at large. For
three days the League goondas had it their own way. BuU
the Bengali Hindu does not take things passively^ and
replied with the bomb and the bullet. At the end of a fortnight of the reign of terror more than ten thousand people
; had lost their lives. According to disinterested observers
, the action started by the League led eventually to a larger
number of Muslims being killed than members of other
i communities.
Similar events followed in Bombay and in the
Muslim majority area of Noakhali, when Non-Muslims
were butchered in large numbers and villages set on fire.
Bihar followed in reply and Muslims were butchered by
Biharis with a fanaticism that rivalled the Muslim League
J "Direct" Actionists" at Noalhali. Meantime Nehru had
become Vice-President of the Executive Council. He flew
to the disturbed areas in Bihar, ordered the Mili| tary and the Police to shoot to kill the miscreants
were his co-religionists). Jinnah on the
maintained a discrete silence over murder, art
X" loot. They were a part of his direct action campaign.
*•"" T h e Interim Government went from prestige to
prestige while linnah quibbled over Cabinet scheme. He
was distracted however with envy at the sudden power
I and prestige to which Nehru and his colleagues had
J attained. A Governor General, sympathetic to the
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League, however, made it easy for Mr. Jinnah's nominees
to join the Cabinet, without accepting the Cabinet Mission
Scheme and indeed without accepting any conditions of
any kind. And.so while within the Cabinet the Muslim
League was cc>mmitted to bringing to fruition the Constituent Assembly and other details of" the Scheme, outside
the Cabinet, the League had launched " Direct action" in
many parts of the Country.

•
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Eighty Million Blue Prints

I

N T H E preceding chapter we got as far as the entry of
the Muslim League into the Interim Government. It
is unnecessary for the purposes of this book to mention in
any detail the events from. October 1946 to February
1947
In the meantime Mr. Jinnah, Pt. Jawahar Lai Nehru,
Sardar Baldevsingh, Mr. Liaqat Ali Khan and the
Viceroy Lord Wavell went to London on a matter of
interpretation of the Cabinet Mission Plan, which the
Congress was prepared to refer to the Privy Council or
the Federal Court. Mr. Jinnah wanted the authors of
the plan to give their interpretation. The decision,
manifestly perverse, went in favour of Mr. Jinnah, in the
hope perhaps it would remove the only standing obstacle
to the League joining the Constituent Assembly, which
had in the meantime been convened.
The hope did not materialise. Mr. Jinnah put off
calling the Working Committee of the Muslim League,
went into hibernation at Karachi, conspired with his
co-workers to get Pakistan by "any and every means"
Meanwhile his nominees continued to participate in the
counsels of the Interim Government, which was an
integral feature of the Cabinet Mission Plan.
Disgusted with the anamolous position of members
of the same Government owing to collective allegiance
and indeed divided into two groups set upon diametrically
opposed policies ( t h e Congress bent on going ahead with
the Cabinet Mission Plan and a Constitution framed by
the Constituent Assembly; the Muslim League Party on
the establishment of a Sovereign Pakistan which had
been definitely nflgutivpfl in thfi ^hpmn .^f the Cabinet,
and on the establishment of another Constituent Assembly
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in which Mr. Jinnah's supporters would form the
majority? bandit Jawaharlal Nehru addressed a letter t o
the Prime Minister"?)?* EiHIlflfld offering the I'tiSlfJlialiuir"
of himself and hi§ colleagues if the League continued in
tH7> (rovprnrnpnt without formal

acceptance of the Plan.

tive. appended a commentary by t h e Finance Member Nawabzada Liaqat Ali
Khan. This outrageous procedure of disclosing the
le?gr without ffqncut Nehru's consent, resulted in the
dismissal of Lord Wavell from the Viceroyalty a n d the
appointment ot fc,ar) (then Viscount) Mountbatten of
Burma to the othce ot (jovernor Generel and Viceroy of
India"* I n making t h e announcement His Majesty's
Governmet declared the intention of transferring power
in British India to Indian hands by June 1948, and hoped
that it would be possible for the major parties to co-operate in the working out of the Cabinet Mission's Plan of
May 16, 1946 a n d to evolve for India a "Constitution
:
acceptable t o all concerned.
j
These hopes, however, did not materialise. In
Sine! thanks to the pro-Muslim League poflfcy of thfl
Governor Sir Francis Mudie, an all League Government
had succeeded to power after general election in which
anti-League elements were reduced to a definite minority.
In Punjaljj following the announcement of February 20,
t h e K h i z a r Hyat Ministry resigned.
T h e deadlock
between the divergent viewpoints of the Congress a n d
the League over Pakistan was resolved by the Working
Committee of the former at its meeting in Delhi deciding
upon a partition ot trie Punjab in view of the March
riots and atrocities in the Rawalpindi and other Districts
upbh noq-jyiusiimsr The Congress agreed td""cbncede a
Pffistan on the basis of* a divided feemrai and fl divided
PurjlftB. This paved the way to the efforts then, being
made by the hew Viceroy Lord Mountbatten t o find a
solution of the Indian problem. IT
ir t o
Mr.~ *Jinnah
that he could either have his Pakistan on
—
this
Hee couiu
could not
not insist
insist on
on par
partition
mis basis
oasis or
or n w ar a " n
of India without conceding the same right to the" non-
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Muslim majority areas in the Punjab and Bengal, Mr.
Jinnah pondered sometime on the horns of his dilemma,
but the new Viceroy himself made rapid decisions and
called for decisions likewise. Mr. Jinnah had to decide
on his truncated Pakistan or the Cabinet Mission Plan.
The Pakistan that would emerge was clearly not even
the Pakistan visualised by Kehmat Ali and his friends.
Large areas of the Punjab and Bengal must inevitably
be excluded and a distance of thousand miles between
the East and West components with no corridors was
clearly implicit to the acceptance of Pakistan. But Mr.
Jinnah had sailed so far in the wind for complete
sovereignty that it was impossible to make for any
other port now.
On 3rd June 1947 therefore, His Majesty's Govern:
ment made a statement, based on the plan formulated by
Lord Mountbatten, with the concurrence of the principal
parties in the Assembly. In commending the plan to the
people of India His Majesty's Government stated :—
14
On February 20th, 1947, His Majesty's Government announced their intention of transferring power in
British India "to Indian hands by June 1948His
Majesty's Government had hoped that it would be
possible for the major parties to co-operate in the working
out of the Cabinet Mission's Plan of May 1946,. and
evolve for India a Constitution acceptable to all concerned. This hope has not been fulfilled.
" The Majority of the representatives of the Provincs
of Madras, Bombay, the United Provinces, Bihar,
Central Provinces and Be'rar, Assam, Orissa and the
North" West Frontier .Province, and the representatives
of Delhi! 'Ajmer-Marwara, and Coorg have already made
progress in the task of evolving a new Constitution. On
the other hand, the Muslim League Party, including in
it a majority of the representatives of Bengal, thKPunjab
and Sind as also the representative of British Baluchistan,
has decided not to participate in the Constituent Assembly.
"It has always been the desire of His Majesty's
Government that power should be transfered in accorda
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I

nee with the wishes of the Indian people themselves. This
task would Tiave been greatly facilitated if there had been
agreement among the Indian political parties. In the
absence of such agreement the task of devising a method
by which the wishes of the Indian people can be ascertained has devolved upon His Majesty's Government.
After full consultation with political leaders in India, His
Majesty's Government have decided to adopt for this
purpose the plan set out below. His Majesty 's Govern ment wish to make it clear that they have no intention of
attempting to frame any ultimate Constitution for India;
this is a matter for the Indians themselves. Nor is there
anything in this plan to preclude negotiations between
communities for a united India.
" The major political parties have repeatedly
emphasised their desire that there should be the earliest
possible transfer in India. With, this desire His Majesty 's
Government are in full sympathy, and they are willing
to anticipate the date of Ji^ng, 1Q48,_for[the handing over
of power by the setting up of an independent Indian
Government or Governments at an. even earlier__date.
Accordingly, as the most expeditious, and indeed the only
practicable way of meeting this desire, His Majesty 's
Government propose to introduce legislation during the
current session for the transfer of power this year on a
Dominion Status basis to one or two successor authorities
according to the decisions taken as a result of this
announcement. This will be without prejudice to the rights
of the Constituent Assemblies to decide in due course
whether or not the part of India in respect of which
they have authority will remain within the British
Commonwealth.
The mode and manner for determining the areas
to be partitioned or to form the new Domininion of Pakistan was as follows:
T H E ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

"It is not the intention of His Majesty's Government
to interrupt the work of the existing Constituent Assem-

r
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bly. Now that provision is made for certain Provinces
specified below. His Majesty's Government trust that as
a consequence of this announcement, the Muslim League
representatives of those Provinces, a majority of whose
representatives are already participating in it, will now
take their due share in its labours At the same time, it is
clear that any Costitution formed by this Assembly
cannot apply to those parts of the country which are unwilling to accept it. His Majesty's Government are satisfied
that the proceedure outlined below embodies the best
practical method of ascertaing the wishes of the people of
such areas on the issue whether their Constitution is to be
framed.
^ ( a ) in the existing Constituent Assembly; or
\J$) in a new and separate Constituent Assembly
consisting of the representatives of those
areas which decide not to participate in the
existing Constituent Assembly.
'
" When this has been done it will be "possible to
determine the authority or authorities to whom power
should be transferred.
BENGAL AND T H E

PCNJAH

" The Provincial Legislative Assemblies of
and the Punjab (excluding European members) will,
therefore, each be asked to meet in two parts, one representing the Muslim majority districts and the other the
rest of the Province. For the purpose of determining
population of districts, the 194L_cenSHS-figures will h$
taken as authoritative. The Muslim majority districts in
these two provinces are set out in the Appendix to this
book
*
"The members of the two parts of each Legislative
Assembly sitting separately will be empowered to vote
whether or not the .Province should be.partitioned.- If a
simple majority of either part decides in favour of partition division will take place and arrangements will be
made accordingly.
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" Before the question as to the partition is decided,
it is' desirable that the representatives of each part should
know in advance which Constituent Assembly the
Province as a whole would join in the event of the two
parts subsequently deciding to remain united. Therefore,
if any member of either Legislative Assembly so demands,
there shall be held a meeting of all members of the
Legislative Assembly (other than Europeans) at which a
decision will be taken on the issue as to which Constituent
Assembly the Province as a whole would join if it were
decided by the two parts to remain united.
" In the event of partition being decided upon, each
part of the Legislative Assembly will, on behalf of the
areas they represent, decide which of the alternatives in
paragraph above to adopt.
"For the immediate purpose of deciding on the issue
of partition, the members of the Legislative Assemblies of
Bengal and the Punjab will sit in two parts according
to Muslim majority districts (as laid down in the Appendix)
and non-Muslim majority districts. This is - only a
preliminary step of a purely temporary nature as it is
evident that for the purposes of a final partition of these
Provinces a detailed investigation of boundary questions
will be needed, and, as soon as a decision involving
partition has been taken for either Province, a Boundary
Commission will be set up by the Governor General, the
membership and terms of reference of which will be settled
in consultation with those concerned. It will be instructed
to demarcate the boundaries of thet\Vo parts of the
Punjab on the basis of ascertaining fhe contiguous
majority areas of Muslims and non-Muslims. It will also
be instructed to take into account other factors. Similar
instructions will be given to the Bengal Boundary
Commission. Until the report of a Boundary Commission has been put into effect, the provisional boundaries
indicated in the Appendix will be used. •
SIND

'

" The Legislative Assembly of Sind' (excluding the

I
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European members ) will at a special meeting also take
its own decision on the alternatives in paragraph above.
NOKTH W E S T FRONTIER

PROVINCE

14

The position of the North West Frontier Province
is exceptional. Two of the three representatives of this
Province are already participating in the existing
Constituent Assembly. But it is clear, in view of its
geographical situation, and other considerations, that
if the whole or. any part of the Punjab decides not to
join the existing Constituent Assembly, it will be necessary to give the North West Frontier Province an
opportunity to reconsider its position. Accordingly, in
such an event, a referendum will be made to the
electors of the present .Legislative Assembly in the
North West Frontier Province to choose which of the
alternatives mentioned in paragraph above they wish to
^ ' , adopt. The referendum will be held under the eg|s ojf,
*• the Governor-General and in consultation with the
Provincial Government.
BRITISH BALUCHISTAN

" British Baluchistan has elected a member, but he
has not taken his seat in the existing Constituent
Assembly.
In view of its geographical situation,
this Province will also be given an opportunity to
reconsider its position and to choose which of the
alternatives in paragraph above to adopt. His Excellency
the Governor General is examining how this can most
appropriately be done.
ASSAM

Though Assam is predominantly a non-Muslim Province, the District ot Sylhet which is contiguous to
RenfflTTs predominantly Muslim. There has been a
demand that, in the event of the partition of Bengal,
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Sylhet should be amalgamated with the Muslim part of
Bengal. Accordingly, if it is decided that Bengal should
be partitioned, a referendum will be held in.Sylhet district
under the aegis of the Governor General and in
consultation with the Assam Provincial Government to
decide whether the district of Sylhet should continue to
form part of the Assam Province or should be
amalgamated with the new Province of Eastern Bengal,
if that Province agrees. If the referendum results in
favour of
amalgamation with Eastern Bengal, a
Boundary Commission with terms of reference similar to
those for the Punjab and Bengal will be set up to
demarcate the Muslim majority areas of Sylhet district
and contiguous Muslim majority areas of adjoining
districts, which will then be transferred to Eastern Bengal.
The rest of the Assam Province will in any case continue
to participate in tha proceedings of the existing
Constituent Assembly.
REPRESENTATION IN CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLIES

"If it is decided that Bengal and the Punjab should i
be partitioned, it will be necessary to hold fresh elections to
choose their representatives on the scale of one for every
million of population according to the principle contained \
in the Cabinet Mission's plan ot may 16th, 1946. Similar
elections will also have to be held for Sylhet in the event
of it being decided that the district should form part of
East Bengal. /The number of representatives to which
each area wouldbe entitled is as follows '.
Constituency I
General Muslims Sikhs Total
Sylhet District
1
2
Nil
3
West Bengal
15
4
Nil
19 *—
East Bengal
12
; 29
Nil
41 *West Punjab
~T~
12
17 ^
: 2•*
East Punjab
6
4
2 i 12 u In accordance with the mandates given to them,the
representatives of the various areas will either join the
•existing Constituent Assembly or form the new Constituent Assembly.
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Appendix
T h e Muslim majority districts of Punjab and Bengal
according'lu TS^l^-census:—
1. The lJunjab-ZI~"
Lahore Division—Gujranwala, Gurdq.spurr Lahore,
SheikhjiBura^Siarlk^ET
Rawalpindi Division—Attock, Gujrat, Jhelum,
Mianwali, Rawalpindi^~5h&hpur.
Multan Division—Dera Ghazi Khan, Jhang, Lyallpur, Montgomery, Multan, Mujaffargarh.
2. Bengal—
Chittagmi2__Division—ChittagonL;, Noakhali, Tippera.
Dacca Division—Bakerganj, Dacca^ Faridpur,
Mymensingh. """" ;
Presidency Division—Jessore, Murshidabad Nadia.
Rajshahi,
Division—Bogra,
Dinapur,
Malda, Pabna, Rajshahi, Rangpur. .
In accordance with the above scheme, the Punjab
Legislative Assembly met and decided onjpartition, so
too likewise the Bengal Legislative Assembly. Sind decided
to join a new Constituent Assembly. Sylhct voted for
Pakistan. Baluchistan decided to reconsider its position
and joined the New Constituent Assembly. A referendum
in the N.-W.F.P., after a great deal of debate upon the
matter to be referred,decided to join Pakistan.
Accordingly, therefore, when Parliament-enacted the
Indian Independence Act ( 1947 ) on_4ugust 15, there
were set up the two Dominions of India and Pakistan.
The Dominion of India comprised the territories under
the sovereignty of His Majesty before the appointed date
except the territories constituting the Dominion of Pakistan.
The Dominion of Pakistan was consisted accordingly of l__
( i ) West Punjab copipri^rig of seventeen districts as
follows:.'' '
In the :-.Lahore Division^the districts of Gujranwala, GurdaspWJ "Lahore, Sheikhupura and
Sialkot;
- -.*.—--•- >•> '
. . .

-
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L--fn the Rawalpindi Division, the districts of Attock,
Gujrat, Jhelum, Mianwali, Rawalpindi and
Shahpur;
In the Multan Division, the districts of Dera
Ghazi Khan, Jhang, Lyallpur, Montgomery,
Multan and Muzaffargarh;
( subject to the report of the Boundary Commission )
Comprising the
under-noted
(ii) East Bengal:
districts
In the Chittagong Division, the districts of
Chittagong,Noakhali and Tippera;
In the Dacca Division, the districts of Baker-ganj,
Dacca, Faridpur and Mymensingh;
In the Presidency Division, the districts of Jessore
Murshidabad and Nadia;
In the Rajshahi Division,the districts of Bogra
Dinajpur, Malda, Pabna, Rajshahi and Rangpur;
(iii) The Province of Sind;
(iv) The Chief Commissioner's Province of British
Baluchistan;
( v ) The North West Frontier Province.
Boundary Commissions were set'up and eventually
the line demarcating the boundaries of the two Dominions was drawn.
On AnffisE 15, thft Dnmininf^nf^Pali'.-^11 was born.

The Independence Act continued the existing Constitution under the Government of India Act 1935, (subject to modifications ). The two Dominions became tully
free sovereign States with the liberty of remaining or
going out of the British Commonwealth of Nations^ T h e
Constituent Assembly of India and the new Constituent
Assembly elected for Pakistan became respectively the
Dominion legislatj^PTcF^Sea^^t^the duties of framing
constitution for/£ne > C^6mimori.*^^fche head of each
Dominion exeout^vfe was the formal camhet'. Broadly thus,
the new ship & T>akistltf£*AftH&IQ£ her Vpyage.
At the/helm \N&&hh6udi$tain T
ttjjpQaid-e-A/am

Ck-mdigarh
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Mohammed AH Jinnah, Governor-General of Pakistan,
whose authority on the ship, no man dare dispute. In
India, the Congress, which had sent thousands of men
and women to jail for the purpose of getting English men
to quit, chose when it had the power in,its own hands a
great Englishman to be the first Governor-General of a
free India. Mr. Jinnah could also have had the services of
Lord Mountbatten, the Independent Act providing that
the same person could be Governor-General of both
Dominions. But Mr. Jinnah could trust Pakistan to no man
but himself and so he nominated himself GovernorGeneral—an appointment to which His Majesty graciously
concurred.
The Congress allowed two British Governors of
Madras and Bombay to serve out their terms of office.
They had acted even before the Independence Act as
Constitutional rulers and so the Congress saw no reason
to disturb their appointments for the time being. In
making the other appointments to Governorships the
Congress went wide afield in search of the very first rate
personnel—Mr. C. Rajgopalacharia for West Bengal,.Mrs.
Sarojini Naidu for the United Provinces temporarily, and
Dr. B. C. Roy as the permanent incumbent, Mr.
Jairamdas Daulatram, veteLen leader of Sind for Bihar
a n j Orissa, Sir Chandulal Trivedi for East Punjab, Sir
Akbar Hydari was allowed to continue jn the strategically important province, of Assam.
Mr. Jinnah in making his appointments for Governorships went out of the ranks of the Muslim League.
Excepting for the aged Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah,
sorely in need of*retirement, he made no appointments of
Muslims to the Governorships of Pakistan. West
Punjab was allotted to Sir F.racis Mudie who had served
the Muslim League well in Sind. T o the North West
Frontier Province he recalled Sir George Cunningham,who
had previously appointed Muslim League Ministry - in the
Frontier without its having a majority in the Legislature.
The Governorship of East Bengal was oflered successively
to several British officers butdeclined_by them. Even-
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tually Sir Francis Bourne, a retired Punjab civilian was
induced to fly out to take charge of the Province. If any
Muslim Leaguers were in running for the appointments
they were so in their own minds. Mr. Jinnah never gave
them a moment's encouragement.
The Constituent Assembly of Pakistan met and did
the great service of electing Mr. Jinnah as the President of
that August body and adjourning sine die^ In the
framing of the constitution of Pakistan too, Mr. Jinnah
was convinced that without him it could not be done, or
else there was no one among the millions of his admirers,
who could be trusted to hold the scales of debate. And Mr.
Jinnah had himself nominated President of the Pakistan
Constituent Assembly. Since Mr. Jinnah was soon preoccupied with the more urgent task of the conquest of
Kashmir, the matter of a Constitution tor Pakistan has
not progressed.
~
"
"~
' ^ n i d e e d , no one in Pakistan today knows or has any
idea as to what sort of constitution the Pakistan
Constituent Assembly is likely to frame or even debate.
It is doubtful whether Mr. Jinnah had ever a blue print
of his ideas prepared or perhaps his ideas were never
sufficient to make up a blue print. It was said that eighty
•million Mussalmans were behind-Mr. Jinnah _jn the
demand for Pakistan. It is well known that every one
had his own blue print of the cherished goal. If that be
so, there is good excuse for delay, as it must take time for
the Pakistan Secretariat to sort out eighty million blue
prints.
The Constituent Assembly of Pakistan is also the
Dominion Legislature. The sister body in India has
been sitting long hours hammering out not only principles
of the new Constitution of India but also diverse
•legislation. I n P a ^ i s t a n ; however, the only-Legislature.
which has been at work lias been the Governor-General.
By Ordinances, made and promulgated from his sick bed,
Qaid-e-Azam, Mohammed Ali Jinnah has ministered to
the Legislative needs of his people.
In view of MrT^Tinnah's declining health, it is
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debatable when the Pakistan Constituent Assembly will
be able to proceed with the work of framing a Constitution for Pakistan, but whenever that be, East Bengal,
though in the area less than one fourth of the total area
of Pakistan, has more than a 51 percent of seats in the
Assembly as the following table will show *
Frontier Province
3 Muslims
0 General
Total 3

Baluchistan
Sind
West Punjab
Sylhet
East Bengal

0
4
3
1
12

1
5
12
2
29

Sikh 2

1
9
17
3
41

52
20
2
74
T o these must be added representatives of the States
acceding to Pakistan. In a house, therefore, of about 80
members, East Bengal would have 41 seats. These would
be about 60 Muslims, against twenty"two other members including Hindus and Sikhs from West Punjab, who
are not likely to attend. In view, therefore, of the Constitutional position Khwaja Nizam-ud-Din, not without some
justification, considers himself Mr. Jinnah's heir to the
throne of Pakistan.
But there are other claimants too at present in
embryo. There J is Mr. Suhrawardy, until recently
Premier of Bengal, a doubty fighter, at one time one of
Mr. Jinnah's most trusted lieutenants. Perhaps from the
Indian Union point of view, Mr. Suhrawardy would be the
ost acceptable leader of Pakistan, as he has found, much
e to live with Gandhiji and contributed no mean share
the Calcutta miracle last August.
It may safely be presumed that every one in the
Central Cabinet and quite a number outside it, have
the same pretensions- Perhaps with the same foresight,
Mr, Jinnah has gathered round him from the Mussalmans
of India only 'yes' men. The great historical' difference
between policy of the prophet of Islam and Mr. Jinnah is
that whereas the Prophet ever sought out the ablest among
his followers and even among his enemies and his_critics,

%
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I Mr. Jinnah has never done so. His critics and his enemies
/ he has never forgiven.
I
In the Central Cabinet, therefore, with the possible
exception of Nawabzada Liaqat Ali, who by the sheer
ability to put into presentable form Mr. Jinnah's crude
ideas, has none of the glamour of Lord Mountbatten's
Government. Mr. Jinnah has sound men but with no
I sense of disparagement they have not the record of
service and sacrifice that distinguishes .the Cabinet of the
Indian Union.
The Prime Minister of Pakistan,
Nawabzada
Liaqat Ali Khan comes of a family that traces its
descent from the Nawab of Kama] in South East Punjab.
But for many generations the family has flourished in
the United Provinces. So it would be hardly correct to
list the Nawabzada aa^L-Punjabi. Liaqat Ali Khan was
elected to the Indian Legislative Assembly from. the
United Provinces, in 1938 and soon became Mr. Jinnah's
most trusted lieutenant, both inside and outside the
Assembly. Outside the Assembly Mr. Jinnah was the
president of the All India Muslim League and Nawabzada .
• Liaqat Ali its General Secretary. While Congress Presir dents and Secretaries came and went Mr. Jinnah and
t Liaqat Ali clung tenaciously to their jobs in the League. *
And inspite of the fact that Pakistan had been
realised, Mr. Jinnah has become Governor-General and
Mr- Liaqat Ali Khan Prime Minister, they all continue to
occupy their old positions in the Muslim League. It
would be too dangerous to allow the machinery of Muslim
thought to pass out into other hands. In Delhi Liaqat
Ali created a great impression with his first and last
budget. His speech introducing the budget was a model
in diction and clarity and his proposals were, outstandingly, socialistic.
The Finance Minister of Pakistan is Mr. Ghulam
Mohammed, who has a long and distinguished record of
service with the Railway Board from where he went to
Hyderabad as Finance Member of the Nizam's Cabinet.
Very amicable and affable, he is a most valuable asset to

i
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Pakistan, particularly in inter-Dominion talks and negotiat i o n s . Mr. Ghulam Mohammed has never been a very
^ p r o m i n e n t Leaguer and that perhaps is his greatest merit.
Raja Ghaznafar AH, Food Minister in the~Pakistan
Cabinet, comes from the North West Punjab. He was
elected to the Indian Legislative Assembly about two
years ago on the rejection of the nomination papers of
I his "fivg.1. He became one of Mr. Jinnah's prominent
lieutenants in the Assembly. Gazanfar Ali is a fluent
speaker, a loyal party man and has an abundance of
Jhelum vigour. H e demonstrated this time and again by
howling clown Khizar Hyat, the Premier of the last pre~
Pakistan Punjab Cabinet. Before Pakistan came into
being, much of his creative genius was directed to the
elimination of minorities from Pakistan; but he was one
of the few Pakistan leaders to realise the blunder that has
been conimitted and dashed about from one refugee camp
to'another trying to dissuade Hindus from leaving
Pakistan. He was however too late. He is one of the
<
'persons with a positive future and his activities will always
be interesting, as he is Feroz Khan Noon's most serious
rivalT

I

?)

Abdur Rab Nishtar before he came into political
prominence was a lawyer of Peshawar. He joined the
League and was elected to the North West Frontier
Province Legislative Assembly in 1937. In the Aurangazeb
Ministry he was Finance Minister of the Province.
Although not a successful lawyer, he was a most successful
politician and was largely responsible for the growth of
League influence in the Frontier Province^ In his home
town of Peshawar, however, his ability was mistrusted,
and there are many acts of his regime as Finance
Member. In the 1945-46 election he was defeated in
Peshawar by the Congress.
During the Cabinet
Mission's negotiations in 1946, Nisi?tar was constantly
called into conference b y Mr. Jinnah. He and the Pir of
Manki Sharif were to the Muslim League what the Khan
Brothers were to the Congress
And when the League
entered the Interim Government on October 26, 1946,

7
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Mr. Jinnah named him as Member of the Cabinet;
Nishtar served as Member for Communications. ( Posts &
Air ) until July 1947, mainly to convince the Pathans
that they had a soft corner in the Qaid-e:Azam's heart. In
the Pakistan Cabinet also he holds the portfolio of
Communications.
Chundrigar^ Member for Industries & Works, h^is
also like Abdur Rab Nishtar a legal background. At the
Bombay Bar Mr. Chundrigar had a sound if not
particularly dazzling record. But as a great organizer
Mr. Chundrigar has probably no equal in the Muslim
League, i As President of the Bombay Muslim League,
Chundrigar was one of Mr. Jinnah's key man. He is
more taciturn, than Abdur Rab Nishtar and Ghazanfar Ali
2) and hence more dangerous.";
\
Jogendra Nath Mandal, Law Member of the
Pakistan Government, is the white stripe in the
Pakistan's Hag. Mr. Mandal's greatest assets are that
he is a lawyer by profession and Member of the
Scheduled Caste by birth. And although there is nothing
surprising in the combination and many members of
Scheduled Castes are lawyers, to Jogendra Nath Mandal
the combination has proved fortunate. It was also
fortunate for Mr. Mandal that Dr. Ambedkar exhibited
anti-Pakistan tendencies. Mandal joined Suhraward^in
the Bengal Cabinet of 1946. The Congress brought, in
Mr. Jagjivan Ram into the Interim Government. To
wean the Scheduled Castes from the Congress, Jinnah
generously gave one of the five seats offered by Lord
Wavell to the League to Mandal. But the Scheduled
Castes saw things in Jinnah's game. Mandal came with
Jinnah to Pakistan. As the only Hindu member of the
Cabinet, Mandal is the Qaid-e-Azam's bait to nonMuslims to abide in Pakistan.
The Pakistan Government can be compared to the
Solar System, a number of planets all of minor
proportions, revolving round the central orbit of the
Qaid-e-Azam, whose effulgence radiates the whole, of
Pakistan and is reflected by satellites about him.
When,

^•i
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however, in the fullness of time, the sun of- Pakistan
Sets, it will settle down to an era of darkness, the planets
that now light the Pakistan firmament will career into the
tnknown, each hither, whither and thither.

* *

<-

~

CHAPTER FIVE

The Qaid-e-Azam
A S T H E Qaid-e-Azam is both the most important
*** institution and personage in Pakistan a separate
chapter is inevitable. His """Authority is immense.
Governor Generals under the Government of India Act
1935 had prpni- power. The Qaid-e-Azam Has more.
Whereas the Gdvernor-General of India has become a
constitutional head, the Governor-General of Pakistan
has assumed further powers.
He has given no
undertaking to rule by the will of the people for the
people have no will, nor by the will of the Constituent
Assembly as the Assembly does not meet, nor as advised
by his cabinet as he has the cabinet at his sufferance^^JjL.
• Germany he would be called Feuhrer, in Russia the
! Secretary-General, in America the Party Boss, in
I Pakistan, they call turn the Qaid-c-Azam.
One of Mr. Jinnah's first acts as Governor-General
A designate of Pakistan was to induce Lord Mountbatten
to issue an order under the Independence Act giving the
I Governor-General of Pakistan the power to dismiss any
Minister or any Provincial Cabinet for any reason
' whatever.
And, therefore, the Frontier Cabinet, was dismissed
soon after the set up of the Dominion. It was not that
it did not command a majority in the legislature, but that
it had refused to go down on its bended knees to the
Qaid-e-Azam. Only the adverse vote of Afghanistan at
1
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community of civilised nations saved the lives of tbfi
dismissecr"cabinet T every ot wHonvJ i n n H,h. intended to
hangpubliclv for having so blatantly flouted his vanity-—
r
~ " T h e supreme motive force in jinny's; life has been
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vanity. Some clients of mine once wanted me to get
the serviCfis of TUUBlh a*> Iheir counsel in the High l o u r T
and suggested a very reasonable feef even tor Jinnal or
day's visit to Lahore. ]innah insisted" "oh double the
figure, u My dear GaubaT" he sguT, "I am ?^JJ2H!L
Noycey if your friends want a Rails /jfoyiy.jhgYjpust
<. payjor^jt". He went on to say that he had never done m
case
i a free ca
se %^ in his lite or reduced his fee ever, exyept once

I f(^jri]ak.

~

And when Jipnnh wnnH not rome JgJLghore at a
feet} R h u l a b h a i D'flpai visited T nhnrP «sw*>ral t\m^
nrf

for

Dr-

Satyapal without even his railway ^ - But Jinnah's
refusal was typical. He went to Lahore to defend Abdul
Kasl^yl, t h e m u r d e r e r of S w a m i .qhmdhflnflnd

for a It* ot

i

Rs. 11.000/-. He pleaded for an Udaipur temple dietv
because the diety could pay. He_ turned down the
requests of the iJiety ot "Masiid Shahidgam because he
| could not pocket a fee withoutsrahdalising the Muslim
|\^0lld. He did not see, however, why tne God of the
Shahidganj mosque should
have the services of
Mohammed Ali Jinnah without payment of a fee and so
lecommended £oltman {p th^ Muslims.
Onejook at jinnah is sufficient to convince any:_itn&.
that Mr. Jinnah takes a supreme interest inhimself. No
man whojiid xw* ^Rfi that i"ten*jj^roiiTH"'flash tfre superb
wardrobe that Mr. linnah possess^. Mr. Jinnah pays as
much attention in'flip.
Is collars as
to his Ipublic utterances. His trouser's creases are as
.)(' incisive as his hnn^innt<
He has recently tplcen tn
Achkan and lamb-wool capsT but that is~to convince the
world.lhai-thalJaid-e-Azam is also a Muslim.
Little appears in the press about the personal life
and traits of Pakistan's Chief of State. But if habits
persist._Mv. Jinnah unlike other great figures on the
world's sSge r has P^yfir b ^ n ri votary of the si
We have alreadyreferred to his wardrobe Unlike
jMahatma Gandhi Jinnah could not live in a Bhangi
I colony. Mr. Iiqnah could not walk j n t o the Badshahi
mosque in a tehniat and barefeetT Even when he

?
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approaches God he must be elegantly robed, for
according to Jinnah's philosophy, God likes diamond
cuff-lin£s!_ H e couHHnot "sleep-flD the nngx
Wh6n ~
non-cooperation came and Gandhi rmrffi gointf * n P^ *
fashionable^ J m n a h walked out of fte Congress. JJifi,,..
hous^on Malabar ^Hil}jiriiT'Anr:ingy^h Kpc\r\ hnrP ^™p^ 3
testimony to a royal taste.
*
Jinnah^ "though the head of a Muslim State, is
himself no orthodox Muslim. Until the .Congress.
supported the Khilaphal agitation, Jinnah was in Mrs.
Naidu's words the "Ambassador of Hindu-Muslim u n i t £ \
But Jinnah deserted the Congress when it turned from
passing resolutions to active non-cooperation. Jinnah
never, therefore, sat on tfa Presidential C h a i £ 2 j E L
Congress.
Jinnah remained in the political wilderness for some
time. This was a time too of domestic worries. Having
made an unorthodox intrusion into the matrimonial field by
marrying Reti Peiit, the attractive daughter of a Malabar
Hill millionaire, he aroused the active hostility of the
Parsi barons of Bombay. His wife was never in normal
health and until her death she was a constant source of
I anxiety to.him. There was keen debate during the 1945
elections as to whether Jinnah had married Reti Petit
under the Special Marriage Act and made the requisite
declaration that he did not profess any of the specified
faiths including that of a Muslim. T h e matter, however,
was immaterial, as even if he disclaimed Islam at the
time of his marriage, there was no obstacle to his having
re-claimed his. faith, the moment the Registrar had
declared the couple man and wife..
But Jinnah has modestly never claimed to be anything but a good advocate of the Muslim cause, a Rolls
Royce truck of Muslim idealogy. He does not claim to
say his prayers five times a day, or even once at bed time;
he has never attended the mosque on fridays; he cannot
read the Qoran; he has never made the Haj\ thoughJie
could afford to charter aZshij>i_and has no conscientious
objection to champagne or a. rasher_of bacon _with

•
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scrambled eggs.
No man has made so detailed a study of the Acts of
Parliament relating to the Indian Constitution as Jinnah.
Great parcels of his life are wrapped up in folios of the
Government of India Acts. But apart from the study of
constitutional matters relating to India and reading the
daily newspapers (mainly with a view to see how the
world is looking at Mohammed Ali Jinnah) he has no
time or inclination for wider reading or study. Ol the
great leaders of the world he is perhaps the least educated.
His vocabulary is limited, his general knowledge is even
more so. He has therefore to fall back on other peoples
slogans and other peoples' ideas. He puts over "Are
we down hearted ?" over the radio as if no body had ever
asked that question before.
The secret of Mr. Jinnah's political success is mainly
in making an allegation against his political opponents, no
matter how false or true, and repeating it over and over
again until people and sometimes the victims themselves
begin to believe that they are guilty. He accused the
Congress Ministries of atrocities against Muslims.
Congressmen themselves began to believe that they had
acted wickedly." His most recent attempt, in this line, is
to put the blame for his own dismal failures in Pakistan
on the shoulders of his enemies. In the supply of half a
million tons of coal to run Pakistan Railways and the
supply of millions of units of anti-cholera vaccine and nine
crores in hard cash, Jinnah sees a deep conspiracy on the
part of the Indian Union to destroy Pakistan. And so
persistently and dogmatically has he returned time and
again to the charge that Nehru and Gandhi were both
induced to pay nine crores to the Pakistan Exchequer to
clear the Indian Union of its guilt.
With the conscience money paid by the Indian
Union Jinnah paid the outstanding pay rolls of his army,
met the demands of turbulent tribesmen and found
equipment for the campaign in Kashmir.
T h e world was astounded when Jinnah at the Hotel
Imperial in New Delhi refused the Crown of Pakistan
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when offered to him by a band of students. "I am not
the Shahen-shah-i-Pakistan" said Mr. jinnah with some
warmth. At the time, it appeared that there was a new
orientation in Mr. linnah's make up. And frankly it
seemed all incongruous that there should be a Pakistan
without an Emperor. Even Beverly Nichols^had referred
to him as Emperor of Pakistan. More astounding than
Jinnah's refusal of the Pakistan Crown was his 'no' to
(TafldKi of i\]e. Presidentship of a United India.
Did Jinnah intend to retire having given his people
their 'cherished* P a k i s t a n i
TH
The answer to this came in the emphatic negative
when he nominated himself as Governor-General of
Pakistan. Then came news of arsenals in Delhi, Kanpur
and Bombay. Junagadh acceded to Pakistan and the
Nizam hesitated and halted. H e perhaps knew more of
Jinnah's mind than many people.
Some people have seen in all this the possibility of
Jinnah marching to Delhi and being crowned in the Red

Fort.

In Jinnah's mind no doubt u Shah-e-Jehan" or
"Shahen-shah-i-Hindustan" would be more appropriate to
the man who in the estimation of his admirers, is the
greatest figure in Islam since the Prophet.
But the kindly tide of Jinnah's fortune had reached
its height. The road to Delhi was barred at Wagah.
Jinnah could be a "Shahen Shah", but only of the "fifth
largest State in the world."

i

I

. C H A P T E R SIX

Gulistan-I-Fatima

R

O U N D the old National Bank of India Buildings,
there was a long caravan packed of nearly two
dozen bullock carts. Scores of tired men and women and
sad faced children walked around the carts or sat upon
oddments of bedding and other cannisters. After two
months "'on the road, they had arrived in Pakistan, the
promised Bagh-e-Jinnah. And here was the Ministry of
Rehabilitation in the old National Bank Building, where
just before the holocaust was housed the "Communal
Harmony Movement" and before that, "A.. R. Vf*
Headquarters.
.
.
And while the Ministry officials were busy making
lists of earlier arrivals and seeking information from
higher officials too busy with other work of a more urgent
character e. g. supplies to Kashmir, they could walk
around and see a big town for the first time. And
eventually when their turn came round and they had been
listed, they were directed to the refugee camp on the other
side of the Ravi, where they would have to wait their turn
to get land vacated by non-Muslims, somewhere, anywhere, nobody could say where. And so they settled
down with their wives, sisters, old parents and their
children in their first real experience of life in Pakistan—
a large open plain, with only the sky for canopy, and here
on bleak November, December nights they huddled together tor warmth. Their only consolation was that
there were three hundred thousand others like them under
the starlit skies.
~ ^—
"""
The Qaid-e-Azam, they were informed, had come to
Lahore, but was too sick to see any body,. The Prime
Minister—Of" Pakistan was also confined to a sick bed.
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There was tussle in the Punjab Cabinet. The relations
of the wife of a Cabinet Minister had been allotted a
Cinema House. This had made all the top rank wives
in Pakistan green with envy and a Cabinet crisis was
imminent.
And every night they heard over the Pakistan Radio

the triumphs of the "Azad Kashmir" forces, that they had
entered Chinari, Baramula and Srinagar; that the
Maharaja had fled to Jammu with his Diwan. They
heard that the Indian forces had been cut off at Kathua
and the airfield was in the invaders' hands. And so under
the star-spangled skies, their drooping spirits were raised
with hews of fresh achievements of the hopes of conquest
of new lands. " Pakistan Zindabad."
Quite a different scene was visible outside my
windows overlooking the General Post Office. It was '^y*
like a city of the dead. An errie silence and darkness •*
would fall upon the cross road oF the great Upper Mall
and McLeod Road. No blackout ever could be so black
as Lahore without street lights of any kind. Long
before six-thirty, the streets were deserted, respectable
people hurried to their homes, restaurants emptied and
tongawallas refused to ply. Aj^sesdea^thirty—as there
were no longer any Hindus to be killed—anybody could be
murdered if he had ten rupees in his purse. And so on
an earlv November night, fiftv yards from the General
Post Office, at the very gates ofthe Central Telegraph
Office, within the sight of the guards of these two places,
a man's throat was cut. His groans for help were
drowned in the boisterous laughter of his murderers.
True, the streets are full and there are plenty of
people moving about during the day. Three hundred
thousand prosperous Hindus and Sikhs have given place
to three hundred thousand refugees, most of whom have
never seen a clock as large as the Post Office clock or
heard the chime of the .Church bells
In theoldpre-Pakistan days, Lahore was the Paris of
India, Its gaiety and its laughter, its beautiful women
and exhilarating winter brought to it people not only from
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all over Punjab, but from all over India. Its fine
buildings, spacious and historic gardens, its cosmopolitan
outlook, it was the grand n ;ide~yous of the East. No
other city could compare its climate, its people and
its life with Lahore. It was industrially too, an important and growing city. Year by year great industrial
plants went up on either side towards AcQlitsar
on the East and towards Gujarnwala on the West.
The Corporation of the City of Lahore had only recently
replaced the old Lahore Municipality; it established a
statutory authority for Greater Lahore, a city twenty
miles in its largest length and not less than sixteen
miles in breadth with a total area of over two hundred
'square miles—one of the great cities of India.
Among the most important aspects of Lahore life
was the student life of the city. Lahore was a great
educational centre. The Punjab University, the largest
University in the world with an affiliation of more than
one hundred and forty colleges in Punjab, Bajughistan,
. W. F . P, the Punjab States and Delhi. In Lahore
alone there were more than twentytwo colleges, men's
colleges and several colleges for women, and numberless
schools for both boys and girls. Lahore was also a great
eccleciastical centre—two fine Cathedrals, one Catholic
and one Protestant; Churches of various denominations;
numberless mosques, temples and gurdwaras. v The_
Badshahi Mosque, the largest mosque in the world, built
by the Emperor Aurangzeb; Shahidganj the historic site
dear to both Muslims and Sikhs alike; 'Data Gahj
Bukhsh a shrine drawing millions of pilgrims every year
and tombs of Jehangir and Nurjehan and the Shalimar
GarsiefM*
While the fate of Lahore hung in the balanceawaiting the decision of the Boundary Commission a
large number of people started quitting Lahore. They
particularly included domestic servants, labourers and a
sprinkling of the business community belonging to the
minorities. The Sikhs, however,, were determined not to
show the white feather. Lahore was their hometown, they

said.
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The unsettled and uncertain conditions which
prevailed in the city for some time contributed to the
large scale exodus. The four-week communal outburst
resulted in bringing business to a stand-still. A large
number of big business firms shifted their head-offices from
Lahore.
Lahore had always been a great centre of news—it
had been the birth place of over two dozen dailies and
magazines. But owing to political changes, a large
number of vernacular dailies, including a leading English
daity, planned to move out of Lahore. They contended
that Lahore could now no longer occupy the place of
importance, which it has enjoyed for centuries, after the
partition of the Punjab and the establishment of Pakistan.
A cynic remarked, "Lahore's days are numbered. Soon it
will become a deserted city. The gaiety for which it has
been known will be a thing of the past."
Consequently the prices of landed property and
houses showed a downward trend. In many cases
owners were unable to find buyers. A number of
advertisements appeared asking for exchange of property
between Lahore and Eastern districts.
No less worried were the Government employees,
particularly those belonging to the ministerial cadre and
belonging to the minority communities. Their worry of
course, was as to what sort of treatment would be
extended to them in the new State and whether they would
be treated on a par with the majority community.
And then came Pakistan.
The gardens, called after John Lawrence, took on
a new name—Bagh-i-Jinnah, and the little rose garden in
the corner, Gulistan-i Fatima, all in honour of the visit
of the Qaid-e-Azam and his sister, on the occasion of a garden party given by the Premier and Ministers of the west
Punjab Government.
But new names do not bring on a new spring
withered roses.
The gardens, once so full of life are now deserted. Ever
since Syed Mohsin Shah was stabbed by a Muslim goonda
in the belief that he was stabbing a Hindu, the popu-
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! larity of the gardens have wancd^ No lovers now stroll
or loiter for a kiss in the Gulistah-i-Fatimgu. ;
The proud Mall, where gay jazz bands crashed
every night, Jewels sparkled and pretty women went
about with puffed hair and long earrings', and hundreds of
shops offered the finest merchandise, is bcreTt of its con0 j ce5. The "Metro", where the-nightly takings wereover five
[/ ' thousand rupees, is closed. In August good Pakistanis
Iv* paid a visit and looted its cellars for^ a "Pakistan
Zindabad" celebration. At the "Volga"
where during the War, Shirin and Aslam Lodhi presided over one of
the best night clubs in India and served chicken refrosrad
to a discriminating clientele, they now serve fish and chips,
for the cooks have fled to Hindustan ^Stiffles" is-still
open. "AI Hamd-u-llilah", says. a. waiter grown old
in the service of StifHes, <swe served Rajas and Maharajas and now we have to serve these . tongawalas."
Gone is Paul's" for ever. His famous shacks if!
the Gardens, before the Qaid-e-Azam lent his illustrious
name to them, was burnt down as a prelude to Pakistan.
Persistently he continued to do business at his Restaurant
the Mall and serve Sundaes and milk-shakes to Pakistan
Nationals—but not for long—a knife .was plunged into
his abdomen and he just had, like so many others, to..go
out of .business.
And of all the hundreds of shops that once used to do
business, hardly more than a couple of dozens are open.
Some are closed because they have been looted, a few because their owners were sagacious enough to remove stores
in time, the bulk have been sealed by the local authorities to
be evaluated by the Civil Supplies Department and passed
over to some fortunate and favoured emigree. Hindu
owners-not Sikhs on any terms-are welcome back proviaea
they do not ask for any security of lile. They can have
their shops provided thej' spend lavishly in jostling apd
•
;ling goonda crowds in the office of the Deputy commi;sionu\ and agree to employ East Punjab refugees in
charge and not to draw more than a hundred rupees a
week for personal expenses, not to take the proceeds of
the sales but to deposit them in a Pakistan Bank (and

r
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run officially), and not to ask the local manager for any
accounts. Sawhny of Kripa Ram Brothers accepted all
the rules, spent a lac'of rupees, it is believed, in graft. He,
moreover, enjoyed the personal friendship of the West
Punjab Chief of Police, Qurban Ali Khan. None of these
factors could x however, save him from Toeing murdt.
ered, not even the presence of the Qaid-e-Azam in Lahore.
In pre-Pakistan days, Lahore was a great commercial
centre. There were numberless banks and private banking
companies. Not so now. The Reserve Bank and the Imperial Bank have come down to short hours of working. The
bulk of the staff were non-Muslims and they have fled.
And following the lead of these banks all banks work for
two hours on week days and one hour on Saturdays. Institutions like the Punjab National Bank Ltd. and the
National Bank of Lahore and others have closed operation
in Lahore, at any rate for the time being. Safe Deposit
vaults are closed. An effort to get them opened proved
abortive—a depositor was -stabbed and the District
Magistrate stoned by angry crowd that objected Pakistan
property being handed over to "Kafirs." And outside
every bank doing business are the National Guards. Every
account is open to them and nobody in a bank dare refuse
a green uniformed volunteer, in plain clothes not except,
scrutinising any account. And if more than five hundred
rupees is drawn from a personal account, it must be shared outside with the National Guards, otherwise you are
likely to be treated as an enemy of Islam.
T h e Green Volunteers are more dreaded than cholera.
Many a rich Muslim would prefer & cholera case in his
house-hold than a visit of these gentlemen. They make
more polite calls. The usual excuse is to collect funds to buy
a pistol or a gun, which if paid, far the better, otherwise he
is informed that he has been listed as a gjuidar*. He pays.
fin the evenings members of the National Guards drive
out to Walton Refugee Camp and carry oii refugee girls
for a night's diversion. Towards the end of October, a
Muslim lady doctor, living in a respectable locality in the
Civil Station, was visited by the Guard. Alleging she had
mishandled a case, she was bundled into a car, taken out
-
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J along the canal bank, raped and left to find her way
[home.
If the shops on the Mall and Anarkali are closed,
there is plenty of life on the roads. Over a quarter of
million refugees from East Punjab keep traffic fairly moving. They are not the sort of refugees you see in Delhi or
Simla, who have left everything behind in Pakistan except
their xRanlzeny suits and Shlakas1 shirts. The refugees
from East Punjab have brought all their belongings—their
children, their buffaloes and their luggage. As they go round
the Lahore Mall, they take their children and luggage with
Vwtbem. Their women have not yet discovered Max-Factor or
Elisabeth, Arden and Dcnet flash lipstick and rouge* And
what if the ''Metro' is closed, thousands of Kabab sellers
have taken its place. On the pavement right outside the
General Post Office are hawkers shouting •
u
~~"
Pakistan Times }m0**~^,
"Nawa-i-Waquat . ^"^
"Aye Aye ^
.
"Khaye
"Liaqatali Kabab -*^~
"Aye Aye." - ^
"Khaye Kulcha Nan,
" B h o o l N a jao * < ~
"Yehan Se Lejana u^\^—"Shah Nawazi P a n . "
And as you wonder whether you should have a
Kabab or a pan or both, a truckload of boisterous youth
roll by in military transport shouting t
S "Has Ke Lia Pakistan,
) ^V*
* L e K e R a h e n g e Hindustan"./ ' *
In Pakistan the people have remarkable sense of public
duty. Few pay any electricity charges because Pakistan
has not enough personnel to prepare the bills. Similarly
telegrams are free; moreover* the people who paid the
largest electricity bill and telephone calls have been sent
away either to Hindustan or on longer journey. People
are insulted if they are asked to buy a railway ticket or
pay for attendance at the hospitals " T h e Railway belongs
to Pakistan—Pakistan belongs to us — so the Railway
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belongs to us, why should we pay to travel in what i;
ours?" Ticket collectors have not been provided with arms
so do not venture to debate the matter, as most travellers
in Pakistan railway have atleast a pocket knife. There
are practically no taxes — no income tax is levied
because few have now a settled income. Property tax is
not levied as the owners of the properties have fled. Gun
rifle and revolver licences may be had gratis. There are
plenty of briefless lawyers around, as Pakistan need not
settle the disputes by complicated and expensive legal procedure. In Lahore an assassin can be hired like a taxi and
even cheaper. For fifty rupees he will undertake to send i
anyone anywhere and settle any dispute quicker than the I

High CourtStudent life that formed so outstanding a feature
of Lahore is virtually dead. In Queen Mary's College
where more than four hundred girls and nearly a hundred
boys gained first rate instruction has now less" pupils than
the stafL T h e Forman Christian College which had a residential accommodation for a thousand students and a waiting list, has now a paltry twenty students to carry on.
Dyal Sihgfi College is virtually closed. Government College
which shared the honours with Forman College in producing the bulk of the social and political leaders of the
Province for over Halfpa century has a bare handful of
students left. The income of the University averaging fifty
lacs a year, now has come down to a bare one lac. ' •
College and school staff face starvation. Pakistan boys
-r
and girls are not greatly interested in education. Degrees
^
can be had for sevices rendered in subterranean movements. The Vice-Chancellor of the University is Malik
Umar Hyat, who undoubtedly rendered great service
to the establishment of Pakistan. As Principal of the
Islamia College he used his boys with effect in the Punjab
and Sirid elections, the N.-W. F . P . referendum and
J the agitation against the Khizar Ministry. The lads
have now claimed their rewards, which arc being paid out
in degrees, which many of them would not have had in
the usual course.
• fc Since the advent of Pakistan, Friday has become

?
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a half holiday in deference to the fact that Pakistan
claims to be the greatest Islamic State in the world.
And therfore, now Government officials can go home at
12-30 to have a nice afternoon nap. Very few utilise
the half holiday in attending the Friday prayers. Following the example of the Qaid-e-Azam, members of the
Pakistan and Punjab Cabinets do not visit the mosque
except on the occasion of "Id", or when it is necessary
to make a public oration. God takes a second place. The
average man, however, has been always a conscientious
mosque goer-and the attendances at mosques on Fridays
are larger with the influx of poor refugees from East

Punjab.
Lahore has now virtually no social or club life left.
The Hindu aristocrats and Europeans have left. AngloIndians keep largely to themselves. Since indecent assaults
on Anglo-Indian nurses at the Mayo Hospital have terrified
the community, it now wishes to migrate to Hindustan.
Hindus and Sikhs who contributed to the mainstay of
Lahore social life have migrated. The few Muslim
families who used not to observe the rigour of purdah
have now largely put their womenfolk behind the burqa.
Some of the non-Purdah observing Begums were found
indulging in JOBM at Murree during the last summer.
This outraged the Maul vis of Rawalpindi, who threatened
to chop their heads off. And so Pakistan has become
a jaBB—iree State.
~~*
On the LahoTe Mall you will, therefore, see very
few women. Those whqj^eiiture^out, do so in the company
of their men toughs. They are properly veiled and get
home before dark.
I
Therejs a generajjpelief that living ig cheap in Pakistan. _ If lifeis ghfa.px itdoes not necessarily mean living is
/cheap. True, Pakistan has an exportable surplus of wheat
and cotton and excellent foreign market in jute. But there
the matter ends. If the agriculturist has to maintain a
high standard of life, he has to maintain a higher price
level and as practically this is the very source of revenue
both to Government and to agriculturist, a high price
level for food is inevitable in Pakistan. For sugar, spices
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and other
ments of lifeT _Pakisi;pn depsflds Qn ^ p ^ - t c —
from
or the In.i
nion. And so, while coal in
Bombay is twenty rupees a ton, in Lahore it is seventy
rupees a torn While people of India alter decontrol arc
getting sugar at Rs 16/- a maundT in Pakistan the price
of this commodity i^ pixty nip^sji_mjl 1 i n H
In Pakistan
there is a cigarette famine, and big f[npn^ Ijp^ " p for
small quantities. There is a plentiful supply in all Indian
cities.
But in Pakistan, meat is plentiful and cheap; beef is
10 more than six annas a pound and mutton twelve annas.
Butchers are said to be working over-time—other sources
of livelihood having disappeared so many people have gone
te Kabab business. Thas Karamudin who used to
Sell fruits to I-HA "7|£fW<j pf th A Rprrervfl Bnnk nnd-f^
litigants ot the High^Cpurt, has now turned to Kabahs
and Rogan josh.
Muslims do not eat much fruit or
vegetables. A vegetable seller after stabbing seventeen
Hindus mourned over the porpof* r>t thp ^ y ^ n ^ ^ 0 ^ ! _P*
then realised he had murdered his customers. So too the
sellers15f~ milk, butter and ghee. They found their best
customersjiad gone and -OieThe day INlr. Jinnah thought
of Pakistan. The fruitsellers. the flpwer sellers and the
vegetame sellers were almost all Muslims whose Jrades
tey will
will now make you a
have ^one and been fllin&L They
wreath free to laV^n th** t^nK^i
MMSHTTI I . p a g ^ r
And so too are Utwzis or tailors. They made up
expensive garments'jpr Tjindu and Sikh brides
and
flourished on thelTpatronage. Ahmeddin the well-known
dyeFarifl~Tfry cleaner, who flourished for thirty years on
mreaucrats ot Lahc
i^anore
the patronage ot ttie sari-wearing bureaucrats
He still lives
cries when he minEPof the good.
on saris which his old customers send him for cleaning by
air from Delhi.
Overnight Pakistan has become isolated and aloof.
Between Lahore and Amritsar, before the two Dominions
came into being, there were only 35 miles of road or rail.
Scores of fast trains and deisel cars ran at short intervals
over every day in the year.
And by road several
transport companies ran comfortable bus services every
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j few minutes. More than a hundred
y \ between Lahore and Amritsaf fyyery t
Now this is all changed. There is no connection
between the two cities. No train service and no bus
services. At Waga there is an international boundary.
Onlvrcfuge€S trom either side arq aj[nwp.d to gftt fhr^tgh
and that not without jpingf (tiffir.nlr.v.
At Shalimar
Gardens on the Lahore-Amritsar Road there is a barrier,
where every car is searched by Police and National Guards.
Through the kindness of the guards, sometimes people
from one side do venture to get to the other side but it is a
hazardous venture. T o go from Lahore to Amritsar,.,
one has to fly to Delhi ancTfrom there to fly to Amritsar—a
. seven hundred miles round about. What cost twelve
}» arihas_ before now costs about one hundred and fifty
rupees. A journey that could be done under an hour
before now requires a deal of luck in reservation and may
take, with luck, a week in accomplishment.
\

This dislocation of the communication system between the two Dominions has no doubt emphasised the
Sovereignty in Pakistan but destroyed the economic
foundation of this dominion.
The
disruption of
communication has not effected India
ua t o
Tndia^jgjis the ^supplier and Pakistan- the consumer.
Steel, Textiles, Coal, Sugar, Cigarettes and other manufactured articles meant originally for the Pakistan market
were diverted to inland centres relieving local black markets and enabling the Indian Government to embark
upon its policy of decontrol of commodities. The
Indian consumer is grateful for the barriers Pakistan has
set up.
Over 6,000 workers of the North-Western ..Railway
paradecPthe main highways of 'Lahore o n n t h December
eir grievances against the N.W.K.. administra- •
voicing
Hon arKJdftrrpnded the opspir^g *yf fafrtr»ripsp workshops
amTother industrial plants w\\ere a large nu
plus labour coukLhs absorbed.
iirza Ibrahim, President of the Railway Union, had
earlier called a Press conference ancLwarjifid^-the, authorities to take immediate steps- otherwise, he said, "drastic J
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measures would be adopted.''
This was the first series of demonstrations, said
Mr. Mirza, as the huge crowd following him accused the
administration of misappropriating Ks. 60,000 and raised
slogans against jobbery-and nepotism.
An "Anti-Squatters" campaign has been organised
by the'District Rehabilitation Officers in Lahore t o turn
out of the city all non-essential residents.
Efforts will be made not to disturb authorised occupants in various localities provided they vacate the houses
voluntarily and create a good impression.
Refugees in Lahore discovered that Pakistan ...officials
have a sort otjj^jgrtiyity jpr yvQmffl, y> they started sending wofnenTn the Rehabilitation PepgLrtment. Purdahjobserving ladies had t o present applications for approval
(to the officers concerned. The West Punjab Government
had to intervene and issue an order to refuse admission
of applications brought by women.
Many non-Muslim business men and shopkeepers
who had returned to Lahore from East Punjab with a
view to-opening their concerns, now closed for monthsy had
tO gO back tO

India OWirig

t n fh

lft

jmp° Qg ih1^

rrmHitirmc—

thp.y \ygre required to sign frfifpra getting possession of
their shops.
The sudden collapse of business and industrial life of
the province caused by communal disturbances, dislocation
of transport system and the influx of refugees caught the
Government machinery unprepared.
T h e impact of
these factors was so overwhelming that the Government
have not yet been able to take adequate measures. .
No authoritative figures of the cloth shortage in the
Province are available, because all the population tables
have been upset by the transfer of millions of people
between East and West Punjab. T h e production of
cloth, mill-made as well as handloom, had been at a virtual
standstill during the last three months. Although a few
textile mills in the Province and the newly created
co-operative centres have now started functioning, the
actual quantity produced is far from satisfactory.
As regards the import of foreign cloth from the
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United Kingdom and United States the main trouble has
been the lack of usual credit facilities which banks used to
provide before the disturbances started.
j
And while refugees were looking for shelter, officials,
/ their, wives and relatives were basking on the terraces of
t houses left by the Hindus! The matter had become "so
much a scandal that it had to find its way into the Press.
Mr. B. D. pureshi of Darul Qarashy Abbottabad. drew
the attention of the public to the question (Civil and
Military Gazette 9th November
*s T h e
lesser
officials,
with the
seeming
connivance of the higher executive
authorities, are openly shifting
from their old dens
to the palatial bungalows of Hindus and Sikhs
who are no more in Abbottabad.
This official
clique has also descended upon the masses Tike

hungry wolves.

x-

—

'

It is a common scene to see a petty magistrate
flourishing a big stick in the air along, even
in the night at the doors of tenants who are
lawfully occupying premises
by paying rent
in advance to Indians who have left.
The
excuse is that the premises are wanted by a
refugee.
14
T h e public agrees to refugees settling in such
houses but they cannot tolerate that
they
should be ejected to give place to a minor
official.
Many
refugees
are stranded
here
but the applications of very few are favourably
considered.
44
T h e masses of this unfortunate Hazara District
(which was considered a "fort" of the League)
have started rubbing their eyes at the merits
and
demerits of
the Khan
and
Khanna
regime. They have been expecting a benevolent
regime but instead an " ancient regime " of
the
8th century
has been
thrust
upon

them."
This is also true of Lahore. Abbottabad officials are
not very different from Lahore officialdom.
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: While Mr. Ghazanfar Mi was at Chaklala trying to
persuade non-Muslims to stay on in Pakistan, an, incident
a t Falettis Hotel, Lahore, was indicative of the Pakistan
rqentality. According to a report published in the "Civil
and Military Ciazetfo '—
"A senior Sikh military officer was virtually
ejected from a leading Hotel in Lahore on...
Wednesday night because Muslims present there
insisted that a Sikh should not be allowed entry
to a public place in Pakistan, says a Press Note
from the Office of the Deputy High Commissioner
for India in Pakistan. This, the note continues, is
an interesting sequel to the communal harmony
propaganda of Mr. Ghazanfar Ali Khan, Food
Minister of the Pakistan Government.
" T h e Sikh officer, accompanied by another Indian
Army Officer, and two ladies went to this Hotel
for dinner. H e had been there hardly for ten
i minutes when
the Manager
of
the hotel
japproached him and said, 'I admire your courage,
lbut_J. am very sorry that the Musiims around here
lobject,to your presence/
" T h e Manager, who was a European, was very
apologetic about the attitude of the people, but he
said it was advisable for the officer to leave the
hotel in order to avoid any unpleasant incident.
" T h e Sikh officer, much against his will, agreed
to leave. Meanwhile, the other officer with him
/
went round and talked to the people who had
objected to the presence of the Sikh officer in
the hotel, but their attitude was
extremely
unreasonable. They threatened to shoot the Sikh
officer if he did not remove himself immediately."
I personally v^rifi^ *hft trufo of the above report from
the Manager of the Falettis Hotel w^fflTf th A Jaaajaj; t m ^
plfj?^ T h e Press report might well have added that the
Sikh officer concerned was a Colonel, and had that day
arrived in Lahore after guarding a convoy of Muslim Refugees froHTEast Punjab and saving their lives several times
on the road"." The incident created a bad impression in
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Delhi vvhprfiMnsljr^s yrerp and haY?^ w a V Q been welcome
to tne Maidens and Imperial Hotels and the Associated
sewhere. From persona] knowledge
Hote m
the author can say that but for the courtesy of the
management of the Associated Hotels in Simla during last
summer, several Muslim families and particularly ladies
whose menfolk were in Pakistan, would have been murdered- The Sikh staff did everything possible to protect
Muslim residents xn cne hotels""
Are the Pakist;inis happy? Excepting those who got
safely away with loot and cash few are happy. And even
those, who managed to murder Hindus and open their safes
are not happy. They dare not let their neighbours know
what they have and how they got it^_ They arc tormented
with the fair that when the cash and booty comes
to an end, what then? One cannot eat a sofa- set or a
radio. So far neither Pakistan nor the Bagh-i-Jinnah
has ilowered. Mr. Jinnah never defined Pakistan, so
everyone thought of it in his own fancy. The dream
has turned to a nightmare. Lawyers and doctors who
thought that with the advent of Pakistan and the
elimination of their rivals they could prosper, now look
for clients. They go about with long faces.
A friend of mine, in Government service, writing
a short while ago, said " S Q much has happened in the
last few months, we seem to have grown
sudden. It makes us a y to think of the
:new and what we see around us". The: we
mmm
includes his I3egum.
I
A gentleman from Jullundur on his way to Pakistan
(lost his two grown up and educated daughters—they
|were abducted at Beas in retaliation for abductions in
/West Punjab.
And the party that abducted his
/ daughters killed his wife and also his only son. He is
I now alone in a large house once occupied by a Hindu.
When people congratulate him on his good fortune in
getting so spacious a house, wistfully he goes to the
empty refrigerator and opening it says, "Here's my
Pakistan; thank JML_linnah for-it."
Everyday at the G. P . O. a crazy man sits
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peeple tree laughing and brandishing a ten rupee
n^tel Pakistan
Mil Gia. Pakistan Mil Gia\ Mohd.
All Jinnali Shukriya. Shukriyq^ _ Shukriya".
People
gather about him wondering, what the crazy fool is so
grateful about. Then somebody in the crowd says he
was a prosperous Amritsar merchant of Katra Jaimal
Singh. When Katra Jaimal Singh was burnt down he .
i was left with just a ten rupee note. He sat on his /
(smouldering doorsteps and thanked Mr. Tinnah "Pakistan )
' /
( Mil .Gia"t This he has done ever since.
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A Pakistan Charter
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AVING nominated himself Governor General of
Pakistan, Jinnah called a Press Conference at his
residence in New Delhi. On the morning of July 13,
1947 ho proceeded to hand out to an eager world the
Pakistan Charter.
To Mitwnties said the Qaid-e-Azam :
"Minorities, to whichever community they may belong, will be safeguarded. Their religion or their faith nr~
bclief will be protected in every way possible. Their life
and property will be secure. There will be no interference of any kind with their freedom of worship.
They will have their protection with regard to their religion, their faith, their life, their property, their culture.
They will be in all respects the citizens of Pakistan without any distinction of caste or colour, religion or creed.
"They will have all the rights and privileges and, no
doubt, along with it goes the obligation of citizenship.
Therefore, the minorities have their responsibility also
and they will play their part in the affairs of the State, i
and as long as the minorities are loyal to the State a n d \
owe true allegiance, as long as I have any power, they )
need have no apprehension of any kind."
T o those who thought Pakistan might not be a
democratic State, Jinnah said".
"When you talk of democracy, I am afraid you
have not studied Islam.
W e learnt democracy
thirteen centuries ago."
A correspondent suggested that a theocratic S t a t e ,
meant a State where only people ot a particular religion,
for example MuslimsT cQul_q fre f u l ^ i t i z e n s " a n Q n o n Muslims would not beJfllLcitizens.
Mr. jinnah said: Then it seems t o me that what I
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have already stated is like throwing water on the duck's
back. 'For goodness' sake, get out of your head the nonsense that is being talked.
To The British Commonwealth he said l
Q: Is there any possibility of Pakistan continuing
to remain in the British Commonwealth ?
A*. W e shall consider that question when the time
comes.
To foreign nations :
"Pakistan's foreign policy," said Jinnah, in reply t o a
further question, "would be most friendly to all the
nations. W e stand for the peace of the world. W e will
make our contribution, whatever we can do."
The only question to which Mr. Jinnah gave no
answer or any indication or any promise was as to the
form of the Government of Pakistan.
Mr. Jinnah refused to discuss the structure of the
Government of Pakistan, as that was a matter for the
Constituent Assembly to decide.
Q: What is your personal opinion ?
I
A' N o responsible man expressed his personal opinions in anticipation of the decision of a supreme body
like the Constituent Assembly, whose function is to frame
the constitution.
And so the world settled down to a cheerful prospect
of Pakistan's Constitution to world peace via the U.N.O.
the British Commonwealth was put on its good behaviour and minorities lulled to a sense of security.
Lord Mountbatten, Mahatma Gandhi and other
shrewd men of affairs believed in the honesty of Mr.
Jinnah's professions.
The u Dawn" T had already indicated the Qaid-et Azam_!s mind towards killings of minorities.
^Writing under the title " Stop This Violence ",
"Dawn", Jinnah's only authoritative mouthpiece, said:
" W e would go so far as to say that if any Muslim still
feels tempted to put his knife into a Hindu or a Sikh, he
must realise that by doing so he will be stabbing Pakistan."
Although this denunciation of the dagger was belated
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and long after it had been used effectively in Noakhali
and Rawalpindi, many foolish people believed that the
Qaid-e-Azam had different views from the average
Muslim Leaguer on the methods by which Pakistan
could be achieved.
i
While Jinnah was preparing for his Press conference
J at Delhi, his most trusted lieutenant, Khan Iftikhar
I Hussain Khan of Mamdot, President of the Punjab
Provincial League (and local 'direct-action' leader)
addressed a crowded meeting at Gujranwala District
Board Hall (July 11). In his capacity as President he
I ordered Mussalmans in the Province to follow him :
He told the Muslim section of the audience that
i he had solemnly pledged protection and security to the
I Hindus and Sikhs in the Western Punjab and, therefore,
I it was the duty of every Mussalman to honour the pledge
//
given by him and refrain from doing any harm to the
person and property of
non-Muslims." (C. &_ML_
Gazette.)
The Khan of Mamdot was followed by the Presid e n t of the City Muslim League who appealed to the
Mussalmans of Gujranwalla to abstain from doing any
harm to the non-Muslims. He assured the Khan of
Mamdot that every effort would be made to fulfil the
pledge given by him to non-Muslims.
At the same meeting- Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din, of
IBaghbanpura, in very strong language, condemned the
I acts of stabbing and arson. He reminded the audience
that no amount of stabbings and burning could affect the
I {tensions ttf thr Boundary Commission. The danger to
Islam he saiij, yrniild not KP in thq Indian Unipq but in
Pakistan itscljjbgguse Islam was on trial ii
I s l a r n w o u l d r e judgeftl55'rthe standard of administration
which would be set up here. He emphasised that it was
the responsibility of the Mussalmans to protect the minorities.
A few days earlier, Sardar Shaukat Hyat Khan,
former Minister of the Punjab Government, and prospective Pakistan Minister, broadcasting in Urdu from All
India Radio, Lahore^June 28) said :
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" It is the duty of the Mussalmans in Pakistan to
revive confidence in their non-Muslim brethren and to
remove from their hearts the fear that PakistanfMussalmans are their enemies. This is possible only when
peace prevails. They must, therefore, establish peace.
They must consider Hindus and Sikhs as their brothers
and safeguard their lives and property, and thus make
them realise that Pakistan is the greatest charqpJQri of foe
ideals of equality and fraternity. T h e establishment of
peace in Pakistan is not only a political necessity, it is
also necessary from moral and economic points of view.
He also said :
Pakistan has been established, but
our main task has not come to an end, rather it begins
now. W e have to huilcL_aJPakistan which \ye could
justly be proud of. . Without peace this task- is not only
difficult butimpossible. Pakistan was not a mere wordy
ideal.
Pakistan meant an independent State, where
everyone would have full opportunity to develop himself
according to his capacity; and where every man would
breathe freely and lead a happy life. T o attain their
goal the Mussalmans have sacrificed a lot, suffered a great
deal and faced all odds, and now that they have reached
their goal they have to attend to constructive work. They
have to build up their country, their Pakistan, in such a
way that they would be proud of it.
" As I have said before, this task is impossible without peace. It is the moral and religious duty of the
majority community in Pakistan to safeguard the life and
property of the minorities and their behaviour towards
\ them should be that of toleration and fraternity.
" Fraternity is the greatest heritage of Islam and in
Pakistan we nave to prove jaurselye^^VEartny ot this
1 heritage, a s o f other Islarruc_traditions. According to
this tradition, tHe safety of life and property of nonMuslims is the responsibility of Pakistan Mussalmans. If
they did not pay due attention to this it would not only
discredit them, but would bring disrepute to Pakistan as
well. I am, however, perfectly sure that they would
never bring discredit to Pakistan. They should create
such a peaceful atmosphere in Pakistan that even those
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who view the future of Pakistan with suspicion will be
convinced of our sincerity."
At a meeting at the Lahore Town Hall (June 21)
Begum Shah Kawaz^ believed to be one^oi the most
active behind-the-screen direct-action-leaders of the Muslim League, told a crowded' audience that she prayed
most earnestly to God to bring peace to her detracted
peopl^.
At the same meeting the Khan of Mamdot as President of the League gave the following solemn pledge :
i " On tTehalf of the Muslim people, I solemnly
J pledge to my Hindu and Sikh brothers, complete
J justice and fairness of treatment in Pakistan. The
Muslims of Pakistan will guard and protect the
honour, dignity, person and property, of the minorities above their own. I call upon the Muslims to
honour with their life, the word I am pledging on
their behalf. I call upon them to check all lawlessness, to fight against all forms of chaos, and to see
that every one who calls himself a Muslim stays his
hand."
Referring to the above pledge, the ''Pakistan Times"
in a powerful editorial said :
" T h e wordsquoted above are of too solemn an
import to be carelessly brushed aside. W e are confident that there is no Muslim who holds the honour of
his leaders so cheap,or the word given on his behalf
so light that he will deliberately break the covenant
so solemnly entered into. Anyone who breaks the
pledge, repudiates his leaders, belies_iiis loyalty to
the Muslim League, befouls the name of his community; anyone who breaks this pledge is a renegai
and a traitor. These are hard words but we cannot
afford to jeopardise the future of Pakistan because—
a few mad fools think that they are wiser than the
Igaders of their community or beegmse-haif - a dozen
hot-heads~~consider that the way to Pakistan lies
through heaps of scortched rubble."
It (an&oti)a-said that all these, outpouring of the
heart did not have any effect on t^e lyujiorities. The
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exodus from Lahore diminished. The Lahore Railway
Station, which since May had I>een the scene of much
jostling humanity and black-marketing in train accommodation settled down to normalcy, But what was
more important to Pakistan, the flight of capital, which
since the recrudescence of disturbances had rapidly
winged its way out, eased off. * Thousands of people
abandoned all idea of quitting Pakistan and were quite
reconciled to being ruled by Jinnah instead of Jawaharlal
Nehru, on the assumption that one politician is as
good as another.
Typical of the new confidence inspired by these
appeals was the whole-hearted co-operation offered by
prominent men. of ^business such as Mr-. • Satya EaL
iVirmani, millionaire millowner of Lyallpur and Amritsar.
.In a letter t o the press Mr. Virmani said-:
. "Khan of Mamdot's clarion call to the good sense
/ of his community in the Pakistan Dominion should
/ go a long way towards allaying the fears of Hindus
/ and particularly hearten those who have bravely
O [ suffered and stood by their hearths and homes.
\ I Their honour, life and property have been vouch4

I safed.
u

Such assurance from the Khan preceded by
announcements of the Presidents of the League
and the Congress should inspire, confidence in the
minorities and win the .emigrants of the Western
Punjab and N.-W. F . P- back to their homeland.
If the pledges are soon translated into deeds of
goodwill the minorities would not display panic.
"Migration would create new and baffling problems for the Hindustan areas and would neither
be welcome to the emigrants nor the new country.
The ultimate good lies in sticking to the homeland,
in their own rights and co-operating in all possible
ways with the Government of the land.
" L e t us face the reality of partition rather than pick
up contraversies over the advantages and disadvantage? it involves which would merely obstruct friendly
relations and rehabilitation of the damaged economic
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structure. It is essential that the economic life of
the land should be revived and all factors leading t o
chaos eliminated.
" T h e desperate rush for transference and disposal
of movable and immovable property should be checked. A good deal of the onus for resumption of
commerce and industrial production lies on the
banks in general. These should no longer deny
normal banking facilities to their constituents either
. in the Hindustan or Pakistan areas. It would be
a shortsighted policy of the banks t o obstruct the
credit flow on which depends the entire business
structure, trade and industries.
"Out of past failures, the present trouble and
hope for the future, I have no doubt, will emerge
a new purpose and design conducive to goodwill
and to the advantage of all sections inhabiting
Pakistan and the rest of India."
But peace was shortlived. Mamdot's promises and
the Begum's tears were swept away. Hardly a week
had gone by when someone left off a harmless cracker
in the jVTpghalpura. N . W . R. Workshops. Word went
round that a Sikh had thrown a bomb. And so during
the luncheon interval a determined attack on non-Muslims
was made. A large number were stabbed to death and
many more grievously injured. That evening a man
cycling in the Moghalpura area was taken off his cycle,
put down on the ground and his throat cut like a goat.
On 7th July Gujranwala became the scene of murderous
attacks on members of minority communities. According to official reports twenty houses were burnt down
belonging to one community by few raiders. Troops
and police had to open fire to disperse riotous mobs.
The whole of Gujranwala was declared a "dangerous
the Qakke=Azam's fervent assurance to minorities, minorities were still attacked and murdered and Muslim League
raiders /cofltiP1"** fhf w31" *"»f extermination.
On
IsfAqgust the Lahore correspondent of the Associated
'ress, one of tKe most effective pro-League journalists
p
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of the \vorld, reported to his agency :
* Three attempts at arson were—reported on
Thursday night from Chauburji, Krishnanagar and
Moti "Bazar, outside Kashmiri Gate. A deserted
house was set ablaze on the Shalimar park road in
Moghalpura area late Thursday night".
"A shop was set on fire in Bazaz Hatta on Friday
f morning. The fire spread t o the neighbouring
house which was practically . gutted. Another case
of arson was reported from Kasera Bazar. An
old fire got rekindled in Mohalla Jalotian but was
quickly brought under control by the Corporation
\ Fire Brigade.
The same agency reported on the same day from
Amritsart"Th'e day opened with the stabbing of a man in
Darwaza Khakruban, followed by the stabbing of
tw.o others outside the Hathi Gate, one of whom
died on the spot. One sweeper was shot at on
the G. T . Road near the Eye Hospital. T h e
other cases occurred in Lohgarh, Hathi Gate,
Katra Bagh Singh and outside the Hall Bazar.
Reports from the village of Rampura and Ratanpura
show that in the former place one man was murdered,
and in the latter one man was murdered another
injured."
During the week-end June 23 to June 25 Lahore had
a tense atmosphere. In Said Mitha, a mixed locality of
Lahore City, there was a free exchange of brickbats. Not
less than 69 cases of arson were.reported during Saturday
and sunday. Lahore passed a sleepless night on Saturday with fires burning all round, the biggest being inside
Shahalmi Gate.
UfPtrr-i - p . m on Sunday 100 houses, including
residential houses, were completely destroyed in Shahalmi
Gate, Papar Mandi and Kucha H a w a g a r a n . B u i l d i n g s
on both sides? "of the b&'Z'di' were entirely gutted and have
collapsed, the falling debris having blocked the bazars.
The loss is estimated at several lakhs of rupees.
Gunshots were repeatedly heard early in the morning
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and about a hundred rounds are reported to have been
fired by the troops and police on curfew-breakers, during
the tumult and confusion caused by the spreading fires.
About half a dozen persons are reported to have been
injured.
Twenty cases of arson were reported up t& mid-day
on Sunday from different sectors, including Akbari
Mandi, inside Bhati Gate, Pipal Vehra, inside Mochi Gate,
and Old Kotwali and Mozang.
""Life in Lahore was completely paralysed on Sunday
with the breakdown in supplies of foodstuffs and other
necessities. Housewives went without milk, vegetables,
fruit and meat.
There was no activity in the curfew-bound areas,
while business was at a standstill in the Civil Lines.
The bus services had been suspended till further notice.
The railway platforms were over-crowded with the
out-going passengers.
On Tuesday a party of journalists went round the .
city. This is the picture given by the "Pakistan Times"
Spedal.Correspondent •
"It was a pitiful sight we saw in the city on
Tuesday morning with a party of Pressmen. Houses
once inhabited by happy families now stood there
deserted, blackened and burnt out. Smoke was
still coming out of many of them and the air was
heavy with a bitter tang which irritated the eyes
I and nostrils. ^
^ "
"Shahalmi Gate, once the main centre of provisions
trade, has become a wreck.
"A block of 250 houses and shops has been reduced to ashes arid the main street is impassable
with mounds of rubble, still smouldering. In order
to check the fire from spreading to the nearby houses
the authorities have ordered the demolition of the
burnt-out or half-burnt houses.
" T h e Party then visited Mozang which had suffered heavy destruction of property. Rows of houses
have been burned out leaving behind smoking rubble,
charred bricks and twisted girders. The houses in
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this area were mostly empty, for the accupants of the
houses, anticipating trouble ahead, had migrated to
|
safer places. The demolition of the half-burnt houses
and clearing of the debris was in progress."
In Bagbanpura, the locality in which Iftikhar-ud-Din
and Begum Shah Nawaz had their ancestral homes and in
whicKTfrS^exercised considerable personal influence^ there
1
were so many cases of stabbings of non-Muslims and arson
' of their houses that the Government of the Punjab had to
impose (June 13^ on the Muslims of the locality a collec\
tive fine of Rupees two lacs, on the ground that the
, s inhabitants of Baghbanpura had since May 10th been
concerned in the commission of offences and other acts
prejudicial to the maintenance of law and order.
Jahanara Shah Nawaz and Iftikhar-ud-Din and members
of their families would have had to foot a very large part
of this bill but for the timely grant of Pakistan.
I
And then came the Indian Independence Act. It
? /received the Royal Assent on_the J8rth of Jnly 1Q47
- Nothing could undo Pakistan now. It was a living entity.
15th August was a nominal date. It was already a

reality.

1

"~

"

Having achieved Pakistan, the Muslim League turned
towards making the land pnk of non Muslims. In Lahore
Gujranwala, Sialkot, Shcikhupura, Montgomery, LyalTpur,
Mianwali, Peshawar, Quetta and everywhere the holy _
war of extermination started. For weeks previously
throughout Lahore there were hushed whispers. ^ Z h e n
Pakistan comes, we will have all the wealth of the Hindus ;
we will have their houses and we will have their women/'
A prominent lady in the Muslim League, ^fortnight—
before the official advent of Pakistan indicated theiiouse
sheTwas going to occupy. She has that house now.
Ana so those who were not massacred fled, leaving
everything behind. Hindus and Sikhs left valuable properties, ample estates, fine bungalows, great educational
and cheritablc institutions, big commercial premises, show
rooms full of merchandise, personal effects, jewellery, cars,
furniture, radios frigidaires, silk and satin wear, and fine
clothes generally, ^nd oversight the 'haves' became 'have-
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riots' and the 'have-nots' the 'haves.' Overnight Mr. Jinnah f s
minority pmniRm \Y^^ c/ ^ ir f*l, th^ tnjnonties were on the ?
moye. In tons pf thousands daily they were voluntarily
quitting Pakistan—pouring, into the Indian Union. Pakis;talTand its people were becoming^BailylEfi-iicher. Was
\thei&_ever in all history, so much booty won with s o l i t t l e
effort? More than five million people had decided to
quit Pakistan and leave everything behind except their
families. According to Ghazanfar Ali Khan, Pakistan _
HealjfrJNtoisterTa hundred tnousand people were killed in__
West Punjab uprooting live millions. In terms of rupees _
annas and pies Pakistan and Pakistan nationals got property left behind by non-Muslims equivalent to a value of
R s . ^ 0 0 0 crores according to well-informed sources.
Many people, to save their property, accepted IslamMr. Dina Nath, S/o R. B . Dhanpat Rai became. Din
Mohd; Rai Sahib H.R. became Ghulam Mohd and so
many others. But even Islam did not save them. Dina
Nath was stabbed and died in hospital. A number of others
after becoming Muslims were induced to contract new
marriages, and write away valuable properties t o Pakistan
brides as tiaq MeKr. End betore a marriage could bo
consummated, the bridegroom was taken for a "Sair" b\L~
the brides relatives. And when the bride would see his
head" without his body, she knew she was a widow and
free to marry again and share her property with a deserv*
ing Pakistani.
But perverse Nature set up new problems for Pakistan.
Jinnah had a new headache. It was not the minorities
any longer. They would never be disloyal to Pakistan
as they would "never have an opportunity. J T h s a M ^ T d never exploit their _^^Uh/nQLgploit the"masses of Pakis^
tan, l ftey hadJieen effectively eliminated.
"
but with the^Teparture o( hated Banias and Kafirs*
Pakistan awoke to q, reality that [t hnd never before com*
preh&nded=^no not even imagined. Tire non-Muslims ran
the banks, the insurance companies, the wheat, cloth,
sugar, retail and wholesale departments. They paid the
bullTofr fne taxes. Andluddenly therefore, overnight the
economy of Pakistan collapsed. The, hugg_imildings
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Ganga Ram Widows' Home were but empty shells. T h e
banks could not function as the clerks had run away.
The municipalities found it could not pay the salaries of
its staff, as the people who pay the house-tax and
others, were no longer there. The cotton crop was at
hand; the financiers had gone.'. The ginning factories
were now in the hands of Pakistanis but there was no
transport to bring the cotton and no coal to run the
machinery. - Pakistan railways were losing crores o i
rupees* They had no coal and the goods and passenger
traffic had come down to practically nil. Doctors found
they had the instruments and the surgeries of departed
colleagues, but no patients to pay them consultation fees.
Lawyers had come in for ample libraries but there were
no clients and no cases.
And so within a fortnight of the establishment of
Pakistan I innan^had to leave Government House,
Karachi, and make a dash to L a h o r e i-'afostan was
tottering. New headaches tormented the Qaid-e-Azam
Finance, Coal, Railways and Banks. But bigger and
more ominous than all was a new problem—the problem
of millions and millions of refugees pouring into Pakistan
from the East. And they came to Pakistan not because
they expected a heaven, but to escape from hell. F ^ g t
Punjab, docile and indolent and indifferent for months
had taken upon itself to give' Muslims a tgst^'ftfWhaf
Hindus and Sikhs had in West Punjab. And so terribly
was W e s t Punjab being avenged that Jinnah by August
31st sa\v the whole of Pakistan Houndennfi in'tJ
of a refugee problem that might eventually involve a
migration ol sixty million MiiBBaJmp.nR to Pa Vista i
Pakistan "lust could not afford t<
Muslim State in the world. And more than that
|imiah_and his friends was the amazing similitude with
which Pakistan methods were being copied by others, and
if ^anything, more brutally and sffkaeflUy. The Pakistan
way was now a two-directional High Road.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

T h e Refugee Problem

W

E S T Punjab had to accomodate 57,42,496 Muslims
from East Punjab and adjoining States as against
40,16,404 non-Muslims who left the province, said Mr.
Ghazanfar Ali Khan, Minister for Refugees, Government
of Pakistan, at a Press conference in Karachi.
The Minister stated that there were on December 6th^
over 7,00,000 Muslim refugees in the various camps in the
province. During the week ending December 6, as many
as 14,721 had been taken ill; 2484 had died of dysentry
and pneumonia.
Till 6th December nearly 13,00,000 Muslim refugees
had been settled in towns, while another 29 lakhs had
been rehabilitated in rural areas.
Out of 7,396 villages evacuated by the non-Muslims,
6,788 have been occupied by Muslim refugees; 287 out
of the 713 abandoned factories have been allotted to the
Muslims.
In the cold hard figures of the statistician the above
describes briefly the first fruits of partition, and in many
ways the most difficult problem facing both Pakistan and
India—namely the satisfactory rehabilitation of nearly ten
million persons uprooted from their homes on either
side of the boundary line.
Ghazanfar Ali Khan at the same Press conference said
that despite the serious set-back that his mission to rehabilitate the non-Muslims in the West Punjab had
received his belief had not been shaken that the ultimate
solution of the problem lay in the two Dominion Governments creating confidence in their minorities „and_jJsG_
creating conditions to justify their confidence."
It is a thousand pities that GhazanTar Ali and other
Pakistan illuminaries did not realise the value 6F the
minorities earlier.
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The net result of the activities of the Muslim League
at Rawalpindi and ^Lahore has been that not only has
Pakistan lost oyer four million prosperous, hardworking
and thrifty people, but has been saddled with the problem
of resettling nearly six million comparatively poorer
Muslims from the east.
The six millions who have migrated to Pakistan
have not come voluntarily in search of a land flowing
jvith milk and honey. They were quite content and
well settled in the Eastern Districts of the Punjab; for
generations their ancestors have lived in the East and
history and tradition have entrenched them to the soil.
True, some of them voted for Pakistan—nof a great
many as the franchise did not extend to more than one
in a thousand. T o bulk of them Pakistan was first
a name. They were quite content to remain where
they were, to till their lands; to tend their cattle and
their flocks of goat and sheep; and to live their simple
and honest lives, content to toil in the day and to
render gratitude to God at sundown. This had been
the picture of their lives as long as any could remember
and the oldest among, themxould not say that their parents
and their parent's parents had lived any differently.
They had lived from time immemorial amongst
others, who had more or less the same lives, but whose
ideas of God and Providence were somewhat different.
Some of their friends and neighbours were followers of
the Gurus, others had no particular form of worship
but conservative in intermarriage and claimed a faith
older than all history. But the relationships between
them who went down on the knees at the mosques,
and those who occasionally went to the Gurdwara or
the temple was kindly and affectionate. Sometimes
people known as "leaders" would come down and foment
trouble over the killing of an animal or a procession with
music but in the long run, years of peace and harmony prevailed. Muslims of ^East Punjab shared the joys and
sorrows of their neighbours, as, much as Hindus and .
Sikh$. shared the joys and sorrows of their Muslim neighbours in the remoter districts of Campbellpur, Attock,
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Peshawar and Dera Ismail Khan.
And suddenly as the overnight gather of a storm,
clouds came over the hearts of men. And as news came
through of atrocities upon Hindus and Sikhs in West
Punjab, the kindliness and peace in which Muslims had
basked came to an abrupt end.
Muslims in East Punjab paid the price of the wickedness and the inequities perpetrated by their misguided
brothers in the West. Whatever happened in Pakistan was
copied in the east by people, who had seen for themselves
how it could be done on persons near and dear to them.
Murder, arson, loot and more swept the east in a sudden
conflagration that got alight in the second week of
August and by the middle of September had spread as. far
L as Delhi, Meerut and Saharanpur. Some red hot embers
started flames in places as far away as Kanpur, Banaras
and Calcutta.
But it must be said to the credit of both the
Dominion Government of India and Government of East
Punjab that they went all out to suppress the
I conflagration. In West Punjab there was nothing
\ comparable to the action of the Indian troops in quelling
disorders ; or Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru's reckless courage
in dashing into Connaught Circus and arresting looters
with his own hands ; or Mahatma Gandhi risking life and
honour every day so that Muslims may be safe.
But in spite of all the best efforts, retaliation took its
toll in the remoter areas of East Punjab and other neighbouring States. And just as there were massacres in the
west, there were massacres in the East and perhaps
bloodier. There were also abductions, rape and arson.
It is difficult to say whether this war was the first of
its kind waged by the combatants not among themselves
but on non-combatants, on persons with whom they have
no quarrel, in killing neighbours, on helpless women and
helpless children.
\
And so within a fortnight of the establishment of
Pakistan, the new Dominion was faced with two-way
emigration problem of unparalleled dimensions.
* Murder, arson and rape in West Punjab came to an
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j end, not so much because Muslims in East Punjab had to
\ pay the price, but because leaders of the Muslim League
( in Pakistan foresaw that if the trouble went on any
y longer, just as the Muslims in East Punjab had been
( uprooted, Muslims all over India would be uprooted and
J Pakistan would then be face to face with a pretty problem
( involving the rehabilitation ot sixty million Muslims.;
-which was clearly well beyond the capacity of Pakistan to
f absorbs
And so discretion rather than good sense or humanity
brought about an end to the holocaust in the west. T h e
determined efforts of Sardar Patel, Home Member of the
Government of India, the Maharaja of Patiala and Jjie v
Akali Leaders bore fruit and by the end of September I ^
mass killings in the. East had come to an end.
But the refugee problem continues. The events of
August, and September had made it clear that nonMuslims could no longer stay in West Punjab or Muslims
in East Punjab. And so began the greatest mass
migration in history.
And so by air, by train and by road millions of
people have been onjhe move sinceJasLAugust. Some
of them have reached new destinations but the numberless
are still far from being settled. Strange enough, refugees
from

East

Pnnj:ihjirP nnt vnr.ifprnng ogrnjn^f f^nsy* wlin

pillaged^their lands and drove- them from thmr homes.
They are vociferous against those \yfoo started th<* trnnh{^
in Pnkistffl. _
When the Qaid-e-Az^m prrivfyj at Walton Aftr^dronrp
on August 30th. he was greeted with shonty "foiid-^Aynm
Marndot was mobbed by angry refugees.
So to avoid demonstration against the administration,
the largest refugee camps are at some distance from the
capital. Nearly three hundred thousand are encamped at
Shahdara, y/i^h not a tree or te^t to shelter th?m }n f ^ p i r
fircf Pplfict^p winter

Ghazanfar Ali Khan at the Press conference statq<j
that mniv* fhap 14.U00 were tafeen ill in a single week. He
did not mention that the Lahore journals h^d ^mpnteH
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> that more than 5,000 refugees were dying of co
" / hijngqr every week.
/
Dr. Siddiqui, Health Officer of the Lahore Municipality, in a recent statement estimated that nearly a hun- I' \/%
dred persons are found frozen to death in .the streets of *
Lahore eyery morning.
\
While there is a Dr. Siddiqui to count the dead in the
streets of Lahore, on the roads of West Punjab, refugees,
tired and weary, walking now for weeks, hundreds are
dying by the wayside.
1 have seen caravans on the move to Pakistan, miles
and miles long—men, women and little children on the
move by the hundred thousands. 'It is a very long way
to Pakistan', and not every body reaches Wagah
The problem of the evacuees from East Punjab does
not by any means end at Wagah, It is the beginning of
fresh troubles. His destination (no body can tell him as
yet) and when and how long it will take him to get a
home no body can tell him.
The problem of settling agriculturists is difficult
enough. There is not enough land to go round the army of
refugees that have arrived—and millions more who are on

the way! "
The settlement of skilled factory labourer is worse—
there are no factories, or the factories are closed, or else
the factories cannot run. Then the thousand and odd
Muslim carpet weavers of the Amritsar Carpet Company
are unemployed—all the carpet factories are in Hindustan
and until Pakistan puts up a Carpet Factory, they must
starve. Many Muslims had prosperous iron and steeLwocks
at Batala. Their business as also the jobs have all gone,
and steel cannot be had in Pakistan for love or mone
.I
So are-the skilled workmen nn ^ j-aiiwayc Pakistan
f Jhas got more locomotive cleaners than locomotives. They
are workless as Pakistan has no coal tQ run its trains.
They could not run them as the station and train staff,
mostly non-Muslims, have left.
"
A quaint commentary on the refugee problem is that
whereas six million Muslims have poured into Pakistan—It
has not been possible to find much more than six Muslim
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clerks to take over the ledgers of Lahore Banks which axe
the best part operating only on a two hour daily schedule.
There is a host of butchers in Pakistan and all have
to make a living and so while meat is cheap (beef 3 annas a
seer and mutton 6 annas) Pakistan is faced with meat and
milk famine as milch animals, goats and sheep are being
slaughtered at a higher rate than nature can replenish.
X

I
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NINE

Is Pakistan Bankrupt ?

S

IR Archibald Rowlands, Financial Adviser to the^
Oakj-eAzam, after a three months' visit to Pakistan,
in a recent exclusive interview to the ''Statesman*" saia
that although Pakistan would hft ve deficit budgets for
years to come, it was very far from being bankrupt.
A careful study of the financial aspects of Pakistan.
was made by. two distinguished economist's ( S J E J L - B .
Modv and Dr. John Mathai) and they came to the
conclusion that excluding th.e cost of defence, PaKstan
was financially a feasible^ proposition. In this connection
they appended a note to theTReport of Sapru Committee
in the following terms :
"Although in our opinion a division of the country
is to be deplored, we should be prepared to consider
it if there was no other basis for an agreed settlement. T h e extent to which, in our opinion, political
separation may be accepted as a means of conciliating Muslim sentiment without serious risk to the
country, is as follows i—
^AS)
Areas in which there is a Muslim majority
of the population to be segregated, to form
a separate State or States. This may mean
district-wise Paki stan, but our study has
shown that "it is feasible under such an
arrangement to have large contiguous
blocks of territory demarcated as separate
^
Muslim zones.
(2) These areas to be determined in such manner as to constitute a single contiguous
block within the province in which they are
situated.
(3) A definite agreement to to be entered into
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by the State or States so formed with the
rest of India for co-operation in matters
of defence and economic development.
The main objection to separation was that it would
hinder the development of the country, and imperil its
safety."
The cautious and qualified support to the proposition of Pakistan given by Sir H. P . Mody and Dr.
Mathai found its source in the difficulty in which these two
gentlemen found themselves on the question l
\
"Our view is that if a scheme which pre-supposed
the political unity of India was not acceptable to the
, Muslim community, and if the results of the forth; coming elections were to vindicate generally the
. .Muslim League position, separation as a means of
ending the present deadlock should not be ruled out".
The net implications of the above views were however twofold *• firstly if the burden of its defence was saddled upon Pakistan it ceased to be a feasible proposition
and, secondly* even without having to bear the• costfof
defending Itself against external aggression apd internal
commotion, Pakistan was no more than a feasible proposition. The most enthusiastic sponsors of the scheme
were not able to claim for it any outstanding economic
and financial merits.
Let us examine the question in some of its more
important aspects:
\ci) Central Finances of Pakistan,
In order to get a picture of the financial condition of
Pakistan we must look first at the budgetary position of
the Central Government before the partition.
The following tables give a general statement of the
Revenue and Expenditure of the Government of India
according to the revised estimates of 1944-1945 and the
budget estimate of 1945-46 representing a good average
post-war position *
General Statement of the Revenue and Expenditure
in Lakhs of Rupees.
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Revised
Estimates
1944-45

-

REVENUE

Customs
40,00Central Excise Duties
39,07
Corporation Tax
1,06,11
Taxes on Income other than
Corporation Tax
1,03,89
:
Salt
9,30
Opium
1,05
Interest
1,74
Civil Administration
2,22
Currency and Mint
12,55
Civil Works
61
Receipts from Indian States
63
Receipts connected with the
War
21,28
Other sources of revenue
3,67
Post & Telegraphs—Net contribution to general revenues
9,32
Railway—Net contribution to
32,00
general revenues
Deduct share of Income-tax
revenue payable to provinces 25,56

Budget
Estimates
1945-46
-

85,25
48,59
89,67
1,00,83
9,30
1,27
• 1,44
2,26
12,28
66
63
-

:

16,42
3,18
*

9

11,85
7

•

Total Revenue
Deficit

32,00
,

33,29

3,56,88
1,55,57 '

3,62,34
1,55,29

5,12,65

5,17,63

Revised
Estimates
1944-45

Revised
Estimates
1945-46

.

Total
EXPENDITURE
.
*

Direct Demands on the
Revenue
Irrigation Embankment etc.

8,52,67
13,32

8,86,38
10,77
*
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(continued)
Revised
Estimates
1944-45
Posts & Telegraphs—Capital
0,54
outlay charged to revenue
Debt Services
22,60,77
Civil Administration
24,59,00
Miscellaneous
11,21,23
Currency & Mint
2,20,77
Civil Works
2,50,14
Defence Services Nett
3,97,12,01
Contributions and Miscellaneous Adjustments between Central and Provincial Governments
8,75,55
Extraordinary payments
34,89,00
JTotal Expenditure charged
to Revenue surplus

*

•
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Revised
Estimates
1945-46

1,60
33,95,19
27,55,00
16,20,78
1,70,49
2,46,58
3,94,23,39

1,73,81
30,79,00

* P »

•

Total
5,12,64,92
5,17,62,99
The deficit of 155 lakhs in the above estimates was
*$ I due to the abnormal expenditure of 397 crores on tEe"
defence services.
Before proceeding further let us look at the principal
items of revenue and expenditure. Taxes oin Income and
Corporation Tax accounted for 209 crores out of a total
of 356.85 crores. Customs yielded 40 crores. A sum of 32
crores was the net contribution of the Railways to general
revenues. Salt yielded 9.30 crores and central excise
duties 39 crores. On the side of expenditure the country
spent 397.23 crores on the defence services but anticipated
a reduction of 394.23 crores in the following year.
In assessing the budgetary position of Pakistan it is
well to remember the following circumstances :—
. ^ ( 1 ) Pakistan has taken l/3rd Army and 1 / 3 ^ Navv.
(2) ^ I f J Q t p . q J ^ j

pnrnilfri

gfl

^ »>m; military

organisation National Guards f consisting of
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not less than 30 battalions. *»(3) T h e Pakistan Railways,By reason of
disruption of social and economic life, large
movement of refugee and military traffic,
shortage of coal, dislocation of staff and
personnel are now operating on a basis of
an annual short fall of atleast 24 crores,
(4) Corporations s u c h ^ i s ^ j K e ^ ^ ^ Z o t - i a h o r e
Corporation, that previously _. were selfsupporting are now standing liabilities.-on
the State.' It is estimated according to press
I reports that the Lahore Corporation is in
immediate need of half crore rupees to meet
j current expenses. On an annual basis a
demand of one crore would not be wide of
the paark.
(5) The refugee problem is likely for sometime
to be a formidable drain on Pakistan
finances as it will not be possible to settle
all the refugees on the land and the
Government will have Qn its hands
at] Gist a million refugees, for^which the
State would directly or indirectly have to
on
a
^M
provide.
~~TFp
cautious estimate,
II f—>
Pakistan needs eleven crores annually for
some years to keep a million .refugees from
bare want.
(6) Corporation and Income Tax in Pakistan
must be written down considerably owing
to the flight of non-Muslim capital and
personnel, and reduced post war profits.
The ^partition Council has decided^ that I7j to
Pakistan was faiFFagis of Ihe division of assets Including
bajancggsjTJpon the assumption it is_logical to assume
that Pakistan's normal rpyftniire mayJie^seRsed at ]7l°L

of the gross revenues of India,
crores comes to 62 crores (approximately). Deduct sharq on Railway
contribution
« 5. 6 crores

, C,.
*
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Deduct reduced Corporation
and Income Tax
10. 0 crores
Gross income
46. 4 crores
Expenditure @ l/3rd of Central Estimates
33. 1/3% of 512 crores comes to 170. 6 crores.
Add loss of railways
24 crores
Add Refugee relief
11 crores
Total Expenditure
Less Income

205 crores
46. 4 ,,

Net deficit
/r-,
161. 2 crores.
T h e net deficit of the Central Government over
the budgetary year 1944-45 according to the round
estimates was only 1. 55 crores. There is then a wide
margin between the budgetary position of the India and
Pakistan. Even the budget estimates of India after
partition although disclosing an estimated deficit of about
27 crores, including the refugees rehafyiffition r"~ the
financiaTmorass of Pakistan bears no comparison to the
financial conditions in India.
If Mr. Jinnah had applied his mind earlier to these
problejns, finance would not be Pakistan's headache No.1.
Going back to Sir Archibald's exclusive interview
with the Statesman*.—
"Sir Archibald added that heavy taxation,
particularly on gamindars, was inevitable in Pakisr
tan but the Pakistan samindar could not bear it
easily. The heaviest drain on Pakistan finances was
cost of the army, which could probably be reduced in
two or three years when there was less tension
between the dominions."
.:< . |
Whether the samindars
of Pakistan are prepared
to make up the deficit of 161. 2 crores annually remains
to be seen^. It we know anything ot the Pakistani
samtndar any effort to recover the deficit from him may
prove more troublesome than a mere headache.
-t he picture ot provincial finances~of Pakistan units
is unfortunately not any more cheerful. .

\
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(b) Finances of West Punjab.
Until the partition the income of Punjab was
considered sound. The Provincial
budget
usually
disclosed "an annual surplus.
This surplus varied
according to seasons and crops between 6 and 60 lakhs.
The Provincial Government was in receipt of a share of
the Central collection of Income tax and this Subvention
found a useful windfall in the hands of successive Finance
Ministers, which was usefully employed in the advancement of beneficent activities.
The budgetary position of West Punjab cannot be a
rosy prospect for the Finance Minister Mumtaz Daultana,
whp devotes more time to the adumbration of civic
loyalty and the propagation of the Shariat than to the
shortfall in his revenues.
The exodus of non-Muslims, who were the most
prosperous section of the population will be apparent in
the budget in reduced figures under the heads of civil
administration covering stamps and court fees, registration
fees, sales tax, motor registration and postal sales.
The Corporation of Lahore has already felt that the
non-Muslims paid the bulk of the house and property
taxes and the octroi. The income of the Corporation has
declined, it is said, from 15000 a day t o about R_s. 50/- per
day. It
has accordingly
requested
the Central
Government of Pakistan for loan of Ks 50 lacs to cover
currenFixpenses.
"
~
"
' '
~
"""
(c) Finances of 7V.- WJLELT h e province has been in receipt af an annual
subvention of Rupees one crore from Central revenues to
enable it to meet the excess of expenditure over revenue.
In this connection it would be of interest to reproduce
some remarks made by the Finance Minister of the
Muslim League Ministry in the N.-W. F . P . , in a recent
budget speech:—
" T h e estimate of revenue receipts for the Province
foLJ944-45 is Rs. 226. 82 lakhs while the anticipated
expenditure is Rs. -gzk 4 / lakhs.
The" Central
subvention constitutes almost half of_ouL_annual
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I receipts. I am convinced that placed as we are, our
I sheet anchor in the future is an increase in the
amount of our subvention, which is by far the largest
single item in our revenue budget.7'
The same exponent of a 'No Centre* programme
proceeded *.—
**The reason is that our revenue is inelastic,
because the bulk of it is a fixed subvention from the
Central Government of India, and there is little
possibility of expansion of the remainder. It is
barely enough to meet our standing charges and
affords but meagre scope for development, whether in
agriculture, education, medical relief, or any other
direction which may lead to the greater happiness of
the people of this province."
Mr. Jinnah will not deny that the late League
Ministry made pressing representations to the Viceroy and
the Government of India for an increase in the subvention
to the N.-W. F . P . It cannot, therefore, be argued that
the N.-W. F . P . is anything but a burden on the
revenues of Pakistan.
{d) The Finance
ofSind.
The Province of Sind is also a deficit province and is
in receipt of an annual subvention to meet excess of
expenditure over revenues. These subventions also come
from Central revenues and at present amount to about
105 lakhs annually..
The finances of the Eastern partner in Pakistan
are equally impresssive.
After a sequence of deficit budgets for several years,
Bengal looked forward hopefully t o an improvement
in her financial position as a direct result of the special
steps taken by the Central Government and by Parliament through the India Act to alleviate Bengal's plight.
Under provincial autonomy she was better off to the
ftyt'ftnt pf I^upecs 75 lakhs a year than beforeT in tne year
1935-36 despite the grant from Central revenues of an
amount equal to half the proceeds of the jute export dufy,

•r
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the budget showed a deficit of Rs. 51 f lakhs. The Niemeyer
report however, as subsequently implemented r gaye a
further sum of Rs. 42 lakhs annually from an increased
share in the jute export duty, and also annual relief of
Rs. 33 lakhs by cancelling the province's accumulated debt
to the Centre. Thus Bengal was able to face the future
with more confidence. The budget for the year 1937-38
was a surplus budget. The year 1938-39, however, marked
the beginning of another sequence of deficit budgets.
The budget for 1941-42 revealed a deficit estimated at
more than, a r r nr^ of r u p - ^ - Although the finances of
the province, as revealed in the revised estimates and
actuals of the preceding years, show a continuous improvement, the expenditure of the province appears to have
reached a stage where it may be said, the Government
are living well beyond their means. T h e year 1943-44
was marked by a considerable rise in income, but unfortunately flood and famine not only served to hamper
normal development, but resulted in heavily increased
expenditure on relief and reconstruction measures. Another
deficit resulted but discussions were instituted for assistance
from the Central Government, as the outlook was even
worse for 1944-45. The assistance received, however,
proved inadequate to stop the rot, which was aggravated
by economic conditions.
Bengal has accordingly even less prospects than
Punjab to be able to present the Qaid-e-Azam with a
surplus to reduce the wide margin between revenue and
expenditure at the Centre.
Sir Archibald's hope, like the hope of every financier
faced with a balance-sheet that does not balance is to
try to reduce expenditure and increase income. Sir
I Archibald's recipe to the Qaid-e-Azam would reduce the
army and tax the, samjndarl
Neither of these two remedies can find favour with
either the Qaid-e-Azam or with Pakistan.

CHAPTER

TEN

The Bargaining Counter

T

H E biggest .problem facing Pakistan today, is not.
refugee
rehabilitation
but
finance.
Without
assistance from either the Indian Union, Britain, or the
United States, Pakistan like a new sown plant but not
watered amply must wither ancLdie. Pakistan can get
money and assistance from the Indian Union by goodwill
and friendliness. But the leaders of Pakistan from Jinnah
downwards fear that they will at once lose the leadership
among the masses if they show any friendly feeling
towards the Union. Leadership is more important than
fhfl ppfdc p f P a l r k t a n
But keeping alive the hatred
which they have so successfully utilised in the past, is not
doing Pakistan any good now. Foreign
rapjtajr~either
. S. A. or British.—insists in a guarantee of settled condi;ions^ Possibility of war between the two dominions—
lot ruled out as impossible by careful observers—has scared
:oreign capital. A prominent banker, closely connected
with a large group of Scottish and British
fir^nrialTinterests, said to j n e that as things stand he was.not \ p
prepared to recommend a single shilling for Pakistan.
IV
The murder ofPrincipal Bartlam a t Lahore, C O I Q D ^ H
and Mrs. Dykes in Baramulla and the attempt Jo._£hoot
the nuns of the Baramulla Convent have created grave -^
doubts iiTl:he minds of Englishmen towards Pakistan. \
Most of them opted for Pakistan in the belief that
conditions there would be more settled and welcome than
in India. T h e murder of Englishmen and women has
rudely shaken British complacence.
The Pakistan
Government has been told by the members oLthe Funjab
CiviLTor^issiornTiRt unless the murderer of BrincigalBartlam is found and hanged^ no Englishman will
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i continue in
the
Pakistan Service, The Pakistan _
Government is, ffieretore,~faced witft the~ unpleasant
j dilemma of hanging a Muslim student or professor and
; consternation within its own ranks or losing the entire lot
of British officers... For the moment, therefore, no
financial assistance from Britain is possible. Assistance
from the U. S. A. is no easy matter. Easiest of all
sources is the Indian Union, where fortunately for
Pakistan, men sympathetic towards Jinnah and the
League, Nehru and Gandhi, still have the purse strings of
the Union. But they want a solution of the Kashmir
issue. Pakistan's financial problem is undoubtedly
complex but not impossible of solution.
Inter-twined with finance are the closely related—
problepis of
refugee rehabilitation
and
economic
development. Without funds Pakistan cannot pay for
coal to run her railways or the oil to lubricate her
machinery. She can embark on industrialisatlon^witft—
fun3s~and credit, for both of which she is in desperate need.
All Tier schemes of development, such as exploitation of
water power, and mineral wealth are long term projects
calling for ample funds, small returns in extensive periods
of peaceful conditions. Pakistan at the moment has
nothing to offer the investor.
Mr. Jinnah has described Pakistan as "the biggest
Moslem State .......and the fifth biggest soverign State in
the workT" Although one might dispute the second half
of the description, Pakistan's increasing importance is
undoubted—particularly because of its situation on the
frontier of the Anglo-American and Soviet orbits in the
stratflgiq Middle Eastern theatre.
• According_j£ the impression of Pakistan by Mr.
Andrew Roth, a well-known .American Journalist, Mr."
Jinnah exaggerates when he describes it as ''blessed wifcfe
enormous resources and potentialities". Pakistan is
undoubtedly uworkable" economically, particularly with
the low living standards prevailing.
It
has an
"industrious": population' of 70,000,000 ( J i k e ^ e - I Q S S L ^
Germany) with- a territory of 230,000 square miles (l/4th
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more than 1933 Germany). It is an agricultural surplus
area whicIT'can feed its own people, export some wheat
and rice and a great deal of its valuable jute crop. It has
some oil and chromite and considerable potential watert
power. Some of the young Leaguers ruefully refer to it
%
f\ as " Khakistan" _ (Land of Desert) because it is so
backward industrially. It contains the most backward
areas in an already under-industrialized sub-continent. It
has a scattering of woollen, cement, sugar and cotton mills
but has to import cloth and other manufactured goods.
, Although some 85 percent of the sub-continent's raw jute
^
is to be found in Pakistan, the jute mills are in Calcutta.
Pakistan has only the single modern port of Karachi and
is less well served with transport and communication than
India. It has no known coal or iron and a very
backward population. Only four percent can read (as
t , / { against 12 percent in India) and, even among the well* / J educated, Pakistan suffers from the same disease as India:
t%t» Too many Lawyers and too few Engineers. Its
immediate potential is restricted to light industries. The
economic difficulties of the new Dominion have been
immeasurably increased by the bloody communal conflicts
that have accompanied the boundary award.
,
One of the most important questions that confront the
Pakistan authorities is the enforcement of law and order.
At present there is an almost complete absence of either.
The question of the opening of the safe deposit vaults is
an instance in point. Details of procedure were settled by
correspondence at high level between the two Dominions—Nehru to Liaqat Ali and Liaqat Ali to Nehru.
But when the truculantandjanruly crowd of over 4,000persons prevented the removal of the contents of the lockers t o
^ . the^owners who Had specially come a long distance for the
V I purpose, the police stood by and did nothing to deter the
rioters. Mamdot told a deputation that £ was Liaqat All's
faultjffld~not his that sanction had been granted t o
non-piusj|mRJ;o r^moyfi their belongings. So too, a crowd
intervene^ whqn Principal Bartlam~of ihe-Eunjab- Engineer i n § a j i d T ^ h n o l o g i c a l College wished ta_permit a

i
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Hindu Professor and his son . remove their belongings.
Principal Bartlam was murdered along- with the . Hindus
he wished_to befriend. Mob rule for a long time held up
the question of the safe passage of the non-muslim convoys
to East Punjab. Convoys continued to be searched in
West Punjab inspite of the agreement by Dominion representatives. Murder and abduction on large scales continued
-inspite of ministerial assurance of protection. This defiance
of authority is now apparent in other spheres of public
activities as well.
About 5,000 students of the various schools staged
a rowdy demonstration in front of the offices of the
-Anjuman Himayat-i-lslam^ on Monda^!
A large
^number of them smashed their way inside the office and
overpowering the clerks working there, smashed the furniture," tore the office files and tried to set fire to the build-

ingT

pi
The valuable records of the Anjuman were com/ pletely destroyed. Some of the demonstrators brandished
. knives and threw brick-bats at the Anjuman employees,
[ three of whom suffered serious injuries.
The Police had to be called in. One of the demonstrators, who was reported to have threatened to stab the
Superintendent of Police, was arrested and the others
werejdj$per§5d:
!
The students carried boldly splashed placards demanding immediate redress of wrongs to the teachers.?_
The Anjuman authorities, it is understood, have
decided to close the school for some days. They contemplate taking disciplinary action against the teachers
who are believed to be at the back of the agitation.
T h e Teachers' Union, it is said, tried to use the approaching Matriculation Examination as the proper
psychological moment for forcing their demands. They
presented the Anjuman with an ultimatum to accept
their demands for increase in their salaries or else they
would "take over the schools and appropriate the
tuition fees paid by the students."
Teachers of the Walton High School translated
•v^^^^^
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their threat into action when they appointed a new
Headmaster and began to administer the school
without referenced the duly appointed Headmaster.
"Certain rebellious elements for their own ulterior
motives, are seeking to undermine the constitutional'
the Anjuman-i-Himayat-i-Islam by scandalous propaganda amongst the students and public", Said Dr.
Khalifa Shuja-ud-Din, president of the Jamia-i-Himayat-i-Islam, in a Press conference.
He added that the demands of the Anjuman
teachers had steadily been increasing and in 1947 the
Anjuman, faced with a deficit of Rs. 3,600, had managed
to concede most of the demands. The salaries that
teachers received were at par with their contemporaries
in Government schools.
Pakistan will undoubtedly have deficit budgets for
the next five or six years and may face a long period
of
austerity, according to its Finance
Minister
Mr. Ghulam Mohammed, in a special interview .with the
''Statesman' 1 :
" '
The prospect, however, is faced with determination
and calm and the people of Pakistan, he claims, are
solidly behind the Government in adapting themselves
to strained circumstances (including members of the
Socialist and Communist Parties) in order to put
the new State firmly ( on its feet financially and
economically.
Deficit budgets are no new thing in this subcontinent ; India and many of its provinces have
had them for many years, nevertheless Pakistan will
make every effort to " get out of the rut ", as soon as
is consistent with the setting itself up as an industrialized
State, and with adequately developing its resources.
Luxuries will be eliminated, taxes increased and there
may be, as in the case of Britain to-day, general
lowering of the standard of living.
Pakistan knows
that stringent days are ahead, but the minister feels
it will face them with fortitude and determination.
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" From both the economic and financial aspects,
Pakistan had had a rough start. In these respects the
division of India was not so much a partition as
secession of Pakistan from India. Pakistan started from
scratch and had to rig up the machinery of government
whereas India load the machine already running," .
" Factors acted to the detriment of Pakistan.
Firstly, the country had no money markets, upon which
every country depends for its financial well-being. The
main machinery of finance, the Reserve Bank of India,
remained with India and merely held back the balance
assessed to Pakistan. Secondly, events in the Punjab
_
r
of August and September affected Pakistan more
adversely even than they did India. Whereas East
Punjab, Delhi and the western parts the U. P . were
seriously affected, in India the bulk of the country was
affected only incidentally. Almost the whole of the
Western Pakistan was affected by evacuation, refugee
immigration and by disturbances in West Punjab. The
strong anti-Pakistan agitation that followed caused
people to act abnormally in the field of finance, to the
detriment of the new State which was faced with
considerable difficulties in managing its finance and
economic life. Finally, rupees 20 crores, originajjv set
aside for Pakistan was inadequate as a balance, though
there never was any justification for the widely held
expectation in certain quarters that Pakistan would
go bankrupt when Rs. 20 crores had been expended.
This point, however, has now been settled without
recourse to the arbitral courts at the figure of Rs. 75
crores for Pakistan _as its share oL_the original cash
halanpE pf niprg than Rs. 400 croce&. Twenty crores
have already been placed to the credit of the Pakistan
Government, leaving Rs. 55 crores to be haqd^d over .
by India. This amount also has been paid later.
""The financial question that has yet to be settled
I between India and Pakistan is distribution of receipts of
I customs, excise and income-tax, on which India's atti\ tude appears to be that each country should keep what it
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collects. Pakistan's case is that this division is u n s a f e
factory and unfair as material is very often consumed in
areas remote from the port of entry. This divergence of
view was exemplified by the Pakistan duty imposed on
the export of raw jute.
.;
The principal charge to thp pgjfuafrn hnrieAt is
^
fence and t h e ' m a i n item in . this r.hargp. i^ ffcfcnrp _
of the N . - W . F . P . Here Pakistan possesses an ^ v a n t a g e ^
which its predecessors, the British, had not. They are
facing tenowMusITm States and dealing with fellow?
Muslim triIxsmen. Nevertheless, responsibility! for the
Frontier and subsidies to tribes and care of strategic
railways is heavy for a new and undeveloped State and
is especially burdensome when it is trying to .make, a start
in administration and industrial development.
Revenue sources have not yet been developed but
Pakistan possesses ample essential raw material--cotton
(including the valuable long-staple), 70 per cent of the .
sub-continent's jute, raw hides and skins,, and chemicals
for manufacture of fertilizers, in addition, to oil and precious metals.. For all these there are ample markets
apart from India, but India will undoubtedly also be an
extensive buyer."
"It is for this reason that Pakistan Government feels
the suggestion that Pakistan rupees after April next, will
halve in value is nonsensical."
At the time Mr. Ghulam Mohammed gave the above
interview, unconfirmed reports were current in Karachi
that the Pakistan Finance Member was shortly to leave
for WaRhipg^-nn t p seek a n Aiflfiprem k n n

fgy

Pfrfr'^fon-

Qne exixat p " f thf r*qm*ftt as frigh qfi six hundred million 3
Hg]]arg It was also understood that Pakistan through its ambassador was seeking a loan of one million dollars for
purchase in tfre U- S. A. of blankets for refugees for the
winter and t h a t t h e loan is "likely to be cone
The loan for blankets was probably a camouflage as
a loan for blankets negotiated in December would only
enable the blankets to reach the refugees when the
Punjab summer was well on. The loan once granted
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could be extended for the purchase of arms for a summer
offensive in Kashmir.
And this six hundred million dollars loan, to say
nothing of U. S. A. opinion, the proposal received a
Vnixed reception in Pakistan itself.
Strong opposition to the reported proposal of the
Pakistan Government to accept a loan of 600 million
dollars from the U. S. A., was voiced by Mirza Bashirud-.
din Mohammed Ahmed, head of the Ahmadiya community, while addressing a packed gathering' at Law
College Hall, Lahore. Malik Firoz Khan Noon presided.
Mirza Bashiruddin said that the annual interest of
Rs. 5 J crores would involve virtual economic domination
by an alien State;
"
" ^~
As an alternative, he suggested that the Pakistan
Government invite foreign firms to invest their money in
the Dominion. He said that these firms should be
granted only 40 per cent of the shares, while the rest
should be contributed by the State and the people of
Pakistan. He added that provision should also be made
for the training of Pakistan personnel under the supervision of technical experts whom foreign firms would

employ.
Malik Firoz Khan Noon also opposed the proposal
to go to U. S. A. for funds as it would result in economic servitude to the U. S. A. Whether it meant economic
servitude or not, the U. S. A. would certainly insist on
law and order for an indefinite period, and peace with
Pakistan's neighbours—all not very popular conditions
to present Pakistan leadership.
The serious condition of Pakistan's railway finances
and the possibility of eventual nationalisation of its air
transport and the internal road services was revealed to
the "Statesman" by the Minisffr of ^m^nnic^tion 0 ,
Sardar Abdur j ^ a b Nishtar.
An anticipated loss of about Rs. 6 crores in railway
revenue by March 31 next has led to the raising of
passenger and freight fares, and surcharges from the
beginning of the new year,

I
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The Communications Minister said that from the
start Pakistan had been obliged to cut rail services drastically. Coal for firing locomotives came from India and
so far they had received less than half the normal
supplies from that source.
Unfortunately coal supplies had not. improved.
Some supplies arrived but many days passed witj^jio
coal import at all. They had tried conversion ta, oil
burners and were running oil burning locomotives OH the
Karachi—Rohri line but they had only three engines
suitable to this fuel.
Personnel had also been a most serious problem.
Almost all the non-Muslim staff had left and the majority
of the Muslim staff who opted from India could not
arrive. Over 100,000 of them were held up for weeks
in East Punjab and elsewhere. Most of them had now
arrived by boat via Bombay, but it was a lengthy
process as they had not many boats. Because of the
acute staff shortage, a number of stations up the line had
been closed temporarily.
The charge of indifferent and unsympathetic treatment of the 20,000 railway employees who had opted for
service in Pakistan was levelled against the administration
by the N. W. R. Union leaders, Mirza Ibrahim, addressing a Press conference on 5th December.
He said that out of over 52,000 railway workers who
had opted for Pakistan, only 25,000 could be absorbed
in the gap left over by non-Muslims. The bulk of others
would face starvation and worse if things were not remedied immediately.
Expressing some of the main and immediate needs of
the workers, he urged the authorities to provide accommodation for a large number of families, who were undergoing privations due to sheer negligence of the official
staff.
He outlined some of the measures wbieh~cotrid~be—
adopteaTor providing the displaced workersjvithjneans—
of livelihood which wera-—fa^hr, -ttie^penfilgUE_J2L-aU

private factories and industrial plants,-where a good many
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of them could find employment. Secondly, the restarting of all railway workshops in west Punjab, and finally
the nationalisation of coal mines and oil wells to help
absorbing thesurj>lus~of nearly 30,000 railway employees.
He observed that the unrest among the employed
was steadily growing and many of the workers had expressed their desire of going back to India. In fact nearly
350 employees of the S. I. R. had already left, at the
risk of their life and service*.
There was also a feeling in the trade union that Rs.
60,000 which had been collected from cuts in the salariesof railway personnel had been misappropriated. This
feeling has steadily gained ground as no provisions for
the employees are being made.
" W e intend to stage a public protest, by taking out
a, procession early next week, condemning the present
state of affairs", concluded Sardar Ibrahim.
r " According to the American Andrew Roth :
* "A major conflict is looming over how close Pakistan should be tied to Britain. Nationalist-minded Pakistanis—which include most of the young people and the
League rank and file, are dismayed by the number of
Britons to be found in the administration." Threc-of-thefive provincial Governors, five of the. -nine departmental
Secretaries and the entire top leadership of the armed
forces is .Britit
Jt is interesting to note that of those Britons who
have elected to stay, the great majority have opted to
serve the smaller State of Pakistan. This may be due
in part to the fact that opportunities are greater among
the less-advanced Muslims but many feel this concentration is also due to the Briton's feeling that although India
may eventually declare its independence, it may bgjossi»—
,ble to revet Pakistan within the Empire.
'his possibly is enhanced by the character of the*
League leaders, virtually none of whom have any tradition of militant nationalism, although the League has
had the aim of "full independence" since 193Z-—Until
1946, at least, a major part of its strategy lay in trying
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to convince Britain that it was in its interest to grant
Pakistan which would be a good market, keep its army
under liritish control and remain within ^ 1 e 'F-mpu-g
Tn spriflg Nlr. linnahT in interviews with a number of
other correspondents/ emphasised___that the grafting n^
% Pakistan would be necessary for the mobilisation ° f f ^
I Muslim'States on tfie side or the Anglo-Americans in a
J waj^_wjth the Soviet Since Pakistan's establishment,
League leaders have been more cautious, declaring they
will side with neither bloc.
This caution is due partly to the fact that they are
nearer to the Soviet border than to those of either Britain
or the U. S., and partly to the friendly interest in the
U. S. S. R. taken by substantial segments of Pakistan
public opinion^
It is quite clear that there will be overwhelming
opposition to giving Britain or the U. S. a blank cheque
to use Pakistan's military strength or strategic position
in their interest alone.
Although Pakistan is but a few weeks old, the pressure of events had already caused the lines to be drawn,
and already a battle is proceeding over the future of the
League.
•'
As a result j the linden-are tonriing to nh^nflnn_thr
League which brought them to power and are relying
increasingly on the bureaucracy which they inherited"lrom
the British and their new powefs throqgh job distribution:
;:
.but the future alone will show how the State will
develop and which forces will gain the upper hand in
shaping its destiny.
Mr. Jinnah's bargaining counter is still the Member- \
ship of the British Commonwealth. While Ghazanfar Ali,
his : spokesman tells the Muslim masses that "Pakistan"
Sovereignty visualises a State free from the British
Commonwealth Membership, Jinnah lends himself to the /
view that Pakistan would remain a member of the British /

Empire,
Accoi4ingJ:o London despatch published in the New
- York paper^PTTvi," in June last, the prospective ot a new

/
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) Muslim State of India—Pakistan—comprising about one/ fourth of India's territory and roughly 90 million Muslims,
mayTtay inside the British^ Commonwealth vyhjle H i H "
IfldKi—Hindustanr-establishes itself as an independent
I nation."
!
Quoting "responsible British quarters," jhe.~paper
adds : ( "Mr. M. A. Jinnah. leader of the Muslim League,
haS-intimateQ t o L o r d Moiinthaftpn t h a t Pflfrjcfran

wnnlrl

prefer to rema^i a member of the British.—Empire.
Pakistan's comparative weakness contrasted with the
[neighbouring Hindustan, has apparently influenced Muslim
\ leaders in favour of leaning on Britain."
/
It is reported that an assurance by Mr. Jinnah is
further supported in a London message to the New York
u
Sun" which says i "A high Government spokesman said
- today that at least one segment of an eventually
1
partitioned India may stay within the British Empire as
\ an independent dominion."
Tvlr. Jinnah left the matter in doubt at his Press
conference on July 13th but returned to the matter in
December when faced with an empty exchequer and
failure in Kashmir..
" The matter might have been of some importance if
Mr. Jinnah was a younger man and in better health.
Many observers, however, doubt that even if Mr. Jinnah
induces continued connection with Britain in his will,
whether his wishes would be respected.
The membership of the British Commonwealth was
an excellent counter in the bargain for Pakistan. Mr.
Jinnah no doubt used it to the utmost value. Today,
however, it is difficult to pass it again for fresh advantages.
The counter still has bargaining value, but Pakistan
credit is not the same as tnat ^ thfi M n o l i ^ Lfiagfl&a
year ago.

CHAPTER

ELEVEN

Pakistan Hails Its Army

O

N O C T O B E R 15th Pakistan afforded its admirers
an opportunity of viewing its military'might. T h e
Feuhref was in Bertesgaden, so Goering took the
salutj
™
The saluting base was near the Museum, at a stone's
throw from Kipling's famous ' Zamzam.' As the
tanks, armoured cars and machine guns rumbled down
the Mall, the surging crowds broke into spontaneous
display of enthusiasm by shouting slogans, and the most
loudly and enthusiastic voice h^incr: " / ^ ke ratten fe
HmdusJZitii"
TTie West Punjab Premier, Khan
Iftikhar Hussain Khan, and the Chief Justice of the
Lahore High Court, Justice Sir Abdur Rashid were
amongst the large number of distinguished persons who
witnessed the function. r Brig. Nazir Ahmed led the
march past. According to one Pakistan estimate about
three lakhs of persons are stated to have witnessed this
display of Pakistan Military might.
Much before the scheduled time, people in their
thousands, began to collect near the Museum and along
the Mall, overflowing into the lanes and plots on both
sides of the Road. The roofs of the University buildings,
the Museum and buildings on the roadside were filled
with enthusiastic crowds. Adventurous amongst them
got on to the tops of the trees and many of them were
seen precariously perched on the branches. Some persons
were sitting"6fl the University tower-clock. The statues
of Sir_Gnnga Ram and Dr^Waolner also provided sitting
accomodation to tfr«? spgr.frfltnrq.
Exactly a t 5 P . M. rtift jpr^migr, a n d the Governor
arrived at the saluting base. On behalf of several
Lahore organisations both of them were garlanded amidst

"^
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shQuts of Bindabad. By this time the crowd had further
swelled creating congestion of space, and straining the
accomodation arrangements to the utmost. Last minute
efforts to arrange seating accommodation for a large
number of distinguished men had to be given up in view
of the magnitude of the task.
The resultant inconvenience to the guests and the incidental embarassment
to the organisers, was however, suffered by everyone concerned in good humour and with fortitude.
- Immediately after the arrival of the Premier and
Governor the platpons of the - £ u n i a b Police Force
marched past tKeST^The newly enlisted Home Guards,
WtfT their smart turn out, excited deep admiration
among the public. In the absence of the Qaid-e-Azam,
the premier Liaqat Ali Khan took the salute. Then
followed'the impressive pageantry of the Pakistan troops
stationed at Lahore Cantonment with Brig. Nazir Ahmed
at the head. The famous band of the 8th Punjab
Regiment, which was in attendance, provided colour to
the show.
' • Sherman and Stuart tanks, "self propelled" artillery,
and troops of the Frontier Force Regiment took part in
t h e p a a d c The smart turn out of the troops, police
and Home Guards created a deep impression on the
minds of the public who repeatedly cheered them.
Interviewed, the Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Zafar-ulAhsan, said : " T h e unexpected concentration of masses on
the Mall, which incidentally showed Row baseless is the
talk about "low morale", completely overwhelmed our
arrangements which had .been made for a m o d ^ t
gathering. The Police, under the charge of Senior
Superintendent of Police, handled a very difficult situation
with tact and firmness. W e shall, in future, have to
change our whole technique for accommodation, etc.,
in order to avoid inconvenience to the public."
Hfc
thought that in future thei?Qrt or the door steps ef the
Sfiahi Mbsqqe shall provide the base for sack func=.
fions.
****** Various descriptions of the event followed widely
*
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divergent in character.
The official estimate of the
gathering was given in the ' Pakistan Times ' and computed at three hundred thousand. The c Civil & Military
Gazette ' dismissed the event in twenty four /lines.
and estimated the attendance at a few thousands. The * Jamindar ' on the other hand described the event in
eight columns and five full-page headlines in a description that was literally not less amazing than the marchpast itself.
It depicted the scene in superlatives such as the
1
greatest ever witnessed in Islamic, or in fact any, history'
and numbered the ' masses of spectators 1 cfrom Bhati
Gate to Garhi Shahu,' a place four miles away, in 'millions
upon millions ' not even in lakhs, and claimed that
every l blessed street I in the city * had not even
accommodation for a rye-seed. ^
~*
After reading the above description thousands
felt satisfied that Pakistan was now the greatest power
on earth (bar none) , even though the Boundary Commission had left it on the ignominious situation^ of
only the ' fifth ' largest state in the world. '."
A third description by a spectator was that there was
nothing of the sort what the C. & M. Gazette' said
or the 'Jamindar''
described.
The number of men
marching past was not impressive to any enemy,
while the number of
spectators was what you can
} . expect in any
tatnasha.
•'
Typical of the Muslim League attitude towards t h a _
question of defence, is to be found, in Mr. Z. A. Suleri's
book, " T h e Road to Peace and Pakistan.'*—
r
tr
We would say that defence again is no longer an
isolated question for different 'countries to solve.
Like economics it must be tackled jointly, And we
hope it erorjnmir.s is tackled jointly, the question of
defence will be automatically solved.
''But answering the objection raised in the jarring
strain Pakistan will not be able to do this and do
that, it may with quiet confidence be asserted that
defensively Pakistan
will hq frflfrff uft t h a Tl

»
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Hindustan for a variety of reasons. Enumerating
some of them, (a) Pakistan will not have the NorthWest Frontier problem; a huge sum of money is
expended on that account. It will be at peace with
the neighbouring Muslim States, (b) Its man-power
will not be wasted on defending the long stretches of
Hindu India coasts, (c) Its man-power will be first
class in abundance. The famous Muslim soldier, the
backbone of Indian Army, will be available to enter
the service of Islam. Hindustan will take some time
to engender quite the same spirit that a Muslim
displays on battle-fields. That spirit is the result of
centuries of tradition. And due to the permanent
climatic conditions and other considerations it will be
well-nigh impossible for Hindustan to produce the
fine physical stature of Pakistani soldier; and (d)

2 i Pakistan's economy will be reasonably strong to
\ I equip its soldiers w e E E I
'
But surely, is this not all a case of special pl^iding ?
If wishes" were horses, Pakistanis would mount !
These questions were considered in some details
in 'Consequences of Pakistan..'
What is the basis for saying that Pakistan will have
no need to spend largely on defence by reason of friendly
Islamic nations ? Has Afghanistan no army ? Nor Persia ?
Nor Iraq ? Nor Egypt ? Is there any federation between
existing Islamic Nations, and are there any prospects of
any such federation in the future on which Pakistan could
rely ? W h y did the Arabs break away from Turkey and
what stands in the way of the return to the rule of a
Turkish Caliph ? Has Turkey to maintain no army, no
air force, or a navy ? What has been the fate of Persia
recently and can one be sure that the danger to Persian
existence has passed ? Would Pakistan be guaranteed
against invasion by Afghanistan or Persia and even if
guaranteed, what value is this guarantee to an effete
and defence-less Pakistan ?
And suppose there be no immediate danger from the
West. What of the Eastern defenceless fronfors a

<v
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Pakistan ? Khalistan of any magnitude would form5 from
its inception, a kirpan at the very heart^of Pakistan itself.
Says Mr. Durrani in " Meaning of Pakistan!':
Pakistan will be a well-knit, highly organised
1 modern State, capable of offering united opposition
I to any would-be conqueror from the East. What is
more, Hindu India is herself vulnerable from land and
*
sea. If it ever came to a trial of arms, we would
smash the country from end to end within three
months."
Before Pakistan can achieve this strength, it must-be
in the words of Mr. Durrani a highly organised modern
Stat£. This would need both time and money.
Pakistan would appear to be surely in need of both.
There is little also in the optimism of Pakistan as to
the friendliness of neighbours. There is no reason why
Afghanistan should guarantee the security of Pakistan apd
maintain its own present cramped boundaries. Every
sovereign country likes a direct route to the sea. What if_
Afghanistan asks for Baluchistan on racial, ethnological, I ^
and economic grounds ? What if it wants a corridor to * v
Karachi ? The territorial ambitions of Afghanistan have
been restricted by a powerful Russia on one side and a
powerful British Empire on the other. Pakistan would
have to adopt one of three unenvious alternatives.
(^AX) Depend for defence on the finances and goodwill
of Hindu India.
*^*{2) Maintain a British army of occupation and entrust
its defence to the British.
£fX$) Pave the roads for a n . invasion from the NorthWest.
Pakistanis forget the other contingency—Russia. Or
perhaps they do not. Sir Firoz Khan Noon threatened
to go to Moscow for Pakistan if he could not get it from
London. Perhaps that will not be a bad thing in the
long run. Russians do not believe in God. God qfrgady
seems to haveTorsaken Pakistan? The Muslim League
is dominated by communists and atheists. The advent of
Russia into Pakistan will have one salubrious result. It

(
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will strip the pseudo-communists of their wide acres.
From 1849 to 1901 the N.-W. F . P . consisting of
the four trans-Indus and one cis-Indus districts, formed
part of the province of the Punjab. Having seized the
province, British administrators turned their eyes towards
the Tribal Belt, Afghanistan, and even beyond the Oxus.
Russia, it was feared, was steadily advancing towards the
Afghan frontier on the Oxus, and had successfully
absorbed the Khanates of Khiva and Bokhara. The
British professed to have a holy horror of Czarist Russia
and were anxious to have a strong and independent
Afghanistan as a buffer in between. But while professing
-so much concern and regard for Afghan independence,
their action clearly showed that they were quite willing to
help themselves to as much of Afghanistan as they could.
In vain did Abdur Rehman, the Emir-el-Kabir or the
Great Emir, plead with them to leave the Tribal Belt
severely alone. Afghanistan was not strong enough to
fight the rising might of Britain in India, or to prevent the
absorption of these tribes in the British political system.
In vain did Abdur Rehman write i
"If you cut them off from my dominions they will
never be of any use to you or me. You can hold
them down in peace but if at any time a foreign
enemy appears on the borders of India, these tribes
V will be your worst enemies." The British Would not
listen.
There were three wars with Afghanistan. Each one
of these—so British historians would have us believe—was
provoked by Afghanistan. Less biassed people, however,
doubt if a weak Afghanistan could ever provoke a war
against the might of Britain, and know, rather, that these
wars were caused either by the British desire to have a
puppet of their own on the throne of Kabul, or to tear off
more and more limbs from the body of the Afghan State.
In the first war 1839 to 1841, the British wanted to. drive,
out Emir Dost Mohammed Khan and to put their own
puppet, Sheth! Shflja. on the throne of Kabul. They did
succeecf^rthisT^Biit the fury of the Afghans was naturally
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roused. In 1841 the entire British force, while returning
to India, was set upon and annihilated Only Surgeon
Brydon was left to tell the tale of tHe massacre. The
avenging campaign put back the former enemy, Dost
Mohammed Khan (who had fled to India), on the Afghan
throne.
The relations of Afghanistan with the Indian Empire
were for long dominated by one main consideration—the
relation of Afghanistan to a Russian invasion of India.
All other considerations were of secondary importance.
For nearly three-quarters of a century the attitude of
Great Britain towards successive Emirs was dictated by
this one factor. It was in order to prevent Afghanistan
from" coming under the influence of Russia that the first
Afghan war of 1878 was fought—the most melancholy
episode in Indian Frontier history. It was because a
Russian envoy was received at Kabul, while the,British
representative was turned back at AH Masjid. After that
the whole trend of British policy towards Afghanistan
vfras to build up a strong independent state friendly to
Britain, which would act as a buffer against Russia and so
to order British Frontier policy that the Government of
India should be in a position to move large forces up, if
necessary, to support the Afghans in resisting aggression.
A knowledge of the trans-frontier geography of
India has always brought home to-Frontier administrators
the conviction that there are only two main gates to
India—through Afghanistan, the historic route to India,
along which successive invasions have poured by wg.y of
Seistan. It has been the purpose of British policy to
close them,—and of Russia to endeavour to keep them
at any rate half open. T o this end, having pushed her
trans-Persian RailwayTcPSamarkand^J*qssia. thrust ~a
military line from Merv to the Kushklin^ky Post^
where railway material stands collected for an immediate
prolongation to Herat. Russia has connected the transSiberian railway with the trans-Caucasion system by the
Orenhirg-Tashkent line, thus bringing Central—-Asia
into direct touch with her Kuropean m^ga^ines. Nor
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has Great Britain been idle. A great military station
has been created at Quetta. This is connected with
the Indian Railway system by lines of railway which
climb to the Quetta plateau by the Bolan Pass and
through the Chapter Rift lines, which rank amongst the
most picturesque and daring in the world. From Quetta
the line has been carried by the KhojalT tunnel through
the Khwaja Amran Range, until it leads out to the Afghan
border at Chaman, where it opens on the route to
Kandhar. Material is stocked at Chaman which would
* • enable the line to be carried to Kandhar in sixty days.
* In view of the same menace the whole of Baluchistan
has been brought under British control. Quetta is
A now one of the great strategical position of the world
- ^ and nothing has been left undone which modern military
' science can achieve, to add to its natural strength. In
the opinion of many military authorities it firmly closes
the western gate of India, either by way of Kandhar, or
by the direct route through Seistan.
—~
But will Pakistan be able to keep the door ?
Further east, the Indian Railway system has been
carried to Jamrud and up the Khyber pass to Landi
Kotal, and down the other side of the pass to Landi
Khana. A first class military road, sometimes double,
sometimes treble, also threads the Pass to the British
advance post at Landi Kotal, and then descends until
it meets the Afghan Frontier at Landi Khana. A Commencement has been made with the Loi-Shilman
Railway, which starting from Peshawar is designed
to penetrate the Mullagori country and provide an
alternative advance to the Khyber.
For unexplained
reasons, this line has not been completed and is now
thrust in the air. In this wise two great powers have
prepared for the great conflict which may some day
be fought on the Kandhar-Ghazni-Kabul line for
the green pastures of Pakistan.
In Waziristan we have the real frontier problems
of the day.
Geographically, Waziristan is a rough parallelogram
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averaging 60 miles from east to west and 160 from
north to south. The eastern half consists of the
Suleiman Range gradually rising up to a range from
five to ten thousand feet high, which forms the watershed between the Indus and the Helmund Rivers and
corresponds with the Durand Line separating it from
Afghanistan. This is the western boundary. On the
East is the Indus. North is the watershed of the Kurram
River running east and west about 30 miles north of
Bannu, separating Waziristan from the Kohat district.
In the South is a zigzag political boundary from the
Durand
Line running between Wana and
Fort
1 Sandeman in Baluchistan with a turn southwards to the

(

•

J> tlndus.
' *" The western half is a rugged and inhospitable
medley of ridges and ravines straggled and confused
in hopeless disarray. The more inhabited portions
lie well up the slope at heights of four to six
thousand feet. Here are the outposts of Wana and
Ladha some 15 and 20 miles respectively, from the
Durand line. In the centre of the grazing district,
the latter within five miles of important villages of
^ Kangiguram and Makin.
• I
The submountain tracts from the hills to the Indus
/vary from highly cultivated and irrigated land round
/ Bannu to the sand desert in the Marwat above Pezu.
*
Where irrigation or river water is obtainable cultivation is attempted under conditions which can hardly
be encouraging. Other tracts like that between Pezu
and Tank, usually pastoral, can' only hope for an
occasional crop after a lucky rainfall.
The inhabitants of these tracts are unable to support
their existence from the soil which is poor and have to
make up the margin by armed robbery of their richer
and more peaceful neighbours.
name Waziri originates, according to. tradition,
from one Wazir, two of whose grandsons were the actual
? founders of the race. Of the four main tribes Darweshkhel, Mahsuds, Dawars and Batani, only the first two
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are true Waziris^ Their villages are separate though
dotted about more or less indiscriminately and intermarriage is the exception—in fact traditionally all are in
open strife, a circumstance which, until some political
event like the Afghan W a r of 1919, joined them together, has materially aided British dealings with
them.
Unlike other parts of India, however, these wild
people acknowledge little allegiance to Maliks or headmen. No one except perhaps the Mulla Powindah,
till his death in 1913 could speak of any portion of them

fsils&ingJ
The policy of the British was at first one of noninterference with the tribes. Even now only part of the
country is administered. Gradually it was found, however, that more and more supervision was necessary so
as to control raids. This has been done by expeditions
into portions of the country by the Regular Army, and
by building posts and brick towers at various places
manned by local Militia.
The settled policy of Government in Waziristan,
Sir Denys showed, was the control of' that country
through a road system, of which about 140 miles wppld
*
lie in Waziristan itself and one hundred miles along the
"* border of Derajat, and the maintenance of some 4,600
.A
Khassadars and of some 5000 irregulars, while at
* Nl Razmak, 7,000 feet high and overlooking northern
Waziristan, there would be an advanced base occupied
i
bv a strong garrison of regular troops. Razmak, h e _
- showed to be further from the Dunind Line than-the-'
old established posts in the Tochi. In the geographical
sense, therefore, the policy was, in one sign and respect, a
backward policy.
Nonetheless, it was a forward
policy in a very real sense, for it was a policy of constructive progress and was a big step forward on the long
and laborious road towards the pacification, through
civilization, of the most backward and inaccessible, and
therefore, the most truculent _and aggressive tribes on
the border.

/
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"Come what may, civilization must be made to
penetrate these inaccessible mountains or we must admit
that there is no solution to the Waziristan problem, and
we must fold our hands while it grows inevitably
• worse."
The policy thus initiated for a period proceeded
with results according to the highest reasonable expectations and exceeding the most sanguine hopes of
people concerned in its formulation.
In 1932, during the Red Shirt rising in the Peshawar
area, the Upper Mohmands decided to join in "the
disturbances and . raids .followed in _the administered
territory immediately northward of Peshawar. The /^
Lower Mohmands are described as Assured Tribes. The
meaning of the description is that the British Indian
authorities assure them protection against the attacks
of the Upper Mohmands and they, on the other hand,
are bound by promises of good behaviour. The Assured
Tribes in 1933 interfered with the programme of the
Upper Mphraandsior raiding the plain and the. Upper
Mohmands in 1933, when spring and early summer
once facilitated their methods of campaigning, commenced retributory raids upon the Halimzai and other
Assured clans.
The attacked clans appealed to the
political authorities for help and that help they were
obliged to give.
The Upper Mohmands made another descent in
the summer of 1935. The Lower Mohmands quarrelled
among themselves over the distribution of road main- T
tenance contracts and Upper Mohmands decided to fish V»
in the troubled waters. Successful military operation •
ended in the Upper Mohmands suing for peace, and
in the Ghalanai rna,d being carried forward over the
Nahakki Pass and down beyond it on to the Main which
extends to tficTnatural road junction where the Upper
Bajaur Valley meets the Upper Mohmand country.
"' Not until the talF of winter towards the end of
1937 were the Tori Khel and the bands of irreconcilable,
under daring leaders whom the Fakir of 1 pi inspired
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by his agitation, beaten by extensive military operations
into asking for peace. The: Faqir was never caught and
continued a troublesome influence.
I he summer campaign in. \g37 ir^ynlwd the employ men f ^ T ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ p s .
Before they were withdrawn in the following winter, 106 miles of new roads,
opening"" up some o? thlTTntKerto inaccessible country
in and about the upper reaches of the Shaktu River,
were made. The Faqir, however, assisted by several
notorious autlaws, continued to keep Waziristan, particularly in the north, in a disturbed condition througliout
1938* and on into 1939. It was, therefore, found
necessary to keep an extra brigade in the territory
and spasmodic operations against recalcitrant gangs
proceeded by land and air. This cEd not have
much success in restoring normal conditions. In the
summer of 1938 a temporary complication was provided
by the appearance amongst the Mahsuds of a Syrian
called the Shami Pir who was only just prevented
from leading a tribal incursion to support a rebellion
against the Government ot Kabul. The persistence
and expanse of the trouble in Waziristan, constituting
as it does a heavy set back to the " policy ", had
seemed for fifteen years to be achieving material
results.
This has provoked renewed discussion of Frontier
policy especially in regard to military commitments
which were examined by a Defence Committee under
the chairmanship of Admiral of the Fleet Lord Chatfield,
when it visited India on behalf of His Majesty's
Government towards the end of
1938.
Although hostile sections still persisted with mischief, there was thought, by April 1939 to be sufficient
justification for the hope that the period of major
military operation was over and Waziristan was in
consequence returned to the charge of His Excellency
the Governor of the N.-W. F . P . in his capacity
as A. G. G. for the Tribal areas.
In these tribal areas the King's Writ__d<xs - not

jj.
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run. I t J s unlikely that the Writ of t-JiftQairi-P-Agam
will command any more respect*.
The tribes were kept from coalescing for war
by a policy in which revenues of India played a
large and important part. An equally important part
will have to be played by Pakistan revenues if the
very large and vigorous tribes of these territories are
to be kept in good humour. The Waziri is as earnest
and sincere a Muslim as there is any in the world,
but the sovereign State of Pakistan will mean little
to him unless it brings food and raiment for himself
and his family. He will get this from Pakistan either
directly or in the shape of subventions from the Lahore
treasury, or in payment for roads of dubious utility.
Pakistan >*"'H havfx fofpQf thifi -hill.-nr the \Vaziri «
will grr)w big crnp*i ftp..*"^ estates of Sir Firoz Khan Noon. "^#
The most recent indicati6n of Pakistan's policy
,
towards Waziristan is the withdrawal of Pakistan troops
v
from Razmak, Damdil and other-outof stations. The
ground tor the withdrawal has been stated to be the establishment of cordial relations with the Frontier Tribes. The
withdrawal, however, was attended with no friendly gesture by the tribes. Pakistan troops carried out the manoevre
under cover and not without loss of life. T h e Faqir of Ipi
followers started firing on Pakistan troops as they withdrew.
The North West

Frontier.

The questions relating to the Frontier Province, the
Durand Line and the Tribal Belt have been more or
less a sealed book. The Political Department has never
permitted anything but the barest details to filter out
to the public.
That is perhaps one reason for the appointment of
Sir George Cunningham as Governor of the N.-W.F.P.
by the Qaid-e-Azam.
wag_round about 1930 that the stirring of a new
life b e g m e ^ d e n t i n the N.-^WTKPr and""thg"vetT of
mystery~began to liftf With the advent ot reforms in
1932, the people's "point of view saw the light of day
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for the first time.
The North West Frontier Province extends from
the Suleiman "Mountains and the Gomal PassI2L the
south," to Chitral and the Pamirs in the North. The
British Tribal Belt covers the area between the administrative boundary, that is, the foothills and the Durand
Line as far as Kashmir. Thereafter the Kashmir State
takes over as the eastern boundary. The Tribal Belt
covers an area of 14,986 sq. miles, with an estimated *
population of 23,77,599. __ The area of the settled districts is 14,263 sq. miles and the population 30,38,067.
These figures are from the latest census report of 1941.
According to these figures the total population of
the province and the Tribal Belt is 54,15,666. The
figures for the Tribal area cannot however be regarded
as very accurate, nor exhaustive. Some estimates place
the population of the Tribal Belt alone at about three
and a half million.
The N.-W-F.P. and its Agencies therefore, form an
irregular strip of country lying north-east and south-west
between the parallels of 31.4 and 36.57 North latitude,
and 69.16 and 74.7, and extreme breadth 279 miles. On
the north it is shut off from the Pamirs by the HinduKush Mountains. On the South it is bounded by
Baluchistan and the Dera Ghazi Khan district, on the
East by Kashmir State and the Punjab and on the
West by Afghanistan. The cultivable area of the Province is 67.5 per cent, but the net cultivated area is
only 39.2 per cent.
The bulk of this land is covered by mountains with
narrow valleys in between. The plains extend between
the Indus and the foothills on the west and cover the Peshawar,. Mardan, Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan
districts, and the cis-Indus plain of Haripur. Of these
the Peshawar, Mardan, Haripur and Bannu plains are
extremely fertile. The valleys beyond the foothills are
watered by springs, or else by hill streams. Some of
these valleys like the Kurram and the Swat, are extremely beautiful and fertile with green paddy fields on
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either side of the Swat, and Kurram rivers which run
through them. The Peshawar and Mardan plains are
also very .fertile. A well established irrigation system,
comprising of canals and watercourses, helps to irrigate this
fertile plain. Wheat and sugar-cane are the two princi•&
pal crops and very good rice is also grown. But the
fame of this plain rests largely on the excellent fruit that
is grown in abundance—wonderful peaches and plums,
luscious grapes of different kinds, pears and oranges.
The Frontier has played a very important part
throughout the long course of Indian history. Through
it lead the passes—the Khyber, the Gomal, the Tochi, to
mention., the. principal ones only—through which the
Aryans poured into India, driving the Dravidians and
the aboriginal tribes before them.
Through the self same passes have passed armies of
Tartars, Mongols, Turks, Iranians and Afghans,, either to
colonise or to find empires at Delhi and beyond. It
would be true to say that before the advent of the
European race generally, and the British in particular,
when India proved vulnerable from the sea, all the
invasions of. India were from the North West. F r o m the
ninth century onwards, each series of invaders brought
with them new culture, new social codes, different types of
art and architecture, and in general, varying conceptions
of life. They brought about tremendous changes in the
social and political systems, they found and changed the
outlook of life, and its values.
T h e invaders fighting their way through the passes
and the valleys of the North-west, were always in the first.
instance bound for the Indus, then the Land of the Five
Rivers ( which we now know as Pakistan ).
>ome waves of invaders swept past—Delhi into
Central lBdJ97past~Tf5TVinclhyas right into the uplandgjjf
the D e a g i f l ^
"—
"
Hinduism, Budhism, and Islam have in turn claimed
spiritual allegiance from these fighting men of the north.
T h e remains of numerous Budhist stupas and monasteries
scattered all over this area bear testimony to the spiritual
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hold which the religion of the great Gautama once
enjoyed over the entire region, only to give place to the
temples of Prithvi Raj and the mosques of Jahangir and
A u r a n g z e b . "
"
Under what is called the Durand Agreement with
the Amir of Afghanistan, the boundary Between India and
Afghanistan influence was settled, and it was delimited in
1903 except for a small section which was delimited after
the Afghan War of 1919, But the Government of India
have never occupied up to the border. Between the
administered territories and the Durand line there lies a
belt of territory of varying width extending from the
Gomal Pass in the south, to Kashmir in the north—
generally known as the Tribal territory. Its future has
been the keynote of the interminable debate of frontier
policy for nearly half a century.
This is a country of deep valleys and secluded glens,
which nature has fenced in by a chain of inaccessible
mountains. It is peopled with wild tribes of mysterious
origin, in, whom Afghan, Tartar, Turkoman, Persian, .
Indian, Arab and Jewish intermingle. The intermixture
has produced in its men and women the finest specimens
of. the human race.
These people have lived their own lives for centuries
with little intercourse even amongst themselves, and as
Sir Valentine Chirol truly said, "the only bond that ever
* could unite them in common action was the bond o
; Islam." It is impossible to understand the Frontier
problem unless two facts are constantly borne in mind.
T h e . strongest sentiment amongst these strange people is
or was, until comparatively recently, the desire to be left
alone. They value their independence much more than
their lives. The second factor is that the country does
not suffice even in good years to maintain the population.
They must find the means of subsistence outside, either
in trade, by service in the Indian Army or in the
Khassadars, or else in the outlet which hill-men all the
world over have utilised from time immemorial—the raiding
of the. wealthier and more peaceful population of the

[
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plains.. .The internal peace enforced among them by
British control has in late years led tnnr) ^nrrrasft in fhrir
numbers and this has aggravated their economic..
problems.
Baluchistan is almost wholly mountainous and covers
a great belt of ranges connecting the Sufed Koh with the
hOI system of Southern Persia. It thus forms a watershed the drainage of which enters the Indus on the east
and the Arabian Sea on the south, while on the north and
west it makes its way to the inland lakes which form so
large a feature of Central Asia. Rugged, barren, sunburnt mountains, rent by high chasms and gorges,
alternate with arid deserts and stony plains, the prevailing
colour of which is a monotonous sight. But this is
redeemed in places by level valleys of considerable size in
which irrigation enables much cultivation to be carried on
and rich crops of all kinds to be raised.
The political connection of the British Government
with Baluchistan dates from the outbreak of the First
Afghan W a r in 1839. I t was traversed by the army of
the Indus and was afterwards occupied until 1842 to
protect the British lines of communication. T h e districts
of Karachi, Quetta and Mastung were handed over to the
Amir of Afghanistan and Political officers were appointed
to administer the country. At the close of the First
Afghan W a r , the British withdrew and these districts
were assigned to the Khan of Kalat.
The founder of the Baluchistan Province, as it now
exists, was Sir Robert gandeman who b ^ k e down the
close TSOTder 'system and weTded the Baluch and Br^hui
Chiefs into jJLglose confederacy. In the Afghan W a r of
1879, Pishin, Sftorarud, Sibi, Zawara. Valley and Thai
Cnotiali were handed over by Yakub Khan t o the nfffisft
Government and retained at Sir Hobert Sandeman's
The political feature of Baluchistan is that of an
nhlnng fitrptr.h) ftpfffflintry nrr.npying rhft extreme wesrCTIT

corner of India.

It is divided into three main divisions :
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British Baluchistan proper.
^nr
(2) Agency territories.
(3) The State of Kalat,
(1) British Baluchistan has an area of 9,476 square
miles consisting of tracts assigned to the British
Government by the treaty of 1879 with Afghanistan.
'— r (2) The Agency Territories have an area of 44,345
square miles and comprise tracts which have from time to
time, been acquired by lease or otherwise and have been
brought under control and placed directly under British
officers.
•<*"*** (3) Tiff Native States of Kalat and Las Bela have
an area of 80,410 square miles and arc ruled by the Khans
of KalaUThe province embraces in all an area of 1.34,638
square miles and according to the census of 1941 contains
nearly a million inhabitants.
From the above facts, it will be clear that
Baluchistan was once a part of Afghanistan and was
wrested by the force of British arms.
The effect of British policy has been to cramp
Afghanistan into the high lands of the Hindu Kush and to
concentrate in Baluchistan some of the most formidable
out-posts of the Empire.
Through Baluchistan, Afghanistan had access to the
sea.
There can be little doubt that Afghanistan has not
yet forgotten, that Baluchistan, not so iong ago, was a part
of its domains, hardly less than three quarters of a century
ago^ If Afghanistan has not the audacity to demand its
return from the British Government, it will not have the
same hesitation in demanding restoration from a Pakistan
cabinet.^
The Qaid-e-Azam or his successor in office will no
doubt be faced at some time with the unenvious alternative
of war with""Afghanistanjpr ignominious surrender of the
Baluchistan Province.

CHAPTER T W E L V E

Kashmir

N

O ESSAY upon matters inside Pakistan would be
complete without a reference to Kashmir.
I
Kashmir although now a part of the Indian Union
always formed an integral feature of the Pakistan plan.
Pakistan could not be Pakistan without its central"K".
Time and Destiny have .willed otherwise, but whether
permanently or only temporarily, no man cam yet say.
i
The main divisions of the territory in the state of
/ Jammu and Kashmir are the provinces of Jammu, inI eluding Ladakh and Baltistan, and Kashmir and Gilgit.
Jammu has from time immemorial been the
capital of a Dogra Rajput dynasty. It had acquired some
importance under a Chief named itanA Ranjit Dev by
\
the end of the 18th century. The neighbouring country
was split up into a number of independent hill principalities, such as Kishtwar and Bhadrawah on the east,
!
Basohli on the south, Bhimbarand Rajaori on the we$t
and north-west. These were constantly quarreling and
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, had become
I
more or less subject to the Sikh Government of Punjab .
under Ranjit Singh. His service was joined about this i
time by three great-grand nephews of Ranjit Dev,
namely Gulab Singh, Dhyan Singh and Suchet Singh. "
They rose in favour, and Dhyan Singh became minister \
to the Maharaja and was able greatly to benefit his
family. Gulab. Singh distinguished himself in 1820 by
capturing the Chief of Raiaori. The principality"" ot
Jammu had by then been annexed by the Sikhs, a n d ~
Ranjit Singh^onferred it~upon Gulab Singh with the.
titkTof Raja^^Shortly afterward^ p h y a n Singh wnffi
ma3e Raja ~"oF Poonch (between
Rajaori and

^
\
^
*

~"
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Muzaffarabad), and Suchet Singh obtained the district
of Ramnagar (just east of Jfammu) as a Chiefship. In
the course of the next fifteen years the three brothers,
and especially the eldest, had subdued all the neighbouring hill principalities. After the murder of Dhyan
Singh in 1843, followed soon after by the defeat and
death of his brother Suchet Singh, and the murder of
his son Hira Singh, all their estates fell to the survivor,
except Poonch, which the Lahore Government confiscated. By the year 1844, therefore, Gulab Singh had
acquired authority over nearly all the country included in
the present province of Jammu.
Ladakh
and Baltistan.
The early history of
Ladakh is obscure. The province seems originally
to have been a part of Chinese Tibet.
At the
beginningj)^ the seventeenth century it was conquered
by the BaltrCElef df~SKardu". * Theri it became 'independent under a u GyaTpb7\or Chief of its own. At the end
of the eighteenth century it was attacked by the. Moghul
tribe of Sokpqs. # The invasion was repelled with the
aid of the Mohammedan Governor of Kashmir, and from
this time till 1834 Ladakh seems to have been an independent tributary of Kashmir. Baltistan appears to
have been independent under the Raja of Skardu {ill
1840. Ladakh and Baltistan were conquered in successive
campaigns by Gulab Singh's troops, led by Zorawar Singh
and Diwan Hari Chand, between the years 1834 and
1842.
' ,
Kashmir has undergone many changes. At first
it was ruled by Hindu and Tartar kings. . Then came
a Hindu dynasty, which lasted till the beginning of the
fourteenth century. The Mohammedan minister of the
last Hindu king seized the government, and for more
than two centuries and a half Kashmir remained independent under its own Mohammedan rulers. In 1588
it was .conquered by the Emperor Akbar, and the Moghul
regime lasted till the latter ..half of the eighteenth century.
The country then became subject to Ahmed-Shah Abdali,
and was administered by Afghan governors from Kabul,
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tilHt was wrested from them by Kan jit Singh in 1819..
\ From that year till 1846 it remained under the Sikhs,
t governors being appointed by the Lahore Darbar. Of
these governors Mian Singh (1833-41), Ghulam Mohiud-din (1841-46), and Sheikh Imam-ud-din (1846), are
the best known. Mian Singh was murdered by his
mutinous troojs in 1841. The Lahore Darbar then sent
Raja Gulab Singh with Ghulam Mohi-ud-din to Kashmir.
They succeeded in quelling the revolt, and the latter, who
was a close friend and dependent of Gulab Singh,
remained as Governor.
/ G#£j£appears to have been ruled till the beginning of the
f nineteenth century by indejxmdent Rajas of the Trakhane
I dynasty, some of whom attained considerable power.
/ Between about 1810 and 1842 there was a succession of
I revolutions. First Suleiman Shah of the Khushwakt family
of Yasin conquered Gilgit from the last Trakhane Raja. He
was killed and succeeded by Azad Khan of Punial. who in
turn was killed and succeeded by Tari Shah of Nagar.
The latter was followed by his son, Shah Sikandar. He
was killed and succeeded by Gaubar Aman Khushwakt
of Yasin. Meanwhile Karim Khan, brother of Shall
Sikandar, applied for aid to the Governor of Kashmir.
A Sikh force was despatched under Nathu Shah; Gauhar
Aman was defeated and expelled and Karim Khan was
installed in 1842 as Raja of Gilgit, in subordination to
the Sikh Government.
At the beginning of the Sutlej campaign, therefore,
Gulab Singh held Jammu and the Hill Chiefships in a
more or less complete state of subjection, and Ladakh
and Baltistan by right of conquest; and the rulers of the
Lahore State, one of whose principal leaders was Gulab
Singh, held Kashmir and had thence extended their
power over Gilgit. The battle of Sobaraon was followed
by the British occupation of Lahore and the submission
of the Sikhs.
A separate Treaty with Gulab Singh was concluded
at Amritsar on the 16th March 1846. By it the
British Government transferred and made over,
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" F o r ever, in independent possession, to Maharaja
Gulab Singh and the heirs male of his body, all the
hilly or mountainous country, with its dependencies,
situated to the eastward of the river Indus and westward of the river Ravee, including Chamba, and
excluding Lahul, being part of the territories ceded
to the British Government by the Lahore State,
according to the provisions of Article IV of the
Treaty of Lahore, dated 9th March 1846."
In return Gulab Singh undertook to pay 75 lakhs of
rupees, to refer disputes with neighbouring States to the
arbitration of the British Government, to assist with his
whole force the British troops when engaged in the hills
or in the territories adjoining his possessions, and to
acknowledge the supremacy of the British Government.
The general and practical result of the Treaty of
Amritsar was therefore to confirm Gulab Singh on what
he already possessed and to transfer to him the province
of Kashmir with its newly acquired authority over Gilgit;
though a literal interpretation of the first article of the
Treaty (No. I) might perhaps have excluded Gilgit. The
boundaries of the newly formed State were afterwards
adjusted by mutual consent, as described below.
Gulab Singh had some difficulty in obtaining actual
possession of the province of Kashmir. The Governor
appointed by the Lahore Darbar, Sheikh Imam-ud-din,
made for a time a successful resistance ; and it was not
till the end of 1846 that Gulab Singh was established in
Kashmir with the aid, both of British troops and the
Lahore Darbar. Thus Gulab Singh owed not only his
title to Kashmir, but his actual possession of it, wholly
to the support of the British power.
Nor was the occupation of Gulab Singh of the province of Hazara effected without opposition; and it soon
became apparent that he would be unable to control the
turbulent tribes in the hills of Hazara. Eventually, in
1847, the Governor-General's agent, after some .difficulty
negotiated an Agreement (No. II), on the basis of an •
exchange of territory, between the Lahore and Kashmir
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Darbara, by which the lands in the neighbourhood of
Jammu were left with Gulab Singh, while most of the
hill country to the west of the Jhelum went to the
Lahore State. Hazara was thus transferred to Lahore,
and the Jhelum became the western boundary of the
State of Kashmir, roughly speaking between the towns of
Jhelum and Muzaffarabad.
In 1946, Sheikh Abdullah, President of the Kashmir
National Conference started'^ movement parallel to the
"Quit India" movement of 1942. He told the Maharaja
and his administration to Quit Kashmir". H e nad t h e
I support ot the Uongress; and Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
/ went to his assistance inspite of the ban of the Kashmir
I Government. Pandit Nehru was assaulted at the Kashmir frontier and was arrested. Sheikh "Abdullah was
tried for sedition, convicted and sentenced to three years
rigorous imprisonment.
The head of the adminstration was Pandit Ramchapdra Kak, the PrimeJVIinister. In the "Quit Kash~
mir" movement, strangely enough TVTr jinnah had nn
I sympathy. The Muslim Conference headed by Ch.
Hamidullah Beg, a smart young Jammu lawyer, declined to take part in the movement, except with the
^PprftYP1 nt iVIr jmnnn
There was an ideological difference between the
Kashmir National Conference a n a the Kashmir Muslim
Conference. T h e Muslim Conference was a purely
Muslim organization. Sheikh Abdullah led a party
largely Muslim but including members of other communings as well. Abdullah had been the leader of the Kashmir since the 1930 movement and although tor U t i m e —
received a setback in his political fortunes, in 1940 he
returned to the political arena with his popularity greatly
strengthened. Mr. Jinnah wanted Kashmir free but
insisted on one condition—freedom through the Muslim
Conference which was the Kashmir edition of the "All
India Muslim League", and not through
Sheikh
Abdullah's party; Abdullah was too important to allow
Mr. Jinnah to wear the Kashmir crown all on his own.
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Ramchandra Kak, however, was pro-Pakistan.

He

h a 4 a n English "wife, yrhq w ^ g ° n ^ S t F f t l r f t T n f t visitor a t

the_bntishTcsidency. It was Britain's policy to encourage the establishment of Pakistan. PaEstan was
conceded partly tor strategic reasons—a proximate base
against the U. S. S. R. Kashmir for obvious reasons
was an integral part of the Imperial strategy.
The British Government kept Kak in power, though
) the Maharaja earnestly desired a change. Kak asked
[ the Maharaja to accede to Pakistan. This choice was
not wholly an easy one. The Maharaja could not be
sure that in Pakistan his status as a ruler would be maintained. He would definitely lose the sympathy of his
non-Muslim subjects with gaining the support of his
Muslim subjects. If he acceded to Pakistan, the affairs
of the State would become a domestic matter in which he
could look for no support from the Indian Union. And
so like Hyderabad he played for time, hoping like the
Nizam, that time would resolve the dilemma.
Time and Pakistan impatience offered a way to
Kashmir that nature seemed to have immutably closed.
I>
N Q R^ner hnd Pakistan become a reality than the
« /interest of the Muslim League in Kashmir^ceased to~Iie
/academic^ The "Pnlfigt^n limes", op* g\ Ths I - ^ g " ^
' Journals ^ffllPaenc^evincingjt close interest in the affairs
of^the State and a desire to absorb it. Thus the
"Pakistan T i m e a H m a f a T
"By far the best course for Kashmir would be to
join Pakistan as a federal unit with defence,
communications and currency as jointly administered
i subjects. The advantages to the State in such an
arrangement are immense. She would be a powerful
factor in determining the policy of the Pakistan
Union, she would secure a market for her raw
I material, and get impetus and protection for her
industries. She would find capital for working her
mines injxuaxite, coal, mica, copper and iron. She
would also find capital for setting up giant generators
of the cheapest hydraulic energy on the face of the
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earth, sufficient to cater for the requirements of the
entire Western Pakistan. She can become the nerve
centre of the industrial life of Pakistan and get
fabulous dividends on her undertakings. It will also
relieve her of the defence burden.
"At present the only egress from Kashmir to the
f
/world is through Pakistan, for the northern highlands
• [ and passes offer little or no communication facilities.
j The economic life of Kashmir is inextricably wrapped
\ up with that of Pakistan. The biggest industry in
Kashmir is the forest industry. It is the source of
lone third of the State revenues. Kashmir timber is
< carried to its markets through two of the Pakistan
I riwr*—fhp Chenab and the Ihelum. Without an
understanding between the State and Pakistan this
flourishing industry would be completely paralysed
for water arteries offer the cheapest conveyance for
timber. Kashmir fruits find their customers in
Pakistan and the State can ill-afford to lose the
market so near home. The State i^ a flfificit ar«SL-in
food and depends on Pakisfoft. The deppndrnce.£>f
Pakistan on the State is negligible.
"With an unfriendly Pakistan the position of the
State would be untenable. It would require huge
I armies to defend its vast frontiers adjacent to martial
/ areas of Pakistan-armies, which the State has not the
I financesto maintain. Already the State is spending
f one fourth of its budget, on an army which is hardly
I . sufficient for civil needs A powerful army would
also be needed to checF"^in onslaught f r n m tl?p^
f North. So whether she joins Pakistan or chooses to
remain independent a co-ordination in matters of
\ defence with the latter is unavoidable."
Fortunately for Kashmir, the bulk of the Gurdaspur
District was awarded by Sir £yril KadcIiBe, UhauamJLgiT
the "Boundary" Commission to the Indian;~tXhloa. This
enabled___Ka<$fa-pir Jn gp"aTiead~"witt} her plans to have a
third arterial road-—one connecting with the Indian Union
with Kashmir. "The iState would not then be faced with
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factual blockade by Pakistan in the event of independence
or alliance with Incfe. ~
The Jammu—Pathankote road was pushed on with
all speed. On the other hand recruitment of tribesmen
startedTh real earnest as soon as the Qaid-e-Azam had
got rid of the Khan Ministry in N . - W . F . P . The tribesmen, it was annouced, were meant to protect the soil of
Pakistan from aggression—wholly
imaginary—from
East Punjab. Liaqat Ali Khan, the Prime Minister
of Pakistan, moved his headquarters to Lahore for the
ostensible reason of being personally able to direct refugee
work. H e continued to stay on—as a sick man—even
though both the Dominions and West Punjab Cabinets
I made special Cabinet appointments pertaining to
l refugees.
/
By the middle of October the Kashmir cauldron
;
P
was on the boil. ~
"~
c /
Telegrams of protest went from Kashmir to Pakistan
against aggression of tribesmen in the Poondh area.
A provisional Government was formed at Pulandari
in Poonch State with Mohd. Ibrahim, a thirtythrec year
old Barrister as Prime Minister. ^
' "
•
The Maharaja of Kashmir appointed Mr. Mehar
Chand Mahajan, a former judge of the Lahore High
Court and presently Judge of East Punjab to be his Chief
Minister. In selecting Mr. Mahajan the Maharaja went
* far afield in search of a man of great vigour—a man who
could not only stand up to Pakistan bullying, but do a
bit of bullying himself.
The Qaid-e-Azam suggested that the Maharaja and
his Prime Minister or both, should come to Karachi for a
chat. Mr. Mahajan ignored the invitation and asked withdrawal of raiders from the Jammu and Poonch areas.
Kashmir threatened to ask other friendly assistance, if these
men were not withdrawn. Kashmir also asked for supplies
of petrol and other essential commodities withheld for
sometime by Pakistan, and which Pakistan was bound
to supply under the Standstill agreement executed
earlier.
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The Reserve Bank of India, Lahore Branch, under
M%* Rahrni, an enthusiastic Pakistani, had already withheld
remittances since July to the Imfierial Bank of India,
Without money
and petrol Pakistan considered
that Kashmir would not be able to.stejn the flood of
wilcT^£rihesi»en gathering at Domel and Abbottabad
and Sialkot for a . two-pronged thrust at the heart of
On October 18th, to lull ttfe Maharaja and the State
forces into a sense of security, Liaqat Ali Khan sent^a
telegram to the Kashmir Prime Minister in the following
terms:
" W e are. astonished at the.contents and tone of
your telegram dated October 15. Instead of taking
immediate and effective action on specific complaints
made by us in our telegram dated October 12th, you
/ have put forward vague allegations of infiltration
/ by the people of Pakistan into Kashmir and accused
the border people of stirring up bad feelings.
" W e emphatically and categorically deny, the
allegations and accusations. People travel to and
from Kashmir and Pakistan in the normal course of
business, but the allegations regarding the free distribution of arms and ammunition to Pakistan areas
adjoining the State borders and the infiltration of
armed men into State territory are incorrect.
"On the other hand, there is evidence of the
ruthless oppression of Muslims in Kashmir State and
of raids into Pakistan territory by armed Dogra
gangs and non-Muslim refugees from the Punjab.
The most recent report is that of an attack on
Charting.' Khurd village by Dogra army personnel,
f g e n u m b e r s of armed Sil<hs "as well as Hindus,
belonging to the Rashtirya.Sevak Sangh have gone to
Kashmir with the object of repeating what they did in
East Punjab. In fact, Muslims have already started
leaving the State.
The Pakistan Government!
takes a most serious view of a state of affairs in
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which- the Muslims in Kashmir are suppressed and
forcibly driven out of Kashmir.
" W e are astonished to hear of your threat "to ask
for assistance", presumably
Iheaning "_thereby
assistance from an outside Power. The only object
of this intervention could be to complete the process
of suppressing the Muslims to enable you to join the
Indian Dominion against the declared and well
jknown will of the Muslims and others who form 85
' percent of the population of your State.
, i " W e must earnestly draw your attention to the
fact that, if this policy is not changed and, the
preparations you are now making to implement it
are not stopped, the gravest consequence will follow,
for which you alone will be responsible.
"As regards the alleged action of the West Punjab
Government in preventing the transport of petrol,
cloth and food, we have already informed you that
the West Punjab Government have been asked to
j provide you with all reasonable assistance in these
I matters. It is entirely wrong to attribute transport
1 difficulties, which have risen owing to circumstances
beyond the control of the West Punjab Government,
I to the unfriendly intentions of that Government or to
I regard it as an act of coercion of the State. W e
I have already sent a special officer to discuss with you
I the problems arising from these matters and to settle
ways and means of adjusting the difficulties."
The road to Pathankote was going on rapidly.
Pakistan intended to stage the invasion, according to well
informed quarters, when the Banihal Pass closed for the
winter,. No help on account of winter conditions could
reach the Kashmir Valley.
But Mahajan was not taking any risks. Pakistan
knew he might bring a large number of troops from the
Indian Union long before the Banihal Pass cleared and
then- all dreams of conquering the Valley would vanish.
The Jammu-Pathankote Road was nearing completion.
Jinnah decided to come to Lahore and-to-^oake
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Lahore his headquarters during the Kashmir operations,
in which Pakistan was not officially engaged but in reality
mostdeegly interested.
Lorries, petrol, ammunition and hospital supplies
were furnished from Pakistan sources to the invading
army. From a source, which I would not care to doubt,
the ammunition came from Pakistan dumps taken over
on partition and not accounted for.
On October 26th, while the invasion was in full swing
and tribesmen in their thousands were rolling up the
Baramula ro&d, the Maharaja
wrote to Lord Mountbatten expressing his desire to accede to the Indian
Dominion. On October 27th, the accession was accepted,
subject to an eventual referendum.
Consternation swept Pakistan. I remember the
day at the Lahore High Court Bar Association, I have
never seen longer and more dismal countenances. T h e
faces, that had a glow of pride, while Shahalmi Gate
and Rang Mahal were on fire, were no longer lit with
Pakistan pride.
Ferocious articles flowed from the press rooms.
Under the caption of "Treachery", the'Pakistan Times'
4
in an irate editorial' denounced the accession :
" T h e Ruler of Kashmir has, in a letter to the
Governor-General of India, declared the accession
of his State to the Indian Union. The GovernorGeneral, in his reply, has accepted the accession.
Thus two individuals by an exchange of two miserable slips of paper have sought to decide, immutably
and for ever, the destinies of over three million
human souls. Not the slightest reference has been
made to the wishes or aspirations of these voiceless
millions, not even a pretext of associating them
with the momentous decision, exists. The ordinary
commercial exchange of even goods or chattel is
attended by more ceremony. A greater amount of
consideration and thought enters into political
transactions of far lesser significance. The only excuse
the Maharaja has put forward for thus capitulating the

?
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people of Kashmir into a perilous abyss, is that
his notorious regime is closely threatened by his
rebellious subjects, and he cannot borrow foreign
bayonets to butcher them without mortgaging his
land and his people to the lender. Hence the
mortgage. The Indian Government have accepted
the deal in even more brazen terms."
Even greater wrath was reserved for Sheikh Abdullah :
"Sheikh Mohd, Abdullah's case is^ even blacker.
The author of the "Quit Kashmir" movement has
suddenly been converted to the slogan of " D o not
\
quit Kashmir", and the Dogra House that was
yesterday the worst enemy of the Kashmir people,
has now become, in the Sheikh's eyes, its only
saviour. Again, until a few days ago, the Sheikh
talked of nothing but the will of the people, a
national referendum to decide the future of Kashmir,
responsible Government for the Kashmir people
and all the rest of it. T o d a y all these professions
have gone overboard. H e talks of fighting "the
invaders" in his land, as if the Sikhs or the Gurkhas
that the Indian Union is at present landing in
Srinagar, are "the bluest-blooded Kashmiris. H e has
manoeuvred himself into a position where the only
role he can play is to help in the butchery of
his own people by foreign mercenaries and be an
ineffective second fiddle to the Maharaja and his
helpers from abroach And he will have to continue
in this role until either he and his master are
over-thrown, or his people are crushed and exterminated. Thus both Nehru's Government and the leader
of the National Conference have been guilty of
treachery, and stand condemned before the bar of
democratic opinion."
And while the war of words was going on, in Kashmir
thingsjsere-happening.
T h e ^ D " day was actually fixed for October_21,
but the attack could not be launched till the next day.
The disposition of the^4,000 men at the disposal of
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Maj. Anver was arranged by him in the following manner,
from Garhi Habibullah one detachment of 500 men and
another of 450 men, were moved in parallel columns
towards Garhi, a place east of Domel and Bhatka
respectively. T h e main column of 2,000 men moved
with Maj. Anver on the road to Muzaffarabad. Three
detachments of 200 men each were deputed to" attack
from the western side, after crossing the river Jhelum on
the northern side of the Kohala bridge. T h e remaining
. few hundreds were to cross the river on the southern side
) of the Kohala bridge and contact the three detachments
I attacking from the west. The main column met with
slight opposition at Ramkot on the road to Muzafiarabad.
The first stiff opposition they met was at Muzaffarabad where there was a full battalion of Dogra troops
stationed between Muzaffarabad and Domel. The bridge
between Muzaffarabad and Domel was an important link,
which, if blown up, would have been the end of the offensive.
The tribesmen cleverly captured the bridge and then set
up a picket on the Muzafiarabad side of the bridge, from
where they attacked the Domel garrison with gunfire.
After a daylong fight they captured Domel on the
evening of October 23rd. Some of the Kashmir State
troops escaped up the hills. The invaders looted the
town, put Hindus to the sword, abducted their women
and shot the District Magistrate. The next two. days
witnessed the fall of Garhi, a place abut 25 miles southeast of Domel, and Chinari, another 25 miles down the
road to Srinagar.
On October 26th, the main column had moved up
from Chinari towards Uri. It was at Uri, that they
encountered the First Sikh Regiment of Patiala State.
The tribesmen routed these Sikh soldiers also who on
their retreat blew up the bridge controlling the roada to
Poonch as well as Srinagar. The next two days were
spent in "diversion- from the bridge towards Mohera,
where there was a: big power house.
It was at Mohura that the_HDaily Express" correspondent, Sydney Smith and another Englishman w$re
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captured by the tribesmen. Major Anver had been leaving behind some of his men at the various places to hold
the conquered positions.
The detachment which he had sent, got stuck near
Garhi and could not contact the main column.
T w o tricks of fortune conspired to cheat the Qaid-eAzam of the Kashmir Gadd,—the lust for loot and the loss
of a day and a half by pillaging at Baramula, and
the reckless bravery of an Indian Officer, who with no
reserve of men or ammunition made ah attack oit the
invading forces as if he had whole Army Division at his ~
rupport. Col. Rai, with the small detachment at his
disposal dashed down the Baramula Road. H e saved
the airfield, delayed the raiders from advance by thirtysix hours and enabled reinforcements by air to reach
Srinagar. He saved Kashmir, though he gave his life
in the effort.
It was with an expert hundred that the attack on
Pattan Was made on October 31st. Here the raiders
encountered air bombing by Indian Union planes and
machine-gunning by fighters. The tribesmen lost heavily
in transport vehicles and ammunition. Pattan was,
however, captured, but it was considered absolutely
impossible to proceed on the straight road to Srinagar.
Leaving behind Major Aslam at Pattan, Anver with
a small force of 250 men took a circuitous route to Srinagar via Achhgam. H e had to leave behind 230 men on
the way and with 20 men he reached Achhgam, a village
about a mile from Srinagar airfield and about six miles
from the city. At Achhgam, there were three battalions
of the Kumaon Regiment and Anver and his men,
acting on the principle "discretion is the better part of
valour" hid themselves in the adjoining fields. T h e
Indian Union troops had got scent of their presence and
they arranged six pickets on the top of the hill overlooking Achhgam and Birgaum, another adjoining
village. A party of eleven men with Anver went up the hill
during the dark hours of the night and threw handgrenades on the pickets blowing up three of the pickets.
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The other three pickets were terrified and fled towards the
airfieU
~~~
"~
T"^
Flushed with this unexpected victory, Anver now
thought of an immediate dash to the airfield. But his
forces at Pattan having failed to come up, he thought it
would be dangerous to stay long in Birgaum as the enemy
could at any moment return with reinforcements from the
airfield. So Anver returned to Pattan only to find that
it was in the hands of the enemy and that his forces had
withdraw n.
——
.
He went to Baramula, got reinforcements and
re-attacked Pattan. By this time he had about 2,000
men again under his command. On November 5th and
5th there were indecisive skirmishes on the outskirts of_
Srinagar. But, in the meantime, armoured car units of
the Indian Union had arrived and air offensive was
launched in full strength. The tribesmen suffered
casualties and they could not even pick up their dead.
T h e Mountain Battery of the Indian Union had reached
Srinagar and the tribesmen had to retreat. As the
stretch of territory from Baramula to Pattan was open
country, they withdrew to Uri, destroying a bridge near
Rampur, Baramula was now the operational base of the
State and Indian Union forces.
On 10th November Anver was hit in th^calfby a
splinter from a bomb dropped by the Indian bombers.
While his driver was saved, his orderly, who was also in
the same vehicle, died. H e was later removed to
Abbottabad for an operation and Col. Akbar took over
the C o m m a n d . _ _
j
Giving a resume of the Kashmir campaign, to the
" D a w n " at Karachi, Maj. Anver said that the attack on
Kashmir was originally planned from two sides—one from
the regions adjoining Kashmir State in the tribal belt and
.the other from the Pakistan border. While the Frontier
tribesmen's attack materialized the other one did not.
Khurshid Anver regretted that the persons in charge
of the second front on the Punjab border side did not do
well and that it was mainly due to them that the tribesmen
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could not capture the whole of the State before reinforcements from the Indian Union could have arrived.
Khurshid Anver was very bitter against the Pakistan
Government for not having rendered any assistance to
the tribesmen In their heroic bid to capture Srinagar.
H e was of the opinion that given the necessary
arms and ammunition, the tribesmen would sweep the
whole State within a few days.
Anver said he was organizing the tribesmen and
that he hoped to have a standing army of 200,000 within
a period of six months. The Pakistani hordes were in the Kashmir Valley
for thirteen days." But to the people of Baramula it was
like thirteen years.
The town was ransacked an<
pillaged over and over again, houses. destroyed and
people killed—and not all Hindus and Kashmiri Pandits.
T h e raiders made little distinction between the victims.
No one knows the total number of persons killed.
But from all accounts, it must have exceeded 1,000.
Among them were Liet-Col. and Mrs. Dykes, besides
four sisters of Mercy and a Mother Superior of the Convent of St. Joseph.
A little child belonging to Mr. and Mrs. Dykes was
thrown down a well. All the sisters of Mercy were lined
up and were about to be shot, when a Pakistan Officer
better informed than the others called it off on the ground
that it might involve Pakistan in international compli-'
cationsAccording to a captured tribesman, the raiders
killed the Europeans on the day of their entry into the
town- On the same day, they smashed the local hospital
"• Threq trihqftmenr al} over 50T were captured at
Baramula. Two carry? from Ppjlgnwar anH ^pf> from
Hagara. Thev hacj thf. same tal^ ; " W e we.re recruited
r\\ by a Pir and a Minister oLth£_Frontier Province."
r l — T h e oldest
man in rags, stated that he
was not
too old to
'e came to serve those who fo
the
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They all agreed that Maj. Khurshid Anver was
leadingThe rovadPrg, AnnHw offjcerT they mentioned,
was Mai. Mo
Estimates of the strength of the raiders in Baramula vary
between 3,000 and 5,000. But apparently the same men cli
not stay all the time. They came in waves and while
some arrived, others left which, probably, accounted for
the repeated looting of the same sections of the town.
The loot was carried away in lorries which went in the
direction of the Frontier Province at night.
About 100 lorries, were lined up in Baramula on the
night of their departure. Some invaders rode in tongas
while the remainder walked. All had left Baramula by
midnight.
T
In their 13-day occupation of the third largest town
in the Valley, the invaders, have denuded it of every thin
There is not a grain of rice or a yard of cloth left.
For those who still think that the invaders of Kashmir is just a raid by a few tribesmen, a visit to the forward areas is most essential. The systematic military
lines on which the 'raid' was organized and is being
conducted point to only one conclusion. Substantial
evidence is avilable at Uri of the tactics, resources and
strength of the invaders—evidence which should demolish
once and for ever the 'raid' theory.
On the night of November 22nd the raiders attempted
to storm a hill position previously taken by Indian
troops. The battle lasted over six hours. It is estimated
that nearly 60,000 rounds,of ammunition were fired by
the raiders in this engagement. From only one of the
many positions from which the attack was launched over
20,000 empties were picked up by the troops the next
mmmm
day.
'
"—r~
"
The^ raiders used not only the usual "303 rounds but
special armour-piercing bullets. The ammunition was
not ot local manufacture But the usual British-manufactured^ammumtion used by the Indian Army prior
its jffisioil-- Three cases of unused mortar charges with
l g charges sin each were also left "behind-by •• the raiders.
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These charges are also of foreign manufacture. One of
the mortars captured by the Indk>ffr troops had—its
number-plate intact. This mortar is of the .standard
3-inch pattern used by the regular Army.
The wireless code used by the raiders is the same
which the Indian Army employed prior to 15th August.
The reference maps and their numbers conform to maps
and numbers which the Indian Army was using^
Messages intercepted by our Intelligence gave names
of ex-Indian Army officers who are well known. One
such officer was Brig. Ayub Khan who was once with
the 14th Punjab Regiment. Brig. Ayub Khan is a
Sandhurst-trained officer and at one time served on the
58th Selection Board at Meerut. H e was the official
adviser to Pakistan on the Army Partition Committee
set up by the Joint Defence Council.
Two other officers whose names are also well known
and who frequently figured in the messages intercepted
by our Intelligence are Major Mohammed Gulsher Khan
(a cousin of Feroz Khan Noon) and Captain Sharif.
Documentary evidence has also been captured by
Indian Union troops from the persons of the dead left
behind by the raiders. This evidence points to the
organization of the raiders into brigades, battalions,
companies and platoons. It is strange that the strength
of a company of the raiders is 184 out of which 182
persons are armed with rifles. The other two are armed
with automatic weapons. It is well known that even in
war time the strength of .a company in the Indian Army
has never been more than 120. And this number includes many who are not armed
One Lai Badshah killed in action on a mortar position on the night of November 22nd had with him valuable papers which showed that he was recruited in Kohat
on November 16th and was an ex-Havildar of 1/12
Frontier Force Regiment. He was put in C Company
of the 1st Battalion of the "Azad" Kashmir Infantry
and was given the number 1346.
It is significant that after the raid of Baramula, the
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SQ called Afridis and tribesmen from the unsettled districts
of the Frontier Province are no longer seen among the
raiders. The majority of the raiders fighting in Kashmir today are Punjab Muslims mostly from the districts"
of Gujrat, Jhelum and 'Pindl A few Pathans from the
settled areas are also among the raiders.
A visit to the Mahura Power House which had been
captured by the raiders, proved that the marauders had
qualified engineers amongst them. The Power House
was destroyed in an expert manner.
After the raiders had been driven out of Baramula,
they had very little time to deal with the Power House.
So the Engineers who were presumably conversant with
the electrical machinery, blew up the essential portions
of the plant. They cut the main cables and so rendered
immediate operations of the generators impossible.
They blew up the excitors without which the generators
would never function. Thus with a minimum effort
they obtained maximum results. In the short time at
their disposal, the raiders put out of commission the essential machinery in the Power House.
The road from Baramula to Uri is strewn with
the wreckage of trucks and lorries left behind by the .
raiders. Most of these trucks bear the number plate
F . P . H . (Frontier Province Hazara). Sometimes they
bear the number plate P.B.R. (Punjab). A few of the
lorries exhibit interesting mottos and slogans. On one
heavy vehicle was painted a motto in Arabic. Translated
into English it would read*. ''When God is with us,
! victory is near?'
*
'
On the propaganda front also, the raiders have used
methods which must have meant considerable preparations. Leaflets printed at the Jilani Press, Lahore,
were distributed in tens of thousands in the villages.
Large illustrated posters inciting the population^ to
join the raiders were posted at all important points in
the villages; such poster showing a Kashmiri being
bayoneted to death by a Dogra soldier. The poster is
very well produced, of large size and obviously done
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on litho. Its printing would obviously mean the help of
a well—equipped press. The name of the press is not
given on the poster but it is plain that it must have been
produced in Lahore where good litho printing is possible.
In any case, the poster could not have been produced in
villages of the Frontier tribesmen.
The Kashmir story is far from being complete.
Kashmir is too valuable an asset for Pakistan to abandon. Jinnahj it is believed, wants a war over Kashmir
but his Military Advisers are not prepared to risk an
open breach with the Indian Dominion.
Owing to the accession of Kashmir, the Indian
Dominion is morally and legally bound to render all assistance to Kashmir even to the point of accepting a declaration of war by Pakistan.
There may be a referendum, but it is not now
clear that it will go in favour of Pakistan and that is the
main reason, why before th£ invasion—Pakistan journals
so loudly emphasising the right of the Kashmir people to
determine their future, are now luckewarm over the
matter. Abdullah's views are going to count with the
Kashmiris and he is no Pakistani. He does not believe
in one-community States or liquidation of minorities by
rape and murder. A bigger factor against Pakistan now
is the bitter experience of. Kashmiris at the hands of the
Pakistan hordes. They do not want to be handed over
to the tender mercies of freebooters or bandits.

CHAPTER T H I R T E E N

The Scramble

A

C C O R D I N G to no less an authority than the.
"Pakistan Times" (August 3) the day the partition
of the Punjab was voted in the Punjab Legislative
Assembly, the scramble for the leadership of the new I
Muslim parliamentary party began.
Taking advantage of the presence of a large number
of Muslim Legislators from West Punjab, Malik Feroz
Khan Noon, rallied a gathering of his kinsmen and friends 1
and obtained from them a written indication of their sup- I
port. " W e hereby choose you our .leader" signed etc. etc.
Mamdot, who, by election and property belonged to
the East Punjab, but by ambition to the West could not
take this dual challenge to his authority lying down.
For once the. Baghbanpura family backed the wrong
horse. Begum Shah Nawaz and Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din supported Noon's candidature. Mamdot starting with only
three supporters rapidly gained support against his more
experienced rival. When it became known that, although
the Qaid-e-Azam was officially indifferent to the result, he
would prefer Mamdot to Noon as the more reliable of the
two v Majndot's success was assured.
Major Ashiq "Hussain, a prominent jnember of the
Punjab Assembly from the West came to Lahore to
actively "support the candidature'of Mamdot. H e was
unfortunately shot "dead by a* Muslim constable from
Mianwali side in a private altercation. The murder was
(quite unjustifiably) credited to the activities of the Noon
group and led to its discomfiture. Moreover Ghazanfar
I Ali arrived at the psychological moment t o preside over
the ballot which should have been presided over by
Chundrigar. Ghazanfar Ali is reported to have expressed
the (personal) opinion that to elect Firoz Would be to
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re-elect Khizar.
(Firoz Khan had the misfortune of
being related closely to Khizar).
Of the scramble for power the ''Pakistan Times"said:—
"One should have thought that our brothers
beyond the Eastern Frontier, who will soon be
forcibly separated from us, had earned enough of our
gratitude to deserve a closer interest in their affairs,
and that the choice of the leader who would be at
their head, would receive as much thought and
deliberation as the leader of the West. No one,
however, looks particularly bothered to offer or to
accept the crown of thorns, which may be the
leadership of the East, while every nerve and artery
in every political organism that managed to insinuate,
itself into the Provincial Legislature through merit,
intrigue or good fortune, has been and is being
strained to effect the election of one contestant or the
other to the leadership of the West. W e have
scrupulously refrained from commenting on this
contest for fear of compromising the dignity of the
organisation to which we all belong, we have shielded
from the public eye the cess-pools of intrigue which
have sprung up in the last few days, in the hope that
the stink would remain
confined to the lordly
residence where they had been dug."
Of the methods employed to secure votes, the same
Journal gave these very interesting details editorially :
^ h e obscene anxiety at present being displayed
for this office, therefore, can only be put down to
the fact that the contestants do not regard the Premiership of the Province as an ordeal of service and
sacrifice but as an agency for power and patronage;
that this office is being so highly prized not for the
sake of the good that might accrue to the people but
for the sake of the benefit that the holder might be
able to extract out of it for himself. The methods
that are being employed to ensure election might have
been envied by the worst exponent of the Unionist
opportunism. Public offices, or promises of offices,
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we are told, are being bartered away for votes; all
the fetishes of clan and kindred that we hoped
Pakistan would rid us of, are being invoked; Unionist
gauletiers and flunkeys of. the British are being
appeased and befriended. On the one side cases
have been reported to us of administrative decisions
supposed to have been taken and reversed not in
public interest but according to the sectarian proclivities of certain voters, on the other side, offices and
other favours to officials who happen to possess parliamentary connections are being lavishly promised."
The result of the contest was not long in doubt after
Ghazanfar Ali arrived in Lahore and gave no uncertainindication of the personal wishes of the Qaid-e-Azam.
There was a landslide in Mamdot's favour. Shaukat
Hyat, who supported Noon, went over with friends to the
Mamdot camp and thus without a contest Mamdot was
elected leader, Firoz Khan being content to make a
chivalrous (and discreet) withdrawal in his favour.
The election of Mamdot to the leadership of the
legislature automatically secured for him the Premiership
of the Province (now West Punjab) on August 15th. He
announced a small Cabinet of four with himself as
Premier. T h e other members being Shaukat Hyat as
Revenue Minister, Karamat Ali of Sheikhupura as Education member and Mumtaz Daultana in charge of
Finance. Firoz Khan and his friends, though offered,
declined office, probably well knowing that the Cabinet
was not overburdened with either intelligence or experience and may safely be relied upon to lose popularity
at no distant date.
T h e new Government succeeded to no prosperous
heritage. Within a fortnight, Muslims in East Punjab
had been uprooted as effectively as non-Muslims in West
Pakistan and were pouring into Pakistan by the millions.
| Lahore, Kasur and Sialkot formed the three focal points
^ [of refugee concentration, T h e Government of West
- f Punjab was hard pressed to organise relief and assistance.
A ministry for Refugee rehabilitation was created and
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the appointment went to the Baghbanpura family, which
could not long stay out of office. Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din
v
was appointed.
Iftikhar-ud-Din showed keen interest in the refugees
and visited camps, flew around the countryside giving
cheer, saying 'Id' prayers and making speeches. H e also
went to East Punjab on an inspection of Muslim refugees'
camps and identified himself with refugee complaints.
Shrewd enough, he realised that the refugee problems
were trumps in any hand that might very well make a
grand slam in provincial politics.
But it was clear that Iftikhar-ud-Din would not serve
long under Mamdot. The Qaid-e-Azam was ill—there
were all sorts of rumours as to his real illness. The
official communique referred to influenza, but perhaps
Ministers of the Punjab Government knew better. And
so a fresh scramble was on.
Punjab is the key to Pakistan and whoever has the
key to Punjab has the key to Pakistan.
Iftikhar-ud-Din kicked over the Cabinet ladder as easily
• as he kicked over the Presidentship of the Congress two
V 'years earlier. H e sought and secured election to the
-Presidentship of the West Punjab Muslim League,
defeating Mamdot's nominee handsomely.
Knowing that people are disappointed with the
Mamdot regime, which is far from the Pakistan of their
dreams, Iftikhar-ud-Din has begun to woe the masses with
ideas of a gigantic social and economic revolution.
Addressing a huge public meeting at Islamia College
.grounds recently he unfolded his conception of a "people's
Pakistan based upon the tenets_of Islam."
—
A I
Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din called for a social and economic
revolution which alone, he said, could enable Pakistan to
survive the prevailing chaos and misery.
Making a pointed reference to the communal upheaval
that drove 6,000,000 East Punjab Muslims to the west,
he said it_ was a blessing in .disguise as_ it. had made their
task much easier. T h e present economic system could
not absorb these millions,of refugees who. had now been
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reduced to penury.
The situation demanded a revolutionary departure
from the prevailing system of economy including the
abolition of zamindari
and other vested interests.
Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din s a i d ; "Our struggle has not
ended with the achievement of Pakistan, in fact it has just
begun because we have to wage a struggle against the
enemies of the people. At present nepotism and jobbery
is rampant in Pakistan on a scale far greater than that
in the day of the 'worst British bureaucracy. W e have to
liquidate all such parasites who are sucking the blood of
the people.
" W e have yet to build up a people's Pakistan run
by a people's Government and then only will we succeed
in the talks for which lakhs have laid down thciir lives."
Expressing deep concern over the fate of 40,000,000
Muslims in Hindustan, Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din said that
they could not be left to the mercy of an aggressive Hindu
majority. It was foolish to think that the problem could
be solved by show of force or by counter-aggressive

policy.
Explaining the Mian's policy his journal the "Pakistan "times" threw further light on the new economic and
political revolution :
What are these problems and difficulties? Firstly,
the problem of resettling our refugees and their
absorption into our national socio-economy, s e c o n d l y ^ ,
the problem of ensuring an honourable and secure
living for our brethren in India who have done as
much for Pakistan as we the people of Pakistan have,
without reaping any of the benefits that have accrued
* ) to us, thirdly the problem of eliminating from our
State the evils that we have inherited from the
foreign regin^e that has plagued us for well-nigh
two Hundred years, and making Pakistan into a
model democracy for the rest of the world to emu(,
late, fourthly the problem of safeguarding our land
^
and our honour against external aggression and lastly
the problem Qf Kashmir that i$ an integral part of
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of the geo-political existence of Pakistan. All these
problems are contained in one over-all problem, the
problem of safeguarding the security and integrity of
Pakisfan trom the dangers that threaten I t from
within and without and of making this State worthy
of the sugerin^and the sacrifice jfo fonnrfatinr? h aQ
entailed, of redeeming the blood and tears that have
so" plentifully flowed to mould its corporal farm.
There are many people going about who would have
us believe that all we have to do is to recite a few
magic formulas, to buy a few oddments from some
derelict arms-factory, or to go about shouting a few
slogans and all would be well. All that you require,
some other people tell us, is to have faith in your
leaders, your ministers and your administration, and
you can banish every other anxiety from your mind.
W e wish this were so, but it is not. W e must consider, analyse and assess the nature of every problem,
big and small, and we must closely scrutinise the
practicability and the rationale of every solution that
is offered."

Not to be outdone by Iftikhar-ud-Din, who by birth
is a bourgeios Capitalist, by intellectual persuasion..a
Communist, by religion an atheist by political expediency
a Muslim Leaguer and by experience an apportunist, the
Wgst Punjab Premier Mamdot, enunciated the rival
programme of the Ministry. ~"
A t a^Press Conference^ Mamjpt annnnnr.fv|i the
G overnment's decision to en force the ^hgrigt ygrY S0 n n
v^' ' in the Pr n vinr^
H A -Ms^ ^ n n ^ n ^ d that prostitution
would also be banned as it was un-Islamic.
*v0
T h e Premier disclosed that a special tribunal to deal
*- expeditiously with cases of corruption would be constit u t e d soon by an ordinance, providing for drastic punish- ^ ' ment of corrujjt^ffigjaJs^ induding^ublicjogging.
*•*
Under the proposed ordinance any five persons can
ask for any inquiry against an official, whereupon an
inquiry shall be held. Persons preferring frivolous or
malicious complaints will jlc punished«
.7 "~

(
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A publicity drive s j e t r t S o e launched to mobilise
public opinion against iiorrupt officials, and members of
the public given to anti-social activities, said the Premier,
and he hoped that /in that campaign the Government
would rely on the full co-operation of the press.
An anti-corruption committee of the Civil Supplies'
Department has started working. Another Committee
has been set up to hear complaints of improper allotment
of houses, shops, business and land and recommendations
to the Government, including recommendations against
officials found to have acted with improper motives.
Asked whether the Government had considered the
question of introducing prohibition the Premier referred
the questioner to the Finance Minister, Mian Mumtaz
Daulatana, who disclosed that the Provincial Government
had expressed itself in favour of prohibition at the recent
Conference of the Finance Ministers of Pakistan held in
Lahore, but as it was a matter which affected the revenues of the Pakistan Government, the final decision rested
with the Centre.
He announced that, in the interest of maintaining
direct touch with the public, it has been decided that "in
future no Minister, while on tour, shall stay with an official;
if at all thev accept the hospitality of a friend, it shall
only be the hospitality of a poor Muslim League worker/
The result ot the decision of the West Punjab
Government to <*nfffrnft * h p ^htuciat W Jed to the
resignation of some British members of I. C. S. but it has
had the advantage of rallying the conservative elements.
The net result of the establishment of the law of the
Shariat will be to put the ladies back into Purdah and to
ostracise pseudo-Communists who will find it difficult to
reconciJe atheism~with Islam. The Baghbanpura, the
Noon and the Khizar estates will cease to be governed by
legislation, and "succession will proceed' according to the
Shariat.
There may even be a social purge and some of
tEe Pakistan maidens who have shown a preference for
port and the foxtrot may have their noses cut.
It is clifficult to say wfio will win in the contest, for
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both Mamdot and Daulatana have money and the will to
spend it for a good cause. They have moreover an
advantage over Tftikhar-ud-Din in that they "have a
goverment machinery at their back.
Iftikhar-ud-Din on the other hand has also money
behind him. H e has at least two influential journals,
who Sfe prepared to back him, right or wrong. H e has
direct contact with masses and draws large audiences; he
is an effective speaker and has won the support of popular
leaders like Maulana Daud Gaznavi, also like him a former
President of the Punjab Provincial Congress Committee.
I Iftikhar-ud-Din is also powerfully connected. He is a
cousin of the Begum Shah Nawaz and a nephew of the
Chief Justice Sir Abdur Rashid and of L a d y Shaft,
widow of the late Mian Sir Mohd. Shafi. He may have
the support of Malik Firoz Khan Noon. The policy,
however, he wishes the masses to adopt, is vague and has
not the appeal of the . Shariat His rivals are bound to
have the support of the Ulema and Iftikhar and his friends
may find themselves as "Kaffirs".
But Iftikhar, on account of his antecedents may not
wear the crown of West Punjab, if Mamdot goes to the
Central Pakistan Cabinet, he may be succeeded by
Ghazanfar Ali, who is a doughty fighter, a powerful
speaker and a person well up in all political trade tricks.
Firoz Khan Noon is* the dark horse in the race for
West Punjab Premiership. He too has money, and
plenty of it, but he has not the heart to either spend in the
way of Allah or even himself. He has t o realise that one
promissory note is better than half a dozen promises.
But it is taking too optimistic a view to believe that
the scramble for power in Pakistan will be either confined
to Punjab or that it will be bloodless. In Pakistan, Mr.
Jinnah has gathered elements that are difficult to
reconcile. T h e tribesmen of the Frontier would never
consent to be ruled by East Bengalis. East Bengal
Muslims equally arrogant would never consent to
domination
of
Pakistan
by
Punjabis.
Khwaja
Nazim-ud-Din, Pir of Manki Sharif, Abdul Qayum and

*
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Yusuf Haroon have all contributed to the establishment of
Pakistan as much and if not more, than Iftikhar-ud-Din,
Feroz Khan Noon or Zafarullah
Of the Pakistan leaders Chaudhuri Zafarullah Khan
is perhaps the most able. _ His championship of the Arab
cause at "the United Nations was an admirable exposition
of a debatable case. But if Pakistan is to be a theocratic
State, run by canons of the Shariat% it is doubtful whether
the community to which he belongs, namely the Mirzais of
Qadiari, will be granted the status of Muslims in Pakistan.
In Afghanistan the Mirzais are not tolerated and several
of them have been stoned to death From recent
experience it is difficult to believe that there will be greater
toleration of eccentric beliefs in Pakistan.
Pakistan is not held together, like the Soviet Union
by an ideology, or by a long record of proud achievements
that binds the British race in every quarter of the World,
or a national pride in the free institutions of a free people
like the United States of America. T h e only knot that
binds Pakistan is the frail vanity of a sick man.. ^ *
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CHAPTER

FOURTEEN

War Or Peace ?
Q U E S T I O N that I am frequently asked is whether
therewill be War between the two Dominions,
stion is of outstanding importance. Pakistan ,has
'he directly effected the lives of more than.ej
>le._ W a r between Pakistan and India will have &
bearing on the lives and fortunes of all four hundred
million, in the sub-continent.
Let us examine the main factors that make for War
and Peace.
»^*7. Pakistan has a will to War.
Mr. Jinnah has ambitions even at the age ot seventy-one (or is it seventyfive?). If Mr. Jinnah refused Mahatma Gandhi's offer of
tfie Presidentship of India and accepted the GovernorGeneralship of Pakistan, it was in the hope of bigger
things. If Bahadur Shah could be an Emperor at eighty/ . five, Qaid-e-Azam Mohammed Ali Jinnah is a much
younger man.
By the activities of the last few months, Pakistan has
been able to win rich lands in the Rawalpindi, Sargodha,
Montgomery and Lyallpur Districts and valuable movable
and immovable property in Lahore, Sialkot and other
towns. Loot and plunder has been going on so large a
scale and in so many ways that there are many in
jj^. Pakistani to-day, who are eager to pour into Hindustan,
'" for wHat they can get out of it. What Pakistanis did in
Kashmir is an illustration in point.
There is an ideological difference between the two
Dominions. India wants prosporityL-byondustriaL-exi^aussion. Pakistan looks to prosperity along the short cut
'of war. """And thgrf>fflrfi while Pakistan has the will to
war, thg_ Indian Union not only has no will] to ti%]
anxious to keep out of a war even al
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2. Pakistan Jias ready-made materi^gl for nyav.
During the last War, it was . found by experience
that while it takes six months to train and discipline a
soldier, ft only takes a week to teach .him to handle a
gun efficiently. There are hundreds of thousands of
Pakistanis, some openly, some clandestinely 3 undergoing. L,
military training.
"Pakistan has more ready-made material than the
Indian Union. Sixty percent of India's fighting forces
was recruited in the Punjab. Excluding the Sikhs who
have migrated to the East, Pakistan has more than half
a million ex-service men, who would be very fit and
very ready for service in the cause of Pakistan.
Pakistan has the finest areas upon which to draw
for the man power requisite for War—the Frontier,
Baluchistan, Attock, Jhelumj Sargodha, Mianwali.
Pakistan has use for .ex-Indian National Army
J#« P er sonnel, who are "heroes in Pakistan. India has no
I (f$C* use for heroes. I. N. A. men are mistrusted. Tt)e
valiant Sikhs, who filled some of the finest battalions
of the Indian Army are today a neglected and struggling community.
3. It is easier for Pakistan than for India to rally
international support.
Muslims have been for generations distinguished for the rallying power of Islam.
Pakistan, accordingly, hopes for support from the Islamic
countries in the event of W a r as also from Indian
Muslims.
In the hands of a skillful propagandist, like Mr.
Jinnah^itmay not be difficult to find an issue, upon
• whir.h to raise '^r\ issue with the Indian Union to the
/ * status of aJehad.
The Indian Dominion could probably count on
/ t h e support of the Russian group at the U. N. O. but
/ U. S. A. and British Commonwealth would in all likeliI hood back Pakistan.
4. The Indian
Dominion'? policy of appeasement
of Mr. Tinnah and. tty$ /l/ustimfj>(io^f.
In
spite of all that has happened, it is the misfortune
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of both Dominions that-many important leaders have
not discovered the real Jinnah, and consider that good
will be returned for good. It is this policy of appeasement that has contributed so much to the rise of the
prestige of Jinnah and the League and brought untold
misery to millions. If carried further, India may face
difficulties. Leopards don't change their spots.
5. Kashmir is a ready made issue upon which
Pakistan would be willing to go to war. According to
well-informed quarters, Mr. Jinnah was anxious to have
a straightforward showdown with the Indian Dominion
in November last, but he was restrained by his Military
High Command. It was only their emphatic opinion
that Pakistan would be finished within a few hours of
the declaration of war, that prevented a break out of
hostilities. But Pakistan without Kashmir is Russia
without the Ukraine, or Iraq without its oilfields.
The following factors, however, held the balance
against war between India and Pakistan *•
(/) Mr. JimuiIVs awe and health'.—Nobody
has
essayed an arduous a war at Mr. Jinnah's age and with
his state of health. Upon his own statement he is
seventy-one. Hitler started world war II at the age of
fifty-two. Napoleon Bonaparte's career as conqueror
cameTb an end in his fifties. Alexander died before he was
forty. Lincoln made a decision to fight the South at
the age of sixty. The Holy Prophet's career c ame to
an end at the age of sixty. Jinnah's career of conquest
cannot begin before he is nearly seventy-two at the

earliest.
And Mr. Jinnah is a sick man. Since his elevation to the office of Governor-General Mr. Jinnah has
allowed himself a minimum of effort. H e allowed himself a journey to Lahore at a crucial time, when his
Kashmir venture was on the verge of success. He came
to relieve Liaqat AH Khan of important burdens. But
himself took ill. For three weeks, he caused his friends
and doctors grave anxiety.
Jinnah, on good authority, is stated to suffer from
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fainting fits, particularly when faced with depressing
news. He is also stated to have an affliction in
the throat that can only be operated on by one or two
Swiss specialists. T h e fact that *Mr. Jinnah has
purchased a specially fitted Dakota plane for his own use
has supported the belief that he may shorfly wing Vijs
way to Switzerland for reasons of health. He does
not need a special Dakota to visit Mamdot or Abdul

Qayum.
(2) I 'akistan is strategics lly very difficult
to
defend. The two units of Pakistan are nearly a thousand
miles apart. Each unit would have to be self-contained
a n a self-supporting for purposes of War. East Bengal
could not be militarily held in the event of war without
drawing off large numbers of the better organised section
of the Pakistan Army.
Pakistan has not the depth for defence so necessary
in modern warfare. Lahore, the capital of West Punjab,
is only thirty-five miles from Amritsar and is only
r
s xtee
- ^ ' i
n miles from the Pakistan Border. Evacuation of
' the West Punjab Government, (with loss of prestige) >J(/
would be inevitable in case of War.
The main artery of communication beween Karachi
and the North is the single way N . W . Rly. line between Rohri and Samasata. At Rehim Yar Khan the line
is less than twenty miles from the frontier and at the
other points less than fifty miles. T o prevent the life
s*\ line being cut would be virtually impossible.
(jj
i^(3)
Pakistan is surrounded
by unfriendly
elements.
While Pakistan has made efforts to win Islamic
sympathy through Malik Firoz Khan Noon—the Qaid-eAzam's roving ambassador—it has done little to conciliate
its neighbours.
In East Punjab have gathered together millions of a
sturdy people, who have been ousted from their homes
and rich lands in Lyallpur, Montgomery, Sheikhupura
and Rawalpindi Districts and who have suffered much.
Their wounds remain open by the memory that the~J
Pakistan State has still more than fifty thousand^of their_
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women folk.
In the cast are also the States of Patia1aT NahhaT
Bikaner and Jodhpur, which are more likely to take a
lively interest in any conflict with Pakistan.
T o the North and North-West is an unfriendly and
uny;ttlecj Kfts*1™^The Tribes of Frontier are an uncertain element.
The Fakir of Ipi has, in spite of cajolery and threat, failecT
to proffer the bended knees to the Qaid-e-Azam. He is
not likely to be impressed by a Pakistan Jt'Ini '.
Afghanistan has claims upon Pakistan—mattenuof
history and Treaty to be adjusted. Afghanistan was
tiie only country to oppose Pakistan's admission to the
United Nations Organization.
The Khan of Kalat has not acceded cheerfully to
Pakistan.
He claims the return of . Quetta, and
Independence.
Tribesmen of Waziristan have monetary claims on
Pakistan. As mucTi as Pakistan looks with envy upon
the fair lands of Hindustan, Waziristan looks with the
same envy upon the fair lands of Pakistan.
\l
Waziris, Mohmands and Mahsuds, strong, earnest
and righteous Muslims do not know any Islamic ..mandate,
restricting them to the wild hills of the West l i t h e y are
read}- to offer Mamdots, Daulatanas and the Noons their
roasted sheep, they expect the same Islamic courtesy in a
share in their lands.
The law of the Quoran by which Mamdot and
Daulatana plan to overwhelm their opponents may be
I the strongest factor towards peace.
[4) Pitkisian is financially weak. Finance is probably Pakistan's greatest difficulty in the matter of a
declared War.
In an undeclared War—like the Kashmir incident—
many people can be brought in on hopes and promises.
In a declared War, an Army has to be paid and it
has to be properly equipped. With salaries in arrears and
an empty Exchequer Pakistan, would find it impossible to /
wage a declared War for any length of time.
:
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When Pakistan gets a cash payment from India of
seventy-five crores under the financial settlement and is
able to put up a cordite factory, the biggest road-block to
Hindustan would have been cleared.
f
w - (5) The stock and morale of Pakistan is low.
* Jinnah's stock continued to rise even after . Pakistan
was conceded under the Plan of 3rd June. Victory after
victory sky-rockettcd his stock. Sind voted for Pakistan,
West Punjab voted itself out of India. East Bengal
joined Pakistan. The Sylhet referendum resulted in
victory for the Muslim League and the N.-W. F . P .
expressed preference for Pakistan against India. From
the four corners of the World came greetings to Pakistan
and its Qaid-e-Azam.

. .
JtS

Z.
\^. ^

•
I
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But on the day that destiny reached its highest peak,
it was already set on a downward course.
By August 25th, the Sikhs of Hast Punjab were
showing the Muslim League that they could retort in the
§ame language.
By August 30th, Mr. Jinnah was alarmed at the
millions of Muslims being uprooted in the East and
pouring into Pakistan in a worse condition than the nonMuslims being ejected from Pakistan.
By the beginning of September the Pakistan
Railways had come to a stand-still. T h e dependence of
Pakistan on the good-will of India was manifest.
Reports of murder, arson and loot flashed in the
foreign press and the credit of Pakistan declined.
Pakistan lost the Kashmir gamble. The raiders
were driven out even as they reached the gates of
Srinagar.
(6) Pakistan
is
economically
dependent
on
Hindustan. Not only for coal but for many other supplies
Pakistan is dependent on Hindustan.
Lahore, Gujranwala, Lyallpur, and Shcikhupura
are largely lit and flourished industrially by energy"
from India
In the event of War T whatever little
industry that North Pakistan has, would come to an
abrupt end by the movement of a single switch at
&
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logendranai
under the Boundary
Award
the
lough
Suleimankc headworks at Ferozporc went to Pakistan, it
would require army divisions to ensure that Pakistan
would continue to flourish on the waters of the Sutlej.
One bomb from an Indian bomber would put the head
works out of gear for years. No soft words of the
Qaid-e-Azam would then induce the turbulent waters of
r
the Sutlcj to enter Pakistan or water the fair gardens of
the Kawab of BaHawalpur.
I
( 7 ) Jumah is less favourably placed for War than
on September, 1st. On September 1st, the Indian Union
armed forces were in chaotic disorder. They were
officered and led by British officers with pro-Pakistan
sympathies.
'
.
*
Junagadh had acceded to Pakistan providing that
Dominion with a direct foothold within the Indian Union
1
itself—a dagger pointed at the heart of India, in the words
of the Jam Saheb of Nawanagar.
The progress of infiltration into Kashmir was
/ progressing well—the Jammu Pathankote road was hardly
/ advanced.
Jinnah had left behind several well-stocked arsenals
at strategic points in India. T h e arsenal at Delhi,,
Kanpur and Aligarh had not been unearthed.
The Muslims of India could largely be depended on
to support a Muslim League offensive. They had not yet
discovered the peril that awaited them by supporting the
League.
The British had not yet been disillusioned about the
prospects ot Pakistan.
.\
Dumps of unaccounted for ammunition had been
earmarked tor Pakistan. They had not been wasted in
the disultorv mountain warfare.
The Nizam of Hyderabad had definitely refused to
"accede to India and was biding a favourable opportunity
to opt for Pakistan.
Pakistan had a cash balance of twenty crores which
had not been frittered away in refugee relief.
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Above all the bubbles of Jinnah infallibility and
Pakistan invincibility had not been pricked. Millions of
Muslims in India still looked to Jinnah for leadership.
* The bravery and gallantry and fighting qualities of Indian
X' troops under Indian leadership had not been tested.
((SJTSTot the "least of the factors in favour of peace is
the disillusionment of millions of Muslims, both in and out
of Pakistan, of the policy of hate and their growing doubts
about the two-nation theory. Many of those who
thought in terms of Pakistan and followed Mr. Jinnah's
|
lead realised that the policy of League has brought
I happiness to none and untold suffering and misery to
millions—Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
i
Broadcasting on the evening of October 7th,. Mr.
[
Liaqat Ali Khan, speaking as the Premier of Pakistan

said'.
7

"Only 54 days have passed since Pakistan came
into being. In the history of Nations and States, 54
days are but a moment. Yet it was the will of God
that, in the short space of time, Pakistan should.face
calamities and tribulations which might well have
daunted many a State more seasoned and mature.
When a few days ago, the Qaid-e-Azam broadcast
to you from Lahore, we were confronted mainly
with the upheaval in the Punjab. Today we see
Delhi and its environs added to the long and dreary
list of towns and villages where the murderer has
been at work and where life has been made
impossible for the followers of Islam."
It is not, however? necessary to take the professions
of Liaqat Ali Khan too seriously. The greatest mistake that can happen is to be lulled into a sense of false
security.
Whether there wijl b<TWar or not between the two
Dominions no one can may with certainty, but it is well
to remember that inSpite of theTakistan Premier's assertions as to the merits of peace, since Angust 15th :
\
According to an A. F . I. message from KarachLthe
\Pakistan National (juards^re to have thirty battalions.
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formed,
1. The Pakistan National Guards f has
veen the
the stands^!I agreement
in breach
oreacn "ot
oi tne
two Dominions, that the numbers and personnel of any
auxiliary forces will not be increased.
2. Thousands of licenses have been issued, and all
are being issued gratisjojavilians in big cities.
3. Military training to the civilian population is
proceeding apace.
4. Malik Firoz Khan Noon has been "according t;o
a reliable ^fturcp." (N^v rc r.hwnir.lff, ^ v p j n b e r 14) on
mission to the Middle-East to receive arms and
ammunition for Pakistan.
5. Mr. Afrdul ffoyum Khan i» his ampacity as
Premier of the N . - W . F . P . has appealed to all Islamic
countries to come to the help of Pakistan.
According to Master T a r a Singh, the Alkali Leader r
the ^danger is stiil great, and Master T a r a Singh is no
idle speculator. .
Master TftH* Singh urged.the people to learn -the
art of self-defence. "It is true the Government is ours.
But the danger before us is great. In Pakistan arms
are being freely distributed and every Muslim is a soldier.
It is, therefore, very necessary that we on this side of
the country should arm ourselves."
He added: "So long as our Gurdwaras are not
returned to us. so long as our abducte3 girls are not
made over to us, so long as our property and land remain
in Pakistan, there is no possibility of peace in the
country."
On December 5th, at Narowal Mian Mumtaz
Mohammed Daulatana, Minister oFfinance, West Punjab
Government, at a public meeting said: '^The hour has
arrived when you jhould ^revolutionise your outlook and
attitude, and work In the spirit of rmijdhids for the glory
and greatness ot Pakistan."
~~
There is no reason for you to be despondent or
dejected, for there is no room in Pakistan for cowards
and weaklings." he added.
"My countrymen, we neither desired nor expected
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these bloody events to follow the attainment of Pakistan.
T h e decision to divide the country, was after all, in the
nature of a settlement which all parties had agreed to
honour. W e wished to render unto others what we
wished them to render unto us., the right of a nation to
live a life of peace, prosperity and self-respect. T o
achieve this peace, for ourselves and others, we even
acquiesced in decisions and awards, which we strongly
felt to be less than just and less than fair.
" W e ardently wished on the achievement of Pakistan,
to put all bitterness and bickering behind us and apply
ourselves peacefully, to the task of building up our State
and to work for the welfare of our people.
Was it not in the interest of a newly-born State
that it should have peace within and peace without in
order to grow to its full manhood ? Or does anyone
think we were so foolish as to want disorders and up/ heavals ? Who among us could declare that hundreds of
thousands of our Muslim brethren beyond our borders
should lose their homes, their property, many of them
their lives, and be driven out of the land where they and
their ancestors had lived for centuries, and to flee into
the wilderness in mortal terror ?
"In nedpr to l?iji1<j, "\yf. mii e t h?v^ pffiQS
Therefore,
those who talk to you of war and conflict are not your
friends. Beware of them and stop counting your gains
and, your losses in the gamble of death ana destructionTurn your faces to the future.
" W e have a great deal to do that is of the utmost
importance to us. W e in the Government are firmiy
resolved to put down all disorders with a firm hand.
Please help us in this, the greatest of all national duties
today.
"Those who have the slightest political sense know
thatany"conflict betw66n thtrtrwu Duiuiiuuuu iu suicidal...
for both. You can be sure, therefore, that peace 1§ just as
important for India as it is for us, and that those who
disturb the peace across the border are stabbing their
own country in the back. This is as plain as daylight
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t o everyone who knows the barest elements of the
situation."
T h e Mohmand Triballeader, Badshah Q\dT who is
now fighting on the Kashmir front, recently appealed
to all Muslims to deliver the rafortSnate Muslims of
I Kashmir from Sikh and Dogra tyranny.
In a message to Pathans, Badshah Gul said :
"I would especially like to warn Frontier Pathans
and tribesmen that if timely action is not taken 4 what
Hindus and Sikhs are doing in Kashmir will surely be
repeated in Chitral, Dir, Swat and other independent
Tribal territories goon atter.
"Our women and children will then find themselves
face to face with similar troubles as exist in Kashmir
to-day and death and destruction will be rained upon
them from air fleets as well as heavy artillery.
"Pathans have joined the struggle in Kashmir and
many of their brethren have fallen in the field. Defeat
the enemy and victory will be victory for both.
"Successful conclusion of the war in Kashmir will
carry Pathan prestige high and strike terror through out
Badshah Gul further said : "I would also beseech all
Muslim States of the world to make the Kashmir issue
their own. Victory here would mean victory of the
Muslim world."
"Hindus and Sikhs aim at encirclement of Pakistan
by occupying Kashmir territory. They are out to cut off
this largest Muslim State and thus undermine the
solidarity of the Muslim world."
While truck-loads of Frontier tribesmen _pour into
Jammu territory, truck loads of National Guards roll
abouFTLahore rai^ng r h f t spirit of the p^nplp ?
"Has Ke Lia Pakistan
L e Ke Rahenge Hindustan."
^

I " P a k i s t a n y*e t o o k h v hluff;

• I Hindustan is sure our stuff,"
Whether this is the objective of the Pakistan Muslim
League, or whether it is pure filibuster a n d bluff, time will
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Indian
tell. Mr. Tinnah keeps his confidence
politicians. \ He likes springing surprises.,.
1 here is a smell of powder in the air. Men who
want things in a big way are not daunted by difficulties.
Jinnah wants Kashmir, he wants Bahadur Shah's crown,
he wants the red stone walls of the Agra Fort to echo
with ZincTabads of the Qaid-e-Azam, he wants to receive
the obeisance of the Nizam at Golconda and to lie beside
Shahjfihan.on the banks of Jumna in a monument grander
than the Taj.
These may be the dreams of a crazy man. But
Pakistan was the dream of a crazy man. The dream
came true as a nightmare. Who can say that there are
no more nightmares yet to come ?

CHAPTER F I F T E E N

'

The Pakistan Press
f*XF AI^T. "P^kistan^journals, by far the most important
v
i T j h ^ "Dawn". Established in Delhi some years
back as Mr. Jinnah's organ, it has continued to represent
the extreme view point of the League and. the
Qaid-e-Azam. Long before anything happened in Delhi
or in" East Punjab, the "Dawn'* decided to migrate to
Pakistan (Karachi), where it could propagate hatred
without tear of a
muzzling order from the India
Government. The fears of the " D a w n " were not ill—
fouii3ed. The "Tribune"
had been scared out of
Pakistan when its press was set on fire on August 14th.
Although the premises of the "Dawn" at Delhi were
defended by snipers for several hours they went the way
of the "Tribune" eventually. But by the time this
happened, the most valuable machinery had been moved
* and like the Qaid-e-Azam's Delhi residence, what could
i not be moved, was sold at fancy prices. The "Dawn"
1
reappeared from Karachi in October in new clothes and
looked mighty pretty. It is well got up, well edited and
has probably the highest circulation, because it is known
to echo the mind of the Qaid-e-Azam. The Editor is Mr.
Altaf Hussain, a small dynamic personality. All his
writings are flavoured with picric acid and have a smell
oLffun powder.
|
For long standing importance, the "Civil & Military
Gazette" of Lahore, undoubtedly, takes precedence over
all the other Pakistan Journals. For more than forty
years, it has stood, if not for disinterested journalism, at
least for sober policy. At times it has shown greater
daring and independence than the best Indian journals.
During the time of Sir Douglas Young as Chief Justice of
Lahore," the Ecfifor and printer published without qualm
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much material to the detriment of the High Court
reputation without any fear, in spite of threats of contempt
proceedings.
.
'
•
*
Over Pakistan, however, the record of this esteemed
journal has been less creditable. Although 49% of the
shares had passed to Sikh National Interests^ . the
razette'1, (presumably under the order . of the 51%
interests which were British) decided that Pakistan was to
be supported and so the *C. & M. Gazette", for months
backed," Mr. Jinnah and the League .whether right or even
wrong. So much was the Gazette connected to the
Pakistan Idea, that it .refused to review, the Author's
"Consequences of Pakistan" which was sent twice to the

Editor
I

:

Not only did the "Gazette" refuse to believe that
the "Consequences of Pakistan" would be so disastrous
as the author of the book ventured to forecast, but it entered into a contract for the printing of the proposed
"Pakistan Times" at its own press, upon its machines, and
to issue it simultaneously with the "Gazette". Accordingly the "Pakistan Times" appeared for some days from
the " C & M. Gazette" Press, but not for long. T h e
M
Gazette" realised that money was not everything.
Pakistan was not going to be " Utopia". It tried to back
out of the contract; lost the suit filed by the''Pakistan
Times". The "Gazette's" own publication was held up by
an injunction issued by the Court of Mian Bashir Ahmed,
a Lahore subjudge. The "Pakistan Times" won.
As soon as "Pakistan-Times" came out, the sales of
the "Times" increased and those of the " C . &M. Gazette"
declined The " T i m ^ " edited |>y paiz Ahmed Faiz
gave Muslim Leaguers a new value of their money—red
hot"" Pakistan news, fr'aiz Aflmed, like Altaf Hitssain,
is a superb dialectician, and in the matter of abusing
Congress leaders, it is difficult to decide,which of the two
is the more original. They run a close, race.
A welcome change, has however recently come over
the editorial policy of the "GazettR." What takes the
"Pakistan Times" or the " D a w n " a thousand words to
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express, F . \V. Bustin of the "Civil & Military" can say
in a hundred, and not less effectivelyw T h e curtain over
Bustin eyes seeyns to have lifted and he very often offers
Pakistan Government much food for thought. For interesting sidelights on Pakistan life the "Gazette" is perhaps
unique and so thousands of people in Delhi and elsewhere
buy the paper for first hand accounts of their once beloved
Punjab. It is the only little bit of fresh, air in Pakistan.
Of vernacular Journals, all Hindu and Sikh papers
along with their staff have migrated from Lahore,
which before the August halocaust was a great newspaper
centre. Apart from seven English weeklies and dailies,
there were countless Urdu, Hindi and Gurmukhi journals
on all sorts of matters. With the exception of Muslims
the rest have migrated after the office of the "Tribune*
was set on fire and editor of the "Milap" was stabbed.
"Pakistan" has come in for huge stocks of paper and
printing machinery by the exodus of the non-Muslim press
and Hindu paper merchants such as the well known firms
of Advani & Co., and Ramlal Kapur.
Advani & Co., alone lost about a thousand
closed bales of paper valued at over Rs. 3 lacs from
several godowns. Without some official support, the
loss of bales weighing several maunds each seems hardly
possible.
Muslim presses and journals, and the black market,
have no doubt benefited by the loss.
The advent of Pakistan has created difficulties
for the vernacular Muslim Press. Vernacular journalism
flourished largely in the soil of irresponsible criticism.
Patel, Nehru and Gandhi are too remote and on many
occasions disarm criticism particularly on the question
of minority rights. So the Muslim journals like the
"Zamindar" and "Shah Baz" express much warmth
on domestic affairs such as running., down
the
Mamdot ministry. Urdu journalists had their hey days
during the W a r and the post-war period, when
considerable slices of cake were to be had from the
secret funds of the Govt, of India and of the Muslim
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League. But Pakistan has now been achieved. T h p cake has been eaten and so many of my journalist friends
in Pakistan are contenting themselves with Zindabadi

KdBabs^
Firoz Khan Noon has, it is reported, taken over \
(by consent ot the ownerJ the Mufidn-am Press and \
the publishing house of Messrs. Gulab Singh & Sons. *
He has also taken over the house and furniture of the
proprietor, R. S. Sohanlal. He may produce a journal
to back his claims upon Pakistan. He certainly has
now the means.
In the "Pakistan Times" Mian Iftikhar-ud-Din is
stated to have a preponderating interest. The iqfcfests in
y the "Civil & Military Gazette'* have been, it is believed,
: acquired by the Dalmia Jain group of Delhi.
T K e H i n d u press in Sind is stilL—iaiactr-but is
largely ipuzzled. The ' Sindh Observer" hasT for a long
time, refused to comment editorially, as it was required
to submit its editorials to the press department for
censorship before publication.
The Pakistan machinery of propaganda is, if anythingj more efficient than its Indian counterpart. The
news broadcast^ of Pakistan Radio are in ordinary —*
-Jt* F^rlancc and not like All Jndia Radio, in chaste Esperanto. V
» The 'Pakistan Radio broadcasts are with a set purpose—
\
to interest people in Pakistan, to arouse their enthusiasm
and their patriotism. Its news editors devote more space ~ * y _
*2) and time to home news, ^ f o r t u n a t e l y , thqir Delhi
^
* opposite members are more interested in the Marshall
There is however, a much greater freedom of expression
in India. In India people can say what they think.
In Pakistan, no public man or journal could crkipise the
Qaid-e-Azam. People with irregular opinions are rounded
up. More than a thousand persons have been arrested
and imprisoned by the Frontier Government since August
15th for having Congress sympathies. A Karachi Editor,
a Muslim, was arrested for criticising the Qaid-e-Azam.
Maulana HabiEupfehman, a past president ot the Majlis
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Ahrar, uniformly of pro-Congress views was recently
arrested and is detained under the Punjab Safety
Ordinance. Mian Abdul Ghani, a nationalist Muslim,
was arrested at the Lahore Airport on his way to Delhi
to dtten^La Nationalist Muslim UortfTfiflT rnnvpr^H
by Maulana Abul Kalam Azad.
What Jinnah thinks and, says today. Pak^tap says
A and thinks tomorrow. Therefore, if we have Mr. Jinnah's
ideas, we are safe in assuming that it represents the bulk
of thinking people of Pakistan, not because they have arrived at the same point by an identical process of reasoning, but because they have developed the habit of allowing Mr. Jinnah to think for them. Any one who does
not agree with Jinnah is just a Quisling (KhizarlinflJ and
his days in Pakistan, if he is unfortunate to be there, may"
be just ticked off on the calendar. And then to know
how Pakistan views its present difficulties we have only,
like Duncan Hooper, Reuters Special Correspondent,
- to pay a call on Mr. Jinnah and put a few questions to

I him :
~*~Q What is going to be the fortune of minorities in
Pakistan ?
^ A . Minorities belonging to different faiths living
in Pakistan or Hindustan do not cease to be citizens of
the respective States by virtue of their belonging to a particular faith, religion or race. I have repeatedly made
it clear, especially in my opening speech to the Constituent Assembly, that the minorities in Pakistan would be
treated as our citizens and will enjoy all the rights and
privileges that any other community gets.
Thereby we shall hold high the banner of Islam and
all that it teaches us and establish our rightful place as
equals in the deliberations of the comity of civilised nations
as the fifth largest nation in the'worla.
(Note : As to how Mr. Jinnah's promises to minorities are put into actual practice see another chapter).
t ^ Q . WjaJ^Js your own view as to the massacres that
have takenplace ? "
'
A. I have restrained as far as possible from apportion-
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fng blame between the Hindus as a community and the
Muslims as a community. But I must make it clear
that I deplore and condemn without reserve the horrible
deeds of killing and destruction that have taken place
irrPQjwfljyp n( f-h^ir p1arv> pf occurreiye or Qriffln.
"I have done my utmost and I am glad to say not
without considerable success to impress upon the
Musssalmans, that whatever the provocation, there shall
be no retaliation, no revenge".
(Note: Mr. Jinnah said nothing of the sort in March
when his followers were laying the foundation stones ~of
Pakistan at Rawalpindi and~"ffifocET T h e fipsf denunciation of brutality came from Mr. Jinnah not after
Calcutta, Noakhali or Rawalpindi but when Lord
Mountbatten induced him to publish a joint appeal as
President of the Muslim League with Acharya Kripalani
as President of the Congress. Mr. Jinnah only agreed
to a joint appeal with Gandhiji).
Q. Will Pakistan ever unite with the-rest of India?
A. It is very unfortunate that vigorous propaganda
has been going on from the moment the two States
were created that Pakistan is only a temporary madness
on the part of the Muslim League that has brought about
this secession, that Pakistan will have to come into the
Union as a jjenitent repentant erring son, and that the two
nation theory is responsible for all that has taken place.
Pakistan has come to stay and will stay. But we are
alwaysJfifldy^n come to an understanding pr mtf»r into
agreements with Hindustan, as two. independent*, equal,
sovereign States, just as we may have aUiances r iriendships
and agreements with any other foreign nations.
But all this propaganda and agitation, all the
threats that are held out, even by prominent Congress
speakers, against our fully independent sovereign State are
not likely to restore goodwill and friendly relations between the two States.
W e must try to stop any effort or attempt which
is intended to bring about a forced union of the two
Dominions. The methods advocated for the achieve-
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ment of the end are ;- (1) hrinfif about a revolt by My^jms
against the Muslim League and the Pakistan Government ; (2) failing that, making the leaders of Pakistan
realise the folly of the two-nation theory and change
their ways and force them once again to agree to
join the Union and thereby create a single Indifl,
*~**~~Q- Whatjk) you consider are now the proper functions of the Muslim League outside l^akistan"?
'
A. The Muslim League has already achieved its
mission—its fundamental object—which was to establish
the indej)endent State of Pakistan.
The remaining aims and objects of the Muslim
League are very general. I quote :
u
T o protect and advance the political, religious
and other rights and interests of Indian Mussalmans and other communities of India, and to maintain and strengthen brotherly relations between
the Mussalmans of India and those of other countries.
"I wanted to call a meeting of the Working
Committee and of the Council of the All India
Muslim League at an early date because it is
obvious that we have to reorientate the Muslim
League in the light of the funHamental changes
that have taken place. But, unfortunately, owing
to the grave situation that was created we were
so fully absorbed that we had no time to attend
to this or any other matters which are facing us,
and which still require our urgent consideration.
The main objective of Muslims in India is to
play their part in ensuring that they get a fair
deal. But with the establishment of the two Dominions, this is also a matter which can only be handled
effectively on a Governmental level.
" T o the Muslim minority and their leaders left
in India I have already offered advice that they
must reorganise themselves under their own chosen
leadership as they have a very big part t o play in
safeguarding the rights and interests of millions.

/
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. They have already professed under my advice,
their loyalty to the Government of India and made
their position clear on the very first day when they
attended the
Indian Dominion
Constituent
Assembly.
"They should not, in their adversity, be led away
/ by mischievous propaganda of interested parties and
J Ihold
the Muslim League and its leadership responsible
1U
•r all their tribulations. They must hold on to
"their posts, and Pakistan, I can assure them, will
not be a mere spectator of their suffering.
" W e are deeply concerned with their welfare and
future and we shall do everything in our power
to avert the danger that they are facing. I sincerely
hope that with the co-operation of the Indian
Dominion we shall be able to secure a fair deal
for them.
When asked "How do you explain the uprooting of
muslims in East Punjab?" Jinnah said :
errible Bloodshed." The" birth of the two
y Dominions was, I am glad to say celebrated everywhere as the day of the attainment of freedom
and independence, not only for those two major
nations but for all the inhabitants of this great subcontinent—yet immediately thereafter there came this
terrific bloodshed which was undoubtedly intended
to eliminate the Muslim minorities from Hindustan.
The facts are now established that the whole 6bject was, by blood thirsty gangsterism, to drive them
jTway from Hindustan. It is most deplorable and
regretable that this has resulted in the destruction
of the lives and property of enormous number of
people and the suffering of millions.
"Lastly, I must emphasise that the Congress and
the Indian Dominion Government must put down the
leadership of those who planned this ruthless killing
and also those elements which are collaborating
with them to defy law and order. This organised attack to which I have referred has played
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terrible havoc already. W e have paid a heavy price
in life and destruction of property and misery.
It has tarnished the good name of the two nations
in the eyes ot the world."
Mr. Jinnah hadjiardly finisliecLwhen Mr. Mt A.
Khuro. Pleiniei^"ot smd echoed his Governor General's fears.!
If you will lift up your eyes and gaze around,
you will see the challenge to our very existence as
a separate State, and a people by a combination
of sinister, malignant and pitiless forces which are
trying to strangle this infant State of Pakistan even
before it has had time to stand upon its feet."
While Mr. Jinnah and the members of Governmental
entourages try to raise the flagging interest of the people
by" the news of conspiracies to destroy Pakistan, the press
is full of columns upon columns of enquiries for lost relatives, the woes of refugees and the disordered corrupt
state of affairs.
In a letter to the "Pakistan Times" (Oct 28) Mr. Saeed
Qureshi drew attention to soaring prices which .was one
of'the least expected consequence of Pakistan. It was believed that with the "departure of the Hindu and Sikh profiteers the Muslim householder would come into his own.
" T h e constant rise in prices for the last two months
has badly affected the average man who could hardly make both ends meet even before, and for whom /
life is becoming more aud more difficult every/
day.
"Those who are responsible for this increase of prices
it appears, have refused to realise that their acts have
not only deprived thousands of their fellow citizens
of many a vital necessity of life, but have also
proved their disloyalty towards the State, and as
such have put a very serious obstacle in the Government's way at this critical moment.
"It was always believed by the average man that
as soon as his cherished State was established he
would have nothing to worry about and would be
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able to lead a happier and contended life.
But no
one knew of the unexpected calamity which has left
the blackmailers unchecked to do as they like."
The above.related to affairs in Lahore. In the same
issue of the "Pakistan Times'-V-corroboration of the
state of affairs came from Arm}* Head Quarters Rawalpindi. According to Mr. Ziz-ul-Ishan Bukhary :
" T h e majority of the businessmen of Amritsar,
fled from Amirtsar with thousands of rupees in cash
in March 47, when Katra Jaimalsingh, the only business centre of Muslims was burnt. Some of them
threw themselves into the subterranean departments
of black-marketting to regain speedily their lost wealth. They bought everything which was mostly needed
by the public for daily use e*g. soap, tea, cigarettes
matches, etc. So at this moment they have the
monopoly over these necessities of life. They sell
it to retail shopkeepers at exorbitant prices, somet i m e s on 400 percent increased rates, and retailers
'in turn ""sell it on prices which an average Muslim
cannot afford to pay.
It is high time for the Muslims to realise the
dangers of the above mentioned malpractices which
are harmful for our poor Muslim brethren and ruinous
for our newly won "Pakistan". They should condemn in unequivocal terms these human blood-suckers
wherever they are and warn that such shameful acts
of black-marketing cannot be tolerated for a moment in our Islamic State."
A general picture of conditions in Pakistan about the
same time was painted by Mr. Mohammed Bashir Ali
f r o n y ^ l u m [C.& M. Gazette Oct 26JI
'
"Pakistan is now a reality and with it the age of
revolt of which the Indian National Government
was the greatest landmark has ended. The old order
changes, yielding place to new, but the sacrifice that
is being made at the altar of freedom is tremendous.
"A large number of people have laid down their
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lives and yet the end is not in sight. Blood, murder
loot and arson are rampant everywhere in the Land
of Five Rivers. W h o is responsible for it shall
remain a moot point. The poison of making money
has gone deep down. The number of those who
believe that honesty is the best policy has dwindled.
" T h e officials are taking advantage of the disordered state of the country and are using every means
to enrich themselves. Favouritism, nepotism are
seen everywhere. These are the days to oblige
friends and relations.
" T h e refugee problem created by the Sikhs is sapping the resources, material and physical, of the State.
The difficulties created in evacuation and rehabilitation are tremendous, but this does not mean that nation—building activities should be ignored. T h e spirit
of lawlessness is on the increase everywhere.
"During 100 years, there has been an organised
propaganda to bring authority into contempt. Our
leaders have been telling us of our birthright to rebel.
The crude mind does not make any distinction between such a right of a slave against his master and of
a national aginst his country.
" T h e exploitation of masses by the speculators,
profiteers, nobility and the refugees of West Punjab
and not from East Punjab, is playing havoc "
Mr. Riaz Hussain Jan, a villager and farmer from
Balkasar District Jhelum, had already given the public an
idea how things were going in the district (Civil &
Military Gazette).
'
I "Muslim League leaders claim that they have won
I Pakistan mainly on the plea to safeguard the rights
I of the poor and backward Muslim masses from
Hindu capitalists and monopolists
"So far the case is emerging differently. T h e Muslim
Leaguers who have come to power, and their parasites
who are scurrying tc^ share the loot,'are mostly aristocrats
and capitalists thepiselves. Th$ "touch system" to obt a in
any job "is gaining momentum. The Black Marketeers
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and corrupt Government officials arp eypprtyng costlifi]
gifts from the masses."
There was much noise and commotion by the League
on the introduction and application of the Punjab Safety
Ordinance. For days processions of thousands of people
were led for the restoration of "Civil Liberties", in other
words the repeal of the Punjab Safety Ordioance.
The
Khizar Ministry was abused and vilified, coffins of Khizar
Hyat were carried through the streets of Lahore and his
women were described as prostitutes. "Kliizar Kanjar.
Hai, Hai" (Khizar. the procurer, is Dead, w
f~ I P j & 3 1° s P* te ot tear gas bombs students of the
Islamia College raised the Muslim League banner over
the flagstaff of thft High Cm^t, find thousands went to
jail cheerfully in the cause of Muslim League'^ battle for
civil liberty. And after August 15th, Civil liberty came
with its own, loot, rape, arson and murder flourished.
The Public Safety Ordinance was not however, repealed.
It remained to be applied to persons, who were critics
of the administration. The first act of the new Government was to remove restriction in the r^arryipg pf flfms^
the liberty oi the subject was thus underlined by the

bullet.
The much hated Public Safety Act, however,
became a useful weapon in the hands of the new
Government.
The Hindu nress disappeared.
The
"Tribune" offices were b ur nt T the Editors of the lunday
Times", "The Milap"were stabbed. The rest disappeared in fright. The only non-Muslim journal that JEQPL,
tinued to carry on bravely"was the
Civil and Military
G a z e t t e ^ wmcff ~harl ^n Englfsh name a n d ' a British
E3Itoi\Censorship, however, was imposed and enforced
against this journal. On August 13th, the following order
under signature of the Chief Secretary w^g ssrvfifl on "tl
Editor^ Printer and Publisher of the "Gazette".
I Printer-Publisher-Editor of the "C. and M.
f Gazette" Daily, Lahore.
I Whereas the Provincial Government is satisfied in
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respect of " C . and M. Gazette" of which ypu are^
the Printer, publisher and editor, that for the purpose
of preventing it from publishing unauthorised matter
connected with the communal disorders following the
resignation rendered by the Punjab Coalition
Ministry an activity prejudicial to the Public safety
and the maintenance of Public order, it is necessary
to take Action as hereinafter apppearing;
Now, therafore, in exercise of the powers conferred
by clause (a) and clause (c) of Sub-Section (1) of
Section 6 of the Punjab Public Safety Act; 1947,
the Governor of the "i^trrrjab is hereby pleased to
direct that you shall not, for a period of fifteen days,
with effect from the date on which this order is
served on you^ print or publish in any of the issues
(including supplements) of the said C. and M.
Gazette'* or any other newspaper of which you may
be printer, publisher or editor, any comment (Including^headlines thereto) any statement or report .which
is not official, any photograph or any correspondence, any article or any other matter whatsoever concerned with the bearing on the communal disorders
in the Punjab, or cases of whatever nature arising
out of such disorders, or relating to any action taken
in pursuance of this Order in respect of any such
comment, statement, report, photograph correspondence, article or matter, without its previous submission for scrutiny in duplicate to the Assistant
Provincial Press Adviser^ Punjab, Lahore at his
office in the Punjab "Civil
freen lOLajn._ani___
ler of the Governor of ^ P u n j a b , "
On August 25thT in accordance with this order, the
Editor of the Gazette submitt^j for c^ns^rship, an open
letter adressed to the Qaid-e-Azam, Mr. Liaqat Ali Khan
and Khan Iftikhar Hussain Khan of Mamdot :
^'Your Tixcellencj^ and Gentlemen.
Believing
unreservedly in the sincerity of your assurances
regarding the restoration of peace in the unhappy
i t -*
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| province of the Western Punjab, and in your promises
of protection to minorities, I bring to your notice':
(And here the editor gave the details of the incidents
to the "Sind Express, already referred to irP'ffie
preceding chapter)" The editor continued.
Xives could be saved, and the extension of the
death-chain which their loss ensures prevented, by the
adequate guarding of trains. When, at one point,
the train guard of the Sind Express fired a volley of
six shots, apparently over the head of a menacing
mob. the miscreants turned tail and ran. Only a
very small escort, armed with no more than two
sten guns, could conceivably have saved those fifteen
lives and thus prevented the exacerbation of a blood .
feud which has attained fantastic and terrible
proportions.
"This seems a simple way in which your assurances
can be honoured and your promises fulfilled.
Will
you adopt it ?
"Assuring you of my keen interest in and high hopes
for the future of Pakistan, I am
Yours respectfully,

The Editor."
Later on the same day the Editor of the Gazette was
informed by telephone that, after consultation with the
Premier of the Western Punjab, permission to publish
this open letter had been withheld for reasons of
policy.
The Editor did not leave the matter there. On August
28th he wrote "with reference to complaints concerning
publication ot reports of riot news t ' J L j m g 5 o f understatement are well based : we have observed self-imposed
restraint even regarding truth, and the censor has standards
other than the truths
The B.B.C. quoting from the aricle referred to the
order of censorship passed by the "Government of
Pakistan" at "Karachi." Swift to pick a verbal flaw the
Pakistan Government issued a complete denial of censorship and described the report of such censorship as
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untrue and malicious, adding " T h e Government has not
imposed a censorship of any kind on pres? reports o L
disturbances in West Panjab."
The Pakistan Government's victory, however, was
shortlived. The Gazette returned to the charge. Published the letter to Jinnah and Mamdot as a part of its
argument, defeating the censor and concluded with the
following.
1
W e were informed by telephone that after consultation with the Premier of the West Punjab,
permission to publish the open letter has been withheld for reasons of policy" (criteria other than
truth") Quibbling may PYnp^pt^—the Pakistan
Government from the charge of issuing a misleading
communique, since the censorship was imposed
by the Governor of the Punjab and not by the
Government of Pakistan and issued from Lahore,
not Karachi. But we are concerned with facts,
not quibbles. And we leave it to our readers to
judge whether our statement regarding censorship
or the denial of that statement contained in the
communique was utterly untrue and malicious."
Soon after the denial of the Pakistan Government
regarding censorship, the Muslim Editor of a Karachi
journal was arrested and sentenced for writing articles
stated to be in dispareagement of the Qaid-e-Azam.
On November 8th Maulvi Abdul Ghani of Ludhiana
wasarrested at the Walton Aerodrome at Lahore just as
he wqg about to board a plane for New DglKx to attend
a meetipg of non-League Muslims convened by Maulana
Abdul Kalam Azad. The P u n j a b Satety Act was the
handy instrument employed to keep the Maulvi from
reaching Delhi and giving his fellow Muslims a first hand
account of the Pakistan paradise.
On October 16th when I returned to Lahore after .the
partition, I was informed, by Mr. Rahim, Manager of
t h e R g s f i S e Bank <rf India, tnat during I n v absence from
LaEore angry crowd had come to my chambers w i t h ^ ,
view to burn the'ehamberrof the^utheLPf ."Consj

/
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of Pakistan." They were induced to depart on the ground
that if they set fire to the chambers, the consequences of
Pakistan would be more detrimental to the AnjumanIslamia, who owned the building than to the author who
might have covered himself by riot insurance.
Mr. Rahim and other friends made it quite clear
to be author that life in Pakistan was only possible ti
lievers in Mohammed AH Jinnah.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The Pakistan Railways

P

R I O R t o the partition, the North Western Railway
was one of the greatest railway systems in the world.
j Its operation extended over a mileage of more^than 6880
I miles. From Karachi and Delhi it carried the whole
of the import and export trade of Punjab, Sind,
Baluchistan, N.-W. F . P . and Kashmir. Its trains and
expresses brought wealth and prosperity to the North. The
Frontier Mail and Punjab Mails linked Lahore and Peshawar with Bombay and Calcutta. Added to these were
other expresses and passenger services to meet the growing
needs of popular demand. Luxurious air conditioned
coaches kept out dust and tempered the rigours of winter
• and summer. Goods and passenger traffic brought more
/ * than three crores monthly to the Railway Exchequer. It
carried more than a million passengers daily, and men and
women of all communities found it a convenient safe and
expeditious mode of travel. The great carriage and
wagon, locomotive, electrical depot shop at Mughalpura
provided employment for nearly a hundred thousand
workmen. The railway gave employment to about
half a million persons of all communities.
Financially too, the N. W. R. was one of the
country's most successful railway systems. Against a
capital charge of Rs. 1, 5 1 , 89, 72,000, the net earnings
annually were over Rs. 14,91,22,000 giving a yield of
9.82% on the capital at charge.
But the new age however, brought about a catastrophe
in the fortunes of the railway. The Lahore Central star
[tion. one of the biggflst- junctions in the world, from August
/12th to August 16th, was a scene of bloody butchery_j>f
I Hindus and Sikhs. For a time, Dogras and / Baluch
( troops fought it out, but the boundary Force decided to let
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the Baluchis have it.
Travelling on the railway had already become unsafe.
At Sharif J Hira, near Amritsar, Muslim League supporters
as early as in march, had shown how communication cords
could be pulled at convenient points and how members of
one community could be liquidated by the other. The
Sharifpura incident set a vogue, which later became
fashiopablc. ' ' And whatever Pakistanis do, the}' do in a big way.
On the occasion of the Oakl-c-Azim's visit to Lahore in
August, the Editor of the "Civil & Military Gazette" gave
His Lxcellencv a picture of travel on the rakistan
Railway. In an open letter, the Editor wrote :—
"I bring the following to your notice as evidence of
manner in which your assurances are being negatived
and your promises rendered abortive. I do this in
the hope that the facts stated herein let may bring
about the punishment and elimination of those
elements who are flouting your orders and frustrating
your intentions. ^"
i "Passengers by the down Sind Express who arrived
lin Lahore on Saturday evening had experiences
: which they will never forget, and of which they were
[with difficulty, persuaded to speak. After the train
had left Gujrat, a small body of passengers, armed
with axes and knives repeatedly stopped it by pulling
the
communication
cord
and_ visited each
compartment in turn, ferreting nut those of another
community and ruthlessly butchering them. Sometimes these crimes were committed while the train
was moving, sometimes in the presence of parties
who rushed towards the line from the countryside
whenever a stop was made.
"Some passengers attempted to save themselves by
crawling under the carriages, but these were pulled
out and killed. Two leapt ./rom the train and
started across tjie fields- The train was stopped,
chase gi££iL and the fugitives despatches}. The earlier __
vicfjms werq killed with hatchets, the later ones, _
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more slowly with knives. A woman and_her three
small children were among the last to <ij£.
"Once the train stopped at a wayside station when
no more victims remained for the sacrifice and the
murderers apologised to their co-religionists on the
platform for the zeal which left them no one to kill.
"Fifteen deliberate cold blooded murders may seem
little enough to turn you gentlemen, from the
tremendous task on which you are "engaged, the
creation of a state from a nation. But these fifteen
shared the fate of many more. Few trains indeed
come to Lahore from north or east without revealing
similar atrocities."
And so it cannot be wondered that many people, even
Pakistanis, gave up travelling by trains if they could help
it. They could go by road, if they could get sufficient
petrol
through the good offices of the Deputy
Commissioner or from the black market. They would
go by air, if they could possibly get a booking. They
would walk, if there was nothing better. But if there was
a bullock cart around, it would be most welcome of all.
And so Pakistan is back a thousand years and the
North Western Railway is practically obsolete.
Under orders of the Partition Council, Pakistan got
2/3rd of the N. W . R. and a proportionate share of the
Eastern Bengal Railway system, which serves Eastern
Pakistan. The Railways, instead of proving a profitable
asset then, almost immediately became one of the major
sinks of Pakistan economy.
The advent of Pakistan was celebrated by a
discontinuance of almost the entire passenger services.
On August 28th, the North Western Railway administration issued the following communique t
;
'The
optimism
expressed
in
Wednesday's
communique was shortlived as, due to circumstances
wholly outside the control of the Railway, a further
drastic cut in the already depleted train services has
become necessary. The details of trains now to be
run are being worked out. Intending passengers

I
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should, therefore, satisfy themselves regarding the
running of such trains by which they propose to
make their journey before proceeding to the
station,
"The following refugee specials were run on
August 2 7 t £ !
(i) Two from Lahore to Amritsar.
L*fy) One from Kasur to Khanewal.
^
•fin) Two from Amritsar to Lahore Cantt. ^> J (iv) One from Amritsar to Lahore.
V,
is{v) One from Lahore Cantonment to Lahore.
"The General Manager, North Western Railway,
has issued an appeal to all officers and staff to contribute liberally to a relief fund which has been
opened to assist railway refugees who are victims of
the present disturbances.
"The Divisional Superintendents have been asked
to open subscription registers immediately and to
J set up committees to disburse the funds so collie ected.
On September 3rd the communique was indicative erf
what was happening :
"Lahore September 3rd. Five stations in Lahore
Division have been temporarily closed due to shortage of
staff, according to a bulletin issued by the N.W. Railway.
They a r e : Taripur Band, Emnabad, Kala Chatai,
Rajajang and Basirpur. The situation on other divisions
shows sighs of improvement. The coal position on the
N.W. Railway continues to cause concern. The restrictions in booking of goods traffic as previously notified, are
still in force. Arrangements have been made to move
urgent consignments of food grains.
"Movement of petrol is being speeded up and escorts
are being arranged for petrol trains.
"Eleven trains have been arranged for today. They
are : Delhi-Saharanpur-Lahore-Rawalpindi—3 Up
and 4 Down Mail ; Lahore-Karachi—7 Up and 8
Down Mail; Rohri-Karachi—191 Up and 192 Down;
Multan-Karachi—19 Up and 120 Down ; Khanewal-
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Karachi—91 Up and 92 Down; Samasata-Bhatinda—
99 Up and 100 Down; Lohore-Shorkote—73 Up and
74 Down; Lahore-Lyallpur—137 Up and 158 Down;
Lahore-Jessar—131 Up and 132 Down ; Wazirabad
Sia!kot--293 U p and 294 Down ; Karachi-Quetta—
9 U p and 10 Down.
"These tiains traverse the boundary area of the
two Dominions."
According to official sources from Karachi, reported
- by the Associated Press, it was estimated that the total""
decline of railway earnings at the Lahore Junction alone
1,00,000 daily to Rs, '40f- per d a v ^ T h e
v i was from Rs.
normal monthly earnings of the North Western Kaihvay
(Pakistan section] should have been two crores monthly.
It had fallen to lift}* lacs of which forty-five lacs _ was
debitable to Government on account of refugee traffic.
Coal, which previous to the partition, cost Ks. 30/- per
#
ton was costing the Railway Rs. 69/- per ton owing to
a costly diversion by sea from Calcutta to Karachi, by
reason of t h c E . I. Railway and K. P . Railway personnel's
refusal to provide the transport to Pakistan, owing to
butchery of railway personnel in the Moghalpura workshop, already referred to.
~~ Andjlius Pakistan Railways faced the new year with
a deficit of ten crores and more, ticketless travelling by
millions, and the refugee transport, dislocation of goods—
traffic, and coal at twice the normal figure.
As to ticketless travel the d e t r i m e n t of information
* admitted :
——~
- X " """"""" "Ticketless travel on the N . W . R . has thus become
a major problem for the railway authorities.
Measures for increasing the penalties for travelling
without ticket are, it is learned, under consideration
by the Government.
" T h e railwav administration mav fix a zero-hour
after which ticketless travel will not be tolerated.
Prior to this, the Government are likely to impress
on the public that ticketless travel means the depriving of their own State of substantial revenue which

?
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could be used for the welfare of the citizens...of-the
State."
;• qq
in J
Another factor which is responsible for the loss in
earnings on the East Bengal Railway is the diversion
of the tea trade from Assam to Dhubri and then
down by river to Calcutta.
It is understood here
/that although the tea planters, who are mostly Europ/eans, prefer dispatching tea to Chittagong by train,
/ a s in the past, this being the cheapest route, the Assam
railway authorities cannot perforce book tea on this
route.
Mr, Mohammed Ibrahim, President of the North
Western Railway workers' Union in a statement to the
Press recently called attention t o the problems faced b y .
Pakistan Railways :
;• ;"One of the most disastrous result of the present
| communal disturbances in East and West Punjab
I is the almost complete disruption of railway transport in West Pakistan* Important
passenger
trains and goods trains have been cancelled.
Those
trains that do run are not earning anything. The
- , fall in railway earnings has been calamitous.
It has become the practice among people to.ride in
trains without purchasing tickets, and any effort to
wX* bring these ticketless travellers to book is met with
violent resistance.
Taking advantage of the vast
I number of refugees who are using trains, ordinary
people have also taken to ticketless travel.
"This is a most shameful state of affairs.
When
a good portion of railway earnings was being sent
abroad, and when the railway were benefitting our
foreign rulers few dared to travel without tickets and
defaulters were severely dealt with ; but now, when
the railway becomes the property of the people of
Pakistan, it has become a heavy liability instead of
being an asset. •
" T h e Union offers its fullest co-operation to the
Pakistan Government in its efforts to stop ticketless
travel and to make the railways once mor^a paying

*
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concern.
»
" T h e Union appeals to all patriotic citizens of
Pakistan to help the railway authorities to check free
travel. The Union also appeals to all railway
servants, especially ticket collectors to carry out their
duties fearlessly.
"This is a matter of special concern to railway
servants, for it is apparent that if the railway earnings
fall, our demands for increased wages cannot be
met. The present financial position on the railway
is endangering the very life and future of railway
employees as well as putting our country in grave
danger of complete economic collapse.
"It must be realised by all patriots that the railways
are today in the virtual control of unsocial elements
who are making it very difficult for the restoration of
normal traffic; they are uprooting the permanent way,
obstructing railway servants in the discharge of their
duties, and we have to fight these unsocial elements
and win back the North Western Railway for the
use of the people of Pakistan.
"I know from personal experience that ticket collectors, who were inclined to be somewhat lax were
preparing for August 15th and were saying to . ticketless travellers that after August 15th they would spare
no one since every pie would be needed by Pakistan.
These patriotic railway servants are firm in their
determination, but are helpless in the face of these
unsocial elements who are armed and are known to
be ruthless.
Public support is necessary to curb
these armed gangs who ride in trains these days.
"Pakistan Zindabad h

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

The N.-W.F.P
T

H E N.-W. Frontier Province went to Pakistan in
unhappy circumstances. The 1945-46 elections were
fought everywhere on the clear issue of Pakistan or no
Pakistan. The answer of the N . - W . F . P . was clear and
emphatic. The Muslim League was defeated and the
Congress Government was returned to power with a
substantial majority. A Congress Government under
Dr. Khan Sahib was again set up. Dr. Khan Sahib was
once again Chief Minister and had three colleagues; Lala
Meharchand Khanna (Finance), Qazi Attaulla Khan
(Revenue) and Mohammed Yah Jan Khan (Education).
T h e Ministry took office on the eve of the departure
of Sir George Cunningham, who had been Governor since
March 2nd 1937, an unusually long period for Governors.
Sir George had been largely responsible for the rise of
the influence of the Muslim League in the province. He
had appointed a League Ministry, in spite of the fact that I the Congress had the majority of the following in the ( I
Legislature. During the W a r he had imprisoned Dr.
Khan Sahib and his brother Abdul Ghaflar Khan and,
other leaders of the Congress Party.
Inspite of all official efforts, the influence of the Khan
brothers carried everything before it, and so while Nationlist Muslims went down before the League in other parts
of India, the Khans succeeded in maintaining their hold
on the Government by sheer ability and integrity of
purpose and character. Even Abdur Rab Nishtar, the
Qaid-e-Azam's favourite, suffered defeat in his home town
of Peshawar. N o greater indication of influence of the Khan Brothers was possible.
Sir George Cunningham was succeeded on March 3rd
1946, by Sir Olaf Caroe of the political department.
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Like CunninghaniJie was anti-Congress and pro-League.
Caroe in October tried his best to disuade Pandit Nehru
going to the Frontier, and if it had not been for the
constant vigilance of Abdul Ghaffar Khan and Khan Sahib,
the Vice-President of the Interim Government may well
have been murdered.
In spite of the best efforts of Dr. Khan Sahib and his
Ministry, loot, murder and arson disgraced the Province
in March, 19.47. The Muslim League having successfully
stampeded the Khizar Ministry, hoped, no doubt with the
help of the Governor to take the place of the Congress
Government. But Dr. Khan Sahib was made of sterner
stuff than Khizar Hyat. He treated an attempt on his
life as if it was an accident while shaving. H e answered
the muslim League challenge by arming in thousands his
brother's Red Shirts, who had contributed so much to the
freedom of the Frontier. Red Shirts offered protection
to non-Muslims and restored the order that the League
had done everything to disturb.
Dr. Khan Sahib refused to hand over the Government to the League. He put Muslim League leaders
like the Pir of Manki Sharif and Khan Abdul Qayum
Khan, leader of the opposition, in jail for defiance of the
law,... Olaf Caroe, however, was a brake on the suppression of the League.
The Khan brothers were in constant touch with the
Congress High command during the March-April negotiations between Lord Mountbatten and Indian Leaders.
They were beaten only by the obstinacy of geography.
Ethnologically, geographically and culturally, if Pakistan
wa to come into being, the Frontier Province belonged
to Pakistan. The Khans moved to set up an independent
Pathan State but this move came too late Even if it
had come earlier, it is doubtful whether it would have
been accepted either by the Congress or by the Muslim
League. The principle, if accepted, would rightly in the
words of Lord Mountbatten, have resulted in the
Balkanisation of India. Travancore, Hyderabad and
Bengal were clamouring for independence. Suhrawardv
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and Sarat Chandra Bose had joined hands tor the demand
for an Independent Sovereign State of Bengal. The
Congress and the League frowned equally on the
proposals—the Congress because it has ideologically been
opposed to the division of India, and the League for the
very good reason that if Bengal and the Frontier and
probably Kashmir went out /as Independent Sovereign
States, Pakistan would hardly be worth having.
It was quite clear from the start that the Pathans
had been placed in the unenviable position of choosing
between a Muslim and a non-Muslim State. T h e decision
of course was a foregone conclusion. Khan Abdul
Ghaflar Khan, wisely therefore, decided to boycott the
referendum. In a lengthy statement to the press, Khan
Abdul Ghaflar Khan stated :—
"Great changes that are taking place in India,
I resulting in the ending of the British domination, not
I only affect the whole of India, but the Frontier
i Province especially.
I
"I have given the greatest thought to these
changes and h^ve also consulted my co-workers.
"For, more than a generation we have struggled
for freedom in the Frontier. In the course of the
j struggle, we Pathans have suffered great hardships,
1 but have never given up the struggle.
J
"Our struggle was against the British rule and
domination
In this struggle we allied ourselves with
the Indian National Congress, the great organisation
which was similarly fighting. Naturally, in the
circumstances we found ourselves in close alliance and
comradeship with the National Congress.
"When we in the Frontier were in great trouble in
the course of the freedom struggle, it was the
Congress that came to our help. In spite of our
request, the Muslim League gave us no help. As a
matter of fact many of the present leaders of the
Muslim League in the Frontier helped the British
against their own people.
"Our struggle all along has been for the freedom
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of India and more especially the Pathans. W e want
complete freedom. That ideal of ours still remains
with us and we shall work for it.
"Unfortunately, recent developments have placed
great difficulties in our way. In the announcement
of June 3rd it has been stated that the referendum will
be held in the N.-W. F . P., where the only
alternative which will be put before the electorate of
the "present Legislative Assembly will be whether to
join the Indian Union Constituent Assemly or
Pakistan.
"This limits our choice to the two alternatives,
neither of which we are prepared to accept
We
cannot vote, as we want to vote, for a free Pathan
State. The way this question will be put makes it a
communal question and the people will be confused
because of this communal approach.
" W e do not want to encourage communalism in
our province. W e must also take into consideration
all that has happened in the N.-W. F . P . during the
last few months. •
N
"An organised campaign
of terrorism was
launched by Muslim Leaguers, which resulted in the
murder of hundreds of innocent men, women and
children. Property worth crores of rupees was
destroyed, through loot and arson. The whole
atmosphere is, therefore, surcharged with communal
frenzy and poison.
"Even now, leading members of the Muslim
League are carrying on a raging and tearing
campaign to frighten the people from voting against
them in the referendum.
Evidently, they not only want to prevent tens of
thousands of refugees who have gone out of the
province from voting in the referendum, but they are
threatening others who are in the province by telling
them they will do so at their peril.
"They remind them of horrible outrages which
have disfigured the face of our province during the
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last months.
"Religious passions of the unsophisticated Pathans
are also being aroused by describing the contest
on the present issue as a contest between
"Kaffir"
and "Islam".
"I have tried my utmost to reach a settlement
between various parties concerned. I regret that
this has not been possible, because Mr. Jinnah will
not agree. Perhaps, he thought, that I had seen
him because of our weakness, though I approached
him as a Muslim for maintaining unity amongst the
Muslims. It was not out of weakness that I approached him, but out of strength of our cause and
because of our earnest desire to have peace in the
Frontier, as well as freedom.
"I maintain that a great majority of the Pakhtoons
are for the establishment of a free Pathan
State. With a view to ascertain the will of the people
in this respect, I am prepared for the holding of a
referendum or general elections.
"What are we to do in these circumstances ? I
am convinced that we cannot associate ourselves
with this referendum, because of the difficulties
pointed out above.
"Meanwhile, I would appeal to all kkudai kindmatgars and others, who believe in a free Pathan
State, not to participate in the referendum and
to keep away peacefully from it.
"But this does not mean that we should sit still.
A new struggle has been forced on us. After bringing to a successful conclusion our 18 years' struggle
for freedom against the British Domination, we are
now forced with a new danger. Not only the liberty
of the Pakhtoons, but their very existence is at
stake.
"I, therefore, call upon all Pathans, who have
love of their motherland at heart, to unite and work
for the achievement of our cherished goal.
"However, I wish that even at the eleventh
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I hour Mr.
Jinnah had recognised the justice of
our position and refrained from dividing Pathans
I from Pathans."
•
The statement of Abdul Ghaffar Khan soon brought
/ v the League's peripatetic ^propaganda loudspeakers into
* action.
Malik Firoz Khan Noon and Begum Shah Nawaz
went to Peshawar together.
Malik Sahib was received by the League leaders at
the Railway Station from where he drove straight to
Pakistan Chauk and addressed a meeting presided over
by Fida Mohd. Khan, President of the Peshawar City
2 | Muslim League.
W
"There is mischief in the Hindu-sponsored stunt of
Pathanistan," declared Malik Firo2 Khan Npon. —-^t
is a fraud by which the Hindus are designing to keep the
brave Pathans clinging to the wheels of Hindu chariot
and merge into Hindu Raj to the great disadvantage of
Muslim culture, religion and future progress of Islamic
state of Pakistan.
" T h e declaration of Khan Brothers, that Red Shirts
would not take part in referendum was also misleading.
He appealed to the Pathans not to be misguided by this
I new trick of Khan Brothers, for there might be a trap
for them. It was possible that they might take part in
. referendum at the last moment."
H e exhorted them to beware of all tactics of Khan
Brothers and get ready for the coming referendum.
In the end he said : " T o cast a vote for Pakistan
j is eternal life, and a single vote of Muslims in favour of
/ Hindustan will be ruinous to the cause of Muslim
I solidarity and future progress of Islamic Sovereignity."
Begum Shah Nawaz made an equally melodramatic
appeal for Pathan support.
The referendum, of course, went the way of expectation and the Frontier Province lined up with
Pakistan.
During the referendum, to show his disinterestedness,

1
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Governor Caroe went on a holiday to Kashmir.
Rob
Lockhart earmarked, as Commander-in-Chief of the
Indian Army supervised the referendum—the result of
which was a foregone conclusion.
Jinnah, on the assumption of power did nothing to ••
placate the Khan brothers or the Red Shirts. He re-appointed George Cunningham as Governor to the N.-W.
F . P., no doubt on account of his past services to the
Qaid-e-Azam and his long experience in the Frontier.
Having put a man he could implicitly trust in so important an outpost of his Empire, the Qaid-e-Azam used his
powers under the Pakistan Constitution (there are no
such powers under the Indian Constitution) to direct the
Governor of the N.-W. F . P , to dismiss the Khan Sahib J
Ministry.
And so democracy had its first round with the Qaid-eAzam. It suffered a complete knock out.
*^The Khans retired to Utmari'zaf. Mehar Chand
*
Khanna7 erstwhile Finance Member of the Government,
after being kept in unofficial confinement, was later
arrested on a charge of having unlicen§gd.arms—refused
legal assistance of his choice and convictetL During the
trial he was refused bail. The Sessions Judge, Peshawar,
while considering Khanna's appeal against conviction
admitted him to bail. . The same evening he was again
arrested. The Sessions Judge again bailed him out.
Khanna then proceeded to the aerodrome Jo take a plane
to Delhi to meet his wife, whom he had not seen for
several months. He was again arrested under orders of
N.-W. F . P. Government at the aerodrome.
Abdul Qayum Khan, the present Frontier Premier,
has the lawyer's knack of putting a dubious case with
skill. Accordingly, his messages and statements have
almost invariably the elements of originality.
Since August 15th he has periodically been able to
offer (and threatens) thousands upon thousands of Pathans
in the service of Pakisteiji. Shrewd observers'say that if
the Kashmir invasion was led by Khurshid Anver, Abdul
Qayum was in all likelihood'the principal Ordnance
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officer.
T o Abdul Qayum's Province must go the credit
for finding the men for the Kashmir invasion. Some
men involved are ex-service men from Jhelum and
Rawalpindi, but the bulk come from Hazara and other
parts of the Frontier.
T h e advent of the Muslim Leauge Ministry in the
Frontier has been marked by severe repression. More
than 1000 previous sympathisers with the Congress have
been arrested and are in detention. The Red Shirts and
the Khan brothers are immobilised.
Since the advent of Pakistan, there have been massacres of non-Muslims in Hazara, Dera Ismail Khan and
in Peshawar. Most, if not all, the non-Muslim population
of the Frontier province have migrated or have had to be
evacuated by the Government of India.
Evacuation has, however, not been an easy matter
either for the Government of India or the refugees from
the province.
According to a report by a special correspondent
of the "Hindustan Times":
"
" T h e Peshawar C. I. D. and police are not
permitting non-Muslim passengers who travel by air
. to take with them any valuable clothes or jewellery
I or any other costly affects.
* " T h e planes sent from Delhi to evacuate non-Mus/ lims from Peshawar are not given the take-off signal
by the Peshawar Flying Control unit until the police,
and the C. 1. D. have thoroughly searched the luggage1
I of the passengers and removed every article of value.
'
"Military officers under transfer orders to India are
being deprived of their firearms and a token receipt
signed by a police constable given in return.
Civilians with arms for which they hold a licence are
also being deprived of their arms before they can
board the plane.
/ "If a civilian is carrying more than one pair of
/ shoes, the other pair or pairs are taken away from
I him on the ground that he is not entitled to carry
r

/
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them. The same is true of towels, bed-sheets,
stitched and unstitched clothes. N o new cloth or
clothing is allowed to be carried by non-muslim
passengers. The pica generally put forward is that
clothes and effects in excess of the bane minimum are
the property of Pakistan and, therefore, no nonmuslim has any right over them.
"Pilots flying between Delhi and Peshawar
complain of harassment and ill-treatment of
passengers by the C. I. D. and the police at the
Peshawar aerodrome and of confiscation of their
property and belongings."
Until the matter of searches was raised at several
Inter-Dominion Conferences, refugees from Pakistan
(including the N.-W. F . P.) were often subjected to
humiliating searches. It is stated that a particularly
brutal case of search and abduction at a Pakistan
aerodrome created much trouble at a certain aerodrome

in India.
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EIGHTEEN

Sind.

S

I N D is one of the two provinces created in 1936, the
other being Orissa! Unlike the latter, which has
been carved out on a linguistic basis from three
older provinces, Sind was a compact unit and was
considered a province within a province even before its
separation. . From the point of view of geography,
ethnology afld language, Sind has greater afhnityto the
^Punjab than to Bombay. Nevertheless it had beerT
attached to the Bombay Presidency administratively ever
since its conquest by Sir Char]eg Napjer in 1843.
Sind has art fl.ffa "of~48 r 136 sgn mites and a
population of 4T 535, 008. Of this, the Hindus (including
Scheduled castes) number l f 229, 925 and the Muslims
3, 208, 321T The rest of the population before Pakistan,
was made up of 20,209 Christians; 31,011 Sikhs; 3,687
According to the Census of 1941, 389,333 males and
0, 020 females in the Province of Sind are literate,
epresenting 15.6% and 4. 4% of the total male and
nale pppuration respectively. 138, 249 Muslim males
and 16,416 Muslim females; 231,869 Hindu males and
64, 498 Hindu females are literate. The language. ,o£lhe
province, Sindhi, though it bears many marks of Arabic
arid Persian influence and is written in Perso-Arabic
script, is nearer the original Sanskrit than any other
Indian language. The Hindus are far more advanced
than the Muslims and enjoy a virtual monopoly of the
trade of the province. As against 263 Hindjjjjigrate
mal£s_jjer thousand, only^44_Muslims per 1^000
literate; 51 per 1WU liteTate Hindu females-compare
against 5 literate muslim Females. The number of
those literate^n~EHglish are 119 per 10,000—186 per
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10,000 males and 34 per 10,000 females.
Out of fflgfiry 100 workers in Sind 59 are engaged in
agriculture and animal husbandry. Ten percent I r e
engaged in manufacturing industries, most of which are,
however, of the cottage type, there being very few
factories in Sind.
The cultivable area of the province is mostly commanded by the recently constructed Sukkur Barrage and
Sind canals, which, with other canals and the Indus
river itself, supply water to 7,500,000 acres. The Barrage
works have cost nearly_J4 ^rorf^of rupees. The Sindhi
agriculturist is gradually becoming alive to the perennial
regulated supply of irrigation and his outlook is becoming brighter. The rapidity with which lands supplied by
the Barrage system are being taken up augurs well for the
success of the scheme and the prosperity of the province
as a whole. Already there has been a growth in the
production of long staple cotton, all of which is easily
absorbed by Indian textile mills.
If the Barrage becomes all that is expected of it,
Karachi mav have to handle in l^ou a yfiry lamp nnrtinn
of the produce mentioned apove of the Barrage produce
and also the nroduce from 429.800 acres of Dubari cropped
land. That this is not altogether Utopian is evident
from the fact that within seven years of the commencement of Barrage operations, that is, by the end of 1941
the following acres were under cultivation in the Barrage
| Zone : 1,078,488 acres under wheat. 859.888 acres
under cotton and 598, 811 acres under rice.
Knmrhi Pnlrktmyq (^oy^\ capital, according to the
special correspondent of the "Statesman," is still, as it
always has been, something of a place apart.
It started
some centuries ^igo as an obscure fishing village which
later, according to some, developed a small slave
market
When, after Napier's conquest oi bind, it
became the area's principal town, the new Karachi began
to grow to the south of the Indian township.
It grew gradually, as a miniature and imitation Bombay, under whose administration Sind was placed, alrpost
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as an English town in the later Victorian manner. Apart
from the tprtuo»s gfrrf*^ pf the sprawling and undistinguished old to^yn. there is noth^pff notablv Tndfap ahonf
Karachi. It is rather a mixture of the Middle East and
.ngfond. Its main skylme is provided by a few unnecessak*ily doomed business buildings, the steeple of an Anglican church and the Victorian architectural monstrosity,
called Frere Hall, all turrets and a belfry.
The shopping centres, though there are now few English shops, might easily belong to a minor English south
coast town. The more modern blocks of flats in Victoria
Stregt are in the American maimer.
'
'
Thirty years""ago, apart from British residents,
Karachi was mainly a Gujerati town. Today its population atleast three to four times as numerous ? is variousl}'
"'
Sindhi
larkrani T Cutchi. andTpartly
and
by recent
T Pathan T Markrani.
forced migration Bihari and Punjabi. Speaking in terms
of religion, whereas until last August the population
was predominantly Hindu, with Muslims a good second,
Muslims .now predominate, with Chnstians_(jncludin tr•
Europeans) second, Farsis third and Hinduslast.
Sind was more or less trouble-Tree till the beginning
of September.
" The 55 U p passenger train of the Jodhpur Railway
was derailed between Nawabshah and Satiabad mreh~was
then attacked by a mob of about iii^xxi strongs T h e
/ engine andHIl thd~n5ogies went off the rails.
Several
^ ^ j V j v e r e killed and many others injured. The driver and the
^ W ' v g u a r d saved themselves by jumping out only a few
'
seconds prior to the disaster.
• i
T h e passengers, who were mostly Sikh refugees, are
• y^ I reported to have been butchered
The Chief Traffic Manager of Jodhpur Railway,
Bombay, wired as follows '
"Due to the removal of one rail bv saboteurs 1 5g U p
mixed train which left Nawabshah at 11-40 hours on September lstT was deraifed at mile 22 between Nawabshah
and Shafiabftd'at 12-5 hour. The engine capsized and
two wagons derailed."

I
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The result was that a few retaliatory incidents occurred on the trains to Sind. The situation, however, did
not deteriorate as far as the East Puniat^ as a lodhpur
Military Commander is reported to nave informed the
District Magistrate pt Nawabshah thpf hft would send
back a hundred corpses for every ,opg he rfy.pivftd.
TTIP
incidents came to an end as it was believed in Pakistan
that the fodhpur Commander yr\mr\t;. hiisinpss.
But searches of refugees continued in spite of Dominion agreements to the contrary. According t° a press
report published in fthq Hindustan TJHIfiS °f Delhi
(October 11th) :
" T h e recent agreement between the Governments
of India and Pakistan not to effect searches of
evacuees in the two dominions and to allow them to
carry their personal luggage and movable property
is "a dead letter in^ several parts of Sind. Searches
of all passengers at most of the railway stations and
of those travelling by buses are still continuing.
'These searches are not only repeated at three
to four places on route during a passenger's journey
from one place to another, but they are held even
in case of those passengers travelling from one place
to another within the province itself. Passengers
travelling by bus to nearby places, such as between
Sukkur and Shikarpur, are also searched and their
personal belongings, on which no ban exists, are
taken away by the police, for whom this new duty
has proved to be a profitable business.
"In Nawabshah District the minorities, which once
consisted of several thousand families, have dwindled
to a considerable extent, many of them having been
murdered and the rest converted A large number
have also migrated, leaving their buildings, lands,
business concerns and other properties or disposing
of them at low prices.
" T h e manner in which the non-search agreement
between the Governments of India and Pakistan and
the orders of both the Pakistan and Sind Govern-
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ments are ignored by the Nawabshah Muslim collcctor, Mr. Masood, long sififfi known fqr; hi? maladministration, can be realized from his three-week-old
order disallowing any non-Muslim going from
the district tfl C&rrv more than 13 Ip. of even used
clothes, and from his reecnt order that no one leaving Nawabshah can take with himelf more than
KsTlO/- in cash. This applies" not only to persons
traveiling to places outside Sind but even to those
travelling l o a place in Sind itself.
"It is known that Sind Government have passed
no such orders restricting people to taking with them
not more than Rs. 10/- when travelling whether
inside or outside Sind."
A Hindu bania carrying Rs. 260/- was left with only
Rs. 107% His plea that he was prepared to rtiturn home
and hence he should be handed back the amount, was not
accepted. Another Hindu passenger, carrying Rs. 50/gave the, ha fence o{ T^s. 40/- to a relative, who came, to
give him cLsend.-off« but a Muslim National Guard caught
hold of him and took him to a police sub-inspector? telling
mm that the man had been given a pistol
to_canx._back.
The Hindu relative was thereupon taken to the police
station. A zamindar, who was travelling to Sakrand, a
suburb of Nawabshah, with Rs. 50/- as petty cash for
making payments to his harts (peasants) for cottonpicking, had his amount confiscated.
Searches at Nawabshah became more stringent and
harassing. Fountain-pens, watches, radios, sewing machines, etc., kept for personal use were seized. Gold buttons worn by persons not being spared. The persons of
women were also being searched and even nose-rings were
removed and confiscated. A Hindu "Bhaibuid" vehemently prot^gtgd_a£a[ngtthe removal of hie old mother's
nose-ring (asign ol'soling y that is, non-widowhood^ but_his
protests weredisregarded and the nose-ring was confiscated] A woman was stripped naked in the waiting-room
for the purpose of search, while a Hindu male had his dhon
removal on the platform for this purpose. While the
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search of the boxes of a woman was being conducted,
three Muslim National Guards snatched some clothes and
attempted to run away, but on her shouting, the station
master and some policemen chased the National Guards
and recovered from them all the clothes. No arrest was,
however made.
A teacher from thcjnofussilr-who had come to Nawabshah to withdraw from the bank the salaries of the staff,
was deprived of Rs. 196/- and left with only Rs. 10/-.
Retired Government servants living in the mofussil, who
usually come to Nawabshah Treasury, to get their pensions
cashed, cannot now go back to their homes with their
money. Hindus are not allowed to withdraw more than
Rs. 2 0 / - t o fts. 257-from their accounts in the post-office.
According t o t h e ''Statesman" between August 31st
and DecembSTTOraTtotal of 1,37,328 Hindus jgfr'Kflranhi
—roughly halt the Hindu population, and they_are still on
the^move. Most of them have gone by boat to Bombay,
otherg~By rail via Jodhpur, and a few up-country to the
Punjab or Delhi There has been almost no loss of life
among the Hindus and most of them have been able to
dispose of their property before leaving. Their exodus is
due partly to nervousness and, more lately, to aggressiveness over property on the part of Punjabi refugees.
The Sindhi Muslim hag, on thft whole, behaved himself
well in the matter of leaving his Hindu neighbours untroublea. The SikhsT afwnvr a-ftmaH ijomrminitv ip Karachi
itself have almost disappeared, although therf; wfiffi rn^'igh
leIt-Jg_ make"a^"cohgregation in the gurdwara on Guru
Nanak's birthday.
Up-country, especially near^Nawabshah»—lnfi£^_are Sikh zamindars still in occupation and
working, though a few of them have been converted to
Islam. It was in the middle districts of Sind, particularly near Larkana, that minorities suffered.
At^a rflcept Press confernce Mr.M.A. K h u h r o ^ S i n d
premier, j:ftvipwpd -ih&- situation in the province, which,
he said, was quite satisfactory. However, there have been
a few incidents of highway robbery and one or two murders
in Karachi. Those incidents, he said, could be stopped
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if the man in the street acted courageously and helped
in tackling law-breakers. Both armed and unarmed patrols had been provided in different quarters of the city.
Mr. Khuhro said that his Government had taken adequate measures and normal trade channels had been restored and cotton Zoning and rice-huskin^r mills-had
begun working.
Referring to the evacuation of people from Sind, the
Premier said that although his Government had done
everything to create confidence in them—and he was glad
that some of the Hindu leaders co-operated with him in
stopping the exodus—most of the accredited representatives of the Sind Hindus had withheld their co-operationMisguided Hindu officials and Government pensioners had sent out their families. H^jrgfidLthfim tn g pf
them back, otherwise the Sind Government would...-be
compelled to revise its attitude towards^them.
>rrespon£l
ave
itatesman's"
an interesting accountj>f
'—well worth prescrFor the past 30 years as an independent province,
Sind has grown increasingly self-reliant in essentials. Coal
was needed mainly for railways to reach up to the Punjab
rather than for the essential requirements of Sind itself.
Thus Sind and Karachi arose with a steadily growing
population, drawn mainly from nearing areas until air
travel made the city a transit camp for Indian
and world movement. This, again, merely helped to
enrich the place and increase its importance rather than
bring it more closely into the world and, until last
August, Karachi, ItyjiA/s tidiest town continued its placid,
unhurried r and remote life.
Most of the shops owned by people of one community
have changed hands, not brutally or by compulsion, but by
sale—recently at quite profitable figures, including realization for goodwill. Hincjfu signboards are stjH up in. Rlphinstone Street—particularly those of drapers, doctoi
dentists and curio dealers—and one sees them also in the
other main Streets. Muslim signboards predominate,
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not merely because of recent purchase from Hindus but by
new construction. In Victoria Road, formerly an empty
stretch of land, hundreds of Muslim and some Hindu shops
have been built and a busy new thoroughfare sprung
to life.
Thus, the first impression of thisjiouhlv capital city—
Pakistan's federal centre and Slnd's provincial headquarters—is that it is but the old town writ rather larger and
with a more heavily Muslim content
The British flag
has disappeared—except at the High Commissioner's—
and the green and white flag of Pakistan floats in the sea
breeze in its place, the red fez and the Jinnah cap are as
freqffenTin the streets here as igBthe"SiHTft»je7y/' m i teFKTf- / >
here are no scars ; the
otherwise all seems as before.
There
camel still moves at his imperturbable pace ; the most
modern super stream-lined cars, so frequent and strident in
Delhi, are fewer and better behaved. Only in two ways of
misbehaviour are the Dominion capitals similar —Pakistan
cyclists also travel at night without lights (but net the
motorists, as in Delhi), and many of the
^hiirrx-iviUla^
especially tne Cutchis, are as dishonest a n J truculent in
Paklsian/s capital as the tongawallas of Hindustan.
T a a m e n the world over are apparently uniformly
rapacious.
Karachi's hotels are crowdec], f-xpensive and wjth one
or two exceptions, ^hnhhily fnrninhH
Air transit traffic
parfJy accounts tor the crowding, though the housing
shortage, fording the more wealthy homeless into hotels,
has hel{)ed to raise prices. Housing, as elsewhere, is one
of Karachi's major rackets and, as in Delhi, is closely connected with the refugee problem.
Refugees, of whom there are about 100,000? are
accommodatectiTT a uuTTTTm the old town and at a reccptioq^amp behind the racecourse. Some of them spend
m uchoTtheir time bullying Hindus to leave their houses—
mainly in fhe Frere Koad-Bunder l^oad area—and overcrowding rrHttmses is as bad as anywhere in India or
Pakistan.
Many
senior officials are
themselves
homeless, and 30 to 40 residents in Hindu and
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Muslim homes is not exceptional. Beggars, previously
rafely^seen in the newer streets of Karachi, move around
the Secretariat buildings and in the main streets, although
not in large numbers.
Pakistan's capital is boom town for the lucky ; for
the unlucky there is huddled overcrowding in an unsympathetic city with slim chances of employment and urgent
official hints to move on elsewhere where work—unpopular
with some of the refugees—is more likely to be found.
The Sind Government has profited bv the experience
fof WestJgunjab.ia.thfi. matter-of- minorities and, takes, the
I vigflr:
Firstly—minority
population, Hindus and Sikhs
particularly ayg eCQn.ornir.ally most desirable assets-to-thc
couptry and although more than 600 crores capital has gone
out to Bombay and neighbouring States as a result of the
Punjab events, it can come back if minorities can be
induced to stay or return.
Secondly—minority
population a ^ good politics 1
hostages.
Thirdly—Replacement—xaL-prosperous
Hindus by
large number ot impecunious Muslim refugees will mean
that the development oi the province will be indefinitely
retarded.
Accordingly, the Associated Press indicated on December 13th that the Government ot bind is understoooTEo
have^cpressed its inability to the (jovernrngpfr Q£—Pakistan t o t a k e the full quota of five lakh of Muslim refugees
fixeoHyjne conterence^Tthe Premiers of Pakistan '"provinces recently.
~~
~
TAe~Sind Premier, who attended the conference
held at Lahore the previous week, is said to have agreed
that Sind would settle 1,50,000 refugees during the next
six months. He would, however fake more refugees as
soon as there were opening on land and industry.
It may be mentioned that ^ n d frad a i i ^ d y received
2.44,000 Muslim refugees'
vAr- Khuhro at an earlier press conference had
already made the position of his Government clear.
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Explaining the rehabilitation of refugees, he said, there
was hardly any room now for more refugees in the province. Only a limited number of people who were in a
position to start business on a large .or. .small scale o£_
their pwnT skilled technicians, Qualified Engineers and
nnrWo^Agq^TiTf-Tnrigtg n n d T ihnnn*r<s r o i i l d he ahgorbefl

Concluding, the Premier appealed for active cooperation from the press, particularly the Hindu Press,
and hoped that the Press Advisory Committee would be
able to exert a healthy influence upon it and help in
giving a reorientation to "wayward papers."
It is difficult yet to gauge the success attained by the
ex-PremTer of "Bengal, M r ET- Si £nhrawajdurd*»-inff his
two peace missions to K n r 3 £ ^"
He addressed meetings
of a few ^communities, but the exodus continued unabated
and there is a greater than ever demand for sea passages
to Bombay and Kathiawar Ports. The only apparent
outcome of his last visit was the formation of a joint
committee of Congress, Muslim League, Hindu and Parsi
Leaders, whose aim is to "take concerted measures for
restoring confidence in the minority community and to
stop further exodus of Hindus from Sind."
At the same time, the Sind Governor, Mr. Ghulam
Hussain^idayatullah,. resumed his peace mission tour of
the city and addressing a meeting in a central glace, he
told the audience : JJJ have been asked Bv Oa.id-e-Az;im
Jinnahtogive y o u a m e s ^ ^ ^ t h a t ,h<^does noF want the
minorities to leave~Sind._Hc is~opposefj to exchange of
population and even Gandhjji hag apfcpH yrm tn c iay_
where you are."
While the Sind Governor and Premier were trying
to instil confidence among the minorities, Ministers of the
Pakistan Government have begun to address meetings
of the majority community and urging Muslims to
afford full protection to minorities. Sar<for Ahdur ^ s h
enemies of the Statfi, ^n^mi^g nf t^ Qajd-^-Azam Q nd
enemies of Islam." He told them further,that it was the
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right of every citizen of Pakistan to expect protection
from the State, but it was the duty of the majority
community to go to the rescue of those who were in
danger, jf only Abdur R a b Nishtar and other members
of the QaFd-e-Azam's Direct Action Committee had realised this point earlier, both India an3 Pakisfrp wpuld
have been spared the horrors of 1947. "
Until the recent wanton and brutal attack,on a party
of Sikh refugees (women and children) there have been~no
massToffings in Sind such as frherf. hqvp h<*p.n \n \yest and
I'ast Funjafa. JjuFthis incident and the massacre in Quetta
have been a sharp reminder to the minorities in Sind and
BalucHIstan that tney are hostages.
" yuite a number, therfore, have migrated and are
migrating for no other reason than panic. As to whether
their fears were justified or not, the future can only
tell.
Shikarpur has been very largely evacuated and so
too Larkharat and Sqtkur. Karachi and Hyderabad
have also been senoflsiy ' affected.
It cannot7however, be said that Sindhis have migrated from Pakistan solely in panic. Quite a number were
killed at Nawabshah District and there have been
some stabbings in Karachi and Hyderabad as well.
But more than the killings, thntrqatmo.ni^iL mi nor it ics
has been quite as brutal as in some other parts of Pakist a n A t the refugee camp aFChembur (which 1 was able
to visit—thanks to the courtesy of Mr. & Mrs Lalvani of
Malatlal Park Bombay), where there are more than
4,50(J refugees trom bind, almost all were previously wejl
settled in life and prosperous I lieard several stories of the
way in which minorities in Siqd were being treated. One
group of women mentioned that they lived together in nearby houses in Hyderabad. One night a number of women
visited them and asked to stay on as they were refugees
(from East Punjab). On refusal, a hue and cry was
raised that they were being molested. The police arrived,
took away all the menfolk of the houses into custody. A
crowd did the rest of the work, put one set of women out
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and another set of women in. There have been a number
of evictions in Karachi, the Pakistan Metropolis, where
during the absence oi meniolk at work, womenfolk' have
been put on the road and others have walked in and at
the point of the revolver or the dagger have taken possession not only of the premises but also of all the belongings. _ That is how Karachi is meeting -its housing problem. Those fortunate not to be yet evicted have made
it a rule not to leave their homes as far as possible, and if
any of the male members of a family has to go out he
endeavours to leave sufficient persons behind to handle ;
small mob if necessary.

*

The police is indifferent to reports of forcible eviction.
"These are matters for the Civil Courts", they tell the
victims. " G o and, fifc ^ gnit."
viction is not, however, the only manner of harrassment of non muslims in Pakistan.
Officers for whom
Government has to provide accommodation are deliberately
moved about from place to place at short notice. A
striking instance of this kind is the case of Mr. Thadani.
usine Judge of the Chief Court of Karachi, Since
has had to vacate four houses consecutively
on thegbund that they were required for Pakistan officials.
~
ladani opted for Pakistan inspite of the advice of
his best friends.
Some Hindu Government servants, who had sent
away their families have been given the option of bringing back their families or being treated as having left the
service without leave—an option that is certainly profitable either way for Pakistan. More hostages—and more
valuable certainly, are women—or a vacancy for one of
the many unemployed officers from Hindustan plus financial gain by forfeiture of pension and provident funds.
I .reiving SinH js nn pasv matterr however. Thft
policy of t h e Sind Government has not been on a level
with the" policy of the Pakistan Government! While
therefore, the Pakistan Prime Minister has - entered into
an understanding with the Indian Government representatives, the former in many cases acted without his hosts.
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and particularly in the matter of the searches to which
refugees were to be subjected. And so, in spite of interDominion agreements searches at Hyderabad and other
stations continued. Evacuees from Sind
^ p * pnt
allowed to take their spectacles on the ground that they
Were ppt'ffil instrnmfmts.

?

The people who have suffered most Dy the exodus, is
the shopkeeping class, who have not been allowed to bring
away their stocks. On the whole however, it is the rich
and the very poor classes who have n^graffy^ th& former
to save tneir wealth and t\\f\ l o t t ^ >h p i r l i v ^ g
The
former sent away their jewellery and cash balances to
Bombay and the Rajputana in good time. A man follows
his wealth as he follows his nose.
So there is a large number of wealthy refugees
arrived in Bombay from Sind. While they have added
to the already difficult housing .problem of Bombay and
raised the value of the upugree" from 3,000/- to 30,000/rupees they have brought about immense increase in the
City's prosperity. They are an enterprising race, and
wherever a Sindhi may find himself, he makes money
for himself and remits to Karachi. He will still make
money but will not remit to Karachi. He will probably
remit to Bombay and to Chembur, which though now a
camp of straw huts may one day be the New Karachi.
The Government of Sind likf* HIP Qnvprrm^ n t g
of Frontier province and East Bengal has shown a
_ provincialism that does not bode well for the future.
Sind hasTjuite Qpenlv retused to ta^g mor ft tharT two
hundred and httv thousand refugees,from East Punjab
unless they~are skilled artisans. In as much as the bulk of
the refugees from East Punjab are anything but skilled
artisans, the embargo is complete. Sind is afraid that with
Punjabi Muslims coming in large numbers in Sind may
lose its provincial character. The differences between
Khuhro. Premier of Sind, and Liaqat Ali .Khan,
Premier ot Pakistan, on this matter have not been
rrenlvf^ pp to thi§ tirn£7
Khjfcnr ~alsp— wants
the Sindhi M^gUmsto have th? feneftt of the Hindu
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exodus. He does not see why Punjabi refugees .should
have these in preference to the Muslims—of—Sind.
Khuhro has^ the same objection to taking non-Sindhi
Muslim officers who have opted for Pakistan.
Khuhro's difficulties are emphasised by the fact that
s Karachi is the capital of Pakistan and not only of
Sind, as Premier of the province he has a secondary importance in a town in which he had a much greater importance in pre-Pakistan days.
T h e Sind Cabinet today has not the reputation of
corruption and dishonesty of some of its predecessors. It
is presided over by a man, who gets a pleasurable satisfaction in the exodus of minorities, without having, howevcj, to answer for their lives. Khuhro has been one of
Jinnah's right hand men in Sind for several years 2 an
inveterate opponent of Allahbux, a former Premier of
Sind. _.. While Allahbux lived, he was a formidable
fortress against both Jinnah and the League, The
landslide in Sind came only when Allahbux was
murdered.
It was widely believed at the time that Allahbux was
murdered by his political opponents. After prolonged
investigations, the police put up a case in which the
approver made the statement that Khuhro had instigated
the murder. The Chief Court of Sind enquired why
Khuhro had not been put on trial. After that it was
imperative that Khuhro should be brought to trial but he
was acquitted by the Sessions Judge. Perhaps another
Judge would have come to different conclusions on the
evidence, but Khuhro lost nothing in Jinnah's eyes.
The Governor of Sind, Ghulam Hussain Hidayat
Ullah, has We.li^ie JbliucilOil 6f bfelflg th6 only Pakistani
injbrty millions, whom the yaid-e-Azam could trust with
a ^Governorship At the time ot his appointment as
Governor, Ghulam Hussain was Premier o Sind.""From
1928 to 1934 Ghulam Hussain was member of the
Executive Council of the Bombay Government. He was
elected to the Indian Legislative Assembly in 1934 and'
joined Jinnah's Independent Farty. He has loyal
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followed Jinnah. On the Qaid-e-Azam's return from
London at the end of 1946 Ghulam Hussain offered him
a sanctuary for several weeks, when top—ranking
leaders of the League believed they may be arrested on
warrants by the Central Government for subversive
activities.
"No warrant from Nehru or Patel will be executed
in Sind", he assured Jinnah.
Sind, also through Ghulam Hussain, offered to declare itself a Sovereign republic if the British Government
went ahead with the Cabinet Mission Plan.
Of considerable influence behind . the scenes at
Karachi is Yusuf Haroon, the President of the Sind
Provincial Muslim League. Yusuf is the ..son of Sir
Abdullah Haroon, well kjiowjunUlionair* a 17^ phjlfuifhrnphisToTKarachi. Yusuf has put his fortune to good use.
Although he could have a political appointment for the
asking, he is more interested in the financial prospects of
Pakistan.
If it were not for the political uncertainty that hangs
like a thick pall over Pakistan and which is enough to
scare away capital, Karachi and Sind would have been
set fair for a period of great prosperity.

I

CHAPTER NINETEEN

Baluchistan

S

O M E matters relating to Baluchistan have

__ " been denlt

with*

Ballichista,nf "

already

alrrerly ctaf-P*^

comprises the territory bounded by the borders of Sind and
thg^Pgfalat onJtHe east, the Arabian Sea on the South.
Persia on the West and Afghanistan and the NorthWest Frontier Province on the North.
T h e most
important division
of Baluchistan is as follows :
1. The Kalat State, including Kalat proper or the
Niabats under the direct control of the Khan; the division
of Sara wan, Jhalawan and Kachhi ; Makran with its two
divisions of Kech and Panjgur ; and the Chiefships of
Las Bela and Khoran,
2. The Bolan Pass.
3. The Marri Bugti tribal area.
4. British (Nalkistani) Baluchistan.
9476 sq.

miles.
5.

The assigned Niabats of Quetta, Nushki and
Nasirabad. 44,345 square miles.
6. Chagai and the Sinjerani country.
7. Bori and Zhob tribal area.
Of these divisions, (1) and (2) are included in the
Kalat Agency, Kalat State being under political control
while the Bolan Pass is administered by the Political
Agent of Kalat in accordance with paras 2, 3 a n d 4 of
the Agreement of 1883.
T h e territory of the Marris and Bugtis has been
administered separately from Kalat by the Agent t o the
Governor General since the Treaty of Jacobabad in 1876.
It is included in the Sibi Agency.
,
British
Baluchistan,
including Sibi,
Pishin,
Chaman and Shorarud, was acquired in 1897 by annexation from Afghanistan after the second Afghan W a r .
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The Kalat
Niabats of Quetta, Nushki
and
Nasirabad are held from the Khan on a quit rent, the
latter two in perpetuity, and are included in the districts
of Quetta, Chagai and Sibi respectively.
A
Chagai and the Sinjerani country, which came
under British administration by the demarcation of the
Indo-Afghan boundary in 1896, and are politically
administered, are included in the Chagai Agency.
The Bori and Zhob tribal areas, which came under
the British administration in 1889-90, are administered
by the Political Agents, Loralai and Zhob respectively.
The administration of Baluchistan under the Govt.
of India Act, which is still the constitution of Pakistan, is
run by the Agent to the Governor General, who is also
Chief Commissioner and Resident of the states.
Quetta, which is the seat of the administration and
is the principal town in Baluchistan and one of the best
laid-out cantonments in the world has been the scene
of communal riots since the advent of Pakistan.
The principal occupation of the people is agriculture,
care of animals and provision transport. The country
is very largely barren, but its fruit gardens are famous,
and constitute the main industry of Baluchistan.
The
advent of Pakistan, however, had a deliterious effect on
the fruit trade. The exodus of Hindus and Sikhs from
Pakistan, who are the great fruit eaters and the
disruption of transport on the N. W . Rly. virtually
spelt ruin to the fruit trade. Prospects for the next crop
are also dismal.
KALAT
i

Kalat (including Las Bela and Khoran) has an area
of_73jQ00 sq. miles and constitutes the most important
section ot Baluchistan• The nucleus of the Kalat State was
formed from the few tracts of irrigated land in the immediate neighbourhood of Kalat. Abont.thp 1 *ith Xentury
the Dehwar inhabitants of the tracts, finding themselves
unable to withstand jhft depreciations of Pathan a n d
Prahui tribes, invited Brahui Chief to rule over and
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protect them. The dynasty thus formed, brought in five
tribes of their own kin, still known as the Khan's Ulus r
and later formed a loose alliance with other Brahui
tribes and tribes of Pathan origin, which acquired the
language and customs and later the name of Brahui.
The first noteworthy Khan of Kalat was Abdulla
Khan. At the commencement of the eighteenth century,
he affected to be independent of the Delhi empire, and
reduced several provinces to his rule. During the reign
of his son Mahabat Khan, Nadir Shah invaded India,
annexed the whole of the territories west of the Indus.
On the dismemberment of the Persian Empire after the
death of Nadir Shah, Kalat formed part of the territories
over which Ahmad Shah Abdali established his supremacy. - Mahabat Khan, who was unpopular with his
Chiefs, was disposed by Ahmad Shah, and his younger
brother Nasir Khan was appointed to rule in his stead.
From this time the power remained with younger branch of
the family, till the attempt which the British Government
made after the first Afghan War to change the succession.
In 1862 the Khan of Kalat signed an Agreement by
which the boundary between Sind and Kalat was defined.
A portion of this boundary, on the border of the Shikarpur
district, was for some years disputed, but was finally settled in 1887 by an order of the Government of India.
In 1867 the Ruler of Kalat was granted a permanent
salute of 19 guns*<v
The Telegraph agreements were made directly or indirectly with the Khan in 1861, 1862, 1863, 1869 and
1870, as well as with certain Chiefs of Persian
Baluchistan in 1869.
The history of Kalat after the restoration of Khudadad Khan was marked by constant conflicts between
the Khan and his turbulent subjects. Taj Muhammad
Khan t {foe Chief of fllft JkUawan^ country, was taken _
pfisoner and placed in confinement, where he soon afterwards died: and the Jam of Las Bela was forced to take
refuge in British territory. But in 1871 a combination
of the Brahui Chiefs ended in open rebellion. The
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causes of their discontent were alleged to be the resumption by the Khan of their hereditary lands and the
introduction of changes which deprived them of their
share in the administration. Finding himself unable to
coerce his subjects, the Khan asked for British aid and
delegated to the Commissioner in Sind full powers to
mediate a settlement. Thp rmlronfpnts yf&re. summoned
to Jacobabad, and arrangement was effected bj_ which
the Khan consented to restore t o the Sardars their
confiscated lands; to grant them the allowances customary
in the time of Nasir Khan II; and to allow them to live on
their estates so long as they paid him proper allegiaace.
They, on the other hand, were to restore all property
plundered during their rebellion, the Khan consenting to
forego all claims in regard to his own property. The
opportunity was taken to impress upon the Sardars the
duty of obedience to the legitimate authority of the Khan,
and to warn the Khan that high-handed interferences
with
the rights of his subjects would
not be
countenanced.
The ruler of the Kalat State is Major His Highness
Sir Ahmed Yar Khan G . C . I. E. Eaglar Begi, Amir-ult Amara" Ghalib Jung Bahadur,
Khan
of Kalat.
His Highness succeeded to the Khanete in 1933. His
^ state, comprising over 20000 sq v miles was
the
f largest state in India. The population according to the
*• 1931 census was aEout 3,50,000.
In the course or the constitutional negotiations, the
Khan came to Delhi, and later went to Delhi to press for
recognition as an independent state. In view of the
provisions of the Independence Act and the strategic and
international importance of Kalat as lying on the frontier
of Persia and the Gulf, the claim of the Khan for Independence was well placed. But he got po enconfftffSpTfinr
from Mr. Jinnah.
i
Kalat must be considered to be a territory in which
/ t h e PakistaiTaflniinistration has yet to establish its credit.

—
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CHAPTER TWENTY

T h e Acceding States

O

N T H E matter of accession of the States there appears
to be no consistent policy on the part of Pakistan.
One rule has been claimed for Junagadh and another in
regard to Kashmir.
' t h e Pakistan contention is that the accession by
the Nawab of Junagadh was a valid accession and the
"invasion" of Junagadh from Indian territory, a violation of
Pakistan territory. In the case of Hyderabad too, Pakistan
views that the matter of accession is for the Ruler to decide.,
A difterent contention, however, is advanced inregard to . \r,
Kashmir, where the accession by the Ruler has been regard-1 •
ed as act of treachery. Pakistan has refused to recognise the
Kashmir accession, just as the Indian Government has
refused to recognise the Junagadh accession.
The position of the Government of India might also
appear somewhat debatable if Junagadh and Kashmir ^
are taken together. But there is greafdeal of fair argils *
ment that may be advanced on behalf of India. The
Government of India has taken up one definite position,
namely, that in the matter of accession it is the will of the
people and not the will of the. Ruler that has to determine
the matter, tor according to this vievy, sov^ignT.y nf thn
States rests in thepeopie and not with the Ruler. Agcord*ingly, the Indian Dominion was no doubt prepirrd to see
Kashmir loin Pakistan and expected Hyderabad. Bhopal,
J unagadh and other States with a non-Muslim majorities
accede to india. Bhopal unwillingly acceded to India.
The heart of the Ruler was in Pakistan while the heart
of his subjects was at home. Some straight talking by
Lord Mountbatten to the Nawab settled Bhopal's accession, although he engaged Sir Zafrullah Khan as Constitutional Adviser and paid a special visit to Karachi for
•

*
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the purpose of consulting the O^id-e-Azam. Hyderabad
put off the matter of accession on one pretext or
anotKer;
""^Pakistan forced the hands of the Ruler. Fortunately at the time the Maharaja of Kashmir took the wise
decision in co-operating with Sheikh Abdullah, the popular
leader of Kashmir, in seeking accession to India. Even
then the Government of India stipulated a referendum
after hostilities on the matter of the finality of the accession. This some-what unnecessary concession to Pakistan did not, however, bring hostilities to an end. Pakistan preferred a settlement by force of arms.
Taking the cue from Pakistan that accession disputes could be settled by reference to the army, the
Government of India took Junagadh after a request from
the Prime Minister Sir Shah Nawaz Bhutto, that they
would be welcome. The Nawab had previously fled
to Karachi with his family and jewels valued at more
than two crores of rupees. He also cashed securities of
the value of 49 lacs of rupees.
B A H A W A L P U R
, Of all the States that have acceded to Pakistan, by
far the most important is Bahawalpur.
Bounded on the North-East by the District of Ferozepur; on the East and South by the Rajputana States
of Bikaner and Jaisalmcre; on the South-West by.Siod;
on the North-West by the Indus and Sutlej river. Its area
is 20T000 sQuarsJttiles.
The State is about 320 miles, in length and about 60
miles wide, is divided^Jengthwise into three great strips.
these, tfie first is a part of the Great.Indian-Desert;
the Central track which is as barren as the uplands of
the Western Punjab, has mostly been rendered capable
of cultivation by the net work of Sutlej valley canals
constructed recently; and the third a fertile alluvial
tract j n the river yall^TIs.caHed-Jllfi-^aind. The State
is a major partner in the great Sutlej Valley Project.

'
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The Ruling family is descended from the Abbasside
Khalifs of "Baghdad. The tribe originally 'came from
Sind, and assumed independence during the dismemberment of theDurranrErhpire" In the Treaty of Lahore
in 1809 with Ranjit Singh the State boundary was confined to the right bank of the Sutlej.
The" first treaty between Bahawalpur and the *
East India Company was negotiated in 1823 for regulating among other matters, traffic on the Indus. It secured
the independence of the Nawab within his own territories
and opened up the traffic on the Indus and Sutlej. During the first Afghan War the Nawab rendered assistance
to the British and was rewarded by grant of territory
and a life pension. On his death, his heir being minor for
a time, the administration of the State was in the hands
of the British authorities. The present Ruler is Lt. Col.
Dr. Al-Haj His Highness Rukan-ud-Daula-Nusrat-i-Jung3
SaiFuJ-Daflla Hafizul-Mulk Mukhlisud-Daula, Wa-Muinud-Daula Nawab Sir Sadiq Muhammad Khan Sahib
Bahadur Abbasi, who was born in 1904 and succeeded in
•1907. During his minority the State was managed by a
Council of Regency which ceased to exist in March 1924, \
when His Highness the Nawab was invested with full
powers. His Highness is now assisted in the administration of his State by a Prime Minister, K. B. Mushtaq
Ahmed Qurmani,a capable administrator.
The chief crops are cotton and wheat. The LahoreKarachi branch of the North Western Railway passes
through the State.
The State maintains an Imperial
Service Unit (1st Bahawalpur Infantry) and other State
force units, Garrison Companies, M. T. Company and
a Mountain Battery.
;
There is also a State owned Railway of 168 miles of
which 84 miles have been temporarily lifted.
This is
managed for the State by the North Western Railway.
As a border State, Bahawalpur is most concerned in
the event of an Indo-Pakistan War. Bahawalpur, apart
_ /from an invasion from the east, would be faced with hav•J I ing its water supply cut off at Sulainpnk? H^dworkni
\
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The ruler is a sagacious man. He made the only
choice open to him. His decision was governed by the
award of the Boundary Commission.
If Sulaimanke
Headworks had been awarded to India, Bahawalpur
would have acceded to India.
If the Ruler is a broadminded man, his subjects are
not so broadminded. According to a Press note issued
by the Information Department of the Government of
India, more than 100,000 non-Musiims_ are unaccounted
for in the State, indicating that approximately this number
l has been murdered or abducted since August 15th.
There has been a general exodus of non-Muslims
from the State since it acceded to Pakistan.
Like Pakistan, it is more or less a one-denominational State
STATES OF THE FRONTIER
The States of the North-West Frontier acceding to
Pakistan arfi Amk-Phulera, Dhir, Swat and Chitral. The
areas and population are as follows :
Amb area 225
Phulera
50 _
Dir
3000
^Swat
4000
Chitral
4000

sq. miles
5)
59

Population

47,916
-AZ5Z
119,477
446,014
107,906

^f.
AMB S T A T E
Area 225 square miles, including trans-border
territory, population; 47,916.
The Ruler is Nawab Sir Mohammed Farid Khan,
K.B.E. Headquarters. Sfiergarh (Summer) and Dflrfranrl
(Winter).
Amb State comprises the following territories :
1. The trans-Indus territory, which lies for a few
miles on the right bank of the Indus River, opposite the
extreme north-west corner of the Badhuak tract in the
Haripur Tehsil of the Hazara District, and comprises a
few villages only, nf whir.h ^mb is the chief
2. The major portion of the tract known as Feudal
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Tanawal, which lies on the left bank of Indus, and
occupies ttie centre of the western half of the Hazara
District.

*TT3L S W A T

STATE

The Ruler is a descendent of the famous Akhuiid
Sahib of Swat. He consolidated his rule in Swat from
1917 to 1932, and was recognised by the Government of
TnHia QC \Afali ^f fiwat in 1926. The area of the State is
4,000 square miles. The Headquarters of the State is
at Saidu Sharif about 38 miles from Malakand, and
connected with Malakand by motor road. -^*——
The Wali has since annexed to his territory the areas
of Ranoliya, Bankad, Tijal, Duber, Patan, Kandia, and
Seo in the Indus Kohistan. He has built forts in these
areas and has connected them by telephone.
There is a High School at Saidu.
3.

DIR

S T A T E

The territories of this State, about 3,000 square
miles in area, include the country drained by the Panjkora.
and its affluents down to the junction of the former river
with the Bajaur Rud". The Nawab of Dir is the overlord
of the country, exacting allegiance from the petty chiefs of
the clans. Dir is mainly held by Yusufzai Pathans, the
old non-Pathan inhabitants being now confined to the
upper portion of the Panjkora Valley, known as the Dir
Kohistan. A motor road has been constructed to Dir
from Malakand. A private telephone line has been
erected from Chakdarra to Dir, and a petrol pump was
installed at Timul-Garah in 1939.
^PHULERA

STATE

The State of Phulera comprises the minor portion of
feudal Thanawal, It consists of 98 small villages with
a
ipopulation of 8,757 and is situated in
feudaP
Thanawal. The name of the Khan is K. S. Abdul Latif

Khan.

.
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CHITRAL STATE

Chitral runs from Lowaral top to the south of the
Hindu-Kush range in the north, and has an area of about
4,000 square miles. The ruling dynasty has maintained
itself for more than three hundred years, during the
greater part of which the State has constantly been at
war with its neighbours. It was visited in 1885 by the
Lokhart Mission, and in 1889, on the establishment of
a political agency in Gilgit, the ruler of Chitral received
an annual subsidy from the British Government. That
subsidy was increased two years later on the condition that
the ruler, Aman-ul-Mulk, accepted the advice of the
British Government in all matters connected with foreign
policy and^frontier defence. His sudden death in 1892
was followed by a dispute as to the succession. The
eldest son Nizam-uKMuIk was recognised by Government,
but he was murdered in 1815. A war was declared by
Umra-Khan of Jahdul and Dir against the infidels, and
the Agent at Gilgit, who had been sent to Chitral to
report on the situation was besieged with his escort and
a force had to be despatched (April 1, 1895) to their relief.
The valleys of which the State consists are extremely
fertile and continuously cultivated. The internal administration of the country i$ conducted by His Highness
Haji Mohd. Muzaffar-ul-Mulk the Mehtar of Chitral
and the foreign policy is regulated by the Political Agent
at Malakand. The ruler proceeded on pilgrimage to
Mecca in February 1939.
Apart from the State of Chitral, the trans-border
tribes under the political control of the Political Agent,
Dir, Swat and Chitral are the Akozai, Hiasazai and
Malizai clans of the Yusafzai'. certain sections of the
Utman Khel: The Tarkanri: the Sam Ranizai: and
various alien races of which the Baskari of Panjkora
Kohistan, and the Torwal and Garwi of Swat Kohistan,
are the most important. The Akozai inhabit the Swat
Valley and Dir ' the Lliaszai and Malizai, collectively
known as the Bunerwals, inhabit Buner; the Tarkanri
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inhabit Bajauri and the Sam Ranizai, a heterogeneous
mixture of Yusafzai, Utman Khel, etc., inhabit the area
which lies between the Malakand range of hills and the
border of British India.
Chitral was formerly divided into two States, lower
or Chitral proper, and upper Chitral, including Yasin and
Mastuj. Both States were governed by members of the
same family, claiming descent from a common ancestor
named Muhammad Beg. Moharam Shah (Katur I) was
Mehtar of lower Chitral, while his elder brother, Shah
Khushwakt, was ruler of upper Chitral.
Aman-ul-Mulk, the Mehtar of lower Chitral and
head of the Katur branch, for many years acknowledged
allegiance to Kashmir. In 1878 he accepted an Agreement (No. I) with the Maharaja, by which he acknowledged subordination to Kashmir and undertook to receive
an agent from, and to send one to, the Darbar. Under
this arrangement he received an annual allowance of
Rs. 12,000 from the Maharaja.
In 1892 Mehtar Aman-ul-Mulk died and was
succeeded by one of his youBger-sons, named Afzal-ulMulk. His succession was recognised by the Government
of India; but shortly afterwards he was murdered by Sher
Afzal, his father's brother, who seized the government of
Chitral, but was attacked and expelled by Nizam-ulMulk, the eldest son of Aman-ul-Mulk.
In January 1895 Nizam-ul-Mulk was shot dead at
the instigation of his younger half-brother Amir-ul-Mulk,
who then seized the UhRxal fort^ At this time Sher
Afzal, the most popular candidate for the Mehtarship
was interned at Kabul, and the Amir ha'd given a
written promise that he would not be again permitted
to create disturbances in Chitral.
The Amir had,
moreover, undertaken in the Durand Agreement of
1893 that he would at no time exercise interference
in Swat, Bajaur or Chitral. Shortly after Nizam-ul-Mulk's
murder, Umra Khan of Jandol, the brother-in-law of
Amir-ul-Mulk, invaded Chitral with a force of Pathans
and refused to obey the British Agent's orders to with-
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draw. The Chitralis at first opposed Umra Khan ; but,
owing to the weakness and incapacity of Amir-ul-Mulk,
and to treachery, the resistance collapsed. In the meantime Sher Afzal arrived from Kabul and began to
make common cause with Umra Khan to induce the
British officers, by force if necessary, to quit Chitral
territory. As soon as it became known that Sher Afzal
was in the country, a few of the Chitralis went over to
him, and before the end of February the Adamzadas
(the noble class) practically joined him in a body.
Amir-ul-Mulk now began to make overtures to Umra
Khan.
The British Agent therefore took him
in
custody, and formally recognised Shuja-ul-Mulk, a boy
of about 14 years, as provisional Mehtar, pending the
orders of the Government of India. On the 3rd March
fighting
took place outside Chitral fort between
Sher Afzal's force and the British Agent's escort which
resulted in the latter's 400 men being besieged by
Sher Afzal, with the aid of Jandol Chiefs and Pathans, and
of Chitralis, from the 4th March to the 19th April. On
the night of the 18th, owing to the near approach of
relieving troops from Gilgit, the whole force of • the
enemy quietly withdrew and abandoned the siege. On
the 26th April, British troops crossed the Lowarai pass
and entered the Chitral territory.
Sher Afzal was
captured by the Khan of l)ir, and with other leading
men was sent down to India. Shortly afterwards
Amir-ul-Mulk was also deported, and died in India in
1924.
On the 2nd September the present Mehtar
Shuja-ul-MuI5',~younger brother^of Amir-ul-Mulk, w a s
installed as Mehtar of the Katur country in the name
ot the Maharaja of Kashmir as fos suzerain, and with
the authority and approval of the Government of India.
At the same time the Khushwakt districts, Mastuj and
Laspur west of the Shandur pass were taken away from
the Mehtar and placed under Governors over whom the
Mehtar had no authority.
The Mehtar maintains a force of about 2,500
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men, called the li Bodyguard ", and an irregular labour
corps known as the "Sappers and Miners". In addition
to these forces there are 110 Chitral Levies, armed and
paid by the Government, and a corps of Chitral Scouts
numbering 989 men under two British officers. The
scouts are armed by Government and receive pay for
only one month in the year when they are called up for
training.
The small State of Dir lies to the south of Chitral.
The ruling family are Akhund Khel a branch of the
Painda Khel of the Maliszai Akozai Yusafzai. The
founder of the line was Mulla Llias, known as Akhund
Baba, an old man who flourished in the 17th century ;
but his grandson, Ghulam Khan, seems to have been the
first to acquire temporal power.
In 1911 the Nawab attended the King Emperor's
Darbar at Delhi, but was not called upon to do
homage.
Fighting took place between Badshah Khan and his
brother in 1911 and again in 1912. Mian Gul Jan died
at Jandol in June 1914.
Badshah Khan's annua] subsidy of Rs. 25,000 was
increased to Rs. 50,000 in 1918, when the title of Nawab
was made hereditary and the title of Khan Bahadur was
conferred on his eldest son Shah Jahan Khan, who was at
the same time formally recognised as his heir. The latter
years of Badshah Khan's reign were principally spent in
an unsuccessful struggle to extend his possessions on the
right bank of the Swat River and to maintain what he
already held. Under the leadership of Mian Gul
Shahzada the whole of the Swat tribes eventually threw
off Badshah Khan's rule and in 1919 Gul Shahzada
captured the Adinzai Valley. This he was forced, by political pressure in 1922, to relinquish to the Nawab of Dir, and
both parties were induced to agree to certain terms laid
down by Government as to their future boundaries and
mutual relations. These terms were stated in a Murasila
issued by the Political Agent, which is known as the
Adinzai Agreement (No. XI).
*
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Of the Yusafzai inhabiting the Swat Valley, the
most important is the Ranizai division of the Akozai
clan, whose fighting strength is about 6,880.
Abdul Ghafur, the Akhund of Swat, was religious
leader of great fame and influence at the time of the
annexation of the Punjab, his Ijeadquarters being at Saidu
in Upper Swat. In December 1849 it became necessary
to punish the tribes of Lower Swat for complicity in
various raids within the British border, and a force was
sent against the villages at the foot of the Shahkot and
Morah passes. The operations were completely successful;
and the Akhund, recognising the strength of the British
power,impressed on the tribes that their only chance of resisting it lay in unity under a single leader. He put forward
Saiyid Akbar, a descendant of the famous Pir Baba
(whose grave in Buner is still one of the holiest shrines in
the country) as a candidate. Saiyid Akbar came to be
known as the Badshah of Swat.

«

CHAPTER TWENTYONE

Pakistan's Eastern

Partner

T H E Cabinet Mission ruled out Pakistan on the main
* ground that the size of non-Muslim minorities in
Pakistan comprising the whole of the six Provinces,
claimed bv the League, would be very considerable. In
the Punjab, N.-W.F.P., Sind and British Baluchistan out
of a total population of 36.4 millions, Muslims could claim
only 22.6 millions leaving a substantial non-Muslim
minority of 13*8 millions or 37.93% of the total population.
In Bengal " a n d Assam the argument was even
stronger against Pakistan. Out of a total population
of 70-5 millions, non-Muslims amounted to as much as
34.1 millions or a percentage of 48.34 as against 51.69
Muslims.
Therefore, as the Cabinet Mission held, these figures
showed that "the setting up of a separate Sovereign State
of Pakistan on the lines claimed by the Muslim League,
would not solve the communal minority problem."
Another reason for overruling the idea of a Sovereign
Pakistan was that two halves of the proposed Pakistan
State would be separated by some seven hundred miles
and communication in war and peace would be dependant
on the goodwill of Hindustan.
But Mr. Jinnah and the League rejected the Cabinet
Mission proposals and insisted upon a Sovereign Pakistan,
all arguments to the contrary notwithstanding.
Meanwhiiet-• Mr.. Suhrawardy, Muslim
League
Prepaier of Bgngal and Mr^Sarat Chandra Bose jointly
mooted .".'""the idea of an independent Sovereign Bengal.
This proposal, though it flattered' the vanity of
the Bengalee, Muslim and Hindu alike, found no
favour with either the Congress or the League. The
Congress saw in the" pf'oposal a dangerous precedent that
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micrht1 with ftgnal plamihilitv be demanded in other parts
of India, destroying the very foundation of a United India,
a conception to which Mahatma Gandhi and other leaders
of Congress were deeply wedded To Mr. Jinnah the idea
was equally not acceptable. Without Bengal, Pakistan
wouT3 hardly be worth having. For, Pakistan could
certainly not be, without it, the "largest Muslim State in
the World" or the "fifth" largest of the World's States.
Mr. Jinnah was certainly not interested in anything
second rate.
Of course, if both the League and the Congress
could have agreed to a "Sovereign Bengal/' there is no
doubt that Pathanist;m and Khalistan would also have
had to be conceded. If great minds could also have been
clearer minds, Balkanisation on a cultural and racial
basis may have been less injurious than States divided* by
boundaries of religious fanaticism.
And' when Pakistan came into being, East
Bengal became its Eastern Partner.
Mr. Jinnah could not get Bengal or the- Punjab.
Lord Mountbatten was firm enough to see to that. The
Independence Act awarded to Pakistan, subject to the
award of a Boundary Commission, the districts of East
Bengal and West Punjab having a Muslim majority.
Districts Having a non-Muslim majority were awarded to
India—West Bengal and East Punjab respectively.
The Boundary Commission presided over by Sir
Cyril Redcliff, however, made some modifications in the
boundary lines between the two Dominions after considering the claims of Muslim contiguous areas and "other
factors", a term about which there was very considerable
debate.
The result of the award of Sir Cyril Redcliff (who
had to act virtually as an umpire on the boundaries that
divided his colleagues on both Commissions), was that,
in the West, India gained the bulk of the Gurdaspur
district, and all the Muslim majority areas in Jullunder
and Amritsar and Ferozepore Districts, and the City of
Amritsar. India lost to Pakistan the city of Lahore,
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the claims to which were strongly based and also failed to
get SheikKupura, Lyaflpore and Montgomery, areas largely
populated by Sikh peasantry. In Bengal the League
failed to secure Calcutta and the control of the
territory around the Nadia and Kulti rivers upon which the
life of Calcutta as a city and port depended. Pakistan
was permitted to have the districts of Jessore and Nadia
and acquired the district of Khulna, which has a non- * j V
Musljrp majority.
Pakistan was also awarded the
' Chittagong Hill Tracts having non-Muslim majorities, on
*A'
the ground they were contiguous to the Chittagong district.
The district of Darjeeling was retained by India.
As indicated elsewhere the district of Sylhet in Assam,
on a referendum decided to form part of Pakistan.
East Bengal, accordingly, consists of the following Districts^
Dacca
Malda
Mymensingh
Faridpur
Bakargunj
Pabna
Bogra
Rajshahi
Rangpur
Khulna
Jessore
Murshidabad
.Nadia
Tippera
Noakhali
Chittagong
Chittagong Hill Tracts
Sylhet
East Bengal including Sylhet, although about ofie
fourth of the total area of Pakistan, is the most populated
of its provinofiaT The total population of Pakistan as
67.13 piillions of whiqh no less than 44 millions are centred
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in the most important area of the Pakistan dominion.
The respective populations, according to the 1941
Census, is as: follows "—
Territor;/.

Muslims
(in millions)

East

Bengal

V

NonTotal
Muslims. • {in millions)
(in millions)-

31

*

West Punjab

....

Sind

* ** •

12

13
t t • »

3.2

1.2
0.2

N.-W.F. Province
Baluchistan
Total
West Pakistan

0.03

0.5
...

44

18.7

**•*

5,43

24.50

East Bengal has, therefore, 31 million Muslims as
y against 18.7 in the rest of Pakistan. East Bengal has a
* very large non-Muslim population of 13 millions.
West
Pakistan, which had a minority population of about 5.43
millions has, with the exception of a few pockets, alfnosl
cleared itself of these.
A greater part of this book deals more with West
Pakistan than East Pakistan and this for many
reasons.
In the first place, the upHeavals due to the new
changes have been more apparent in the West than in
[\)
the East.
f
East Bengal, which figured somewhat prominently
in ^re-Pakistan days, has subsided into the background
now that Pakistan has been achieved. Perhaps it
learnt the lesson first that butchery and a^son is a game
* at which two• ca-nl:pla:YL^Sft€r Noakhali came Bihar,
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Noakhalr was riot repeated.
feast Bengal is also less affected by the torrents of
hate poured out by the Pakistan Press and Radio.
Dacca is out of range of the Lahore .transmitters and
the "Dawn" can only give news (and views) a day or
two too late.
The Bengalee is more industrious than the Punjabi
or the Pathan. Physically he cannot compare with
either, but what nature holds back in muscle, it makes up , m
in brains. He has less time and less inclination "to \^
pick up quarrels- Diet and climate have perhaps something to do with this.
East Bengal is also economically tied to. West
Bengal by bonds of jute. While Pakistan grows more
than half the jute produced in India and Pakistan, the [ ^
bulk of the mills are situated in West Bengal.
i •
The major contribution to Pakistan ideology, that
East Bengal has made is the declaration of the Premier
Khwaja. Nazim-ud-D'in, that any effort to get the two
Bengals united will be high treason and treated as

J suchNazim-ud-Din became Premier after
defeating
H. S. Suhrawardy for the job on the partition of the
two Bengals. _. .Although 'he had some part of his
education at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, like most Aligarh _J
men, he' is sincerely, a Muslim Leaguer. A man o f r
very considerable ability, he made his mark in the
political life of Bengal quite early in life. He was
appointed a member of the Bengal Executive Council in
May 1934 when he was under forty. He joined the
Muslim League and was the Leader of the opposition
in the Bengal Legislative Assembly, until he became
Chief Minister in. April 1943. He made way for
Suhrawardy in 1945, .
Being at some distance from the Qaid-e-Azam he has
a freer hand in the administration than some of the other
premiers of Pakistan. He has infinitely greater
administrative experience than either Mamdot or Abdul
Qayum. Hence the fewer mistakes.
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One of East Bengal's achievement^—;g&hievement it
is—is a refusal to substitute Urdu for Bengali as a medium
- ^ of instruction in schools. Muslim and Hindus in East
( \ / Bengal, thanks to a little Bengali Muslim, will grow up
speaking the same language.
Nazim-ud-Din made it quite clear at the very start
that he was not going to permit East Bengal to be the
dumping ground for Pakistan pgtees from the Punjab or
the United Provinces. No claims of Islam or loyalty to
could deviate him from " B e n ^ a P for the
i /• Pakistan
V> Bengalis." ~~~
*~~"
Nazim-ud-Din has successfully kept East Bengal to
himself. The question that many are asking is "will he
successfully keep Pakistan, as Jinnah's constitutional heir."
He certainly has brains* and, what is not less important,
more than 51% votes in the Pakistan Constituent
Assembly.
'Communications is one of the main problems of East
Bengal and food another. Although rice is largely grown
and fish is plentiful, lack of good roadways and large
expanses of water make movements of goods and
personnel difficult. East Bengal with its closely headed
• millions is, therefore, more prone to famine and privation
* ^S than any other part of Pakistan.
East Bengal has been spared, probably for reasons
of transport, visits of Pakistan's great men. The East
Bengalee has seen Mahatma Gandhi. Excepting for the
favoured few who can make the haj to Karachi; the
Qaid-e-Azam is only a reputation.

CHAPTER TWENTYTWO

The Tribes of the Frontier
•

T

HE TRANS-border tribes which constitute an important problem of Pakistan are severally under the
political control of the Deputy Commissioners of
Peshawar, Hazara and the various Agencies. Of Peshawar,
the chief are the Bunerwal, Chagarzai, (trans-Indus),
Chamlawal and Khudu Khel sections of the Yusafzai; the
Utman Khel; the Gaduns; the Mohmands; the Safis; and
part of the Adam Khel clan of the Afridis.
YUSAFZAI
This tribe is divided into two principal sections,
Mandnar and Yusafj each of which is usually reckoned
as a separate tribe. In each section there are divisions
and subdivisions till ultimately the component units
of the section are reached in individual families.
Though the Hindustani Fanatics were known to
have aided the Hassanzai in an attack made by them in
1852 on the territory of the Nawab of Amb, no actual
collision took place with them till April 1858, when,
in order to punish them for an attack on the camp of a
British officer near the border, a force of British and
Indian troops, 5,000 strong, under Sir Sydney Cotton,
was despatched against them. The Utmanzai and
Kabal and Kaya gave every assistance to this force in
its operations, during the course of which the buildings
at Sitana and also at Panjtar, Chinglai and Mangal
Thana, where the fanatics had been invited by Mukarrab
Khan, son of Fath Khan of Panjtar, were destroyed,
and the Hindustanis were expelled from Sitana. They
subsequently re-settled at Malka in the territory of the
Amazai, a section of the Utmanzai division of the
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Yusafzai, on the north-western slopes of Mahaban,
and in the early part of 1861 occupied Suri in the
vicinity of Sitana and resumed their former depredations
on British territory. It therefore, became necessary to
take steps against them, and the Utmanzai who had permitted the Fanatics to re-settle and to pass through
their country when proceeding to and returning from
British territory were blockaded.
Soon after, the
institution of the blockade the Utmanzai expressed their
willingness to submit t o any terms demanded of them ;
and
after
some
time
they
agreed
to . a
fine of Rs. 1,000 to close their country against the
Sitana Fanatics and other robbers, and to cease from
levying certain oppressive dues from traders proceeding
up and down the Indus.
MOHMANDS
T h e Mohmands area large tribe, occupying the hilly
country on the north-west border of the Peshawar valley.
They originally owned allegiance to the Amir of Kabul,
from whom their Chiefs received p*sh a11o\ya|ir.<JS and the
revennfe of Ceftam districts in the direction of Jalalabad,
amounting to about Ks. 70.000 a year.
The tribe can
turn out about~20.0QO fighting npen, and fa fr'virlpd iato
four "main clans—the Baizai, Kfagaezai, Tarakzai and
Halimzai. Owing to the direct influence exercised by the
Amir Dost Muhammad over the Mohmands, it was chiefly
through this tribe that he endeavoured, after the annexation of the Punjab, to harass the British border.
The
Chief, Saadat Khan of La lpura, was also hostile to the
British because during their brief connection with the
affairs, of Afghanistan in 1841, he had been superseded in
the Chiefship by his cousin Torabaz Khan, who was,
however, unable to maintain his ground after the British
had left the country. The tribe possessed peculiar facilities for causing annoyance as two of the roads leading to
Afghanistan pass through their territories.
The principal clans with which Government have
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had dealings are the Tarakzai, whose most important
Chief is the Khan of Lalpura : the Burhan Khel and Isa
Khel. of Pandiali, who were originallyfry-flnr.hgg^nf the
Trakzai but are now quite distinct: and the Halimzai of
Gandab and Kamali. These clans all border on British
territory and were in the enjoyment of certain villages within the Peshawar district of the collective value of Rs. 10,000
a year, thus owing joint allegiance to the British Government and to the Amir of Kabul. In 1850 and 1851 their
raids and robberies were frequent'. and in October 1851 a
force was sent against the Tarkzai and Halimzai. It was
opposed by the whole tribe, under Saadat Khan, and operations continued for three months, severe punishment being
inflicted. After the withdrawal of the force, the whole
tribe again combined against the British ; but in April
1852 they were completely routed. The Halimzai, under
their Malik Ahmad Sher, at once tendered their submission
and entered into an Agreement No. (v). They were
allowed to re-settle on payment of an annual tribute of
Ks 200, and on condition of loyalty and good service.
Early in 1919, at the time of the Punjab disturbances
and when the war with Afghanistan was imminent, some
in it I las, accompanied by a detachment of the Amir's
troops, came through Mohmand country as far as Gandab
and invited the tribe to rise against the British ; but, under
the leadership of Malik Ahmad Nur, Musa Khel, and
Malik Anmir, Gandab Halimzai, they refused to send a
lashkar until *:hey had interviewed the Afghan General.
On this the mullas held a conference, as a result of which
the Amir's troops received orders to retire and the mullas
dispersed, The Mohmand jtrgas then hastened to Shabkadr, where they were seen by the Chief Commissioner
and their allowances, suspended since the outbreak of
tribal disturbances in 1915, were restored to them as
reward for the services rendered by them on this
occasion.
The Musa Khel of Mitai, the most powerful of the
assured clans, had refused to join in the attack and had
done their best to break up the lashkar. The Govern-
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ment of India decided, by securing a more effective control over this clan, to strike a blow at the influence of
the Haji of Turangazai, against whose activities it constituted the best bulwark : and they offered to raise their
allowances by Rs. 5,000 a year. The offer was accepted ;
and in December, 1927 the Musa Khel entered into
a renewed and more extensive agreement (No, XI) to
maintain friendly relations with the Government of
India.
The allowances of the Mohmands assured clans now
amount to Rs. 50,323 per annum. Pakistan has promised
to pay these allowances.
^~
AFRIDIS
Two of the four divisions of.the..Adam Khel clan of
the Afridis are the Hassan Khel and the Ashu Khel.
There are two sub-divisions of Hassan Khel—the Akhorwal
and Janakhorij and two of the Ashu Khel—the Ali Khel
and Mahmadi. The Kalla Khel section of the Ali Khel
is under the political control of the Political Agent,
Khyber, and the Akhorwal sub-division of the Hassan
Khel under that of the Deputy Commissioner, Kohat, from
whose political control the Janakhori Hassan Khel, and
the Kandao and Kaudar sections of the Ashu Khel, were
transferred to that of the Deputy Commissioner,
Peshawar, in 1896 and 1897 respectively.
T R I B E S OF HAZARA
The trans-border tribes under the political control
of the Deputy Commissioner, Hazara, are the Swathis;
the Pariari Saiyids; certain division and sections of the
Yusafzai; and the trans-Indus Tanaolis whose chief is the
Nawab of Amb.
SWATHIS
The Swathis are not pure Pathans, but appear to be
of Indian origin. Retiring before the invasions of
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Yusafzai, who wrested from them Swat and Buner, they
crossed the Indus and settled in the tracts which they
now occupy.
The trans-border Swathi tracts arc Allai, Nandihar,
Tikri, Deshi and Thakot.
During the Black Mountain expedition of 1868, the
Allaiwals attacked one of the survey camps. They were
summoned to answer for their conduct, but did not do so.
In the same year the Deshiwals took part, with the other
Black Moutain tribes, in the invasion of the Agror Valley,
and a fine of Rs. 1,000 was exacted from them.
YUSAFAI
The trans-border Yusafzai under the political control
of the Deputy Commissioner, Hazara, are the Isazai cl^n
(consisting of the Akazai, Hassan2ai and Madda Khel
divisions): the Amazai division of the Usmanzai clan: the
Basi Khel sub-division of the Chagarzai (who, though properly forming part of the Malizai.sub-division of the Khwazozai division of the Akozai clan, are generally reckoned
as a separate division of the Akozai) living with the Pariari
Saiyids and the trans-Indus Utmanzai whose principal
villages are Kabal and Kaya.
In April 1875 a serious raid, in which they were
joined by the Nasrat Khel and Basi Khel sub-divisions of
the Chagarzai, was committed by the Akazai, and the
Khan Khel sub-divisions of the Hassanzai,
on
the British village of Ghanian in the Agror Valley.
Before any measures for the punishmen^ of the tribes
could be decided upon, a quarrel took place between the
Hassanzai and Akazai, which led, mainly through the
influence of the independent Saiyids of Tilli, to the
voluntary and complete submission, in September, 1875,
of the Akazai, who engaged to abstain from all opposition to Government—a promise which they did not keep.
The Nasrat Khel Chagarzai came in at the same time ;
and in December the Hassanzai and their allies, the Basi
Khel Chagarzai, also came in and professed a desire for
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pardon. In the meantime Shahtut was occupied and
the land distributed among other communitiesAta Mohammad Khan died in 1875 and was succeeded by his son AH Gauhar Khan.
In 1882 the question of restoring Shahtut to the
Akazai came under consideration. Government were
willing to restore it on a tribal guarantee for good
behaviour. The majority of the tribe were prepared to
give the required engagement: but, as a sub-section of the
clan declined, the negotiations fell through for the time.
In March 1882 Hashim Ali Khan, the nominal Chief
of the Hassanzai, raided a village near Oghi in Agror,
but the tribe was not believed to be implicated.
Disputes between the Khan of Agror and his cousin
Abdulla Khan, of Dilbori, regarding the latter's land
interests in the Agror Valley, culminated in 1884 inactive
hostility. Abdulla Khan secured the aid of the Saiyids of
Pariari with their Chagarzai tenants, and of a section of
the Akazai, and these tribes committed numerous raids
throughout the summer of 1884 on the villages of the
valley. A blockade was established, and in September
1884 a small military force was sent against them while
engaged in attacking the village of Ghanian. The tribes
were routed and driven out of British territory. Petty
raids continued for some months afterwards; but in
October 1885 the Pariari Saiyids and the Chagarzai
submitted, paid the fines imposed upon them, and gave
hostages for future good conduct.
In November 1887 a servant of Hashim Ali Khan
of Seri, Chief of the Hassanzai, was charged with several
murders in Agror and was arrested and put on trial.
Disregarding friendly messages asking him to send in the
witnesses named by his servant for his defence, Hashim
Ali Khan sent a raiding party intu Agror; which killed
two men and carried oft two others. In the following
June Major Battye, with a company of the 2/5th Gurkhas,
while making a route march on the Black Mountain,
was attacked by a gang of Gujars and others of Akazai
villages; Major Battye, Captain Urmston, and a few
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Gurkhas were surrounded, overpowered and killed.
N O R T H W A 2 I R I S T A N AGENCY
The Tochi (now North Waziristan) Agency was
established in 1895. The tribes under the control of the
Political Agent are the greater part of the Utmanzai clan
of the Darwesh Khel Wazirs, as also two small tribes of
insignificant importance living on both sides of the
Afghan border—the Saidgi and Kharsin, both of Saiyid
origin and the Daurs.
In 1922, as a corollary to the extended occupation
of the Agency, the allowances of the Tochi tribes were
increased from Rs. 27,396-10-0. to Rs, 89,000.
WAZIRS
Two of the three divisions of the Utmanzai clan-—the
Ibrahim Kllfif gnr *ft^M"™*Khel—were transferred in 1895
from the control of the Deputy Commissioner, Bannu, to
that of the Political Agent, Tochi; and in 1909 the Kabul
Khel subdivision of the third (the Wali Khel) was
similarly transferredMMfrom the control of the—-Deputy
Commissioner, Kohat.
"Tn 1908 the Madda Khel were granted and
additional Maliki allowance of Rs. 3,000 a year, and an
Agreement (No VIII) was taken from them.
S O U T H WAZIRISTAN AGENCY
The tribes under the control of the Political Agent,
south Waziristan, are Mahsuds; part of Ahmadzai
clan of the Darwesh Khel Wazirs; and the Ghilzai
nomads who have settled in the Wana plain. There is
also a settlement of Urmars—a tribe of uncertain origin,
with a language and customs of their own at Kaniguram
in Mahsud country.
MAHSUDS
The Mahsud Wazir tribe consists of three clans—the
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Bahlolzai, Alizai and Shaman Khel, numbering about
5,000 and 2,700 fighting men respectively.
For many years the Mahsuds remained hostile to the
British Government, and lawless bands, recruited from
among the tribesmen living nearest to the British borders,
constantly plundered and harried neighbouring British
territory, particularly along the Tank border, which was
not under direct British management. The conduct of
British relations with the Mahsuds, and all powers of
political and magisterial jurisdiction, were in the hands of
the Nawab of Tank until 1873, when these powers were
withdrawn from the Nawab, and Tank was amalgamated
with the Dera Ismail Khan district. The Wana (now
South Waziristan) Agency was established in 1895.
A question of maintaining these tribes in a state of
tolerable economic sufficiency is going to be one of
Pakistan's major problems. At present they have been
let loose in Kashmir.
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CHAPTER

TWENTYTHREE

By^the^^Gracejof^^God

i

" D Y T H E Grace of God" said Mr. Jinnah in a message
D
to London Muslims^Sve shall build a new and the
Greatest Muslim Sovereign State in the world, with
complete unity, discipline and faith. Muslim India will
discharge its responsibility with full credit and make its
contribution towards world peace. I whole heartedly
share your joy in celebrating this occasion for which there
is no parallel in hisfcocy."
The message was the high-light of a brilliant function
at one of London's principal hotels on the occasion of
the establishment of Pakistan.
Proposing the .toast of Pakistan T several speakers
voiced their hopes for the new State.
The Turkish Ambassador said: "I feel a great
happiness in welcoming the birth of a new Islamic State.
On behalf of the Turkish people I wish happiness,
prosperity and a great future to Pakistan and the Muslims
of Pakistan.1'
Hafiz Sheikh Wahba Saudi, Arabian Minister said :
The Star ot Islam is again emerging out of the cloud that
had veiled it for a while. In our rejoicings over Pakistan,
ouc-indiaiTbrothers in Hindustan must not be forgotten.
T o them I extend my best wishes for a happy future. I
sincerely hope that the new States of Pakistan and
Hindustan will always co-operate in their efforts to bring
happiness to all the people of India."
Dr. Fadmil

la™ 3 1 1 . Eipance Minister nf Trflf| said :

"Pakistan will show the world that Islam carries the
seeds of peace for the whole universe. Pakistan is a new
dawn of liberty, prosperity, peace and happiness. I
welcome Pakistan in the name of my country."
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Sirdar Mohammed Ali a merr^gr r»f th* Afghan
Legation said; 'As an Afghan and a representative of the
Afgnans it gives me great pleasure to be present at the
celebration of this historic occasion. W e Afghans
congratulate our Muslim brethren of Pakistan on their
achievement and wish Mr. Jinnah a brilliant future."
Other messages of goodwill and best wishes to the
new dominion of Pakistan came from the French and
Belgian Ambassadors and the Nawab of Palanpur. The
Nepalese Minister was present.
Little did the. assembled guests believe that within a
few weeks of the occasion for which Mr. Jinnah foundjio
parallel in History, a cataclysm would overtake millions_of
his subjects for which in deed there was never any parallel
in history. Little also did Mr. Jinnah realise that his
joy"ihoqld be so shortlived and he would be taken ill and
stricken with defeat and despair. Little did he realise
* that although on June 3rd, proclaimed as the greatest figure
in Islam since Muhammad, his leadership of millions of
Muslims would be repudiated in less than a few weeks
from the fulfilment of his policy. Millions who followed
him blindly along the road of hate, would suddenly,
realise to their disillusionment. Jinnah and his Cabinet
members, b y . the ^ a S U g £ j £ ° d , s °ld their properties in
India at fancy prices a n a r e m o v e d their belongings, their
sisters and their wives to Pakistan and Jeft, millions behind
t o ' pay the price of Pakistan.
And this in itself
is"an outstanding event, though not without historical
f\ parallel.
^""~" One of the earliest acts of the Indian Constituent
Assembly was to abolish separate electorates and
communal representations in services in the new
Constitution of India. Under several Constitutions the
Muslims of India have enjoyed a favoured position. In
the legislatures, in educational institutions,fn the public.
services throughout India they have enjoyed a weightage
that pure arithmetical numeration did not justify. A
great majority of members of the Muslim community
entered the services by nomination to fill communal
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vacancies and not by competitive examinations. In t;he
legislatures they have been afrle to return persons who
were Muslims first and Indians second. For nearly thirty
years it enabled organisations such as the Muslim League
and Muslim Conference to flourish separately with the
support of the rulers of the.day. For thirty years, Muslims
in India were able to have separate representation in all
provincial and Central Cabinets, in the Council of the
Secretary of State and at all International Conferences
and at the League of Nations. With the advent of
Pakistan, all this has gone. There is no province in .
India now where Muslims are in a majority. Shall we * **
say by the Grace oCJjod, Muslims have lost all influence
in thp pnlifi^TTir/^InHia ?

^

X

*

If India had been united, the Muslim League would
have dominated the governments of Sind, Punjab and
Bengal; it would have had a powerful opposition in the
United Provinces and Bombay. It would have had a
parity with the Congress at the Centre and in view of its
autocratic leadership, it might well have ruled the whole
of India for many years. Mahatma 'Gandhi offered Mr.
Jinnah a five year Presidentship of India. ' Perhaps, by _
the Grace of God. we have been spared all this.
\ *cA*l*
The establishment of Pakistan has directly and
indirectly affected the lives of not less than ten million
people.
.. By the Grace of. God, therefore, a few people have
benefited; they have got houses and property, which
they did nothing to deserve. Several officials have had
promotion, and many have profited by bribery.
"Pakistan", spy* **** Qmd-frAiffl.m "was achieve
peacefully."
TrueT by the Gracftof God, there was no declared
war
JE&-Xx>ngn^§^^
The Khizar Ministry was overthrown by no more effort
than happy picnics in police vans to the countryside.
The Congress was hrow-bffiten into appeasement and

^ ^
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the British Government and British officers assisted the
, w A formation of the new State for Imperial reasons.
By the Grace of God. linnah promised Britain to
remain within the British Commonwealth and so Jinnah
was conceded Pakistan. "By the Grace of God, Russia
was at the time causing England and the United. States
a headache.
But nothing can be further from the truth than that
Pakistan has been occasioned by peaceful means. Direct
. Action by the League for the establishment of Pakistan
was started in Calcutta on Direct Action Day. on.. j^jigust
16th, 1946—it took a violent form. The thousands of
, corpses that littered the streets of Calcutta bore witness to
the battles that had been fought. In Noakhali, houses and
villages were set on fire and rage and murder stalked at
large." Of course having embarked on violence, the
League got in reply violence in the same, if not more
emphatic language, in Bihar.
.
T o bring about a League Ministry in Punjab in March,
the agents of the League committed such outrages on
women, on innocent children, and on peaceful frit
hbours that it made eye witnesses declare that man had
never descended to so low a level. Some of the things that
happened at Rawalpindi District would "shame even
the beasts." And while these things happened, Mr. jinnah
did not shed a tear.
Prior to his departure for Delhi to meet the Viceroy,
Mr. Jinnah at an interview had prophecied "terrible
consequences" if Pakistan was not conceded. Nobody
realised what Mr. Jinnah had up his sleeve. It is not
necessary to recapitulate any of the facts sets out in
other chapters in greater detail or which are strictly
extraneous..to this work. But if Mr. Jinnah has himself
paid nothing or sacrificed anything
for Pakistan,
the millions who believed in him
and
whom
he hypnotised have paid no small price for the homeland.
India too has paid a heavy price, because
unless
Pakistan was conceded, India could not be free. In
both cases the price fell on the people, who did not ask

?
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for Pakistan and who did not seek the new freedom.
The price that has thus been paid for Pakistan is
unique in the annals of all history. The establishment v
of no State in the whole wide range of the world's
history was ever attended by so much bloodshed and so
much misery. Figures convey nothing of the magnitude
of human sufferings involved. But even the figures are
stupendous *.—
Murdered East and
500,000 (Mr. hurchill)C
West Punjab,
Baluchistan,
N.-W. F . P .
and Sind.
Abducted West Punjab
100r000 (estima ted)
_ 50,000
East Punjab
Rape
West and
East Punjab
50,000
ft
Children
Murdered or
maimed for life
100,000
99
Drowned
While on the
in the
move to
Beas
Pakistan
60,000
(Tribune)
Several
Died by
thousands (Press)
the roadside
Arson
One half of the City of Lahore.
99
One half of the City of Atnritsar. 3>
Hundreds of cases of arson in
other towns and villages of
both East and West Punjab.
Dera Ismail Khan practically
reduced to ashes.
Rendered West Punjab Non-Muslims
Home/ess East Punjab
4,000,000 (Gazanfar AH
Muslims
5,000,000
Total

9,000,000

^
'
*
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Loss of
Property

Non-Muslims Rs. 2,000,00,00,000 (Press
(2000 crores)
Muslims

300,00,00,000
(300 crores)
Rs. 2,300,00,00,000

Total
Died of
Cholera
Dying of
hunger,
cold and
starvation'

„

20]OOQjI££ikharBddin)

West Punjab

5,000 weekly (Gazanfarali)

Skilled labour
unemployed.
Children's
education
disturbed

J>

West Punjab

Unemployed by
reasons of
transfer from
one Dominion West Punjab 50,000
to the other
and then
awaiting
retrenchment.

A-/

1

(estimated)

»

' West Punjab 500,000

3 millions.

>>

'* -* -'
Whether all this is by the Grace of God is debatable.
It looks more like God having gone on long vacation
./•
since August 15th, and Satan officiating for the time
'
being.
Many people in Pakistan wonder whether this was
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all necessary. Many look back .to the good old days. By .
the God's Grace Pakistan is a free Sovereign State. The
only evidence of freedom that people have seen is the_
liberty with which one can thrust a knife into the belly of
another without police interference or the risk of hanging
at the end of a rope. Other liberties have gone—the liberty
to think, the liberty to speak, the liberty to walk in safety,
the liberty to leave womenfolk unprotected, the liberty to
travel and the liberty to worship Providence in any odd
way.
By the Grace of some one—it is difficult to believe
that it is by the Grace of God himself, all this is gone.
Almost in every issue of the "Civil and Military Gazette"
you will find an announcement like :
" I , Amarnath Prasher, Christian, hereby announce that I have adopted the name of Andrew
/

or

Pifltel

I, Kishendas, have this day embraced Islam and
adopted the name of Khuda Dad."
It is impossible for a Christian, with a name smacking of Hindu origin, to live in Pakistan with safety. But
that is only a fraction of what is happening.
The Bishop of Lahore is quitting his diocease as
soon as he can be relieved. Many missions are winding
'/^/up their affairs. The shooting of the Nuns of Baramula
by Pakistan forces was a grim reminder that in Pakistan
only orthodox beliefs would be tolerated.
Pakistan has long forgotten that it was the__
Christians of Abyssinia, who gave sanctuarv to the
earliest Muslim refugees from Mecca and that the Prophet
v ^ - d the kindliest associations with the Christian
rrionarchs and rulers of his a^y. "Ry the. Grace of God —
and by ordinance of j h e Qaid-e-Azam, churches and
cathedrals will become the property of Pakistan. A
& Lahore Shrine, where a God no different than the God
of Islam has been worshipped for generations, is today
a slaughter house where carcases proclaim the Grace of

i

the Almighty.
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Gandhi taught people to win freedom by sacrifice,
self-negation, love and truth.
By the Grace of God, Jinnah did not have need to
teach sacrifice or self-negation, love or truth. He found
a .weapon more effective than all this—hate. And,
accordingly, in the words of Beverley Nichols, he founded
an Empire on Hafe.
A village near Quadrabad, in District Gujrat, was
attacked by a mob. Almost all the adult males were
killed. Women, young children and old men were thrown
in the Chenab. They were washed down the river.
That was the new Pakistan lygv ttf-deafog- with
neighbours. '"
£~boat man of village Chak Bhati, District Guiranwala, saw these unhappy people and rescued most of them.
After that he rendered them first aid and escorted them
to Rampur Tasar (Gujranwala). He took special care
to see that the relatives of those he helped were informed,.
By the Grace of God, the old boat man was illiterate.
He had not heard of Jinnah and did not care whether
Pakistan was established or not.
The Hon. Mr. Mahomedali Carrim Chagla, Chief
Justice of Bombay, addressing the 10th Session of the
Indian History Congress in "Bombay, said that the events
of the recent past in India, the two-nation theory and the
consequent division of the country represented a foreign
trend which did not fit in with the pattern of India's
history.
The History Congress was attended by eminent
historians from all over the country and outside. The
Premier of Bombay, Mr. B. G. Kher, inaugurated it.
Presiding over the Congress, Dr. Mohammed Habib
Professor of History, Aligarh University, analysed the
recerif events in the country and said that the Congress
High Command alone, among the political groups, had
retained its sanity and balance and t w \h& Nphm
Cabinet held forth a fine vision of the future national
Cnye.rnment of India.

Mr.

Chagla, welcoming the delegates, said :

4
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"Originally, nationalism in India was territorial.
It was intended to be a spurt to freedom and it was a
weapon of offence against the foreigner with a view
to maintaining political liberty.
But the foreigner
realised the danger and crrected barriers against
man and man in this country.
" T h e impending transfer of power made people
greedy and power-conscious and nationalism took a
communal turn. Instead of having political majorities which would be fluid and change from time to
time, we erected permanent majorities and minorities
and shut them up in communal water-tight compartments.
" W e forgot that democracy could only be based on
common citizenship and instead of emphasising our
oneness, we began to exaggerate our divisions and
differences.
"This fantastic and unreal nationalism reached its
culminating point in the two nation theory with all
the terrible and bloody consequences which we have
been witnessing.
"When the transfer cf power did come, the heir
to British rule was not a united India, but a divided
and truncated country. I venture to say that all that
has been happening in the recent past is a foreign
trend which does not fit in with the pattern of our
history.
" That brings me to what I think is the pattern of
our history. Our history, truly visualised, has been
a history of unity. Nowhere else in the world has
there been such a synthesis of different religions,
cultures and ideas as in this country of ours. In
varied and manifold diversity there has run like a
golden thread the oneness of India. Invaders have
come and India has absorbed them. New civilisations have come triumphant and after the passage
of time they have taken on an Indian pattern. Our
greatest thinkers and greatest statesmen have thought
and dreamt about the unity of India, and if historians

l'
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must find a rhythm in our history, that is the
rhythm to which historical events have marched."
The words of Chief Justice Chagla will be widely
quoted as the dictum of a Muslim jurist and historian.
nityjjavft hffin hypnotised,
.

B u t jyfrater

th^p

in tfrft wisdom . nf Chagla is the

(Grace of God manifest in the City of Bombay (home
town^of the Qaid-e-Azam) where a muslim canJisJZhief
Justice of a predominantly Hindu Presidency; where there
is a Hindu Prime Minister, who can ban Seva Sangh
rallies; where Muslim women can walk freely.unveiled
without fear of molestation; and where Muslim traders, can.
fiourish alongside American, Jew or Parsi.
And Bombay is no isolated pin point on India's map
of toleration. Sir Akbar Hydari, scion of a famous
Muslim family of the Nizam's Dominion, is Governor of
India's North East Frontier Province of Assam. The
first permanent governorship of a Presidency has gone to
a Christian, Sir MaharaJ Singh, whose-sister Amrit Kaur
has a Government of India portfolio; Lord Mountbatten
an Englishman has by choice been awarded the highest
gift in the hands of a Free India to offer; AsaLAlLto the.
United States; Ali Zaheer to Teheran; Syed Hussain to
Cairo. In Delhi itself, the Chief Commissioner is a Muslim, inspite of Muslim arsenals and a local Pakistan High
i Commissioner.
The Advocate General of India N. P.
fc Engineer, is from the small but patriotic Parsi community.
By the Grace of God, Nehru can mount tha
band-stand of Connaught Circus and tell a .Hinduaudience of thirty thousand that he would give his Jast
? d r o p of blood in fighting against the establishment of a
. * Communal State.
By the Grace of God, and the good fortune of forty
million Muslims in India, there was Mahatma Gandhi, who
in spite of all that Jinnah and Pakistan did, refused to
think in any other terms than love and toleration, and
who sat and prayed in Delhi, month after month, holding
with his frail body the Hood gates against hate and

(
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revenge, and achieved the goal at the cost of his own life.
Bv the Graced of God, Gandhi rebuked the
multitudes. A report said :
"In his post-prayer speech on Tuesday evening,
Gandhiji said he had heard that several refugees
were still trying to occupy vacant Muslim houses and
the police was using tear-gas to disperse the crowd.
It was true that refugees were faced with great
hardship. It was hard to lie in the open in the biting
cold of Delhi. . When it rained, tents were not
. sufficient protection.
He
could understand the
refugees clamouring for houses, if they would not
make the Muslim houses their target. For instance
they could come to Birla House and turn Kim and
the owners including a sick lad out and occupy
the house. That would be open dealing, though not
gentlemanly. The squeezing out of the Muslims
that was going on, was crooked and ungentle-

manly,"
Although at his Press Conference on July 13th and in
his "Id" message to Muslims, Mr Jinnah expressed his
abiding interest in the future and welfare of Muslims
outside Pakistan, his erstwhile followers are rapidly
giving him the go-bye.
The Agha Khan, who expressed no end of joy at the
/ establishment of Pakistan, within a month of the
/ establishment of the Dominion, cabled followers in
^-Bombay to give unqualified loyalty to the Indian Union.
While he thus minimised the importance of the
Qaid-e-Azam, by the Grace of Allah, he saved his
prosperous Ismaili followers from exile and incidentally
saved himself.
Resigning from the Muslim League, the Maharaj
Kumar ot Mahmudabad in a statement to the Press ~"
said:
"The Muslim League has outlived itself. Let it
. die its own death. To me it seems that to allow the
•

-

--

•

i
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League to run as an organization is a huge joke now.
Itraust be wound up". He added :
"After the creation of Pakistan what I find is
that well-to-do League leaders have gone to their
new homeland leaving the Muslim masses to -their
fate. Muslims look to these leaders for guidance
but they do not find enough courage to face them
now. The Indian Muslims find themselves between
the devil and the deep sea and definitely demand
that the League should chalk out a programme for
the Muslims of the Indian Union in the light of
today's need. But all this has proved to be a voice
in the wilderness. These opportunists know that
they cannot fool all the people all the time."
Mir Mushtaq Ahmad, Hakim Khalilur-Rehman
Sved Fayvaz A^j Hashmi and Maulana
Maul*
_ _ _ _ _
issufff a staijeiqent of ChaucJhari Khaliq'uz-z^man from
Karachi"Doubts and suspitions are expressed because we
• Indians have no faith in the declarations of Mr.
Jinnah and his henchmen. We, who are determined to die in India rather than live in Pakistan, will
gain the confidence of our countrymen by our
action and not by declarations of those who are
responsible for the division of our country. We
do not want- any
aid from
the enemies of
United India to plead our cause. We will take
care of ourselves. We are not a minority. We
consider Ourselves an integral part of the Indian
Nation."
According
to a well-informed article in the
'^Statesman", nine million Muslims in U.P. are now faced
with a turning point in their history, which may determine
— the future of the entire Muslim population of nearly 35
^ million throughout the Indian Union.
% * Injnany ways, Muslims in the U. P- enjoy a unique
position. Outside Pakistan, they form.the largest Muslim
concentration in any province: politically, thdr representatives have been in the tront ranTTs of leadership which

V.
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worked for the creation of the new State. Their
contribution has been acknowledged in public on several
occasions by the President and other leaders of the
Muslim League. As an effective minority, their voice in the
affairs of the province before August 15th was important.
With the division of the country their status
changed over-night. The
communal weightage in
services, local bodies and legislature disappeared fast .
Agitation for Pakistan, from which they drew much
sustenance
as a political organization,
is there
no more. The majority community's suspicion and
distrust, which are rooted in political history, have grown
in
the past months until they now border on
intolerance. It is not only an embarrassing time for the
Muslims, but also a phase of painful trial for their leaders.
Much of this uncertainty would not have existed
if, like the minorites in the two Punjabs, Muslims
in the U. P . had also decided on migration. By an
interesting unanimity of purpose, they have been
determined hitherto to stay put. When a news agency
reeprt from New ._D.elhi
earlier
quoted
Mr._
Liaqat Ali Khan as saying (which he has since denied) _
that no more Muslim refugees except from the East
Punjab would be received in Pakistan, it was the more
mitifngf among Hindus who
were disappointed
and not the Muslims, There is little doubt that
a large proportion of the Hindu masses, reflecting
their own views and those of refugees from Pakistan,
would like the province to be cleared of people whom
they firmly believe to be disloyal to the Indian Union.
That the Government of the province is not giving this
point of view any support is matter of general
regret which was only doubted by the agency report
from New Delhi.
If that is the position of the Muslims of the U. P^—
it is equally the position of Muslims in the rest of the
mmmm
Indian Union,
*
A year ago Pakistan was yet a dream. It has
come out of the clouds, placed itself on the world's
*
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map with a bang, A year ago, we were anxious to
know what the Empire would be really like ? Who
woqTci txf*"ifaa Cxow r—and—of—what, stuff would its
- Cabinet J>e composed ; how it would get on with its
neighbours!? "
To all these questions by the Grace of God wo have
the answers.
he dream that was so sweet has been something of
a nightmare.
According to Alan Moorehead of the London
"Observer", everywhere one has thejeeling that the political
earthquake which began on August 15th is still rambling
and heaving and may not yet have touched its crisis. According to political leaders of Pakistan three things are necessary, if Pakistan is to survive—five years of peace; J h e
survival of Mr. Jinnah during this time and the investment
of foreign capital. None of this is likely.
The history of India is crowded with the story of
little men, who carved out little kingdoms and went their
way. In the great march of time, however, the Unity
of India, which Providence and Nature intended has been
maintained. There have been scores of kingdoms as__bij
and as smalt as Pakistan; time has obliterated all these.
Hate never made any abiding edifice^
If by the Grace of God we have established a Pakistan
in our da>-, is it too much to hope, that by the Grace of
the very same God3 our children will see. restablished
the Unity and the Glory that was, once, not so long
a^o, Ind.

1
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Post Script
O BOOK on current problems can be strictly uptoclate when history is exceeding the speed limit.
Much has happened in the course of the three months
that the book has been with the printers. It is not possible
to chronicle these events except as a general postscript.
I visited the Chembur Refugee Camp (page ±20) early
in January, and came back with the impression that a large
r number of refugees from Sincl were more afraid of what
might have overtaken them, than what actually befell them.
At the time it certainly seemed that time might prove that
their fears were groundless.
But hardly had the chapter on Sind been written when Karachi witnessed an orgy of murder on the
Punjab style—"the victims being refugees from Sind,
men, women and children awaiting evacuation to India.
Order was restored, however, sooner than expected,
as the Kashmir question was subjudice of the U N O .
And^when all was peaceful, the Qaid-e-Azam toured
the_scene of the occurence.
A few days after Karachi, a refugee train from the
Frontier carrying about two thousand Hindu and Sikh
refugees from the Frontier Province to India, was attacked
' A at Gujrat Railway station, and most of the refugees were
either killed or abducted.
TThe" Gujrat massacre might have had serious repercussionsjnjndia and many innocent lives may have been
lost, if Mahatma Gandhi had not undertaken a fast unto
death to divert the attention of the country
from
retaliation and revenge.
Within five days, Mahatma Gandhi wrung from the
Govt, of India fiftyfive crores for the empty treasury of.
Pakistan and from his people a charter of toleration for the
helpless millions of Muslims of the Indian Union.
And for this, the Mahatma paid with his life,

N
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The only tribute that Jinnah could pay for this sacrifice
•ssing of a "man of principle"
and the "greatest leader of the
WndlL^Qramunity."
in India and
iuF millions of humble Mut
in Pakistan wept at the passing of perhaps the greatest
apostle'of love'and toleration that the world has ever seen.
IrFFebruary, the Qafd-e-Azam paid a visit to Baluchistan,
which as Governor General, he personally administers.
The main objective of the visit was to induce His Maj&ty
the Khan of Kalat to accede to Pakistan. The visit proved
a tailure^
Tne Khan backed by Persia and Afghanistan
Holds out for the Sovereign Independence of Kalat. And unless he chooses to accede, that is truly his present status by
virtue of the provisions of the Indian Independence Act.
Kalat also seeks the return of Quetta. Both Afghanistan
and Ralat are interested in Karachi beirfg declared a
"Free Port" much like l!)an^ff agf1 Trieste
Afghanistan seeks the return of territory ceded after
the third Afghan war, the contention being that they
were ceded to Britain not to Pakistan.
T o press her claims with Authority, Afghanistan
has nominated II. R. H. Shah Wali Khan, the Conqueror
of Kabul, as Ambassador and Plenipotentiary at the
Couit of His Excellencv the Oaid-e-Azam.
Goodwill combined with discretion governed the
withdrawal of Pakistan forces from Razmak and Damdil.
Discretion more than goodwill may govern the return
of Quetta and "British Baluchistan" to their original
owners.
The Ides of March have brought forth the Pakistan
Budgets'for ~p?4K-4Q In^P'te of deft window-dressing the
overall picture is dismal.

Revenue
\V. Punjab .
12.00
(including extra tax on
agricultural income)
E.Bengal
. 11.75
Pakistan
, 79.57

Expenditure
18.82

Deficit
6.73

16.09
89.68

4.73
10.11

V
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The high light of the West Punjab Budget are the
taxation proposals of Mian Mumtaz Daultana, Pakistan's
r 1 youngest and perhaps ablest Finance Minister. "~The
v
proposal to tax agricultural income on a scale rising
from 30% to 500% of the Land Revenue is"~Egth-~revolutionary and courageous. It may have tar-reaching
consequences. It may result, as Raja Ghazanfarali thinks,
on the elimination of the landlords. It may, to start
with, liquidate Daultana's political rivals—the Noons,
Tiwanas and Iftikharuddins.
Greater skill was expended on the Central Pakistan
Budget." A 160 gloomy, otherwise too accurate, a
picture of Pakistan economy would scare foreign capital
and adversly affect the Pakistan Government loan
presently placed on tajx And so Mr. GKulam Mohd.
opened nis windows to a care-free optimism. The Army
and Navy should cost no more than ten odd crores and
the provinces should look after the refugees for the
main part.
A little light by one Finance Member on one another
was given in the admirable budget oration pf Mumtaz '
Daultana:
u
l will remind the House that in the recently
presented budget of the Central Pakistan
Government, the Hon'ble Finance Minister
Pakistan did not burden his revenue resources
or inflict a revenue deficit by including the
grant of Rs. 150 lakhs to the province for
refugee relief in his revenue account but has
decided to meet it out of his Capital account.
A similar device was open to me."
The amout estimated by Mumtaz Daultana on refugee
relief of 9% crores was not far out of the estimate^ formulated in Chapter IX ante.
There is a wide difference in the estimated Defence
Expenditure and Railway
Receipts forecasted in
chapter IX ante and the Budgetary figures shown in Mr.
Gulam Mohd, 1948-49 Budget. The revised estimates for'
the year when presented will, however, show more clearly '

-
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how far the optimism was justified.
No great progress has been recorded at the U.N.O.
towards the solution of the Indo-Pakistan dispute over
Kashmir.
^
Sheikh Abdullah, on assuming office as Prime
Minister of Kashmir, in a public meeting at Jammu declared
(MarchJ: '
"I have no quarrel with Mr. Jinnah or Pakistan.
We are opposed to the principles on which the
edifice of Pakistan has been raised.
Every one
knows that the foundation of Pakistan was laid on
greed, hatred and communalism. The two nation
theory was a hymn of hate against non-Muslims.
This hate was fanned by the British in order to use
it as a justification for the division of India.
With pillage and murder the structure of Pakistan
was built.
The bones of thousands of innocent
Hindus and Muslims form the bricks of this
edifice. The God of Sheikh Abdullah is also the
God of Hindus but the God of Pakistap is the
exploiter.
If any one wants to know what
;
Pak stAn is he could see Pakistan with his own
eyes. In the beginning innocent Muslims were
told that their lot would improve by getting a
separate homeland. But now when Pakistan has
come into being the lot of Muslims has become
worse."
" W e 40 lakh Kashmiris unitedly resisLth&agg£^:_
sors. W e shall prefer death rather foan join
Pakista n.
Pakistan
is the
place where our
daughters and sisters were sold for a paltry sum by
the raiders.
W e shall have _nothing to do withsuch

a

flnnntty."

Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan representative of the
Frontier in the Constitutent Assembly took his seat and
made his declaration of loyalty to Pakistan. In his maiden
oration he denounced the Pakistan administration as more
foreign-riddenT corrupt and dishonest than any administration that had preceded it.
'

r
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Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan along with seven others
including a former Sind Premier 1 G.M. Syed has formed a
new party with the primary object of turning Pakistan
into a Union of Sovereign and independent Socialist
Republics. It is not known what Jinnah thinks of the new
blue-print of the proposed Constitution, but the J^Dawn"
has denounced the move as "The Old Gang Once again "
The struggle for power by Muslim Leaguers Inter
Se has begun in right earnest.
Agha fmdad Ali Shah,
a prominent leader of the Lahore City Muslim League
has been shot dead by his rivals.
It is quite evident that the scramble for power
INSIDE
PAKISTAN
will not be confined to the
ballet box " P A K I S T A N ZINDABAD."
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against India at the U.N.o, He also
discusses with candour the most vexed
question of the hour—the factors that
make for and hold the scales against
a War between the two Dominions.
Among the most interesting topics
he deals with are those that throw
light on the disillusionment of the
millions of Muslims in the leadership
of the League, the internal scramble
for power in Pakistan, and the background of the move to establish the
rule of the Shariat in the Dominion.
INSIDE PAKISTAN will undoubtedly
be one of the most discussed books of
the year.
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And Then Came Pakistan
"But perverse Nature set up new problems
for Pakistan. Jinnah had a new headache. It
was cot the minorities any longer. They
would never be disloyal to Pakistan as they
would never have an opportunity. They
would never exploit their wealth, nor exploit
the masses of Pakistan. They had been
effectively eliminated.
"With the departure of Baniaa and
Kafirs, Pakistan awoke to a reality that it had
never before comprehended—no, not even
imagined. The Non-Muslims ran the banks,
the insurance companies, the wheat, cloth,
sugar, retail and wholesale departments.
They paid the bulk of taxes. And suddenly
therefore, overnight the economy of Pakistan
collapsed. The banks could not function as
the clerks had run away. The municipalities
found they could not pay the salaries of their
staff, as the people who paid the house-tax and
other taxes were no longer there. The cotton
crop was at hand; the financiers had gone.
The ginning factories were now in the hands
of Pakistanis; but there was no transport to
bring the cotton, and no coal to run the
machinery. Pakistan railways were losing
crores of rupees. They had no coal and the
goods and passenger traffic had come down to
practically nil. Doctors found they had the
instruments and the surgeries of departed
colleagues, but no patients to pay them
consultation fees. Lawyers had come in for
ample libraries, but there were no clients and
no cases.
" And so within a fortnight of the establishment of Pakistan, Jinnah had to leave
Government House, Karachi, and make a dash
to Lahore. Pakistan was tottering
"
Excerpt from a chapter within.

